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Outline
• Anomalies

• Future oscillation experiments


• New physics explanations


• The MiniBooNE anomaly - a case study


• Searches

• Models


• Experimental constraints


• Neutrino Interaction Physics

• Neutrinos as BSM backgrounds


• KDAR neutrinos
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Anomalies



Short-Baseline Anomalies
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Experiment Source Oscillation 
Channel Significance

LSND Pion and muon 
decay-at-rest (DAR)

MiniBooNE Pion and kaon 
decay-in-flight (DIF)

MiniBooNE Pion and kaon 
decay-in-flight (DIF)

Reactors Beta Decay Varies

GALLEX/SAGE Radioactive Source 
(Electron Capture)
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<latexit sha1_base64="oEOk7I2WwNIsB/I3IJL6J0vCjYs=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJUZFeyy6MZlBXuRdiiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6FO4caGIWx/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNS23gnUSzYgMBWuH49tZvf3EtOGxerCThAWSDBWPOCXWWY+X1VrP8KEk/XLFq3pz4VXwc6hArka//NUbxDSVTFkqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR0qIpkJsvnCU3zmnAGOYu2esnju/p7IiDRmIkPXKYkdmeXazPyv1k1tVAsyrpLUMkUXH0WpwDbGs+vxgGtGrZg4IFRztyumI6IJtS6jkgvBXz55FVoXVd/x/VWlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OEa6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvSKMX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+hzx/3To/a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oEOk7I2WwNIsB/I3IJL6J0vCjYs=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJUZFeyy6MZlBXuRdiiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6FO4caGIWx/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNS23gnUSzYgMBWuH49tZvf3EtOGxerCThAWSDBWPOCXWWY+X1VrP8KEk/XLFq3pz4VXwc6hArka//NUbxDSVTFkqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR0qIpkJsvnCU3zmnAGOYu2esnju/p7IiDRmIkPXKYkdmeXazPyv1k1tVAsyrpLUMkUXH0WpwDbGs+vxgGtGrZg4IFRztyumI6IJtS6jkgvBXz55FVoXVd/x/VWlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OEa6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvSKMX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+hzx/3To/a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oEOk7I2WwNIsB/I3IJL6J0vCjYs=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJUZFeyy6MZlBXuRdiiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6FO4caGIWx/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNS23gnUSzYgMBWuH49tZvf3EtOGxerCThAWSDBWPOCXWWY+X1VrP8KEk/XLFq3pz4VXwc6hArka//NUbxDSVTFkqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR0qIpkJsvnCU3zmnAGOYu2esnju/p7IiDRmIkPXKYkdmeXazPyv1k1tVAsyrpLUMkUXH0WpwDbGs+vxgGtGrZg4IFRztyumI6IJtS6jkgvBXz55FVoXVd/x/VWlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OEa6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvSKMX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+hzx/3To/a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oEOk7I2WwNIsB/I3IJL6J0vCjYs=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJUZFeyy6MZlBXuRdiiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6FO4caGIWx/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNS23gnUSzYgMBWuH49tZvf3EtOGxerCThAWSDBWPOCXWWY+X1VrP8KEk/XLFq3pz4VXwc6hArka//NUbxDSVTFkqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR0qIpkJsvnCU3zmnAGOYu2esnju/p7IiDRmIkPXKYkdmeXazPyv1k1tVAsyrpLUMkUXH0WpwDbGs+vxgGtGrZg4IFRztyumI6IJtS6jkgvBXz55FVoXVd/x/VWlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OEa6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvSKMX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+hzx/3To/a</latexit>

2.8�
<latexit sha1_base64="D55xuyQx+nVtsU3bupjQY4vIpRc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRbDLohuXFexF2qFk0kwbmsuQZIQy9CncuFDErY/jzrcxbWehrT8EPv5zDjnnjxLOjPX9b6+wsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2kalmtAWUVzpboQN5UzSlmWW026iKRYRp51ocjuvd56oNkzJBztNaCjwSLKYEWyd9Vir1vuGjQQelCt+1V8IrUOQQwVyNQflr/5QkVRQaQnHxvQCP7FhhrVlhNNZqZ8ammAywSPacyixoCbMFgvP0IVzhihW2j1p0cL9PZFhYcxURK5TYDs2q7W5+V+tl9q4HmZMJqmlkiw/ilOOrELz69GQaUosnzrARDO3KyJjrDGxLqOSCyFYPXkd2rVq4Pj+qtK4yeMowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/JH3+QP1wo/Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D55xuyQx+nVtsU3bupjQY4vIpRc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRbDLohuXFexF2qFk0kwbmsuQZIQy9CncuFDErY/jzrcxbWehrT8EPv5zDjnnjxLOjPX9b6+wsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2kalmtAWUVzpboQN5UzSlmWW026iKRYRp51ocjuvd56oNkzJBztNaCjwSLKYEWyd9Vir1vuGjQQelCt+1V8IrUOQQwVyNQflr/5QkVRQaQnHxvQCP7FhhrVlhNNZqZ8ammAywSPacyixoCbMFgvP0IVzhihW2j1p0cL9PZFhYcxURK5TYDs2q7W5+V+tl9q4HmZMJqmlkiw/ilOOrELz69GQaUosnzrARDO3KyJjrDGxLqOSCyFYPXkd2rVq4Pj+qtK4yeMowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/JH3+QP1wo/Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D55xuyQx+nVtsU3bupjQY4vIpRc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRbDLohuXFexF2qFk0kwbmsuQZIQy9CncuFDErY/jzrcxbWehrT8EPv5zDjnnjxLOjPX9b6+wsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2kalmtAWUVzpboQN5UzSlmWW026iKRYRp51ocjuvd56oNkzJBztNaCjwSLKYEWyd9Vir1vuGjQQelCt+1V8IrUOQQwVyNQflr/5QkVRQaQnHxvQCP7FhhrVlhNNZqZ8ammAywSPacyixoCbMFgvP0IVzhihW2j1p0cL9PZFhYcxURK5TYDs2q7W5+V+tl9q4HmZMJqmlkiw/ilOOrELz69GQaUosnzrARDO3KyJjrDGxLqOSCyFYPXkd2rVq4Pj+qtK4yeMowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/JH3+QP1wo/Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D55xuyQx+nVtsU3bupjQY4vIpRc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRbDLohuXFexF2qFk0kwbmsuQZIQy9CncuFDErY/jzrcxbWehrT8EPv5zDjnnjxLOjPX9b6+wsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2kalmtAWUVzpboQN5UzSlmWW026iKRYRp51ocjuvd56oNkzJBztNaCjwSLKYEWyd9Vir1vuGjQQelCt+1V8IrUOQQwVyNQflr/5QkVRQaQnHxvQCP7FhhrVlhNNZqZ8ammAywSPacyixoCbMFgvP0IVzhihW2j1p0cL9PZFhYcxURK5TYDs2q7W5+V+tl9q4HmZMJqmlkiw/ilOOrELz69GQaUosnzrARDO3KyJjrDGxLqOSCyFYPXkd2rVq4Pj+qtK4yeMowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/JH3+QP1wo/Z</latexit>

4.5�
<latexit sha1_base64="pXhH3E4dSYkFbh7JD+wd/mETsBQ=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJUZqeiy6MZlBXuRdiiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6FO4caGIWx/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNS23gnUSzYgMBWuH49tZvf3EtOGxerCThAWSDBWPOCXWWY+16mXP8KEk/XLFq3pz4VXwc6hArka//NUbxDSVTFkqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR0qIpkJsvnCU3zmnAGOYu2esnju/p7IiDRmIkPXKYkdmeXazPyv1k1tdB1kXCWpZYouPopSgW2MZ9fjAdeMWjFxQKjmbldMR0QTal1GJReCv3zyKrQuqr7j+1qlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvSKMX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+hzx/0PI/Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pXhH3E4dSYkFbh7JD+wd/mETsBQ=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJUZqeiy6MZlBXuRdiiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6FO4caGIWx/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNS23gnUSzYgMBWuH49tZvf3EtOGxerCThAWSDBWPOCXWWY+16mXP8KEk/XLFq3pz4VXwc6hArka//NUbxDSVTFkqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR0qIpkJsvnCU3zmnAGOYu2esnju/p7IiDRmIkPXKYkdmeXazPyv1k1tdB1kXCWpZYouPopSgW2MZ9fjAdeMWjFxQKjmbldMR0QTal1GJReCv3zyKrQuqr7j+1qlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvSKMX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+hzx/0PI/Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pXhH3E4dSYkFbh7JD+wd/mETsBQ=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJUZqeiy6MZlBXuRdiiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6FO4caGIWx/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNS23gnUSzYgMBWuH49tZvf3EtOGxerCThAWSDBWPOCXWWY+16mXP8KEk/XLFq3pz4VXwc6hArka//NUbxDSVTFkqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR0qIpkJsvnCU3zmnAGOYu2esnju/p7IiDRmIkPXKYkdmeXazPyv1k1tdB1kXCWpZYouPopSgW2MZ9fjAdeMWjFxQKjmbldMR0QTal1GJReCv3zyKrQuqr7j+1qlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvSKMX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+hzx/0PI/Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pXhH3E4dSYkFbh7JD+wd/mETsBQ=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJUZqeiy6MZlBXuRdiiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6FO4caGIWx/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNS23gnUSzYgMBWuH49tZvf3EtOGxerCThAWSDBWPOCXWWY+16mXP8KEk/XLFq3pz4VXwc6hArka//NUbxDSVTFkqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR0qIpkJsvnCU3zmnAGOYu2esnju/p7IiDRmIkPXKYkdmeXazPyv1k1tdB1kXCWpZYouPopSgW2MZ9fjAdeMWjFxQKjmbldMR0QTal1GJReCv3zyKrQuqr7j+1qlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvSKMX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+hzx/0PI/Y</latexit>

2.8�
<latexit sha1_base64="D55xuyQx+nVtsU3bupjQY4vIpRc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRbDLohuXFexF2qFk0kwbmsuQZIQy9CncuFDErY/jzrcxbWehrT8EPv5zDjnnjxLOjPX9b6+wsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2kalmtAWUVzpboQN5UzSlmWW026iKRYRp51ocjuvd56oNkzJBztNaCjwSLKYEWyd9Vir1vuGjQQelCt+1V8IrUOQQwVyNQflr/5QkVRQaQnHxvQCP7FhhrVlhNNZqZ8ammAywSPacyixoCbMFgvP0IVzhihW2j1p0cL9PZFhYcxURK5TYDs2q7W5+V+tl9q4HmZMJqmlkiw/ilOOrELz69GQaUosnzrARDO3KyJjrDGxLqOSCyFYPXkd2rVq4Pj+qtK4yeMowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/JH3+QP1wo/Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D55xuyQx+nVtsU3bupjQY4vIpRc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRbDLohuXFexF2qFk0kwbmsuQZIQy9CncuFDErY/jzrcxbWehrT8EPv5zDjnnjxLOjPX9b6+wsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2kalmtAWUVzpboQN5UzSlmWW026iKRYRp51ocjuvd56oNkzJBztNaCjwSLKYEWyd9Vir1vuGjQQelCt+1V8IrUOQQwVyNQflr/5QkVRQaQnHxvQCP7FhhrVlhNNZqZ8ammAywSPacyixoCbMFgvP0IVzhihW2j1p0cL9PZFhYcxURK5TYDs2q7W5+V+tl9q4HmZMJqmlkiw/ilOOrELz69GQaUosnzrARDO3KyJjrDGxLqOSCyFYPXkd2rVq4Pj+qtK4yeMowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/JH3+QP1wo/Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D55xuyQx+nVtsU3bupjQY4vIpRc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRbDLohuXFexF2qFk0kwbmsuQZIQy9CncuFDErY/jzrcxbWehrT8EPv5zDjnnjxLOjPX9b6+wsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2kalmtAWUVzpboQN5UzSlmWW026iKRYRp51ocjuvd56oNkzJBztNaCjwSLKYEWyd9Vir1vuGjQQelCt+1V8IrUOQQwVyNQflr/5QkVRQaQnHxvQCP7FhhrVlhNNZqZ8ammAywSPacyixoCbMFgvP0IVzhihW2j1p0cL9PZFhYcxURK5TYDs2q7W5+V+tl9q4HmZMJqmlkiw/ilOOrELz69GQaUosnzrARDO3KyJjrDGxLqOSCyFYPXkd2rVq4Pj+qtK4yeMowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/JH3+QP1wo/Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D55xuyQx+nVtsU3bupjQY4vIpRc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRbDLohuXFexF2qFk0kwbmsuQZIQy9CncuFDErY/jzrcxbWehrT8EPv5zDjnnjxLOjPX9b6+wsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2kalmtAWUVzpboQN5UzSlmWW026iKRYRp51ocjuvd56oNkzJBztNaCjwSLKYEWyd9Vir1vuGjQQelCt+1V8IrUOQQwVyNQflr/5QkVRQaQnHxvQCP7FhhrVlhNNZqZ8ammAywSPacyixoCbMFgvP0IVzhihW2j1p0cL9PZFhYcxURK5TYDs2q7W5+V+tl9q4HmZMJqmlkiw/ilOOrELz69GQaUosnzrARDO3KyJjrDGxLqOSCyFYPXkd2rVq4Pj+qtK4yeMowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/JH3+QP1wo/Z</latexit>

Future experiments are coming online to provide 
improved tests of the anomalies.
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Experiment Source Oscillation 
Channel Significance

LSND Pion and muon 
decay-at-rest (DAR)

MiniBooNE Pion and kaon 
decay-in-flight (DIF)

MiniBooNE Pion and kaon 
decay-in-flight (DIF)

Reactors Beta Decay Varies

GALLEX/SAGE Radioactive Source 
(Electron Capture)

⌫̄µ ! ⌫̄e
<latexit sha1_base64="T1GV5gNQ9Ivo/IbJQXUH9rgwJsQ=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZciDBbBVUlE0GXRjcsKthWaECbTaTt0MgnzEEroyo2/4saFIm79Bnf+jdM2oLYeGDiccy93zokzzpT2vC+ntLS8srpWXq9sbG5t77i7ey2VGklok6Q8lXcxVpQzQZuaaU7vMklxEnPajodXE799T6ViqbjVo4yGCe4L1mMEaytF7mEQY5kHwoyjIDEo0Cn6UWjkVr2aNwVaJH5BqlCgEbmfQTclJqFCE46V6vhepsMcS80Ip+NKYBTNMBniPu1YKnBCVZhPY4zRsVW6qJdK+4RGU/X3Ro4TpUZJbCcTrAdq3puI/3kdo3sXYc5EZjQVZHaoZziyYSedoC6TlGg+sgQTyexfERlgiYm2zVVsCf585EXSOq35lt+cVeuXRR1lOIAjOAEfzqEO19CAJhB4gCd4gVfn0Xl23pz32WjJKXb24Q+cj2+sb5k9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T1GV5gNQ9Ivo/IbJQXUH9rgwJsQ=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZciDBbBVUlE0GXRjcsKthWaECbTaTt0MgnzEEroyo2/4saFIm79Bnf+jdM2oLYeGDiccy93zokzzpT2vC+ntLS8srpWXq9sbG5t77i7ey2VGklok6Q8lXcxVpQzQZuaaU7vMklxEnPajodXE799T6ViqbjVo4yGCe4L1mMEaytF7mEQY5kHwoyjIDEo0Cn6UWjkVr2aNwVaJH5BqlCgEbmfQTclJqFCE46V6vhepsMcS80Ip+NKYBTNMBniPu1YKnBCVZhPY4zRsVW6qJdK+4RGU/X3Ro4TpUZJbCcTrAdq3puI/3kdo3sXYc5EZjQVZHaoZziyYSedoC6TlGg+sgQTyexfERlgiYm2zVVsCf585EXSOq35lt+cVeuXRR1lOIAjOAEfzqEO19CAJhB4gCd4gVfn0Xl23pz32WjJKXb24Q+cj2+sb5k9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T1GV5gNQ9Ivo/IbJQXUH9rgwJsQ=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZciDBbBVUlE0GXRjcsKthWaECbTaTt0MgnzEEroyo2/4saFIm79Bnf+jdM2oLYeGDiccy93zokzzpT2vC+ntLS8srpWXq9sbG5t77i7ey2VGklok6Q8lXcxVpQzQZuaaU7vMklxEnPajodXE799T6ViqbjVo4yGCe4L1mMEaytF7mEQY5kHwoyjIDEo0Cn6UWjkVr2aNwVaJH5BqlCgEbmfQTclJqFCE46V6vhepsMcS80Ip+NKYBTNMBniPu1YKnBCVZhPY4zRsVW6qJdK+4RGU/X3Ro4TpUZJbCcTrAdq3puI/3kdo3sXYc5EZjQVZHaoZziyYSedoC6TlGg+sgQTyexfERlgiYm2zVVsCf585EXSOq35lt+cVeuXRR1lOIAjOAEfzqEO19CAJhB4gCd4gVfn0Xl23pz32WjJKXb24Q+cj2+sb5k9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T1GV5gNQ9Ivo/IbJQXUH9rgwJsQ=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZciDBbBVUlE0GXRjcsKthWaECbTaTt0MgnzEEroyo2/4saFIm79Bnf+jdM2oLYeGDiccy93zokzzpT2vC+ntLS8srpWXq9sbG5t77i7ey2VGklok6Q8lXcxVpQzQZuaaU7vMklxEnPajodXE799T6ViqbjVo4yGCe4L1mMEaytF7mEQY5kHwoyjIDEo0Cn6UWjkVr2aNwVaJH5BqlCgEbmfQTclJqFCE46V6vhepsMcS80Ip+NKYBTNMBniPu1YKnBCVZhPY4zRsVW6qJdK+4RGU/X3Ro4TpUZJbCcTrAdq3puI/3kdo3sXYc5EZjQVZHaoZziyYSedoC6TlGg+sgQTyexfERlgiYm2zVVsCf585EXSOq35lt+cVeuXRR1lOIAjOAEfzqEO19CAJhB4gCd4gVfn0Xl23pz32WjJKXb24Q+cj2+sb5k9</latexit>

⌫̄µ ! ⌫̄e
<latexit sha1_base64="T1GV5gNQ9Ivo/IbJQXUH9rgwJsQ=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZciDBbBVUlE0GXRjcsKthWaECbTaTt0MgnzEEroyo2/4saFIm79Bnf+jdM2oLYeGDiccy93zokzzpT2vC+ntLS8srpWXq9sbG5t77i7ey2VGklok6Q8lXcxVpQzQZuaaU7vMklxEnPajodXE799T6ViqbjVo4yGCe4L1mMEaytF7mEQY5kHwoyjIDEo0Cn6UWjkVr2aNwVaJH5BqlCgEbmfQTclJqFCE46V6vhepsMcS80Ip+NKYBTNMBniPu1YKnBCVZhPY4zRsVW6qJdK+4RGU/X3Ro4TpUZJbCcTrAdq3puI/3kdo3sXYc5EZjQVZHaoZziyYSedoC6TlGg+sgQTyexfERlgiYm2zVVsCf585EXSOq35lt+cVeuXRR1lOIAjOAEfzqEO19CAJhB4gCd4gVfn0Xl23pz32WjJKXb24Q+cj2+sb5k9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T1GV5gNQ9Ivo/IbJQXUH9rgwJsQ=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZciDBbBVUlE0GXRjcsKthWaECbTaTt0MgnzEEroyo2/4saFIm79Bnf+jdM2oLYeGDiccy93zokzzpT2vC+ntLS8srpWXq9sbG5t77i7ey2VGklok6Q8lXcxVpQzQZuaaU7vMklxEnPajodXE799T6ViqbjVo4yGCe4L1mMEaytF7mEQY5kHwoyjIDEo0Cn6UWjkVr2aNwVaJH5BqlCgEbmfQTclJqFCE46V6vhepsMcS80Ip+NKYBTNMBniPu1YKnBCVZhPY4zRsVW6qJdK+4RGU/X3Ro4TpUZJbCcTrAdq3puI/3kdo3sXYc5EZjQVZHaoZziyYSedoC6TlGg+sgQTyexfERlgiYm2zVVsCf585EXSOq35lt+cVeuXRR1lOIAjOAEfzqEO19CAJhB4gCd4gVfn0Xl23pz32WjJKXb24Q+cj2+sb5k9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T1GV5gNQ9Ivo/IbJQXUH9rgwJsQ=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZciDBbBVUlE0GXRjcsKthWaECbTaTt0MgnzEEroyo2/4saFIm79Bnf+jdM2oLYeGDiccy93zokzzpT2vC+ntLS8srpWXq9sbG5t77i7ey2VGklok6Q8lXcxVpQzQZuaaU7vMklxEnPajodXE799T6ViqbjVo4yGCe4L1mMEaytF7mEQY5kHwoyjIDEo0Cn6UWjkVr2aNwVaJH5BqlCgEbmfQTclJqFCE46V6vhepsMcS80Ip+NKYBTNMBniPu1YKnBCVZhPY4zRsVW6qJdK+4RGU/X3Ro4TpUZJbCcTrAdq3puI/3kdo3sXYc5EZjQVZHaoZziyYSedoC6TlGg+sgQTyexfERlgiYm2zVVsCf585EXSOq35lt+cVeuXRR1lOIAjOAEfzqEO19CAJhB4gCd4gVfn0Xl23pz32WjJKXb24Q+cj2+sb5k9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T1GV5gNQ9Ivo/IbJQXUH9rgwJsQ=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZciDBbBVUlE0GXRjcsKthWaECbTaTt0MgnzEEroyo2/4saFIm79Bnf+jdM2oLYeGDiccy93zokzzpT2vC+ntLS8srpWXq9sbG5t77i7ey2VGklok6Q8lXcxVpQzQZuaaU7vMklxEnPajodXE799T6ViqbjVo4yGCe4L1mMEaytF7mEQY5kHwoyjIDEo0Cn6UWjkVr2aNwVaJH5BqlCgEbmfQTclJqFCE46V6vhepsMcS80Ip+NKYBTNMBniPu1YKnBCVZhPY4zRsVW6qJdK+4RGU/X3Ro4TpUZJbCcTrAdq3puI/3kdo3sXYc5EZjQVZHaoZziyYSedoC6TlGg+sgQTyexfERlgiYm2zVVsCf585EXSOq35lt+cVeuXRR1lOIAjOAEfzqEO19CAJhB4gCd4gVfn0Xl23pz32WjJKXb24Q+cj2+sb5k9</latexit>

⌫µ ! ⌫e
<latexit sha1_base64="1CmN86w71/pmgs3cZwb2aV14sz4=">AAAB+nicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdWlm8EiuCqJCLosunFZwV6gCWEynbRDZyZhLkqJfRQ3LhRx65O4822ctFlo6w8DH/85hznnjzNGlfa8b6eytr6xuVXdru3s7u0fuPXDrkqNxKSDU5bKfowUYVSQjqaakX4mCeIxI714clPUew9EKpqKez3NSMjRSNCEYqStFbn1QJgo4AYGOoUFk8hteE1vLrgKfgkNUKoduV/BMMWGE6ExQ0oNfC/TYY6kppiRWS0wimQIT9CIDCwKxIkK8/nqM3hqnSFMUmmf0HDu/p7IEVdqymPbyZEeq+VaYf5XGxidXIU5FZnRRODFR4lh0J5Z5ACHVBKs2dQCwpLaXSEeI4mwtmnVbAj+8smr0D1v+pbvLhqt6zKOKjgGJ+AM+OAStMAtaIMOwOARPINX8OY8OS/Ou/OxaK045cwR+CPn8wfSD5Oz</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1CmN86w71/pmgs3cZwb2aV14sz4=">AAAB+nicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdWlm8EiuCqJCLosunFZwV6gCWEynbRDZyZhLkqJfRQ3LhRx65O4822ctFlo6w8DH/85hznnjzNGlfa8b6eytr6xuVXdru3s7u0fuPXDrkqNxKSDU5bKfowUYVSQjqaakX4mCeIxI714clPUew9EKpqKez3NSMjRSNCEYqStFbn1QJgo4AYGOoUFk8hteE1vLrgKfgkNUKoduV/BMMWGE6ExQ0oNfC/TYY6kppiRWS0wimQIT9CIDCwKxIkK8/nqM3hqnSFMUmmf0HDu/p7IEVdqymPbyZEeq+VaYf5XGxidXIU5FZnRRODFR4lh0J5Z5ACHVBKs2dQCwpLaXSEeI4mwtmnVbAj+8smr0D1v+pbvLhqt6zKOKjgGJ+AM+OAStMAtaIMOwOARPINX8OY8OS/Ou/OxaK045cwR+CPn8wfSD5Oz</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1CmN86w71/pmgs3cZwb2aV14sz4=">AAAB+nicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdWlm8EiuCqJCLosunFZwV6gCWEynbRDZyZhLkqJfRQ3LhRx65O4822ctFlo6w8DH/85hznnjzNGlfa8b6eytr6xuVXdru3s7u0fuPXDrkqNxKSDU5bKfowUYVSQjqaakX4mCeIxI714clPUew9EKpqKez3NSMjRSNCEYqStFbn1QJgo4AYGOoUFk8hteE1vLrgKfgkNUKoduV/BMMWGE6ExQ0oNfC/TYY6kppiRWS0wimQIT9CIDCwKxIkK8/nqM3hqnSFMUmmf0HDu/p7IEVdqymPbyZEeq+VaYf5XGxidXIU5FZnRRODFR4lh0J5Z5ACHVBKs2dQCwpLaXSEeI4mwtmnVbAj+8smr0D1v+pbvLhqt6zKOKjgGJ+AM+OAStMAtaIMOwOARPINX8OY8OS/Ou/OxaK045cwR+CPn8wfSD5Oz</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1CmN86w71/pmgs3cZwb2aV14sz4=">AAAB+nicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdWlm8EiuCqJCLosunFZwV6gCWEynbRDZyZhLkqJfRQ3LhRx65O4822ctFlo6w8DH/85hznnjzNGlfa8b6eytr6xuVXdru3s7u0fuPXDrkqNxKSDU5bKfowUYVSQjqaakX4mCeIxI714clPUew9EKpqKez3NSMjRSNCEYqStFbn1QJgo4AYGOoUFk8hteE1vLrgKfgkNUKoduV/BMMWGE6ExQ0oNfC/TYY6kppiRWS0wimQIT9CIDCwKxIkK8/nqM3hqnSFMUmmf0HDu/p7IEVdqymPbyZEeq+VaYf5XGxidXIU5FZnRRODFR4lh0J5Z5ACHVBKs2dQCwpLaXSEeI4mwtmnVbAj+8smr0D1v+pbvLhqt6zKOKjgGJ+AM+OAStMAtaIMOwOARPINX8OY8OS/Ou/OxaK045cwR+CPn8wfSD5Oz</latexit>

⌫̄e ! ⌫̄e
<latexit sha1_base64="65PVBv8vS7wN1K2o9HNKrDAB1bc=">AAACBHicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl12EyyCqzIjgi6LblxWsA/olCGT3rahmcyQZIQydOHGX3HjQhG3foQ7/8b0sdDWA4GTc+4lOSdKBdfG876dwtr6xuZWcbu0s7u3f+AeHjV1kimGDZaIRLUjqlFwiQ3DjcB2qpDGkcBWNLqZ+q0HVJon8t6MU+zGdCB5nzNqrBS65SCiKg9kNgmRBCYhv+6hW/Gq3gxklfgLUoEF6qH7FfQSlsUoDRNU647vpaabU2U4EzgpBZnGlLIRHWDHUklj1N18FmJCTq3SI/1E2SMNmam/N3Iaaz2OIzsZUzPUy95U/M/rZKZ/1c25TDODks0f6meC2LDTRkiPK2RGjC2hTHH7V8KGVFFmbG8lW4K/HHmVNM+rvuV3F5Xa9aKOIpThBM7Ah0uowS3UoQEMHuEZXuHNeXJenHfnYz5acBY7x/AHzucPAgmYUA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="65PVBv8vS7wN1K2o9HNKrDAB1bc=">AAACBHicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl12EyyCqzIjgi6LblxWsA/olCGT3rahmcyQZIQydOHGX3HjQhG3foQ7/8b0sdDWA4GTc+4lOSdKBdfG876dwtr6xuZWcbu0s7u3f+AeHjV1kimGDZaIRLUjqlFwiQ3DjcB2qpDGkcBWNLqZ+q0HVJon8t6MU+zGdCB5nzNqrBS65SCiKg9kNgmRBCYhv+6hW/Gq3gxklfgLUoEF6qH7FfQSlsUoDRNU647vpaabU2U4EzgpBZnGlLIRHWDHUklj1N18FmJCTq3SI/1E2SMNmam/N3Iaaz2OIzsZUzPUy95U/M/rZKZ/1c25TDODks0f6meC2LDTRkiPK2RGjC2hTHH7V8KGVFFmbG8lW4K/HHmVNM+rvuV3F5Xa9aKOIpThBM7Ah0uowS3UoQEMHuEZXuHNeXJenHfnYz5acBY7x/AHzucPAgmYUA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="65PVBv8vS7wN1K2o9HNKrDAB1bc=">AAACBHicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl12EyyCqzIjgi6LblxWsA/olCGT3rahmcyQZIQydOHGX3HjQhG3foQ7/8b0sdDWA4GTc+4lOSdKBdfG876dwtr6xuZWcbu0s7u3f+AeHjV1kimGDZaIRLUjqlFwiQ3DjcB2qpDGkcBWNLqZ+q0HVJon8t6MU+zGdCB5nzNqrBS65SCiKg9kNgmRBCYhv+6hW/Gq3gxklfgLUoEF6qH7FfQSlsUoDRNU647vpaabU2U4EzgpBZnGlLIRHWDHUklj1N18FmJCTq3SI/1E2SMNmam/N3Iaaz2OIzsZUzPUy95U/M/rZKZ/1c25TDODks0f6meC2LDTRkiPK2RGjC2hTHH7V8KGVFFmbG8lW4K/HHmVNM+rvuV3F5Xa9aKOIpThBM7Ah0uowS3UoQEMHuEZXuHNeXJenHfnYz5acBY7x/AHzucPAgmYUA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="65PVBv8vS7wN1K2o9HNKrDAB1bc=">AAACBHicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl12EyyCqzIjgi6LblxWsA/olCGT3rahmcyQZIQydOHGX3HjQhG3foQ7/8b0sdDWA4GTc+4lOSdKBdfG876dwtr6xuZWcbu0s7u3f+AeHjV1kimGDZaIRLUjqlFwiQ3DjcB2qpDGkcBWNLqZ+q0HVJon8t6MU+zGdCB5nzNqrBS65SCiKg9kNgmRBCYhv+6hW/Gq3gxklfgLUoEF6qH7FfQSlsUoDRNU647vpaabU2U4EzgpBZnGlLIRHWDHUklj1N18FmJCTq3SI/1E2SMNmam/N3Iaaz2OIzsZUzPUy95U/M/rZKZ/1c25TDODks0f6meC2LDTRkiPK2RGjC2hTHH7V8KGVFFmbG8lW4K/HHmVNM+rvuV3F5Xa9aKOIpThBM7Ah0uowS3UoQEMHuEZXuHNeXJenHfnYz5acBY7x/AHzucPAgmYUA==</latexit>

⌫e ! ⌫e
<latexit sha1_base64="ScBuTYqOTXSO+oUOq1pJnDC/e54=">AAAB+HicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6adSlm8EiuCqJCLosunFZwV6gCWEynbRDJ5MwF6GWPokbF4q49VHc+TZO0yy09YeBj/+cw5zzxzlnSnvet7O2vrG5tV3Zqe7u7R/U3MOjjsqMJLRNMp7JXowV5UzQtmaa014uKU5jTrvx+HZe7z5SqVgmHvQkp2GKh4IljGBtrcitBcJEFAU6QwVFbt1reIXQKvgl1KFUK3K/gkFGTEqFJhwr1fe9XIdTLDUjnM6qgVE0x2SMh7RvUeCUqnBaLD5DZ9YZoCST9gmNCvf3xBSnSk3S2HamWI/Ucm1u/lfrG51ch1MmcqOpIIuPEsORPXOeAhowSYnmEwuYSGZ3RWSEJSbaZlW1IfjLJ69C56LhW76/rDdvyjgqcAKncA4+XEET7qAFbSBg4Ble4c15cl6cd+dj0brmlDPH8EfO5w8yAZLG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ScBuTYqOTXSO+oUOq1pJnDC/e54=">AAAB+HicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6adSlm8EiuCqJCLosunFZwV6gCWEynbRDJ5MwF6GWPokbF4q49VHc+TZO0yy09YeBj/+cw5zzxzlnSnvet7O2vrG5tV3Zqe7u7R/U3MOjjsqMJLRNMp7JXowV5UzQtmaa014uKU5jTrvx+HZe7z5SqVgmHvQkp2GKh4IljGBtrcitBcJEFAU6QwVFbt1reIXQKvgl1KFUK3K/gkFGTEqFJhwr1fe9XIdTLDUjnM6qgVE0x2SMh7RvUeCUqnBaLD5DZ9YZoCST9gmNCvf3xBSnSk3S2HamWI/Ucm1u/lfrG51ch1MmcqOpIIuPEsORPXOeAhowSYnmEwuYSGZ3RWSEJSbaZlW1IfjLJ69C56LhW76/rDdvyjgqcAKncA4+XEET7qAFbSBg4Ble4c15cl6cd+dj0brmlDPH8EfO5w8yAZLG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ScBuTYqOTXSO+oUOq1pJnDC/e54=">AAAB+HicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6adSlm8EiuCqJCLosunFZwV6gCWEynbRDJ5MwF6GWPokbF4q49VHc+TZO0yy09YeBj/+cw5zzxzlnSnvet7O2vrG5tV3Zqe7u7R/U3MOjjsqMJLRNMp7JXowV5UzQtmaa014uKU5jTrvx+HZe7z5SqVgmHvQkp2GKh4IljGBtrcitBcJEFAU6QwVFbt1reIXQKvgl1KFUK3K/gkFGTEqFJhwr1fe9XIdTLDUjnM6qgVE0x2SMh7RvUeCUqnBaLD5DZ9YZoCST9gmNCvf3xBSnSk3S2HamWI/Ucm1u/lfrG51ch1MmcqOpIIuPEsORPXOeAhowSYnmEwuYSGZ3RWSEJSbaZlW1IfjLJ69C56LhW76/rDdvyjgqcAKncA4+XEET7qAFbSBg4Ble4c15cl6cd+dj0brmlDPH8EfO5w8yAZLG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ScBuTYqOTXSO+oUOq1pJnDC/e54=">AAAB+HicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6adSlm8EiuCqJCLosunFZwV6gCWEynbRDJ5MwF6GWPokbF4q49VHc+TZO0yy09YeBj/+cw5zzxzlnSnvet7O2vrG5tV3Zqe7u7R/U3MOjjsqMJLRNMp7JXowV5UzQtmaa014uKU5jTrvx+HZe7z5SqVgmHvQkp2GKh4IljGBtrcitBcJEFAU6QwVFbt1reIXQKvgl1KFUK3K/gkFGTEqFJhwr1fe9XIdTLDUjnM6qgVE0x2SMh7RvUeCUqnBaLD5DZ9YZoCST9gmNCvf3xBSnSk3S2HamWI/Ucm1u/lfrG51ch1MmcqOpIIuPEsORPXOeAhowSYnmEwuYSGZ3RWSEJSbaZlW1IfjLJ69C56LhW76/rDdvyjgqcAKncA4+XEET7qAFbSBg4Ble4c15cl6cd+dj0brmlDPH8EfO5w8yAZLG</latexit>

3.8�
<latexit sha1_base64="oEOk7I2WwNIsB/I3IJL6J0vCjYs=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJUZFeyy6MZlBXuRdiiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6FO4caGIWx/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNS23gnUSzYgMBWuH49tZvf3EtOGxerCThAWSDBWPOCXWWY+X1VrP8KEk/XLFq3pz4VXwc6hArka//NUbxDSVTFkqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR0qIpkJsvnCU3zmnAGOYu2esnju/p7IiDRmIkPXKYkdmeXazPyv1k1tVAsyrpLUMkUXH0WpwDbGs+vxgGtGrZg4IFRztyumI6IJtS6jkgvBXz55FVoXVd/x/VWlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OEa6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvSKMX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+hzx/3To/a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oEOk7I2WwNIsB/I3IJL6J0vCjYs=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJUZFeyy6MZlBXuRdiiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6FO4caGIWx/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNS23gnUSzYgMBWuH49tZvf3EtOGxerCThAWSDBWPOCXWWY+X1VrP8KEk/XLFq3pz4VXwc6hArka//NUbxDSVTFkqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR0qIpkJsvnCU3zmnAGOYu2esnju/p7IiDRmIkPXKYkdmeXazPyv1k1tVAsyrpLUMkUXH0WpwDbGs+vxgGtGrZg4IFRztyumI6IJtS6jkgvBXz55FVoXVd/x/VWlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OEa6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvSKMX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+hzx/3To/a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oEOk7I2WwNIsB/I3IJL6J0vCjYs=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJUZFeyy6MZlBXuRdiiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6FO4caGIWx/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNS23gnUSzYgMBWuH49tZvf3EtOGxerCThAWSDBWPOCXWWY+X1VrP8KEk/XLFq3pz4VXwc6hArka//NUbxDSVTFkqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR0qIpkJsvnCU3zmnAGOYu2esnju/p7IiDRmIkPXKYkdmeXazPyv1k1tVAsyrpLUMkUXH0WpwDbGs+vxgGtGrZg4IFRztyumI6IJtS6jkgvBXz55FVoXVd/x/VWlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OEa6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvSKMX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+hzx/3To/a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oEOk7I2WwNIsB/I3IJL6J0vCjYs=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJUZFeyy6MZlBXuRdiiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6FO4caGIWx/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNS23gnUSzYgMBWuH49tZvf3EtOGxerCThAWSDBWPOCXWWY+X1VrP8KEk/XLFq3pz4VXwc6hArka//NUbxDSVTFkqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR0qIpkJsvnCU3zmnAGOYu2esnju/p7IiDRmIkPXKYkdmeXazPyv1k1tVAsyrpLUMkUXH0WpwDbGs+vxgGtGrZg4IFRztyumI6IJtS6jkgvBXz55FVoXVd/x/VWlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OEa6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvSKMX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+hzx/3To/a</latexit>

2.8�
<latexit sha1_base64="D55xuyQx+nVtsU3bupjQY4vIpRc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRbDLohuXFexF2qFk0kwbmsuQZIQy9CncuFDErY/jzrcxbWehrT8EPv5zDjnnjxLOjPX9b6+wsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2kalmtAWUVzpboQN5UzSlmWW026iKRYRp51ocjuvd56oNkzJBztNaCjwSLKYEWyd9Vir1vuGjQQelCt+1V8IrUOQQwVyNQflr/5QkVRQaQnHxvQCP7FhhrVlhNNZqZ8ammAywSPacyixoCbMFgvP0IVzhihW2j1p0cL9PZFhYcxURK5TYDs2q7W5+V+tl9q4HmZMJqmlkiw/ilOOrELz69GQaUosnzrARDO3KyJjrDGxLqOSCyFYPXkd2rVq4Pj+qtK4yeMowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/JH3+QP1wo/Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D55xuyQx+nVtsU3bupjQY4vIpRc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRbDLohuXFexF2qFk0kwbmsuQZIQy9CncuFDErY/jzrcxbWehrT8EPv5zDjnnjxLOjPX9b6+wsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2kalmtAWUVzpboQN5UzSlmWW026iKRYRp51ocjuvd56oNkzJBztNaCjwSLKYEWyd9Vir1vuGjQQelCt+1V8IrUOQQwVyNQflr/5QkVRQaQnHxvQCP7FhhrVlhNNZqZ8ammAywSPacyixoCbMFgvP0IVzhihW2j1p0cL9PZFhYcxURK5TYDs2q7W5+V+tl9q4HmZMJqmlkiw/ilOOrELz69GQaUosnzrARDO3KyJjrDGxLqOSCyFYPXkd2rVq4Pj+qtK4yeMowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/JH3+QP1wo/Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D55xuyQx+nVtsU3bupjQY4vIpRc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRbDLohuXFexF2qFk0kwbmsuQZIQy9CncuFDErY/jzrcxbWehrT8EPv5zDjnnjxLOjPX9b6+wsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2kalmtAWUVzpboQN5UzSlmWW026iKRYRp51ocjuvd56oNkzJBztNaCjwSLKYEWyd9Vir1vuGjQQelCt+1V8IrUOQQwVyNQflr/5QkVRQaQnHxvQCP7FhhrVlhNNZqZ8ammAywSPacyixoCbMFgvP0IVzhihW2j1p0cL9PZFhYcxURK5TYDs2q7W5+V+tl9q4HmZMJqmlkiw/ilOOrELz69GQaUosnzrARDO3KyJjrDGxLqOSCyFYPXkd2rVq4Pj+qtK4yeMowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/JH3+QP1wo/Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D55xuyQx+nVtsU3bupjQY4vIpRc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRbDLohuXFexF2qFk0kwbmsuQZIQy9CncuFDErY/jzrcxbWehrT8EPv5zDjnnjxLOjPX9b6+wsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2kalmtAWUVzpboQN5UzSlmWW026iKRYRp51ocjuvd56oNkzJBztNaCjwSLKYEWyd9Vir1vuGjQQelCt+1V8IrUOQQwVyNQflr/5QkVRQaQnHxvQCP7FhhrVlhNNZqZ8ammAywSPacyixoCbMFgvP0IVzhihW2j1p0cL9PZFhYcxURK5TYDs2q7W5+V+tl9q4HmZMJqmlkiw/ilOOrELz69GQaUosnzrARDO3KyJjrDGxLqOSCyFYPXkd2rVq4Pj+qtK4yeMowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/JH3+QP1wo/Z</latexit>

4.5�
<latexit sha1_base64="pXhH3E4dSYkFbh7JD+wd/mETsBQ=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJUZqeiy6MZlBXuRdiiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6FO4caGIWx/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNS23gnUSzYgMBWuH49tZvf3EtOGxerCThAWSDBWPOCXWWY+16mXP8KEk/XLFq3pz4VXwc6hArka//NUbxDSVTFkqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR0qIpkJsvnCU3zmnAGOYu2esnju/p7IiDRmIkPXKYkdmeXazPyv1k1tdB1kXCWpZYouPopSgW2MZ9fjAdeMWjFxQKjmbldMR0QTal1GJReCv3zyKrQuqr7j+1qlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvSKMX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+hzx/0PI/Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pXhH3E4dSYkFbh7JD+wd/mETsBQ=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJUZqeiy6MZlBXuRdiiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6FO4caGIWx/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNS23gnUSzYgMBWuH49tZvf3EtOGxerCThAWSDBWPOCXWWY+16mXP8KEk/XLFq3pz4VXwc6hArka//NUbxDSVTFkqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR0qIpkJsvnCU3zmnAGOYu2esnju/p7IiDRmIkPXKYkdmeXazPyv1k1tdB1kXCWpZYouPopSgW2MZ9fjAdeMWjFxQKjmbldMR0QTal1GJReCv3zyKrQuqr7j+1qlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvSKMX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+hzx/0PI/Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pXhH3E4dSYkFbh7JD+wd/mETsBQ=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJUZqeiy6MZlBXuRdiiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6FO4caGIWx/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNS23gnUSzYgMBWuH49tZvf3EtOGxerCThAWSDBWPOCXWWY+16mXP8KEk/XLFq3pz4VXwc6hArka//NUbxDSVTFkqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR0qIpkJsvnCU3zmnAGOYu2esnju/p7IiDRmIkPXKYkdmeXazPyv1k1tdB1kXCWpZYouPopSgW2MZ9fjAdeMWjFxQKjmbldMR0QTal1GJReCv3zyKrQuqr7j+1qlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvSKMX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+hzx/0PI/Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pXhH3E4dSYkFbh7JD+wd/mETsBQ=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJUZqeiy6MZlBXuRdiiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6FO4caGIWx/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNS23gnUSzYgMBWuH49tZvf3EtOGxerCThAWSDBWPOCXWWY+16mXP8KEk/XLFq3pz4VXwc6hArka//NUbxDSVTFkqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR0qIpkJsvnCU3zmnAGOYu2esnju/p7IiDRmIkPXKYkdmeXazPyv1k1tdB1kXCWpZYouPopSgW2MZ9fjAdeMWjFxQKjmbldMR0QTal1GJReCv3zyKrQuqr7j+1qlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvSKMX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+hzx/0PI/Y</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="D55xuyQx+nVtsU3bupjQY4vIpRc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRbDLohuXFexF2qFk0kwbmsuQZIQy9CncuFDErY/jzrcxbWehrT8EPv5zDjnnjxLOjPX9b6+wsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2kalmtAWUVzpboQN5UzSlmWW026iKRYRp51ocjuvd56oNkzJBztNaCjwSLKYEWyd9Vir1vuGjQQelCt+1V8IrUOQQwVyNQflr/5QkVRQaQnHxvQCP7FhhrVlhNNZqZ8ammAywSPacyixoCbMFgvP0IVzhihW2j1p0cL9PZFhYcxURK5TYDs2q7W5+V+tl9q4HmZMJqmlkiw/ilOOrELz69GQaUosnzrARDO3KyJjrDGxLqOSCyFYPXkd2rVq4Pj+qtK4yeMowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/JH3+QP1wo/Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D55xuyQx+nVtsU3bupjQY4vIpRc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRbDLohuXFexF2qFk0kwbmsuQZIQy9CncuFDErY/jzrcxbWehrT8EPv5zDjnnjxLOjPX9b6+wsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2kalmtAWUVzpboQN5UzSlmWW026iKRYRp51ocjuvd56oNkzJBztNaCjwSLKYEWyd9Vir1vuGjQQelCt+1V8IrUOQQwVyNQflr/5QkVRQaQnHxvQCP7FhhrVlhNNZqZ8ammAywSPacyixoCbMFgvP0IVzhihW2j1p0cL9PZFhYcxURK5TYDs2q7W5+V+tl9q4HmZMJqmlkiw/ilOOrELz69GQaUosnzrARDO3KyJjrDGxLqOSCyFYPXkd2rVq4Pj+qtK4yeMowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/JH3+QP1wo/Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D55xuyQx+nVtsU3bupjQY4vIpRc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRbDLohuXFexF2qFk0kwbmsuQZIQy9CncuFDErY/jzrcxbWehrT8EPv5zDjnnjxLOjPX9b6+wsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2kalmtAWUVzpboQN5UzSlmWW026iKRYRp51ocjuvd56oNkzJBztNaCjwSLKYEWyd9Vir1vuGjQQelCt+1V8IrUOQQwVyNQflr/5QkVRQaQnHxvQCP7FhhrVlhNNZqZ8ammAywSPacyixoCbMFgvP0IVzhihW2j1p0cL9PZFhYcxURK5TYDs2q7W5+V+tl9q4HmZMJqmlkiw/ilOOrELz69GQaUosnzrARDO3KyJjrDGxLqOSCyFYPXkd2rVq4Pj+qtK4yeMowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/JH3+QP1wo/Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D55xuyQx+nVtsU3bupjQY4vIpRc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRbDLohuXFexF2qFk0kwbmsuQZIQy9CncuFDErY/jzrcxbWehrT8EPv5zDjnnjxLOjPX9b6+wsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2kalmtAWUVzpboQN5UzSlmWW026iKRYRp51ocjuvd56oNkzJBztNaCjwSLKYEWyd9Vir1vuGjQQelCt+1V8IrUOQQwVyNQflr/5QkVRQaQnHxvQCP7FhhrVlhNNZqZ8ammAywSPacyixoCbMFgvP0IVzhihW2j1p0cL9PZFhYcxURK5TYDs2q7W5+V+tl9q4HmZMJqmlkiw/ilOOrELz69GQaUosnzrARDO3KyJjrDGxLqOSCyFYPXkd2rVq4Pj+qtK4yeMowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/JH3+QP1wo/Z</latexit>

Future experiments are coming online to provide 
improved tests of the anomalies.

I’ll highlight two experimental programs designed 
to test the LSND and MiniBooNE anomalies. 

For a full review of eV-scale sterile neutrinos, see C. Giunti, T. Lasserre, arXiv:1901.08330 
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• Direct test of LSND


• Target volume filled with 
Gd-doped liquid scintillator


• Phase 0: 17 tons


• Future Phases: Multiple 
detectors/baselines


• Uses a 3 GeV proton beam 
to generate a source of DAR 
neutrinos (~530 kW→1 MW)


• First data in 2019 (Phase 0)
JSNS2 TDR arXiv:1705.08629

J-PARC Sterile Neutrino 
Search at the J-PARC 

Spallation Neutron Source
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Figure 108: The energy spectra of ⌫̄e from µ� (red),12C(⌫e, e�)N (blue), accidentals
(pink), and the oscillated signal with (�m2, sin2 2✓) = (2.5, 0.003) (brown shaded; best
�m2 for the MLF experiment) are shown. The black points with error bars correspond
to the sum of the all components. All spectra of the neutrino signals and all backgrounds,
except for the beam neutrons, include the e↵ect of the energy resolution shown in Fig.96.

3 years of operation with 5000 h exposure each year. The signal detection e�ciency is
assumed to be 38% in Table 16. The number of events in each energy bin is statistically
small, therefore we use maximum likelihood instead of the usual �2 method. The fit
estimates the oscillation parameters by varying the size and shape of the brown histogram
to best reproduce the energy distribution of the black points.

For this analysis, the following equation is used to compute the likelihoods:

L = ⇧iP (Nexp|Nobs)i (5)

P (Nexp|Nobs) =
e�N

exp · (Nexp)Nobs

Nobs!
(6)

where, i corresponds to ith energy bin, Nexp is expected number of events in i-th bin, Nobs

is number of observed events in i-th bin. The counter i starts from 20 MeV and ends
at 60 MeV, because the energy cut above 20 MeV is applied for the primary signal as
explained before. Note that Nexp = Nsig(�m2, sin2 2✓)+

X
Nbkg, and Nsig(�m2, sin2 2✓)

is calculated using the two flavor neutrino oscillation equation shown before,
P (⌫̄µ ! ⌫̄e) = sin2 2✓ sin2(1.27·�m2(eV 2)·L(m)

E
⌫

(MeV ) ).
The maximum likelihood point gives the best fit parameters, and 2� lnL provides

the uncertainty of the fit parameters. As shown in the PDG [28], we have to use the
2�lnL for two-parameter fits to determine the uncertainties.
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Figure 109: The energy spectra of ⌫̄e from µ� (red),12C(⌫e, e�)N (blue), accidentals
(pink), and the oscillated signal with (�m2, sin2 2✓) = (1.2, 0.003) (brown shaded; LSND
best �m2 for the MLF experiment) are shown.

5.2 Systematic Uncertainties

Equation 5 takes only the statistical uncertainty into account, therefore the systematic
uncertainties should be incorporated in the likelihood.

Fortunately, the energy spectrum of the oscillated signal and background components
are well known because the neutrino energy spectra from µDAR are quite well
understood, and the IBD cross section is understood to the 0.2% level [70].
Therefore, these systematic uncertainties are negligibly small compared to others and the
error (covariance) matrix of energy is not needed. The systematic uncertainties from the
detector energy scale are described later.

The uncertainty of the normalization and energy spectrum of the ac-
cidental background is negligiblly small because we can take data ”in-situ”
for the accidental background estimation with the no beam period (a mini-
shutdown takes place every week) and using the 20 ms delayed trigger from
beam on-bunch timing. Both methods were successful in 2014, when we
did background measurement [66] on-site. If the accidental background rate
for the prompt and delayed as shown in Table 17 is correct, we have about
1000 events per day to estimate the normalization and energy spectrum from
the 20 ms delayed trigger. Note that we have ⇠200 days/year for data taking,
so these statistics are good enough to estimate those. In this case, uncertainties
on the overall normalization of each component have to be taken into account, and this
assumption is in a good shape.

In order to incorporate the systematic uncertainties, nuisance parameters should be
added to Equation 5 and the equation is changed as follows
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�m2 = 2.5 eV2, sin2 2✓ = 0.003
<latexit sha1_base64="vUkRjtkf12iUVeTVyMUFNkrb+Ag=">AAACH3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4kDIzPjeCoAuXFWwrdGrJpLdtMJMZkjtiGfonbvwVNy4UEXf+jRnbha8DIYdzziW5J0ykMOi6H05hanpmdq44X1pYXFpeKa+uNUycag51HstYX4XMgBQK6ihQwlWigUWhhGZ4c5r7zVvQRsTqEocJtCPWV6InOEMrdcoHwRlIZDS69ukx9av7NEC4w4xCY3Tt7wQ0MEJZzw9wADZ3TN2q6+52ypX8zkH/Em9CKmSCWqf8HnRjnkagkEtmTMtzE2xnTKPgEkalIDWQMH7D+tCyVLEITDv72m9Et6zSpb1Y26OQfqnfJzIWGTOMQpuMGA7Mby8X//NaKfaO2plQSYqg+PihXiopxjQvi3aFBo5yaAnjWti/Uj5gmnG0lZZsCd7vlf+Shl/1LL/Yq5zsTeookg2ySbaJRw7JCTknNVInnNyTR/JMXpwH58l5dd7G0YIzmVknP+B8fAKSap7i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vUkRjtkf12iUVeTVyMUFNkrb+Ag=">AAACH3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4kDIzPjeCoAuXFWwrdGrJpLdtMJMZkjtiGfonbvwVNy4UEXf+jRnbha8DIYdzziW5J0ykMOi6H05hanpmdq44X1pYXFpeKa+uNUycag51HstYX4XMgBQK6ihQwlWigUWhhGZ4c5r7zVvQRsTqEocJtCPWV6InOEMrdcoHwRlIZDS69ukx9av7NEC4w4xCY3Tt7wQ0MEJZzw9wADZ3TN2q6+52ypX8zkH/Em9CKmSCWqf8HnRjnkagkEtmTMtzE2xnTKPgEkalIDWQMH7D+tCyVLEITDv72m9Et6zSpb1Y26OQfqnfJzIWGTOMQpuMGA7Mby8X//NaKfaO2plQSYqg+PihXiopxjQvi3aFBo5yaAnjWti/Uj5gmnG0lZZsCd7vlf+Shl/1LL/Yq5zsTeookg2ySbaJRw7JCTknNVInnNyTR/JMXpwH58l5dd7G0YIzmVknP+B8fAKSap7i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vUkRjtkf12iUVeTVyMUFNkrb+Ag=">AAACH3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4kDIzPjeCoAuXFWwrdGrJpLdtMJMZkjtiGfonbvwVNy4UEXf+jRnbha8DIYdzziW5J0ykMOi6H05hanpmdq44X1pYXFpeKa+uNUycag51HstYX4XMgBQK6ihQwlWigUWhhGZ4c5r7zVvQRsTqEocJtCPWV6InOEMrdcoHwRlIZDS69ukx9av7NEC4w4xCY3Tt7wQ0MEJZzw9wADZ3TN2q6+52ypX8zkH/Em9CKmSCWqf8HnRjnkagkEtmTMtzE2xnTKPgEkalIDWQMH7D+tCyVLEITDv72m9Et6zSpb1Y26OQfqnfJzIWGTOMQpuMGA7Mby8X//NaKfaO2plQSYqg+PihXiopxjQvi3aFBo5yaAnjWti/Uj5gmnG0lZZsCd7vlf+Shl/1LL/Yq5zsTeookg2ySbaJRw7JCTknNVInnNyTR/JMXpwH58l5dd7G0YIzmVknP+B8fAKSap7i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vUkRjtkf12iUVeTVyMUFNkrb+Ag=">AAACH3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4kDIzPjeCoAuXFWwrdGrJpLdtMJMZkjtiGfonbvwVNy4UEXf+jRnbha8DIYdzziW5J0ykMOi6H05hanpmdq44X1pYXFpeKa+uNUycag51HstYX4XMgBQK6ihQwlWigUWhhGZ4c5r7zVvQRsTqEocJtCPWV6InOEMrdcoHwRlIZDS69ukx9av7NEC4w4xCY3Tt7wQ0MEJZzw9wADZ3TN2q6+52ypX8zkH/Em9CKmSCWqf8HnRjnkagkEtmTMtzE2xnTKPgEkalIDWQMH7D+tCyVLEITDv72m9Et6zSpb1Y26OQfqnfJzIWGTOMQpuMGA7Mby8X//NaKfaO2plQSYqg+PihXiopxjQvi3aFBo5yaAnjWti/Uj5gmnG0lZZsCd7vlf+Shl/1LL/Yq5zsTeookg2ySbaJRw7JCTknNVInnNyTR/JMXpwH58l5dd7G0YIzmVknP+B8fAKSap7i</latexit>

�m2 = 1.2 eV2, sin2 2✓ = 0.003
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Oscillation candidates are identified by IBD 
double coincidences (positron, n-capture). 

⇡+ ! µ+⌫µ µ+ ! e+⌫e⌫̄µ

⌫̄µ
?�! ⌫̄e
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3 years 

3 years 

JSNS2 TDR arXiv:1705.08629

J-PARC Sterile Neutrino 
Search at the J-PARC 

Spallation Neutron Source
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SBN Program at Fermilab

O. Palamara  | The SBN Oscillation Program in the Fermilab BNB Erice | Sept. 18 2017

Booster Beam

110 m, 112 t 
600 m,  470 t 

ICARUS-T600

470 m, 86 t 

SBN program - Phase 2 - By 2018/19, the MicroBooNE detector will be 
joined by two additional LAr-TPC detectors at different baselines  

• the SBND detector and  
• the ICARUS-T600 detector  

forming a LAr TPC trio (to sample the neutrino spectrum as a function 
distance) for the SBN neutrino oscillation program

 FNAL Short Baseline Neutrino program
arXiv:1503.01520, January 2014

MicroBooNE SBND

SBND (first data in 2020/2021) 
MicroBooNE (running since late-2015) 

ICARUS (first data in 2019/2020) 
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3 LArTPCs in the Booster Neutrino Beamline, 
looking for muon->electron flavor oscillations at short distances

3 LArTPCs in the Booster Neutrino Beamline, looking for (among other things)  
muon->electron flavor oscillations as a function of L/E

Note: these detectors also  
see a NuMI off-axis component 

 3 LArTPCs along the BNB at different baselines

Running Since 2015First Data 2019/2020
First Data 2020/2021

SBN Proposal: arXiv:1503.01520
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The LArTPC technology produces 
exquisite images of neutrino interactions.

Sensitivity of the 3 
detector SBN program

SBN Proposal: arXiv:1503.01520



Tension With Other Data
• There is tension between 
νµ→νe appearance and 
νµ/νe disappearance


• In the short-baseline 
limit:

!10
M. Dentler et al., JHEP 08, 010 (2018), 1803.10661
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FIG. 7. Appearance versus disappearance data in the plane spanned by the e↵ective mixing angle
sin2 2✓µe ⌘ 4|Ue4Uµ4|2 and the mass squared di↵erence �m2

41

. The blue curves show limits from
the disappearance data sets using free reactor fluxes (solid) or fixed reactor fluxes (dashed), while
the shaded contours are based on the appearance data sets using LSND DaR+DiF (red) and LSND
DaR (pink hatched). All contours are at 99.73% CL for 2 dof.

two additional free parameters.
We would now like to quantify the tension between di↵erent subsets of the global data

that is evident from fig. 5. We first note that combining all data sets we find a goodness-of-fit
for the global best fit point around 65%, see table VI. This good p-value does not reflect the
tension we found because many data points entering the global fit have only little sensitivity
to sterile neutrino oscillations, thus diluting the power of a goodness-of-fit test based on
�2/dof.

A more reliable method for quantifying the compatibility of di↵erent data sets is the
parameter goodness-of-fit (PG) test [92], which measures the penalty in �2 that one has to
pay for combining data sets, see appendix A for a brief review of this test. If the global
neutrino oscillation data were consistent when interpreted in the framework of a 3 + 1
model, any slicing into two statistically independent data sets A and B should result in an
acceptable p-value from the PG test. To illustrate an inconsistency in the data, it is however
su�cient to demonstrate that at least one way of dividing it leads to a poor value. Here,
we choose to split the data into disappearance data encompassing the oscillation channels
(–)

⌫ e !
(–)

⌫ e and
(–)

⌫ µ !
(–)

⌫ µ, and appearance data covering the
(–)

⌫ µ !
(–)

⌫ e channel. Note that
it is important to chose data sets independent of their “result”. For instance, dividing data
into “evidence” and “no-evidence” samples would bias the PG test.

The tension between appearance and disappearance data is shown graphically in fig. 7.
The figure illustrates the lack of overlap between the parameter region favoured by ap-
pearance data (driven by LSND and MiniBooNE) and the strong exclusion limits from
disappearance data. The tension persists independently of whether reactor fluxes are fixed
or kept free, and whether the LSND DaR or DaR+DiF samples are used. The corresponding
results from the PG test are shown in the last two columns of table VI. To evaluate the
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This tension motivates other new 
physics explanations for the anomalies.
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Experiment Source Oscillation 
Channel Significance

LSND Pion and muon 
decay-at-rest (DAR)

MiniBooNE Pion and kaon 
decay-in-flight (DIF)

MiniBooNE Pion and kaon 
decay-in-flight (DIF)

Reactors Beta Decay Varies

GALLEX/SAGE Radioactive Source 
(Electron Capture)

⌫̄µ ! ⌫̄e
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<latexit sha1_base64="1CmN86w71/pmgs3cZwb2aV14sz4=">AAAB+nicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdWlm8EiuCqJCLosunFZwV6gCWEynbRDZyZhLkqJfRQ3LhRx65O4822ctFlo6w8DH/85hznnjzNGlfa8b6eytr6xuVXdru3s7u0fuPXDrkqNxKSDU5bKfowUYVSQjqaakX4mCeIxI714clPUew9EKpqKez3NSMjRSNCEYqStFbn1QJgo4AYGOoUFk8hteE1vLrgKfgkNUKoduV/BMMWGE6ExQ0oNfC/TYY6kppiRWS0wimQIT9CIDCwKxIkK8/nqM3hqnSFMUmmf0HDu/p7IEVdqymPbyZEeq+VaYf5XGxidXIU5FZnRRODFR4lh0J5Z5ACHVBKs2dQCwpLaXSEeI4mwtmnVbAj+8smr0D1v+pbvLhqt6zKOKjgGJ+AM+OAStMAtaIMOwOARPINX8OY8OS/Ou/OxaK045cwR+CPn8wfSD5Oz</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1CmN86w71/pmgs3cZwb2aV14sz4=">AAAB+nicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdWlm8EiuCqJCLosunFZwV6gCWEynbRDZyZhLkqJfRQ3LhRx65O4822ctFlo6w8DH/85hznnjzNGlfa8b6eytr6xuVXdru3s7u0fuPXDrkqNxKSDU5bKfowUYVSQjqaakX4mCeIxI714clPUew9EKpqKez3NSMjRSNCEYqStFbn1QJgo4AYGOoUFk8hteE1vLrgKfgkNUKoduV/BMMWGE6ExQ0oNfC/TYY6kppiRWS0wimQIT9CIDCwKxIkK8/nqM3hqnSFMUmmf0HDu/p7IEVdqymPbyZEeq+VaYf5XGxidXIU5FZnRRODFR4lh0J5Z5ACHVBKs2dQCwpLaXSEeI4mwtmnVbAj+8smr0D1v+pbvLhqt6zKOKjgGJ+AM+OAStMAtaIMOwOARPINX8OY8OS/Ou/OxaK045cwR+CPn8wfSD5Oz</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1CmN86w71/pmgs3cZwb2aV14sz4=">AAAB+nicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdWlm8EiuCqJCLosunFZwV6gCWEynbRDZyZhLkqJfRQ3LhRx65O4822ctFlo6w8DH/85hznnjzNGlfa8b6eytr6xuVXdru3s7u0fuPXDrkqNxKSDU5bKfowUYVSQjqaakX4mCeIxI714clPUew9EKpqKez3NSMjRSNCEYqStFbn1QJgo4AYGOoUFk8hteE1vLrgKfgkNUKoduV/BMMWGE6ExQ0oNfC/TYY6kppiRWS0wimQIT9CIDCwKxIkK8/nqM3hqnSFMUmmf0HDu/p7IEVdqymPbyZEeq+VaYf5XGxidXIU5FZnRRODFR4lh0J5Z5ACHVBKs2dQCwpLaXSEeI4mwtmnVbAj+8smr0D1v+pbvLhqt6zKOKjgGJ+AM+OAStMAtaIMOwOARPINX8OY8OS/Ou/OxaK045cwR+CPn8wfSD5Oz</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1CmN86w71/pmgs3cZwb2aV14sz4=">AAAB+nicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdWlm8EiuCqJCLosunFZwV6gCWEynbRDZyZhLkqJfRQ3LhRx65O4822ctFlo6w8DH/85hznnjzNGlfa8b6eytr6xuVXdru3s7u0fuPXDrkqNxKSDU5bKfowUYVSQjqaakX4mCeIxI714clPUew9EKpqKez3NSMjRSNCEYqStFbn1QJgo4AYGOoUFk8hteE1vLrgKfgkNUKoduV/BMMWGE6ExQ0oNfC/TYY6kppiRWS0wimQIT9CIDCwKxIkK8/nqM3hqnSFMUmmf0HDu/p7IEVdqymPbyZEeq+VaYf5XGxidXIU5FZnRRODFR4lh0J5Z5ACHVBKs2dQCwpLaXSEeI4mwtmnVbAj+8smr0D1v+pbvLhqt6zKOKjgGJ+AM+OAStMAtaIMOwOARPINX8OY8OS/Ou/OxaK045cwR+CPn8wfSD5Oz</latexit>

⌫̄e ! ⌫̄e
<latexit sha1_base64="65PVBv8vS7wN1K2o9HNKrDAB1bc=">AAACBHicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl12EyyCqzIjgi6LblxWsA/olCGT3rahmcyQZIQydOHGX3HjQhG3foQ7/8b0sdDWA4GTc+4lOSdKBdfG876dwtr6xuZWcbu0s7u3f+AeHjV1kimGDZaIRLUjqlFwiQ3DjcB2qpDGkcBWNLqZ+q0HVJon8t6MU+zGdCB5nzNqrBS65SCiKg9kNgmRBCYhv+6hW/Gq3gxklfgLUoEF6qH7FfQSlsUoDRNU647vpaabU2U4EzgpBZnGlLIRHWDHUklj1N18FmJCTq3SI/1E2SMNmam/N3Iaaz2OIzsZUzPUy95U/M/rZKZ/1c25TDODks0f6meC2LDTRkiPK2RGjC2hTHH7V8KGVFFmbG8lW4K/HHmVNM+rvuV3F5Xa9aKOIpThBM7Ah0uowS3UoQEMHuEZXuHNeXJenHfnYz5acBY7x/AHzucPAgmYUA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="65PVBv8vS7wN1K2o9HNKrDAB1bc=">AAACBHicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl12EyyCqzIjgi6LblxWsA/olCGT3rahmcyQZIQydOHGX3HjQhG3foQ7/8b0sdDWA4GTc+4lOSdKBdfG876dwtr6xuZWcbu0s7u3f+AeHjV1kimGDZaIRLUjqlFwiQ3DjcB2qpDGkcBWNLqZ+q0HVJon8t6MU+zGdCB5nzNqrBS65SCiKg9kNgmRBCYhv+6hW/Gq3gxklfgLUoEF6qH7FfQSlsUoDRNU647vpaabU2U4EzgpBZnGlLIRHWDHUklj1N18FmJCTq3SI/1E2SMNmam/N3Iaaz2OIzsZUzPUy95U/M/rZKZ/1c25TDODks0f6meC2LDTRkiPK2RGjC2hTHH7V8KGVFFmbG8lW4K/HHmVNM+rvuV3F5Xa9aKOIpThBM7Ah0uowS3UoQEMHuEZXuHNeXJenHfnYz5acBY7x/AHzucPAgmYUA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="65PVBv8vS7wN1K2o9HNKrDAB1bc=">AAACBHicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl12EyyCqzIjgi6LblxWsA/olCGT3rahmcyQZIQydOHGX3HjQhG3foQ7/8b0sdDWA4GTc+4lOSdKBdfG876dwtr6xuZWcbu0s7u3f+AeHjV1kimGDZaIRLUjqlFwiQ3DjcB2qpDGkcBWNLqZ+q0HVJon8t6MU+zGdCB5nzNqrBS65SCiKg9kNgmRBCYhv+6hW/Gq3gxklfgLUoEF6qH7FfQSlsUoDRNU647vpaabU2U4EzgpBZnGlLIRHWDHUklj1N18FmJCTq3SI/1E2SMNmam/N3Iaaz2OIzsZUzPUy95U/M/rZKZ/1c25TDODks0f6meC2LDTRkiPK2RGjC2hTHH7V8KGVFFmbG8lW4K/HHmVNM+rvuV3F5Xa9aKOIpThBM7Ah0uowS3UoQEMHuEZXuHNeXJenHfnYz5acBY7x/AHzucPAgmYUA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="65PVBv8vS7wN1K2o9HNKrDAB1bc=">AAACBHicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl12EyyCqzIjgi6LblxWsA/olCGT3rahmcyQZIQydOHGX3HjQhG3foQ7/8b0sdDWA4GTc+4lOSdKBdfG876dwtr6xuZWcbu0s7u3f+AeHjV1kimGDZaIRLUjqlFwiQ3DjcB2qpDGkcBWNLqZ+q0HVJon8t6MU+zGdCB5nzNqrBS65SCiKg9kNgmRBCYhv+6hW/Gq3gxklfgLUoEF6qH7FfQSlsUoDRNU647vpaabU2U4EzgpBZnGlLIRHWDHUklj1N18FmJCTq3SI/1E2SMNmam/N3Iaaz2OIzsZUzPUy95U/M/rZKZ/1c25TDODks0f6meC2LDTRkiPK2RGjC2hTHH7V8KGVFFmbG8lW4K/HHmVNM+rvuV3F5Xa9aKOIpThBM7Ah0uowS3UoQEMHuEZXuHNeXJenHfnYz5acBY7x/AHzucPAgmYUA==</latexit>

⌫e ! ⌫e
<latexit sha1_base64="ScBuTYqOTXSO+oUOq1pJnDC/e54=">AAAB+HicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6adSlm8EiuCqJCLosunFZwV6gCWEynbRDJ5MwF6GWPokbF4q49VHc+TZO0yy09YeBj/+cw5zzxzlnSnvet7O2vrG5tV3Zqe7u7R/U3MOjjsqMJLRNMp7JXowV5UzQtmaa014uKU5jTrvx+HZe7z5SqVgmHvQkp2GKh4IljGBtrcitBcJEFAU6QwVFbt1reIXQKvgl1KFUK3K/gkFGTEqFJhwr1fe9XIdTLDUjnM6qgVE0x2SMh7RvUeCUqnBaLD5DZ9YZoCST9gmNCvf3xBSnSk3S2HamWI/Ucm1u/lfrG51ch1MmcqOpIIuPEsORPXOeAhowSYnmEwuYSGZ3RWSEJSbaZlW1IfjLJ69C56LhW76/rDdvyjgqcAKncA4+XEET7qAFbSBg4Ble4c15cl6cd+dj0brmlDPH8EfO5w8yAZLG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ScBuTYqOTXSO+oUOq1pJnDC/e54=">AAAB+HicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6adSlm8EiuCqJCLosunFZwV6gCWEynbRDJ5MwF6GWPokbF4q49VHc+TZO0yy09YeBj/+cw5zzxzlnSnvet7O2vrG5tV3Zqe7u7R/U3MOjjsqMJLRNMp7JXowV5UzQtmaa014uKU5jTrvx+HZe7z5SqVgmHvQkp2GKh4IljGBtrcitBcJEFAU6QwVFbt1reIXQKvgl1KFUK3K/gkFGTEqFJhwr1fe9XIdTLDUjnM6qgVE0x2SMh7RvUeCUqnBaLD5DZ9YZoCST9gmNCvf3xBSnSk3S2HamWI/Ucm1u/lfrG51ch1MmcqOpIIuPEsORPXOeAhowSYnmEwuYSGZ3RWSEJSbaZlW1IfjLJ69C56LhW76/rDdvyjgqcAKncA4+XEET7qAFbSBg4Ble4c15cl6cd+dj0brmlDPH8EfO5w8yAZLG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ScBuTYqOTXSO+oUOq1pJnDC/e54=">AAAB+HicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6adSlm8EiuCqJCLosunFZwV6gCWEynbRDJ5MwF6GWPokbF4q49VHc+TZO0yy09YeBj/+cw5zzxzlnSnvet7O2vrG5tV3Zqe7u7R/U3MOjjsqMJLRNMp7JXowV5UzQtmaa014uKU5jTrvx+HZe7z5SqVgmHvQkp2GKh4IljGBtrcitBcJEFAU6QwVFbt1reIXQKvgl1KFUK3K/gkFGTEqFJhwr1fe9XIdTLDUjnM6qgVE0x2SMh7RvUeCUqnBaLD5DZ9YZoCST9gmNCvf3xBSnSk3S2HamWI/Ucm1u/lfrG51ch1MmcqOpIIuPEsORPXOeAhowSYnmEwuYSGZ3RWSEJSbaZlW1IfjLJ69C56LhW76/rDdvyjgqcAKncA4+XEET7qAFbSBg4Ble4c15cl6cd+dj0brmlDPH8EfO5w8yAZLG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ScBuTYqOTXSO+oUOq1pJnDC/e54=">AAAB+HicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6adSlm8EiuCqJCLosunFZwV6gCWEynbRDJ5MwF6GWPokbF4q49VHc+TZO0yy09YeBj/+cw5zzxzlnSnvet7O2vrG5tV3Zqe7u7R/U3MOjjsqMJLRNMp7JXowV5UzQtmaa014uKU5jTrvx+HZe7z5SqVgmHvQkp2GKh4IljGBtrcitBcJEFAU6QwVFbt1reIXQKvgl1KFUK3K/gkFGTEqFJhwr1fe9XIdTLDUjnM6qgVE0x2SMh7RvUeCUqnBaLD5DZ9YZoCST9gmNCvf3xBSnSk3S2HamWI/Ucm1u/lfrG51ch1MmcqOpIIuPEsORPXOeAhowSYnmEwuYSGZ3RWSEJSbaZlW1IfjLJ69C56LhW76/rDdvyjgqcAKncA4+XEET7qAFbSBg4Ble4c15cl6cd+dj0brmlDPH8EfO5w8yAZLG</latexit>

3.8�
<latexit sha1_base64="oEOk7I2WwNIsB/I3IJL6J0vCjYs=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJUZFeyy6MZlBXuRdiiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6FO4caGIWx/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNS23gnUSzYgMBWuH49tZvf3EtOGxerCThAWSDBWPOCXWWY+X1VrP8KEk/XLFq3pz4VXwc6hArka//NUbxDSVTFkqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR0qIpkJsvnCU3zmnAGOYu2esnju/p7IiDRmIkPXKYkdmeXazPyv1k1tVAsyrpLUMkUXH0WpwDbGs+vxgGtGrZg4IFRztyumI6IJtS6jkgvBXz55FVoXVd/x/VWlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OEa6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvSKMX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+hzx/3To/a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oEOk7I2WwNIsB/I3IJL6J0vCjYs=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJUZFeyy6MZlBXuRdiiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6FO4caGIWx/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNS23gnUSzYgMBWuH49tZvf3EtOGxerCThAWSDBWPOCXWWY+X1VrP8KEk/XLFq3pz4VXwc6hArka//NUbxDSVTFkqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR0qIpkJsvnCU3zmnAGOYu2esnju/p7IiDRmIkPXKYkdmeXazPyv1k1tVAsyrpLUMkUXH0WpwDbGs+vxgGtGrZg4IFRztyumI6IJtS6jkgvBXz55FVoXVd/x/VWlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OEa6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvSKMX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+hzx/3To/a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oEOk7I2WwNIsB/I3IJL6J0vCjYs=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJUZFeyy6MZlBXuRdiiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6FO4caGIWx/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNS23gnUSzYgMBWuH49tZvf3EtOGxerCThAWSDBWPOCXWWY+X1VrP8KEk/XLFq3pz4VXwc6hArka//NUbxDSVTFkqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR0qIpkJsvnCU3zmnAGOYu2esnju/p7IiDRmIkPXKYkdmeXazPyv1k1tVAsyrpLUMkUXH0WpwDbGs+vxgGtGrZg4IFRztyumI6IJtS6jkgvBXz55FVoXVd/x/VWlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OEa6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvSKMX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+hzx/3To/a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oEOk7I2WwNIsB/I3IJL6J0vCjYs=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJUZFeyy6MZlBXuRdiiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6FO4caGIWx/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNS23gnUSzYgMBWuH49tZvf3EtOGxerCThAWSDBWPOCXWWY+X1VrP8KEk/XLFq3pz4VXwc6hArka//NUbxDSVTFkqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR0qIpkJsvnCU3zmnAGOYu2esnju/p7IiDRmIkPXKYkdmeXazPyv1k1tVAsyrpLUMkUXH0WpwDbGs+vxgGtGrZg4IFRztyumI6IJtS6jkgvBXz55FVoXVd/x/VWlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OEa6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvSKMX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+hzx/3To/a</latexit>

2.8�
<latexit sha1_base64="D55xuyQx+nVtsU3bupjQY4vIpRc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRbDLohuXFexF2qFk0kwbmsuQZIQy9CncuFDErY/jzrcxbWehrT8EPv5zDjnnjxLOjPX9b6+wsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2kalmtAWUVzpboQN5UzSlmWW026iKRYRp51ocjuvd56oNkzJBztNaCjwSLKYEWyd9Vir1vuGjQQelCt+1V8IrUOQQwVyNQflr/5QkVRQaQnHxvQCP7FhhrVlhNNZqZ8ammAywSPacyixoCbMFgvP0IVzhihW2j1p0cL9PZFhYcxURK5TYDs2q7W5+V+tl9q4HmZMJqmlkiw/ilOOrELz69GQaUosnzrARDO3KyJjrDGxLqOSCyFYPXkd2rVq4Pj+qtK4yeMowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/JH3+QP1wo/Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D55xuyQx+nVtsU3bupjQY4vIpRc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRbDLohuXFexF2qFk0kwbmsuQZIQy9CncuFDErY/jzrcxbWehrT8EPv5zDjnnjxLOjPX9b6+wsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2kalmtAWUVzpboQN5UzSlmWW026iKRYRp51ocjuvd56oNkzJBztNaCjwSLKYEWyd9Vir1vuGjQQelCt+1V8IrUOQQwVyNQflr/5QkVRQaQnHxvQCP7FhhrVlhNNZqZ8ammAywSPacyixoCbMFgvP0IVzhihW2j1p0cL9PZFhYcxURK5TYDs2q7W5+V+tl9q4HmZMJqmlkiw/ilOOrELz69GQaUosnzrARDO3KyJjrDGxLqOSCyFYPXkd2rVq4Pj+qtK4yeMowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/JH3+QP1wo/Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D55xuyQx+nVtsU3bupjQY4vIpRc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRbDLohuXFexF2qFk0kwbmsuQZIQy9CncuFDErY/jzrcxbWehrT8EPv5zDjnnjxLOjPX9b6+wsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2kalmtAWUVzpboQN5UzSlmWW026iKRYRp51ocjuvd56oNkzJBztNaCjwSLKYEWyd9Vir1vuGjQQelCt+1V8IrUOQQwVyNQflr/5QkVRQaQnHxvQCP7FhhrVlhNNZqZ8ammAywSPacyixoCbMFgvP0IVzhihW2j1p0cL9PZFhYcxURK5TYDs2q7W5+V+tl9q4HmZMJqmlkiw/ilOOrELz69GQaUosnzrARDO3KyJjrDGxLqOSCyFYPXkd2rVq4Pj+qtK4yeMowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/JH3+QP1wo/Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D55xuyQx+nVtsU3bupjQY4vIpRc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRbDLohuXFexF2qFk0kwbmsuQZIQy9CncuFDErY/jzrcxbWehrT8EPv5zDjnnjxLOjPX9b6+wsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2kalmtAWUVzpboQN5UzSlmWW026iKRYRp51ocjuvd56oNkzJBztNaCjwSLKYEWyd9Vir1vuGjQQelCt+1V8IrUOQQwVyNQflr/5QkVRQaQnHxvQCP7FhhrVlhNNZqZ8ammAywSPacyixoCbMFgvP0IVzhihW2j1p0cL9PZFhYcxURK5TYDs2q7W5+V+tl9q4HmZMJqmlkiw/ilOOrELz69GQaUosnzrARDO3KyJjrDGxLqOSCyFYPXkd2rVq4Pj+qtK4yeMowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/JH3+QP1wo/Z</latexit>

4.5�
<latexit sha1_base64="pXhH3E4dSYkFbh7JD+wd/mETsBQ=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJUZqeiy6MZlBXuRdiiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6FO4caGIWx/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNS23gnUSzYgMBWuH49tZvf3EtOGxerCThAWSDBWPOCXWWY+16mXP8KEk/XLFq3pz4VXwc6hArka//NUbxDSVTFkqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR0qIpkJsvnCU3zmnAGOYu2esnju/p7IiDRmIkPXKYkdmeXazPyv1k1tdB1kXCWpZYouPopSgW2MZ9fjAdeMWjFxQKjmbldMR0QTal1GJReCv3zyKrQuqr7j+1qlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvSKMX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+hzx/0PI/Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pXhH3E4dSYkFbh7JD+wd/mETsBQ=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJUZqeiy6MZlBXuRdiiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6FO4caGIWx/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNS23gnUSzYgMBWuH49tZvf3EtOGxerCThAWSDBWPOCXWWY+16mXP8KEk/XLFq3pz4VXwc6hArka//NUbxDSVTFkqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR0qIpkJsvnCU3zmnAGOYu2esnju/p7IiDRmIkPXKYkdmeXazPyv1k1tdB1kXCWpZYouPopSgW2MZ9fjAdeMWjFxQKjmbldMR0QTal1GJReCv3zyKrQuqr7j+1qlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvSKMX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+hzx/0PI/Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pXhH3E4dSYkFbh7JD+wd/mETsBQ=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJUZqeiy6MZlBXuRdiiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6FO4caGIWx/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNS23gnUSzYgMBWuH49tZvf3EtOGxerCThAWSDBWPOCXWWY+16mXP8KEk/XLFq3pz4VXwc6hArka//NUbxDSVTFkqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR0qIpkJsvnCU3zmnAGOYu2esnju/p7IiDRmIkPXKYkdmeXazPyv1k1tdB1kXCWpZYouPopSgW2MZ9fjAdeMWjFxQKjmbldMR0QTal1GJReCv3zyKrQuqr7j+1qlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvSKMX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+hzx/0PI/Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pXhH3E4dSYkFbh7JD+wd/mETsBQ=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJUZqeiy6MZlBXuRdiiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6FO4caGIWx/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNS23gnUSzYgMBWuH49tZvf3EtOGxerCThAWSDBWPOCXWWY+16mXP8KEk/XLFq3pz4VXwc6hArka//NUbxDSVTFkqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR0qIpkJsvnCU3zmnAGOYu2esnju/p7IiDRmIkPXKYkdmeXazPyv1k1tdB1kXCWpZYouPopSgW2MZ9fjAdeMWjFxQKjmbldMR0QTal1GJReCv3zyKrQuqr7j+1qlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvSKMX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+hzx/0PI/Y</latexit>

2.8�
<latexit sha1_base64="D55xuyQx+nVtsU3bupjQY4vIpRc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRbDLohuXFexF2qFk0kwbmsuQZIQy9CncuFDErY/jzrcxbWehrT8EPv5zDjnnjxLOjPX9b6+wsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2kalmtAWUVzpboQN5UzSlmWW026iKRYRp51ocjuvd56oNkzJBztNaCjwSLKYEWyd9Vir1vuGjQQelCt+1V8IrUOQQwVyNQflr/5QkVRQaQnHxvQCP7FhhrVlhNNZqZ8ammAywSPacyixoCbMFgvP0IVzhihW2j1p0cL9PZFhYcxURK5TYDs2q7W5+V+tl9q4HmZMJqmlkiw/ilOOrELz69GQaUosnzrARDO3KyJjrDGxLqOSCyFYPXkd2rVq4Pj+qtK4yeMowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/JH3+QP1wo/Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D55xuyQx+nVtsU3bupjQY4vIpRc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRbDLohuXFexF2qFk0kwbmsuQZIQy9CncuFDErY/jzrcxbWehrT8EPv5zDjnnjxLOjPX9b6+wsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2kalmtAWUVzpboQN5UzSlmWW026iKRYRp51ocjuvd56oNkzJBztNaCjwSLKYEWyd9Vir1vuGjQQelCt+1V8IrUOQQwVyNQflr/5QkVRQaQnHxvQCP7FhhrVlhNNZqZ8ammAywSPacyixoCbMFgvP0IVzhihW2j1p0cL9PZFhYcxURK5TYDs2q7W5+V+tl9q4HmZMJqmlkiw/ilOOrELz69GQaUosnzrARDO3KyJjrDGxLqOSCyFYPXkd2rVq4Pj+qtK4yeMowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/JH3+QP1wo/Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D55xuyQx+nVtsU3bupjQY4vIpRc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRbDLohuXFexF2qFk0kwbmsuQZIQy9CncuFDErY/jzrcxbWehrT8EPv5zDjnnjxLOjPX9b6+wsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2kalmtAWUVzpboQN5UzSlmWW026iKRYRp51ocjuvd56oNkzJBztNaCjwSLKYEWyd9Vir1vuGjQQelCt+1V8IrUOQQwVyNQflr/5QkVRQaQnHxvQCP7FhhrVlhNNZqZ8ammAywSPacyixoCbMFgvP0IVzhihW2j1p0cL9PZFhYcxURK5TYDs2q7W5+V+tl9q4HmZMJqmlkiw/ilOOrELz69GQaUosnzrARDO3KyJjrDGxLqOSCyFYPXkd2rVq4Pj+qtK4yeMowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/JH3+QP1wo/Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D55xuyQx+nVtsU3bupjQY4vIpRc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRbDLohuXFexF2qFk0kwbmsuQZIQy9CncuFDErY/jzrcxbWehrT8EPv5zDjnnjxLOjPX9b6+wsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2kalmtAWUVzpboQN5UzSlmWW026iKRYRp51ocjuvd56oNkzJBztNaCjwSLKYEWyd9Vir1vuGjQQelCt+1V8IrUOQQwVyNQflr/5QkVRQaQnHxvQCP7FhhrVlhNNZqZ8ammAywSPacyixoCbMFgvP0IVzhihW2j1p0cL9PZFhYcxURK5TYDs2q7W5+V+tl9q4HmZMJqmlkiw/ilOOrELz69GQaUosnzrARDO3KyJjrDGxLqOSCyFYPXkd2rVq4Pj+qtK4yeMowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/JH3+QP1wo/Z</latexit>

Anomalies are a great place to start thinking about 
new physics at short baseline experiments.



Short-Baseline Anomalies
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Experiment Source Oscillation 
Channel Significance

LSND Pion and muon 
decay-at-rest (DAR)

MiniBooNE Pion and kaon 
decay-in-flight (DIF)

MiniBooNE Pion and kaon 
decay-in-flight (DIF)

Reactors Beta Decay Varies

GALLEX/SAGE Radioactive Source 
(Electron Capture)

⌫̄µ ! ⌫̄e
<latexit sha1_base64="T1GV5gNQ9Ivo/IbJQXUH9rgwJsQ=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZciDBbBVUlE0GXRjcsKthWaECbTaTt0MgnzEEroyo2/4saFIm79Bnf+jdM2oLYeGDiccy93zokzzpT2vC+ntLS8srpWXq9sbG5t77i7ey2VGklok6Q8lXcxVpQzQZuaaU7vMklxEnPajodXE799T6ViqbjVo4yGCe4L1mMEaytF7mEQY5kHwoyjIDEo0Cn6UWjkVr2aNwVaJH5BqlCgEbmfQTclJqFCE46V6vhepsMcS80Ip+NKYBTNMBniPu1YKnBCVZhPY4zRsVW6qJdK+4RGU/X3Ro4TpUZJbCcTrAdq3puI/3kdo3sXYc5EZjQVZHaoZziyYSedoC6TlGg+sgQTyexfERlgiYm2zVVsCf585EXSOq35lt+cVeuXRR1lOIAjOAEfzqEO19CAJhB4gCd4gVfn0Xl23pz32WjJKXb24Q+cj2+sb5k9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T1GV5gNQ9Ivo/IbJQXUH9rgwJsQ=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZciDBbBVUlE0GXRjcsKthWaECbTaTt0MgnzEEroyo2/4saFIm79Bnf+jdM2oLYeGDiccy93zokzzpT2vC+ntLS8srpWXq9sbG5t77i7ey2VGklok6Q8lXcxVpQzQZuaaU7vMklxEnPajodXE799T6ViqbjVo4yGCe4L1mMEaytF7mEQY5kHwoyjIDEo0Cn6UWjkVr2aNwVaJH5BqlCgEbmfQTclJqFCE46V6vhepsMcS80Ip+NKYBTNMBniPu1YKnBCVZhPY4zRsVW6qJdK+4RGU/X3Ro4TpUZJbCcTrAdq3puI/3kdo3sXYc5EZjQVZHaoZziyYSedoC6TlGg+sgQTyexfERlgiYm2zVVsCf585EXSOq35lt+cVeuXRR1lOIAjOAEfzqEO19CAJhB4gCd4gVfn0Xl23pz32WjJKXb24Q+cj2+sb5k9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T1GV5gNQ9Ivo/IbJQXUH9rgwJsQ=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZciDBbBVUlE0GXRjcsKthWaECbTaTt0MgnzEEroyo2/4saFIm79Bnf+jdM2oLYeGDiccy93zokzzpT2vC+ntLS8srpWXq9sbG5t77i7ey2VGklok6Q8lXcxVpQzQZuaaU7vMklxEnPajodXE799T6ViqbjVo4yGCe4L1mMEaytF7mEQY5kHwoyjIDEo0Cn6UWjkVr2aNwVaJH5BqlCgEbmfQTclJqFCE46V6vhepsMcS80Ip+NKYBTNMBniPu1YKnBCVZhPY4zRsVW6qJdK+4RGU/X3Ro4TpUZJbCcTrAdq3puI/3kdo3sXYc5EZjQVZHaoZziyYSedoC6TlGg+sgQTyexfERlgiYm2zVVsCf585EXSOq35lt+cVeuXRR1lOIAjOAEfzqEO19CAJhB4gCd4gVfn0Xl23pz32WjJKXb24Q+cj2+sb5k9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T1GV5gNQ9Ivo/IbJQXUH9rgwJsQ=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZciDBbBVUlE0GXRjcsKthWaECbTaTt0MgnzEEroyo2/4saFIm79Bnf+jdM2oLYeGDiccy93zokzzpT2vC+ntLS8srpWXq9sbG5t77i7ey2VGklok6Q8lXcxVpQzQZuaaU7vMklxEnPajodXE799T6ViqbjVo4yGCe4L1mMEaytF7mEQY5kHwoyjIDEo0Cn6UWjkVr2aNwVaJH5BqlCgEbmfQTclJqFCE46V6vhepsMcS80Ip+NKYBTNMBniPu1YKnBCVZhPY4zRsVW6qJdK+4RGU/X3Ro4TpUZJbCcTrAdq3puI/3kdo3sXYc5EZjQVZHaoZziyYSedoC6TlGg+sgQTyexfERlgiYm2zVVsCf585EXSOq35lt+cVeuXRR1lOIAjOAEfzqEO19CAJhB4gCd4gVfn0Xl23pz32WjJKXb24Q+cj2+sb5k9</latexit>

⌫̄µ ! ⌫̄e
<latexit sha1_base64="T1GV5gNQ9Ivo/IbJQXUH9rgwJsQ=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZciDBbBVUlE0GXRjcsKthWaECbTaTt0MgnzEEroyo2/4saFIm79Bnf+jdM2oLYeGDiccy93zokzzpT2vC+ntLS8srpWXq9sbG5t77i7ey2VGklok6Q8lXcxVpQzQZuaaU7vMklxEnPajodXE799T6ViqbjVo4yGCe4L1mMEaytF7mEQY5kHwoyjIDEo0Cn6UWjkVr2aNwVaJH5BqlCgEbmfQTclJqFCE46V6vhepsMcS80Ip+NKYBTNMBniPu1YKnBCVZhPY4zRsVW6qJdK+4RGU/X3Ro4TpUZJbCcTrAdq3puI/3kdo3sXYc5EZjQVZHaoZziyYSedoC6TlGg+sgQTyexfERlgiYm2zVVsCf585EXSOq35lt+cVeuXRR1lOIAjOAEfzqEO19CAJhB4gCd4gVfn0Xl23pz32WjJKXb24Q+cj2+sb5k9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T1GV5gNQ9Ivo/IbJQXUH9rgwJsQ=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZciDBbBVUlE0GXRjcsKthWaECbTaTt0MgnzEEroyo2/4saFIm79Bnf+jdM2oLYeGDiccy93zokzzpT2vC+ntLS8srpWXq9sbG5t77i7ey2VGklok6Q8lXcxVpQzQZuaaU7vMklxEnPajodXE799T6ViqbjVo4yGCe4L1mMEaytF7mEQY5kHwoyjIDEo0Cn6UWjkVr2aNwVaJH5BqlCgEbmfQTclJqFCE46V6vhepsMcS80Ip+NKYBTNMBniPu1YKnBCVZhPY4zRsVW6qJdK+4RGU/X3Ro4TpUZJbCcTrAdq3puI/3kdo3sXYc5EZjQVZHaoZziyYSedoC6TlGg+sgQTyexfERlgiYm2zVVsCf585EXSOq35lt+cVeuXRR1lOIAjOAEfzqEO19CAJhB4gCd4gVfn0Xl23pz32WjJKXb24Q+cj2+sb5k9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T1GV5gNQ9Ivo/IbJQXUH9rgwJsQ=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZciDBbBVUlE0GXRjcsKthWaECbTaTt0MgnzEEroyo2/4saFIm79Bnf+jdM2oLYeGDiccy93zokzzpT2vC+ntLS8srpWXq9sbG5t77i7ey2VGklok6Q8lXcxVpQzQZuaaU7vMklxEnPajodXE799T6ViqbjVo4yGCe4L1mMEaytF7mEQY5kHwoyjIDEo0Cn6UWjkVr2aNwVaJH5BqlCgEbmfQTclJqFCE46V6vhepsMcS80Ip+NKYBTNMBniPu1YKnBCVZhPY4zRsVW6qJdK+4RGU/X3Ro4TpUZJbCcTrAdq3puI/3kdo3sXYc5EZjQVZHaoZziyYSedoC6TlGg+sgQTyexfERlgiYm2zVVsCf585EXSOq35lt+cVeuXRR1lOIAjOAEfzqEO19CAJhB4gCd4gVfn0Xl23pz32WjJKXb24Q+cj2+sb5k9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T1GV5gNQ9Ivo/IbJQXUH9rgwJsQ=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZciDBbBVUlE0GXRjcsKthWaECbTaTt0MgnzEEroyo2/4saFIm79Bnf+jdM2oLYeGDiccy93zokzzpT2vC+ntLS8srpWXq9sbG5t77i7ey2VGklok6Q8lXcxVpQzQZuaaU7vMklxEnPajodXE799T6ViqbjVo4yGCe4L1mMEaytF7mEQY5kHwoyjIDEo0Cn6UWjkVr2aNwVaJH5BqlCgEbmfQTclJqFCE46V6vhepsMcS80Ip+NKYBTNMBniPu1YKnBCVZhPY4zRsVW6qJdK+4RGU/X3Ro4TpUZJbCcTrAdq3puI/3kdo3sXYc5EZjQVZHaoZziyYSedoC6TlGg+sgQTyexfERlgiYm2zVVsCf585EXSOq35lt+cVeuXRR1lOIAjOAEfzqEO19CAJhB4gCd4gVfn0Xl23pz32WjJKXb24Q+cj2+sb5k9</latexit>

⌫µ ! ⌫e
<latexit sha1_base64="1CmN86w71/pmgs3cZwb2aV14sz4=">AAAB+nicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdWlm8EiuCqJCLosunFZwV6gCWEynbRDZyZhLkqJfRQ3LhRx65O4822ctFlo6w8DH/85hznnjzNGlfa8b6eytr6xuVXdru3s7u0fuPXDrkqNxKSDU5bKfowUYVSQjqaakX4mCeIxI714clPUew9EKpqKez3NSMjRSNCEYqStFbn1QJgo4AYGOoUFk8hteE1vLrgKfgkNUKoduV/BMMWGE6ExQ0oNfC/TYY6kppiRWS0wimQIT9CIDCwKxIkK8/nqM3hqnSFMUmmf0HDu/p7IEVdqymPbyZEeq+VaYf5XGxidXIU5FZnRRODFR4lh0J5Z5ACHVBKs2dQCwpLaXSEeI4mwtmnVbAj+8smr0D1v+pbvLhqt6zKOKjgGJ+AM+OAStMAtaIMOwOARPINX8OY8OS/Ou/OxaK045cwR+CPn8wfSD5Oz</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1CmN86w71/pmgs3cZwb2aV14sz4=">AAAB+nicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdWlm8EiuCqJCLosunFZwV6gCWEynbRDZyZhLkqJfRQ3LhRx65O4822ctFlo6w8DH/85hznnjzNGlfa8b6eytr6xuVXdru3s7u0fuPXDrkqNxKSDU5bKfowUYVSQjqaakX4mCeIxI714clPUew9EKpqKez3NSMjRSNCEYqStFbn1QJgo4AYGOoUFk8hteE1vLrgKfgkNUKoduV/BMMWGE6ExQ0oNfC/TYY6kppiRWS0wimQIT9CIDCwKxIkK8/nqM3hqnSFMUmmf0HDu/p7IEVdqymPbyZEeq+VaYf5XGxidXIU5FZnRRODFR4lh0J5Z5ACHVBKs2dQCwpLaXSEeI4mwtmnVbAj+8smr0D1v+pbvLhqt6zKOKjgGJ+AM+OAStMAtaIMOwOARPINX8OY8OS/Ou/OxaK045cwR+CPn8wfSD5Oz</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1CmN86w71/pmgs3cZwb2aV14sz4=">AAAB+nicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdWlm8EiuCqJCLosunFZwV6gCWEynbRDZyZhLkqJfRQ3LhRx65O4822ctFlo6w8DH/85hznnjzNGlfa8b6eytr6xuVXdru3s7u0fuPXDrkqNxKSDU5bKfowUYVSQjqaakX4mCeIxI714clPUew9EKpqKez3NSMjRSNCEYqStFbn1QJgo4AYGOoUFk8hteE1vLrgKfgkNUKoduV/BMMWGE6ExQ0oNfC/TYY6kppiRWS0wimQIT9CIDCwKxIkK8/nqM3hqnSFMUmmf0HDu/p7IEVdqymPbyZEeq+VaYf5XGxidXIU5FZnRRODFR4lh0J5Z5ACHVBKs2dQCwpLaXSEeI4mwtmnVbAj+8smr0D1v+pbvLhqt6zKOKjgGJ+AM+OAStMAtaIMOwOARPINX8OY8OS/Ou/OxaK045cwR+CPn8wfSD5Oz</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1CmN86w71/pmgs3cZwb2aV14sz4=">AAAB+nicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdWlm8EiuCqJCLosunFZwV6gCWEynbRDZyZhLkqJfRQ3LhRx65O4822ctFlo6w8DH/85hznnjzNGlfa8b6eytr6xuVXdru3s7u0fuPXDrkqNxKSDU5bKfowUYVSQjqaakX4mCeIxI714clPUew9EKpqKez3NSMjRSNCEYqStFbn1QJgo4AYGOoUFk8hteE1vLrgKfgkNUKoduV/BMMWGE6ExQ0oNfC/TYY6kppiRWS0wimQIT9CIDCwKxIkK8/nqM3hqnSFMUmmf0HDu/p7IEVdqymPbyZEeq+VaYf5XGxidXIU5FZnRRODFR4lh0J5Z5ACHVBKs2dQCwpLaXSEeI4mwtmnVbAj+8smr0D1v+pbvLhqt6zKOKjgGJ+AM+OAStMAtaIMOwOARPINX8OY8OS/Ou/OxaK045cwR+CPn8wfSD5Oz</latexit>

⌫̄e ! ⌫̄e
<latexit sha1_base64="65PVBv8vS7wN1K2o9HNKrDAB1bc=">AAACBHicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl12EyyCqzIjgi6LblxWsA/olCGT3rahmcyQZIQydOHGX3HjQhG3foQ7/8b0sdDWA4GTc+4lOSdKBdfG876dwtr6xuZWcbu0s7u3f+AeHjV1kimGDZaIRLUjqlFwiQ3DjcB2qpDGkcBWNLqZ+q0HVJon8t6MU+zGdCB5nzNqrBS65SCiKg9kNgmRBCYhv+6hW/Gq3gxklfgLUoEF6qH7FfQSlsUoDRNU647vpaabU2U4EzgpBZnGlLIRHWDHUklj1N18FmJCTq3SI/1E2SMNmam/N3Iaaz2OIzsZUzPUy95U/M/rZKZ/1c25TDODks0f6meC2LDTRkiPK2RGjC2hTHH7V8KGVFFmbG8lW4K/HHmVNM+rvuV3F5Xa9aKOIpThBM7Ah0uowS3UoQEMHuEZXuHNeXJenHfnYz5acBY7x/AHzucPAgmYUA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="65PVBv8vS7wN1K2o9HNKrDAB1bc=">AAACBHicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl12EyyCqzIjgi6LblxWsA/olCGT3rahmcyQZIQydOHGX3HjQhG3foQ7/8b0sdDWA4GTc+4lOSdKBdfG876dwtr6xuZWcbu0s7u3f+AeHjV1kimGDZaIRLUjqlFwiQ3DjcB2qpDGkcBWNLqZ+q0HVJon8t6MU+zGdCB5nzNqrBS65SCiKg9kNgmRBCYhv+6hW/Gq3gxklfgLUoEF6qH7FfQSlsUoDRNU647vpaabU2U4EzgpBZnGlLIRHWDHUklj1N18FmJCTq3SI/1E2SMNmam/N3Iaaz2OIzsZUzPUy95U/M/rZKZ/1c25TDODks0f6meC2LDTRkiPK2RGjC2hTHH7V8KGVFFmbG8lW4K/HHmVNM+rvuV3F5Xa9aKOIpThBM7Ah0uowS3UoQEMHuEZXuHNeXJenHfnYz5acBY7x/AHzucPAgmYUA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="65PVBv8vS7wN1K2o9HNKrDAB1bc=">AAACBHicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl12EyyCqzIjgi6LblxWsA/olCGT3rahmcyQZIQydOHGX3HjQhG3foQ7/8b0sdDWA4GTc+4lOSdKBdfG876dwtr6xuZWcbu0s7u3f+AeHjV1kimGDZaIRLUjqlFwiQ3DjcB2qpDGkcBWNLqZ+q0HVJon8t6MU+zGdCB5nzNqrBS65SCiKg9kNgmRBCYhv+6hW/Gq3gxklfgLUoEF6qH7FfQSlsUoDRNU647vpaabU2U4EzgpBZnGlLIRHWDHUklj1N18FmJCTq3SI/1E2SMNmam/N3Iaaz2OIzsZUzPUy95U/M/rZKZ/1c25TDODks0f6meC2LDTRkiPK2RGjC2hTHH7V8KGVFFmbG8lW4K/HHmVNM+rvuV3F5Xa9aKOIpThBM7Ah0uowS3UoQEMHuEZXuHNeXJenHfnYz5acBY7x/AHzucPAgmYUA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="65PVBv8vS7wN1K2o9HNKrDAB1bc=">AAACBHicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl12EyyCqzIjgi6LblxWsA/olCGT3rahmcyQZIQydOHGX3HjQhG3foQ7/8b0sdDWA4GTc+4lOSdKBdfG876dwtr6xuZWcbu0s7u3f+AeHjV1kimGDZaIRLUjqlFwiQ3DjcB2qpDGkcBWNLqZ+q0HVJon8t6MU+zGdCB5nzNqrBS65SCiKg9kNgmRBCYhv+6hW/Gq3gxklfgLUoEF6qH7FfQSlsUoDRNU647vpaabU2U4EzgpBZnGlLIRHWDHUklj1N18FmJCTq3SI/1E2SMNmam/N3Iaaz2OIzsZUzPUy95U/M/rZKZ/1c25TDODks0f6meC2LDTRkiPK2RGjC2hTHH7V8KGVFFmbG8lW4K/HHmVNM+rvuV3F5Xa9aKOIpThBM7Ah0uowS3UoQEMHuEZXuHNeXJenHfnYz5acBY7x/AHzucPAgmYUA==</latexit>

⌫e ! ⌫e
<latexit sha1_base64="ScBuTYqOTXSO+oUOq1pJnDC/e54=">AAAB+HicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6adSlm8EiuCqJCLosunFZwV6gCWEynbRDJ5MwF6GWPokbF4q49VHc+TZO0yy09YeBj/+cw5zzxzlnSnvet7O2vrG5tV3Zqe7u7R/U3MOjjsqMJLRNMp7JXowV5UzQtmaa014uKU5jTrvx+HZe7z5SqVgmHvQkp2GKh4IljGBtrcitBcJEFAU6QwVFbt1reIXQKvgl1KFUK3K/gkFGTEqFJhwr1fe9XIdTLDUjnM6qgVE0x2SMh7RvUeCUqnBaLD5DZ9YZoCST9gmNCvf3xBSnSk3S2HamWI/Ucm1u/lfrG51ch1MmcqOpIIuPEsORPXOeAhowSYnmEwuYSGZ3RWSEJSbaZlW1IfjLJ69C56LhW76/rDdvyjgqcAKncA4+XEET7qAFbSBg4Ble4c15cl6cd+dj0brmlDPH8EfO5w8yAZLG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ScBuTYqOTXSO+oUOq1pJnDC/e54=">AAAB+HicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6adSlm8EiuCqJCLosunFZwV6gCWEynbRDJ5MwF6GWPokbF4q49VHc+TZO0yy09YeBj/+cw5zzxzlnSnvet7O2vrG5tV3Zqe7u7R/U3MOjjsqMJLRNMp7JXowV5UzQtmaa014uKU5jTrvx+HZe7z5SqVgmHvQkp2GKh4IljGBtrcitBcJEFAU6QwVFbt1reIXQKvgl1KFUK3K/gkFGTEqFJhwr1fe9XIdTLDUjnM6qgVE0x2SMh7RvUeCUqnBaLD5DZ9YZoCST9gmNCvf3xBSnSk3S2HamWI/Ucm1u/lfrG51ch1MmcqOpIIuPEsORPXOeAhowSYnmEwuYSGZ3RWSEJSbaZlW1IfjLJ69C56LhW76/rDdvyjgqcAKncA4+XEET7qAFbSBg4Ble4c15cl6cd+dj0brmlDPH8EfO5w8yAZLG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ScBuTYqOTXSO+oUOq1pJnDC/e54=">AAAB+HicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6adSlm8EiuCqJCLosunFZwV6gCWEynbRDJ5MwF6GWPokbF4q49VHc+TZO0yy09YeBj/+cw5zzxzlnSnvet7O2vrG5tV3Zqe7u7R/U3MOjjsqMJLRNMp7JXowV5UzQtmaa014uKU5jTrvx+HZe7z5SqVgmHvQkp2GKh4IljGBtrcitBcJEFAU6QwVFbt1reIXQKvgl1KFUK3K/gkFGTEqFJhwr1fe9XIdTLDUjnM6qgVE0x2SMh7RvUeCUqnBaLD5DZ9YZoCST9gmNCvf3xBSnSk3S2HamWI/Ucm1u/lfrG51ch1MmcqOpIIuPEsORPXOeAhowSYnmEwuYSGZ3RWSEJSbaZlW1IfjLJ69C56LhW76/rDdvyjgqcAKncA4+XEET7qAFbSBg4Ble4c15cl6cd+dj0brmlDPH8EfO5w8yAZLG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ScBuTYqOTXSO+oUOq1pJnDC/e54=">AAAB+HicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6adSlm8EiuCqJCLosunFZwV6gCWEynbRDJ5MwF6GWPokbF4q49VHc+TZO0yy09YeBj/+cw5zzxzlnSnvet7O2vrG5tV3Zqe7u7R/U3MOjjsqMJLRNMp7JXowV5UzQtmaa014uKU5jTrvx+HZe7z5SqVgmHvQkp2GKh4IljGBtrcitBcJEFAU6QwVFbt1reIXQKvgl1KFUK3K/gkFGTEqFJhwr1fe9XIdTLDUjnM6qgVE0x2SMh7RvUeCUqnBaLD5DZ9YZoCST9gmNCvf3xBSnSk3S2HamWI/Ucm1u/lfrG51ch1MmcqOpIIuPEsORPXOeAhowSYnmEwuYSGZ3RWSEJSbaZlW1IfjLJ69C56LhW76/rDdvyjgqcAKncA4+XEET7qAFbSBg4Ble4c15cl6cd+dj0brmlDPH8EfO5w8yAZLG</latexit>

3.8�
<latexit sha1_base64="oEOk7I2WwNIsB/I3IJL6J0vCjYs=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJUZFeyy6MZlBXuRdiiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6FO4caGIWx/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNS23gnUSzYgMBWuH49tZvf3EtOGxerCThAWSDBWPOCXWWY+X1VrP8KEk/XLFq3pz4VXwc6hArka//NUbxDSVTFkqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR0qIpkJsvnCU3zmnAGOYu2esnju/p7IiDRmIkPXKYkdmeXazPyv1k1tVAsyrpLUMkUXH0WpwDbGs+vxgGtGrZg4IFRztyumI6IJtS6jkgvBXz55FVoXVd/x/VWlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OEa6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvSKMX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+hzx/3To/a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oEOk7I2WwNIsB/I3IJL6J0vCjYs=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJUZFeyy6MZlBXuRdiiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6FO4caGIWx/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNS23gnUSzYgMBWuH49tZvf3EtOGxerCThAWSDBWPOCXWWY+X1VrP8KEk/XLFq3pz4VXwc6hArka//NUbxDSVTFkqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR0qIpkJsvnCU3zmnAGOYu2esnju/p7IiDRmIkPXKYkdmeXazPyv1k1tVAsyrpLUMkUXH0WpwDbGs+vxgGtGrZg4IFRztyumI6IJtS6jkgvBXz55FVoXVd/x/VWlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OEa6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvSKMX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+hzx/3To/a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oEOk7I2WwNIsB/I3IJL6J0vCjYs=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJUZFeyy6MZlBXuRdiiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6FO4caGIWx/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNS23gnUSzYgMBWuH49tZvf3EtOGxerCThAWSDBWPOCXWWY+X1VrP8KEk/XLFq3pz4VXwc6hArka//NUbxDSVTFkqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR0qIpkJsvnCU3zmnAGOYu2esnju/p7IiDRmIkPXKYkdmeXazPyv1k1tVAsyrpLUMkUXH0WpwDbGs+vxgGtGrZg4IFRztyumI6IJtS6jkgvBXz55FVoXVd/x/VWlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OEa6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvSKMX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+hzx/3To/a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oEOk7I2WwNIsB/I3IJL6J0vCjYs=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJUZFeyy6MZlBXuRdiiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6FO4caGIWx/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNS23gnUSzYgMBWuH49tZvf3EtOGxerCThAWSDBWPOCXWWY+X1VrP8KEk/XLFq3pz4VXwc6hArka//NUbxDSVTFkqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR0qIpkJsvnCU3zmnAGOYu2esnju/p7IiDRmIkPXKYkdmeXazPyv1k1tVAsyrpLUMkUXH0WpwDbGs+vxgGtGrZg4IFRztyumI6IJtS6jkgvBXz55FVoXVd/x/VWlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OEa6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvSKMX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+hzx/3To/a</latexit>

2.8�
<latexit sha1_base64="D55xuyQx+nVtsU3bupjQY4vIpRc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRbDLohuXFexF2qFk0kwbmsuQZIQy9CncuFDErY/jzrcxbWehrT8EPv5zDjnnjxLOjPX9b6+wsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2kalmtAWUVzpboQN5UzSlmWW026iKRYRp51ocjuvd56oNkzJBztNaCjwSLKYEWyd9Vir1vuGjQQelCt+1V8IrUOQQwVyNQflr/5QkVRQaQnHxvQCP7FhhrVlhNNZqZ8ammAywSPacyixoCbMFgvP0IVzhihW2j1p0cL9PZFhYcxURK5TYDs2q7W5+V+tl9q4HmZMJqmlkiw/ilOOrELz69GQaUosnzrARDO3KyJjrDGxLqOSCyFYPXkd2rVq4Pj+qtK4yeMowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/JH3+QP1wo/Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D55xuyQx+nVtsU3bupjQY4vIpRc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRbDLohuXFexF2qFk0kwbmsuQZIQy9CncuFDErY/jzrcxbWehrT8EPv5zDjnnjxLOjPX9b6+wsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2kalmtAWUVzpboQN5UzSlmWW026iKRYRp51ocjuvd56oNkzJBztNaCjwSLKYEWyd9Vir1vuGjQQelCt+1V8IrUOQQwVyNQflr/5QkVRQaQnHxvQCP7FhhrVlhNNZqZ8ammAywSPacyixoCbMFgvP0IVzhihW2j1p0cL9PZFhYcxURK5TYDs2q7W5+V+tl9q4HmZMJqmlkiw/ilOOrELz69GQaUosnzrARDO3KyJjrDGxLqOSCyFYPXkd2rVq4Pj+qtK4yeMowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/JH3+QP1wo/Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D55xuyQx+nVtsU3bupjQY4vIpRc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRbDLohuXFexF2qFk0kwbmsuQZIQy9CncuFDErY/jzrcxbWehrT8EPv5zDjnnjxLOjPX9b6+wsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2kalmtAWUVzpboQN5UzSlmWW026iKRYRp51ocjuvd56oNkzJBztNaCjwSLKYEWyd9Vir1vuGjQQelCt+1V8IrUOQQwVyNQflr/5QkVRQaQnHxvQCP7FhhrVlhNNZqZ8ammAywSPacyixoCbMFgvP0IVzhihW2j1p0cL9PZFhYcxURK5TYDs2q7W5+V+tl9q4HmZMJqmlkiw/ilOOrELz69GQaUosnzrARDO3KyJjrDGxLqOSCyFYPXkd2rVq4Pj+qtK4yeMowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/JH3+QP1wo/Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D55xuyQx+nVtsU3bupjQY4vIpRc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRbDLohuXFexF2qFk0kwbmsuQZIQy9CncuFDErY/jzrcxbWehrT8EPv5zDjnnjxLOjPX9b6+wsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2kalmtAWUVzpboQN5UzSlmWW026iKRYRp51ocjuvd56oNkzJBztNaCjwSLKYEWyd9Vir1vuGjQQelCt+1V8IrUOQQwVyNQflr/5QkVRQaQnHxvQCP7FhhrVlhNNZqZ8ammAywSPacyixoCbMFgvP0IVzhihW2j1p0cL9PZFhYcxURK5TYDs2q7W5+V+tl9q4HmZMJqmlkiw/ilOOrELz69GQaUosnzrARDO3KyJjrDGxLqOSCyFYPXkd2rVq4Pj+qtK4yeMowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/JH3+QP1wo/Z</latexit>

4.5�
<latexit sha1_base64="pXhH3E4dSYkFbh7JD+wd/mETsBQ=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJUZqeiy6MZlBXuRdiiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6FO4caGIWx/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNS23gnUSzYgMBWuH49tZvf3EtOGxerCThAWSDBWPOCXWWY+16mXP8KEk/XLFq3pz4VXwc6hArka//NUbxDSVTFkqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR0qIpkJsvnCU3zmnAGOYu2esnju/p7IiDRmIkPXKYkdmeXazPyv1k1tdB1kXCWpZYouPopSgW2MZ9fjAdeMWjFxQKjmbldMR0QTal1GJReCv3zyKrQuqr7j+1qlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvSKMX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+hzx/0PI/Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pXhH3E4dSYkFbh7JD+wd/mETsBQ=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJUZqeiy6MZlBXuRdiiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6FO4caGIWx/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNS23gnUSzYgMBWuH49tZvf3EtOGxerCThAWSDBWPOCXWWY+16mXP8KEk/XLFq3pz4VXwc6hArka//NUbxDSVTFkqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR0qIpkJsvnCU3zmnAGOYu2esnju/p7IiDRmIkPXKYkdmeXazPyv1k1tdB1kXCWpZYouPopSgW2MZ9fjAdeMWjFxQKjmbldMR0QTal1GJReCv3zyKrQuqr7j+1qlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvSKMX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+hzx/0PI/Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pXhH3E4dSYkFbh7JD+wd/mETsBQ=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJUZqeiy6MZlBXuRdiiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6FO4caGIWx/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNS23gnUSzYgMBWuH49tZvf3EtOGxerCThAWSDBWPOCXWWY+16mXP8KEk/XLFq3pz4VXwc6hArka//NUbxDSVTFkqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR0qIpkJsvnCU3zmnAGOYu2esnju/p7IiDRmIkPXKYkdmeXazPyv1k1tdB1kXCWpZYouPopSgW2MZ9fjAdeMWjFxQKjmbldMR0QTal1GJReCv3zyKrQuqr7j+1qlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvSKMX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+hzx/0PI/Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pXhH3E4dSYkFbh7JD+wd/mETsBQ=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXJUZqeiy6MZlBXuRdiiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6FO4caGIWx/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNS23gnUSzYgMBWuH49tZvf3EtOGxerCThAWSDBWPOCXWWY+16mXP8KEk/XLFq3pz4VXwc6hArka//NUbxDSVTFkqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR0qIpkJsvnCU3zmnAGOYu2esnju/p7IiDRmIkPXKYkdmeXazPyv1k1tdB1kXCWpZYouPopSgW2MZ9fjAdeMWjFxQKjmbldMR0QTal1GJReCv3zyKrQuqr7j+1qlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvSKMX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+hzx/0PI/Y</latexit>

2.8�
<latexit sha1_base64="D55xuyQx+nVtsU3bupjQY4vIpRc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRbDLohuXFexF2qFk0kwbmsuQZIQy9CncuFDErY/jzrcxbWehrT8EPv5zDjnnjxLOjPX9b6+wsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2kalmtAWUVzpboQN5UzSlmWW026iKRYRp51ocjuvd56oNkzJBztNaCjwSLKYEWyd9Vir1vuGjQQelCt+1V8IrUOQQwVyNQflr/5QkVRQaQnHxvQCP7FhhrVlhNNZqZ8ammAywSPacyixoCbMFgvP0IVzhihW2j1p0cL9PZFhYcxURK5TYDs2q7W5+V+tl9q4HmZMJqmlkiw/ilOOrELz69GQaUosnzrARDO3KyJjrDGxLqOSCyFYPXkd2rVq4Pj+qtK4yeMowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/JH3+QP1wo/Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D55xuyQx+nVtsU3bupjQY4vIpRc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRbDLohuXFexF2qFk0kwbmsuQZIQy9CncuFDErY/jzrcxbWehrT8EPv5zDjnnjxLOjPX9b6+wsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2kalmtAWUVzpboQN5UzSlmWW026iKRYRp51ocjuvd56oNkzJBztNaCjwSLKYEWyd9Vir1vuGjQQelCt+1V8IrUOQQwVyNQflr/5QkVRQaQnHxvQCP7FhhrVlhNNZqZ8ammAywSPacyixoCbMFgvP0IVzhihW2j1p0cL9PZFhYcxURK5TYDs2q7W5+V+tl9q4HmZMJqmlkiw/ilOOrELz69GQaUosnzrARDO3KyJjrDGxLqOSCyFYPXkd2rVq4Pj+qtK4yeMowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/JH3+QP1wo/Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D55xuyQx+nVtsU3bupjQY4vIpRc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRbDLohuXFexF2qFk0kwbmsuQZIQy9CncuFDErY/jzrcxbWehrT8EPv5zDjnnjxLOjPX9b6+wsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2kalmtAWUVzpboQN5UzSlmWW026iKRYRp51ocjuvd56oNkzJBztNaCjwSLKYEWyd9Vir1vuGjQQelCt+1V8IrUOQQwVyNQflr/5QkVRQaQnHxvQCP7FhhrVlhNNZqZ8ammAywSPacyixoCbMFgvP0IVzhihW2j1p0cL9PZFhYcxURK5TYDs2q7W5+V+tl9q4HmZMJqmlkiw/ilOOrELz69GQaUosnzrARDO3KyJjrDGxLqOSCyFYPXkd2rVq4Pj+qtK4yeMowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/JH3+QP1wo/Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D55xuyQx+nVtsU3bupjQY4vIpRc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozRbDLohuXFexF2qFk0kwbmsuQZIQy9CncuFDErY/jzrcxbWehrT8EPv5zDjnnjxLOjPX9b6+wsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2kalmtAWUVzpboQN5UzSlmWW026iKRYRp51ocjuvd56oNkzJBztNaCjwSLKYEWyd9Vir1vuGjQQelCt+1V8IrUOQQwVyNQflr/5QkVRQaQnHxvQCP7FhhrVlhNNZqZ8ammAywSPacyixoCbMFgvP0IVzhihW2j1p0cL9PZFhYcxURK5TYDs2q7W5+V+tl9q4HmZMJqmlkiw/ilOOrELz69GQaUosnzrARDO3KyJjrDGxLqOSCyFYPXkd2rVq4Pj+qtK4yeMowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/JH3+QP1wo/Z</latexit>

Anomalies are a great place to start thinking about 
new physics at short baseline experiments.



The MiniBooNE Excess
• MiniBooNE sees an 

excess of electron-like 
events at low energies


• A common interpretation is 
a new oscillation mode 
induced by an eV-scale 
sterile neutrino


• Consistent with the LSND 
anomaly in this picture
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TABLE I: The expected (unconstrained) number of events for
the 200 < EQE

⌫ < 1250 MeV neutrino energy range from all
of the backgrounds in the ⌫e and ⌫̄e appearance analysis. Also
shown are the constrained background and the expected num-
ber of events corresponding to the LSND best fit oscillation
probability of 0.26%. The table shows the diagonal-element
systematic uncertainties, which become substantially reduced
in the oscillation fits when correlations between energy bins
and between the electron and muon neutrino events are in-
cluded. The antineutrino numbers are from a previous analy-
sis [3].

Process Neutrino Mode Antineutrino Mode
⌫µ & ⌫̄µ CCQE 73.7 ± 19.3 12.9 ± 4.3

NC ⇡0 501.5 ± 65.4 112.3 ± 11.5
NC � ! N� 172.5 ±24.1 34.7 ± 5.4

External Events 75.2 ± 10.9 15.3 ± 2.8
Other ⌫µ & ⌫̄µ 89.6 ± 22.9 22.3 ± 3.5

⌫e & ⌫̄e from µ± Decay 425.3 ± 100.2 91.4 ± 27.6
⌫e & ⌫̄e from K± Decay 192.2 ± 41.9 51.2 ± 11.0
⌫e & ⌫̄e from K0

L Decay 54.5 ± 20.5 51.4 ± 18.0
Other ⌫e & ⌫̄e 6.0 ± 3.2 6.7 ± 6.0

Unconstrained Bkgd. 1590.5 398.2
Constrained Bkgd. 1577.8± 85.2 398.7± 28.6

Total Data 1959 478
Excess 381.2 ± 85.2 79.3 ± 28.6

0.26% (LSND) ⌫µ ! ⌫e 463.1 100.0

energy range for the total 12.84⇥ 1020 POT data. Each
bin of reconstructed E

QE
⌫ corresponds to a distribution

of “true” generated neutrino energies, which can overlap
adjacent bins. In neutrino mode, a total of 1959 data
events pass the ⌫e CCQE event selection requirements
with 200 < E

QE
⌫ < 1250 MeV, compared to a back-

ground expectation of 1577.8 ± 39.7(stat.) ± 75.4(syst.)
events. The excess is then 381.2 ± 85.2 events or a
4.5� e↵ect. Note that the 162.0 event excess in the
first 6.46 ⇥ 1020 POT data is approximately 1� lower
than the average excess, while the 219.2 event excess in
the second 6.38 ⇥ 1020 POT data is approximately 1�
higher than the average excess. Combining the Mini-
BooNE neutrino and antineutrino data, there are a to-
tal of 2437 events in the 200 < E

QE
⌫ < 1250 MeV en-

ergy region, compared to a background expectation of
1976.5±44.5(stat.)±84.8(syst.) events. This corresponds
to a total ⌫e plus ⌫̄e CCQE excess of 460.5± 95.8 events
with respect to expectation or a 4.8� excess. The signif-
icance of the combined LSND (3.8�) [1] and MiniBooNE
(4.8�) excesses is 6.1�. Fig. 2 shows the total event ex-
cesses as a function of EQE

⌫ in both neutrino mode and
antineutrino mode. The dashed curves show the best fits
to standard two-neutrino oscillations.

Fig. 3 compares the L/EQE
⌫ distributions for the Mini-

BooNE data excesses in neutrino mode and antineutrino
mode to the L/E distribution from LSND [1]. The er-
ror bars show statistical uncertainties only. As shown
in the figure, there is agreement among all three data
sets. Fitting these data to standard two-neutrino oscil-
lations including statistical errors only, the best fit oc-
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FIG. 1: The MiniBooNE neutrino mode EQE
⌫ distributions,

corresponding to the total 12.84 ⇥ 1020 POT data, for ⌫e
CCQE data (points with statistical errors) and background
(histogram with systematic errors). The dashed curve shows
the best fit to the neutrino-mode data assuming standard two-
neutrino oscillations.
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FIG. 2: The MiniBooNE total event excesses as a function
of EQE

⌫ in both neutrino mode and antineutrino mode, cor-
responding to 12.84 ⇥ 1020 POT and 11.27 ⇥ 1020 POT, re-
spectively. (Error bars include both statistical and correlated
systematic uncertainties.) The dashed curves show the best
fits to the neutrino-mode and antineutrino-mode data assum-
ing standard two-neutrino oscillations.

curs at �m

2 = 0.040 eV2 and sin2 2✓ = 0.894 with
a �

2
/ndf = 35.2/28, corresponding to a probability of

16.4%. This best fit agrees with the MiniBooNE only
best fit described below. The MiniBooNE excess of
events in both oscillation probability and L/E spectrum
is, therefore, consistent with the LSND excess of events,
even though the two experiments have completely dif-
ferent neutrino energies, neutrino fluxes, reconstruction,
backgrounds, and systematic uncertainties.
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FIG. 17: The antineutrino mode EQE
⌫ distributions, corre-

sponding to the published 11.27 ⇥ 1020 POT data, for ⌫e
CCQE data (points with statistical errors) and background
(histogram with systematic errors).

FIG. 18: The neutrino mode ⌫e CCQE event excesses, corre-
sponding to the first 6.46⇥ 1020 POT data set, as a function
of EQE

⌫ . (Error bars include both the statistical and system-
atic uncertainties.) Also shown are the expectations from the
best two-neutrino oscillation fit.

A. A. Aguilar-Arevalo et al. (MiniBooNE Collaboration), (2018), 1805.12028
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The MiniBooNE Excess
• MiniBooNE sees an 

excess of electron-like 
events at low energies


• A common interpretation is 
a new oscillation mode 
induced by an eV-scale 
sterile neutrino


• Consistent with the LSND 
anomaly in this picture
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TABLE I: The expected (unconstrained) number of events for
the 200 < EQE

⌫ < 1250 MeV neutrino energy range from all
of the backgrounds in the ⌫e and ⌫̄e appearance analysis. Also
shown are the constrained background and the expected num-
ber of events corresponding to the LSND best fit oscillation
probability of 0.26%. The table shows the diagonal-element
systematic uncertainties, which become substantially reduced
in the oscillation fits when correlations between energy bins
and between the electron and muon neutrino events are in-
cluded. The antineutrino numbers are from a previous analy-
sis [3].

Process Neutrino Mode Antineutrino Mode
⌫µ & ⌫̄µ CCQE 73.7 ± 19.3 12.9 ± 4.3

NC ⇡0 501.5 ± 65.4 112.3 ± 11.5
NC � ! N� 172.5 ±24.1 34.7 ± 5.4

External Events 75.2 ± 10.9 15.3 ± 2.8
Other ⌫µ & ⌫̄µ 89.6 ± 22.9 22.3 ± 3.5

⌫e & ⌫̄e from µ± Decay 425.3 ± 100.2 91.4 ± 27.6
⌫e & ⌫̄e from K± Decay 192.2 ± 41.9 51.2 ± 11.0
⌫e & ⌫̄e from K0

L Decay 54.5 ± 20.5 51.4 ± 18.0
Other ⌫e & ⌫̄e 6.0 ± 3.2 6.7 ± 6.0

Unconstrained Bkgd. 1590.5 398.2
Constrained Bkgd. 1577.8± 85.2 398.7± 28.6

Total Data 1959 478
Excess 381.2 ± 85.2 79.3 ± 28.6

0.26% (LSND) ⌫µ ! ⌫e 463.1 100.0

energy range for the total 12.84⇥ 1020 POT data. Each
bin of reconstructed E

QE
⌫ corresponds to a distribution

of “true” generated neutrino energies, which can overlap
adjacent bins. In neutrino mode, a total of 1959 data
events pass the ⌫e CCQE event selection requirements
with 200 < E

QE
⌫ < 1250 MeV, compared to a back-

ground expectation of 1577.8 ± 39.7(stat.) ± 75.4(syst.)
events. The excess is then 381.2 ± 85.2 events or a
4.5� e↵ect. Note that the 162.0 event excess in the
first 6.46 ⇥ 1020 POT data is approximately 1� lower
than the average excess, while the 219.2 event excess in
the second 6.38 ⇥ 1020 POT data is approximately 1�
higher than the average excess. Combining the Mini-
BooNE neutrino and antineutrino data, there are a to-
tal of 2437 events in the 200 < E

QE
⌫ < 1250 MeV en-

ergy region, compared to a background expectation of
1976.5±44.5(stat.)±84.8(syst.) events. This corresponds
to a total ⌫e plus ⌫̄e CCQE excess of 460.5± 95.8 events
with respect to expectation or a 4.8� excess. The signif-
icance of the combined LSND (3.8�) [1] and MiniBooNE
(4.8�) excesses is 6.1�. Fig. 2 shows the total event ex-
cesses as a function of EQE

⌫ in both neutrino mode and
antineutrino mode. The dashed curves show the best fits
to standard two-neutrino oscillations.

Fig. 3 compares the L/EQE
⌫ distributions for the Mini-

BooNE data excesses in neutrino mode and antineutrino
mode to the L/E distribution from LSND [1]. The er-
ror bars show statistical uncertainties only. As shown
in the figure, there is agreement among all three data
sets. Fitting these data to standard two-neutrino oscil-
lations including statistical errors only, the best fit oc-
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FIG. 1: The MiniBooNE neutrino mode EQE
⌫ distributions,

corresponding to the total 12.84 ⇥ 1020 POT data, for ⌫e
CCQE data (points with statistical errors) and background
(histogram with systematic errors). The dashed curve shows
the best fit to the neutrino-mode data assuming standard two-
neutrino oscillations.
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FIG. 2: The MiniBooNE total event excesses as a function
of EQE

⌫ in both neutrino mode and antineutrino mode, cor-
responding to 12.84 ⇥ 1020 POT and 11.27 ⇥ 1020 POT, re-
spectively. (Error bars include both statistical and correlated
systematic uncertainties.) The dashed curves show the best
fits to the neutrino-mode and antineutrino-mode data assum-
ing standard two-neutrino oscillations.

curs at �m

2 = 0.040 eV2 and sin2 2✓ = 0.894 with
a �

2
/ndf = 35.2/28, corresponding to a probability of

16.4%. This best fit agrees with the MiniBooNE only
best fit described below. The MiniBooNE excess of
events in both oscillation probability and L/E spectrum
is, therefore, consistent with the LSND excess of events,
even though the two experiments have completely dif-
ferent neutrino energies, neutrino fluxes, reconstruction,
backgrounds, and systematic uncertainties.
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FIG. 17: The antineutrino mode EQE
⌫ distributions, corre-

sponding to the published 11.27 ⇥ 1020 POT data, for ⌫e
CCQE data (points with statistical errors) and background
(histogram with systematic errors).

FIG. 18: The neutrino mode ⌫e CCQE event excesses, corre-
sponding to the first 6.46⇥ 1020 POT data set, as a function
of EQE

⌫ . (Error bars include both the statistical and system-
atic uncertainties.) Also shown are the expectations from the
best two-neutrino oscillation fit.

A. A. Aguilar-Arevalo et al. (MiniBooNE Collaboration), (2018), 1805.12028

Neutrino Mode 
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Antineutrino Mode 
79.3 Excess Events

Can a BSM physics 
model produce the 
MiniBooNE excess 

without sterile 
neutrinos?



Models
• A new physics model (which may or may not 

involve neutrinos) for the low energy excess must 
specify two things:

• A production mode for the new particle


• An electron-like detector signature which fakes the νe 
CCQE signal (νe n→e- p) in MiniBooNE:


• Visible (e.g. X→e+e-) or semi-visible (e.g. X→X `𝜸) decays in the detector


• Elastic or inelastic scattering off of particles in the detector


• The MiniBooNE data rules out entire production 
modes and detector signatures

!15



Model Requirements
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TABLE I: The expected (unconstrained) number of events for
the 200 < EQE

⌫ < 1250 MeV neutrino energy range from all
of the backgrounds in the ⌫e and ⌫̄e appearance analysis. Also
shown are the constrained background and the expected num-
ber of events corresponding to the LSND best fit oscillation
probability of 0.26%. The table shows the diagonal-element
systematic uncertainties, which become substantially reduced
in the oscillation fits when correlations between energy bins
and between the electron and muon neutrino events are in-
cluded. The antineutrino numbers are from a previous analy-
sis [3].

Process Neutrino Mode Antineutrino Mode
⌫µ & ⌫̄µ CCQE 73.7 ± 19.3 12.9 ± 4.3

NC ⇡0 501.5 ± 65.4 112.3 ± 11.5
NC � ! N� 172.5 ±24.1 34.7 ± 5.4

External Events 75.2 ± 10.9 15.3 ± 2.8
Other ⌫µ & ⌫̄µ 89.6 ± 22.9 22.3 ± 3.5

⌫e & ⌫̄e from µ± Decay 425.3 ± 100.2 91.4 ± 27.6
⌫e & ⌫̄e from K± Decay 192.2 ± 41.9 51.2 ± 11.0
⌫e & ⌫̄e from K0

L Decay 54.5 ± 20.5 51.4 ± 18.0
Other ⌫e & ⌫̄e 6.0 ± 3.2 6.7 ± 6.0

Unconstrained Bkgd. 1590.5 398.2
Constrained Bkgd. 1577.8± 85.2 398.7± 28.6

Total Data 1959 478
Excess 381.2 ± 85.2 79.3 ± 28.6

0.26% (LSND) ⌫µ ! ⌫e 463.1 100.0

energy range for the total 12.84⇥ 1020 POT data. Each
bin of reconstructed E

QE
⌫ corresponds to a distribution

of “true” generated neutrino energies, which can overlap
adjacent bins. In neutrino mode, a total of 1959 data
events pass the ⌫e CCQE event selection requirements
with 200 < E

QE
⌫ < 1250 MeV, compared to a back-

ground expectation of 1577.8 ± 39.7(stat.) ± 75.4(syst.)
events. The excess is then 381.2 ± 85.2 events or a
4.5� e↵ect. Note that the 162.0 event excess in the
first 6.46 ⇥ 1020 POT data is approximately 1� lower
than the average excess, while the 219.2 event excess in
the second 6.38 ⇥ 1020 POT data is approximately 1�
higher than the average excess. Combining the Mini-
BooNE neutrino and antineutrino data, there are a to-
tal of 2437 events in the 200 < E

QE
⌫ < 1250 MeV en-

ergy region, compared to a background expectation of
1976.5±44.5(stat.)±84.8(syst.) events. This corresponds
to a total ⌫e plus ⌫̄e CCQE excess of 460.5± 95.8 events
with respect to expectation or a 4.8� excess. The signif-
icance of the combined LSND (3.8�) [1] and MiniBooNE
(4.8�) excesses is 6.1�. Fig. 2 shows the total event ex-
cesses as a function of EQE

⌫ in both neutrino mode and
antineutrino mode. The dashed curves show the best fits
to standard two-neutrino oscillations.

Fig. 3 compares the L/EQE
⌫ distributions for the Mini-

BooNE data excesses in neutrino mode and antineutrino
mode to the L/E distribution from LSND [1]. The er-
ror bars show statistical uncertainties only. As shown
in the figure, there is agreement among all three data
sets. Fitting these data to standard two-neutrino oscil-
lations including statistical errors only, the best fit oc-
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FIG. 1: The MiniBooNE neutrino mode EQE
⌫ distributions,

corresponding to the total 12.84 ⇥ 1020 POT data, for ⌫e
CCQE data (points with statistical errors) and background
(histogram with systematic errors). The dashed curve shows
the best fit to the neutrino-mode data assuming standard two-
neutrino oscillations.
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FIG. 2: The MiniBooNE total event excesses as a function
of EQE

⌫ in both neutrino mode and antineutrino mode, cor-
responding to 12.84 ⇥ 1020 POT and 11.27 ⇥ 1020 POT, re-
spectively. (Error bars include both statistical and correlated
systematic uncertainties.) The dashed curves show the best
fits to the neutrino-mode and antineutrino-mode data assum-
ing standard two-neutrino oscillations.

curs at �m

2 = 0.040 eV2 and sin2 2✓ = 0.894 with
a �

2
/ndf = 35.2/28, corresponding to a probability of

16.4%. This best fit agrees with the MiniBooNE only
best fit described below. The MiniBooNE excess of
events in both oscillation probability and L/E spectrum
is, therefore, consistent with the LSND excess of events,
even though the two experiments have completely dif-
ferent neutrino energies, neutrino fluxes, reconstruction,
backgrounds, and systematic uncertainties.
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FIG. 6: The visible energy (Evis) and cos ✓e (Uz) distributions
for the electron-neutrino candidate events in neutrino mode
(top) and antineutrino mode (bottom). (The error bars show
only statistical uncertainties.) Also shown in the figure are
the expectations from all known backgrounds and from the
oscillation best fit.

Appendix: Evis and Uz Plots

Fig. 6 shows the visible energy (Evis) and cos ✓e (Uz)
distributions for the electron-neutrino candidate events
in neutrino mode (top) and antineutrino mode (bottom).
Also shown in the figures are the expectations from all
known backgrounds and from the oscillation best fit.

Appendix: Data vs Monte Carlo Comparisons

Various comparisons between the neutrino data, cor-
responding to 12.84 ⇥ 1020 POT, and the Monte Carlo
simulation have been performed to check and confirm
the accuracy of the simulation. Fig. 7 shows an absolute
comparison of the ⇡0 reconstructed mass distribution be-
tween the data and the simulation for NC ⇡

0 events. Ex-
cellent agreement is obtained, and the ratio of the number
of data events (42,483) to the number of Monte Carlo
events (42,530) is equal to 0.999. Fig. 8 shows an ab-
solute comparison of the reconstructed neutrino energy
distribution for CCQE events between the data and the
simulation. Excellent agreement is also obtained, and
the ratio of the number of data events (232,096) to the
number of Monte Carlo events (236,145) is equal to 0.983.

In order to check the particle identification (PID) cuts,
Figs. 9, 10, and 11 show comparisons between the data
and simulation for the electron-muon likelihood distri-
bution, the electron-pion likelihood distribution, and the
gamma-gamma mass distribution. In each figure, dis-
tributions are shown after successive cuts are applied:
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FIG. 7: An absolute comparison of the ⇡0 reconstructed mass
distribution between the neutrino data (12.84 ⇥ 1020 POT)
and the simulation for NC ⇡0 events (top). Also shown is the
ratio between the data and Monte Carlo simulation (bottom).

no PID cut, electron-muon likelihood cut, electron-muon
plus electron-pion likelihood cuts, and electron-muon
plus electron-pion likelihood cuts and a gamma-gamma
mass cut. The last plot in each figure shows distributions
with the final event selection. The vertical lines in the
figures show the range of energy-dependent cut values.
Good agreement between the data and the simulation is
obtained outside the cut values, while an excess of events
is observed inside the cut values.

Appendix: Stability Checks

Many checks have been performed on the data, includ-
ing beam and detector stability checks that show that
the neutrino event rate of 1 event per 1015 POT has been
stable to < 2% over the 15 year MiniBooNE running pe-
riod, as shown in Fig. 12. This is within the expected
errors from time variations in BNB performance, such as
target/horn change, beam rate monitoring, etc. A small
change in the detector energy response between the first
and second neutrino data set has been corrected by in-
creasing the measured energy in the second data set by
2%. About half of the energy change is from PMT fail-
ures in the intervening years, and the remainder is within
the detector response error from gain variations, oil prop-
erties, etc. With this energy correction, the first and sec-
ond data sets are found to agree well. Fig. 13 compares
the visible ⌫µ CCQE energy distributions for the second
data set in 2016 and 2017 to the first data set, where good
agreement is obtained. Likewise, Fig. 14 shows that the
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FIG. 6: The visible energy (Evis) and cos ✓e (Uz) distributions
for the electron-neutrino candidate events in neutrino mode
(top) and antineutrino mode (bottom). (The error bars show
only statistical uncertainties.) Also shown in the figure are
the expectations from all known backgrounds and from the
oscillation best fit.

Appendix: Evis and Uz Plots

Fig. 6 shows the visible energy (Evis) and cos ✓e (Uz)
distributions for the electron-neutrino candidate events
in neutrino mode (top) and antineutrino mode (bottom).
Also shown in the figures are the expectations from all
known backgrounds and from the oscillation best fit.

Appendix: Data vs Monte Carlo Comparisons

Various comparisons between the neutrino data, cor-
responding to 12.84 ⇥ 1020 POT, and the Monte Carlo
simulation have been performed to check and confirm
the accuracy of the simulation. Fig. 7 shows an absolute
comparison of the ⇡0 reconstructed mass distribution be-
tween the data and the simulation for NC ⇡

0 events. Ex-
cellent agreement is obtained, and the ratio of the number
of data events (42,483) to the number of Monte Carlo
events (42,530) is equal to 0.999. Fig. 8 shows an ab-
solute comparison of the reconstructed neutrino energy
distribution for CCQE events between the data and the
simulation. Excellent agreement is also obtained, and
the ratio of the number of data events (232,096) to the
number of Monte Carlo events (236,145) is equal to 0.983.

In order to check the particle identification (PID) cuts,
Figs. 9, 10, and 11 show comparisons between the data
and simulation for the electron-muon likelihood distri-
bution, the electron-pion likelihood distribution, and the
gamma-gamma mass distribution. In each figure, dis-
tributions are shown after successive cuts are applied:
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FIG. 7: An absolute comparison of the ⇡0 reconstructed mass
distribution between the neutrino data (12.84 ⇥ 1020 POT)
and the simulation for NC ⇡0 events (top). Also shown is the
ratio between the data and Monte Carlo simulation (bottom).

no PID cut, electron-muon likelihood cut, electron-muon
plus electron-pion likelihood cuts, and electron-muon
plus electron-pion likelihood cuts and a gamma-gamma
mass cut. The last plot in each figure shows distributions
with the final event selection. The vertical lines in the
figures show the range of energy-dependent cut values.
Good agreement between the data and the simulation is
obtained outside the cut values, while an excess of events
is observed inside the cut values.

Appendix: Stability Checks

Many checks have been performed on the data, includ-
ing beam and detector stability checks that show that
the neutrino event rate of 1 event per 1015 POT has been
stable to < 2% over the 15 year MiniBooNE running pe-
riod, as shown in Fig. 12. This is within the expected
errors from time variations in BNB performance, such as
target/horn change, beam rate monitoring, etc. A small
change in the detector energy response between the first
and second neutrino data set has been corrected by in-
creasing the measured energy in the second data set by
2%. About half of the energy change is from PMT fail-
ures in the intervening years, and the remainder is within
the detector response error from gain variations, oil prop-
erties, etc. With this energy correction, the first and sec-
ond data sets are found to agree well. Fig. 13 compares
the visible ⌫µ CCQE energy distributions for the second
data set in 2016 and 2017 to the first data set, where good
agreement is obtained. Likewise, Fig. 14 shows that the

Energy Distributions 
of the Excesses

Angular Distributions of the Excesses

A good model for the excess must agree with all 
of these distributions simultaneously.
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with standard model particles, allowing the correct relic
abundance in the standard thermal freeze-out scenario
[3–5]. A minimal dark sector model of this type is known
as vector portal DM [19,20] and is used as a framework for
the analysis presented here. Although we emphasize that
this search is sensitive to other scenarios, in this particular
one, interactions of χ are mediated by a Uð1Þ gauge boson
Vμ (“dark photon”) that kinetically mixes with the ordinary
photon. Four unknown parameters control the physics: DM
mass mχ , Vμ mass mV , kinetic mixing ϵ, and dark gauge
coupling gD. For this work, the DM particle is assumed to
be a complex scalar, which is consistent with terrestrial,
astrophysical, and cosmological constraints [5].
Two different DM production mechanisms (Fig. 2) likely

dominate for this search: (1) decay of secondary π0 or η
mesons and (2) proton bremsstrahlung. For both of these
processes, the production rate scales as ϵ2 provided the Vμ

can decay into two on-shell DM particles with mV > 2mχ .
The χ, produced via one of these mechanisms, may be
detected via interactions with nucleons or electrons. This
search is sensitive to DM-nucleon interactions χN, medi-
ated by Vμ exchange (Fig. 3), and the scattering rate in the
detector scales as ϵ2αD, where αD ¼ g2D=4π. Combining
this with the production rate behavior yields a DM event
rate that scales as ϵ4αD for mV > 2mχ.
Experiment.—In the neutrino-production mode

(“ν-mode”) configuration of the BNB, 8-GeV protons
from the Fermilab Booster are delivered to a 1.75-inter-
action-length beryllium target in pulses with intensity
ð3–5Þ × 1012 protons and 1.6 μs in duration, creating a
large flux of charged mesons, predominantly pions. A
magnetic horn surrounds the target and uses a pulsed
≈1.5 T magnetic field to guide the mesons down a 1-m
radius, 50-m-long cylindrical, air-filled decay pipe that
terminates into a steel beam stop. The majority of mesons
decay into neutrinos (e.g., π → μν) providing a large
neutrino flux in the downstream detector [21].
For this DM search, the beam line was configured in

“off-target”mode with the 8-GeV protons steered off of the
beryllium production target, through the powered-off
magnetic horn, and into the steel beam dump at the end
of the decay region. This greatly reduces the flux of
neutrinos created via meson decay in flight, thus lowering
the neutrino event background. This increases sensitivity to

DM produced in decays of π0 and η, which are produced
copiously in the beam dump.
The flux of neutrinos and associated errors in ν-mode

were calculated using experimental data along with a
simulation program detailed in Ref. [21]. To predict the
off-target flux, the simulation was updated with the
addition of various beam line components that are impor-
tant only for off-target running. These additional compo-
nents have negligible effects in the ν mode as the beryllium
target and surrounding aluminum is the source of 99% of
the mesons contributing to the neutrino flux at the detector.
However, in off-target mode, only ≈30% of the mesons
resulting in detector neutrinos are created in the beryllium
target and surrounding aluminum, so other beam line
materials are important. The beam parameters (direction,
emittance, lateral size, etc.) used by the simulation were
measured during the run.
Charged-current quasielastic (CCQE) scattering of

muon-neutrinos produces a readily detected muon and is
the highest-rate neutrino process in the MB detector. With
the assumption that DM scattering is purely elastic, the
CCQE samples are free of DM-scattering events and, since
they are well measured via the large samples gathered in ν-
mode running, can be used to constrain the off-target
neutrino flux. A sample of 956 CCQE events from off-
target mode were reconstructed and compared to that
predicted by the beam and detector simulations. The beam
parameters input to the simulation were then adjusted,
within their uncertainties, to reproduce that number of
events and to improve the off-target flux estimate. A set of
beam simulation variations, consistent with errors on the
beam parameters and the total number of CCQE events,
was created in order to determine the error on predicted
fluxes.
The resulting predicted neutrino flux for off-target mode

is shown in Fig. 4 along with the ratio of off-target flux
to that for ν mode. The predicted off-target flux for

(a) (b)

FIG. 2. DM-production channels relevant for this search with
an 8-GeV proton beam incident on a steel target.

(a) (b)

FIG. 3. DM interactions with nucleons in the detector.

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of this DM search using the
Fermilab BNB in off-target mode together with the MiniBooNE
detector. The proton beam is steered above the beryllium target in
off-target mode, lowering the neutrino flux.
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• MiniBooNE recently took data in beam dump mode where the beam 
is steered off target


• The goal was to search for new particles produced in the beam dump


• Reduced neutrino backgrounds (flux reduced by a factor of ~30, 
interaction rate by a factor of ~50) improve sensitivity

1.86x1020 POT in dump mode
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TABLE I: The expected (unconstrained) number of events for
the 200 < EQE

⌫ < 1250 MeV neutrino energy range from all
of the backgrounds in the ⌫e and ⌫̄e appearance analysis. Also
shown are the constrained background and the expected num-
ber of events corresponding to the LSND best fit oscillation
probability of 0.26%. The table shows the diagonal-element
systematic uncertainties, which become substantially reduced
in the oscillation fits when correlations between energy bins
and between the electron and muon neutrino events are in-
cluded. The antineutrino numbers are from a previous analy-
sis [3].

Process Neutrino Mode Antineutrino Mode
⌫µ & ⌫̄µ CCQE 73.7 ± 19.3 12.9 ± 4.3

NC ⇡0 501.5 ± 65.4 112.3 ± 11.5
NC � ! N� 172.5 ±24.1 34.7 ± 5.4

External Events 75.2 ± 10.9 15.3 ± 2.8
Other ⌫µ & ⌫̄µ 89.6 ± 22.9 22.3 ± 3.5

⌫e & ⌫̄e from µ± Decay 425.3 ± 100.2 91.4 ± 27.6
⌫e & ⌫̄e from K± Decay 192.2 ± 41.9 51.2 ± 11.0
⌫e & ⌫̄e from K0

L Decay 54.5 ± 20.5 51.4 ± 18.0
Other ⌫e & ⌫̄e 6.0 ± 3.2 6.7 ± 6.0

Unconstrained Bkgd. 1590.5 398.2
Constrained Bkgd. 1577.8± 85.2 398.7± 28.6

Total Data 1959 478
Excess 381.2 ± 85.2 79.3 ± 28.6

0.26% (LSND) ⌫µ ! ⌫e 463.1 100.0

energy range for the total 12.84⇥ 1020 POT data. Each
bin of reconstructed E

QE
⌫ corresponds to a distribution

of “true” generated neutrino energies, which can overlap
adjacent bins. In neutrino mode, a total of 1959 data
events pass the ⌫e CCQE event selection requirements
with 200 < E

QE
⌫ < 1250 MeV, compared to a back-

ground expectation of 1577.8 ± 39.7(stat.) ± 75.4(syst.)
events. The excess is then 381.2 ± 85.2 events or a
4.5� e↵ect. Note that the 162.0 event excess in the
first 6.46 ⇥ 1020 POT data is approximately 1� lower
than the average excess, while the 219.2 event excess in
the second 6.38 ⇥ 1020 POT data is approximately 1�
higher than the average excess. Combining the Mini-
BooNE neutrino and antineutrino data, there are a to-
tal of 2437 events in the 200 < E

QE
⌫ < 1250 MeV en-

ergy region, compared to a background expectation of
1976.5±44.5(stat.)±84.8(syst.) events. This corresponds
to a total ⌫e plus ⌫̄e CCQE excess of 460.5± 95.8 events
with respect to expectation or a 4.8� excess. The signif-
icance of the combined LSND (3.8�) [1] and MiniBooNE
(4.8�) excesses is 6.1�. Fig. 2 shows the total event ex-
cesses as a function of EQE

⌫ in both neutrino mode and
antineutrino mode. The dashed curves show the best fits
to standard two-neutrino oscillations.

Fig. 3 compares the L/EQE
⌫ distributions for the Mini-

BooNE data excesses in neutrino mode and antineutrino
mode to the L/E distribution from LSND [1]. The er-
ror bars show statistical uncertainties only. As shown
in the figure, there is agreement among all three data
sets. Fitting these data to standard two-neutrino oscil-
lations including statistical errors only, the best fit oc-
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FIG. 1: The MiniBooNE neutrino mode EQE
⌫ distributions,

corresponding to the total 12.84 ⇥ 1020 POT data, for ⌫e
CCQE data (points with statistical errors) and background
(histogram with systematic errors). The dashed curve shows
the best fit to the neutrino-mode data assuming standard two-
neutrino oscillations.
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FIG. 2: The MiniBooNE total event excesses as a function
of EQE

⌫ in both neutrino mode and antineutrino mode, cor-
responding to 12.84 ⇥ 1020 POT and 11.27 ⇥ 1020 POT, re-
spectively. (Error bars include both statistical and correlated
systematic uncertainties.) The dashed curves show the best
fits to the neutrino-mode and antineutrino-mode data assum-
ing standard two-neutrino oscillations.

curs at �m

2 = 0.040 eV2 and sin2 2✓ = 0.894 with
a �

2
/ndf = 35.2/28, corresponding to a probability of

16.4%. This best fit agrees with the MiniBooNE only
best fit described below. The MiniBooNE excess of
events in both oscillation probability and L/E spectrum
is, therefore, consistent with the LSND excess of events,
even though the two experiments have completely dif-
ferent neutrino energies, neutrino fluxes, reconstruction,
backgrounds, and systematic uncertainties.
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FIG. 6: The visible energy (Evis) and cos ✓e (Uz) distributions
for the electron-neutrino candidate events in neutrino mode
(top) and antineutrino mode (bottom). (The error bars show
only statistical uncertainties.) Also shown in the figure are
the expectations from all known backgrounds and from the
oscillation best fit.

Appendix: Evis and Uz Plots

Fig. 6 shows the visible energy (Evis) and cos ✓e (Uz)
distributions for the electron-neutrino candidate events
in neutrino mode (top) and antineutrino mode (bottom).
Also shown in the figures are the expectations from all
known backgrounds and from the oscillation best fit.

Appendix: Data vs Monte Carlo Comparisons

Various comparisons between the neutrino data, cor-
responding to 12.84 ⇥ 1020 POT, and the Monte Carlo
simulation have been performed to check and confirm
the accuracy of the simulation. Fig. 7 shows an absolute
comparison of the ⇡0 reconstructed mass distribution be-
tween the data and the simulation for NC ⇡

0 events. Ex-
cellent agreement is obtained, and the ratio of the number
of data events (42,483) to the number of Monte Carlo
events (42,530) is equal to 0.999. Fig. 8 shows an ab-
solute comparison of the reconstructed neutrino energy
distribution for CCQE events between the data and the
simulation. Excellent agreement is also obtained, and
the ratio of the number of data events (232,096) to the
number of Monte Carlo events (236,145) is equal to 0.983.

In order to check the particle identification (PID) cuts,
Figs. 9, 10, and 11 show comparisons between the data
and simulation for the electron-muon likelihood distri-
bution, the electron-pion likelihood distribution, and the
gamma-gamma mass distribution. In each figure, dis-
tributions are shown after successive cuts are applied:
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FIG. 7: An absolute comparison of the ⇡0 reconstructed mass
distribution between the neutrino data (12.84 ⇥ 1020 POT)
and the simulation for NC ⇡0 events (top). Also shown is the
ratio between the data and Monte Carlo simulation (bottom).

no PID cut, electron-muon likelihood cut, electron-muon
plus electron-pion likelihood cuts, and electron-muon
plus electron-pion likelihood cuts and a gamma-gamma
mass cut. The last plot in each figure shows distributions
with the final event selection. The vertical lines in the
figures show the range of energy-dependent cut values.
Good agreement between the data and the simulation is
obtained outside the cut values, while an excess of events
is observed inside the cut values.

Appendix: Stability Checks

Many checks have been performed on the data, includ-
ing beam and detector stability checks that show that
the neutrino event rate of 1 event per 1015 POT has been
stable to < 2% over the 15 year MiniBooNE running pe-
riod, as shown in Fig. 12. This is within the expected
errors from time variations in BNB performance, such as
target/horn change, beam rate monitoring, etc. A small
change in the detector energy response between the first
and second neutrino data set has been corrected by in-
creasing the measured energy in the second data set by
2%. About half of the energy change is from PMT fail-
ures in the intervening years, and the remainder is within
the detector response error from gain variations, oil prop-
erties, etc. With this energy correction, the first and sec-
ond data sets are found to agree well. Fig. 13 compares
the visible ⌫µ CCQE energy distributions for the second
data set in 2016 and 2017 to the first data set, where good
agreement is obtained. Likewise, Fig. 14 shows that the
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FIG. 6: The visible energy (Evis) and cos ✓e (Uz) distributions
for the electron-neutrino candidate events in neutrino mode
(top) and antineutrino mode (bottom). (The error bars show
only statistical uncertainties.) Also shown in the figure are
the expectations from all known backgrounds and from the
oscillation best fit.

Appendix: Evis and Uz Plots

Fig. 6 shows the visible energy (Evis) and cos ✓e (Uz)
distributions for the electron-neutrino candidate events
in neutrino mode (top) and antineutrino mode (bottom).
Also shown in the figures are the expectations from all
known backgrounds and from the oscillation best fit.

Appendix: Data vs Monte Carlo Comparisons

Various comparisons between the neutrino data, cor-
responding to 12.84 ⇥ 1020 POT, and the Monte Carlo
simulation have been performed to check and confirm
the accuracy of the simulation. Fig. 7 shows an absolute
comparison of the ⇡0 reconstructed mass distribution be-
tween the data and the simulation for NC ⇡

0 events. Ex-
cellent agreement is obtained, and the ratio of the number
of data events (42,483) to the number of Monte Carlo
events (42,530) is equal to 0.999. Fig. 8 shows an ab-
solute comparison of the reconstructed neutrino energy
distribution for CCQE events between the data and the
simulation. Excellent agreement is also obtained, and
the ratio of the number of data events (232,096) to the
number of Monte Carlo events (236,145) is equal to 0.983.

In order to check the particle identification (PID) cuts,
Figs. 9, 10, and 11 show comparisons between the data
and simulation for the electron-muon likelihood distri-
bution, the electron-pion likelihood distribution, and the
gamma-gamma mass distribution. In each figure, dis-
tributions are shown after successive cuts are applied:
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FIG. 7: An absolute comparison of the ⇡0 reconstructed mass
distribution between the neutrino data (12.84 ⇥ 1020 POT)
and the simulation for NC ⇡0 events (top). Also shown is the
ratio between the data and Monte Carlo simulation (bottom).

no PID cut, electron-muon likelihood cut, electron-muon
plus electron-pion likelihood cuts, and electron-muon
plus electron-pion likelihood cuts and a gamma-gamma
mass cut. The last plot in each figure shows distributions
with the final event selection. The vertical lines in the
figures show the range of energy-dependent cut values.
Good agreement between the data and the simulation is
obtained outside the cut values, while an excess of events
is observed inside the cut values.

Appendix: Stability Checks

Many checks have been performed on the data, includ-
ing beam and detector stability checks that show that
the neutrino event rate of 1 event per 1015 POT has been
stable to < 2% over the 15 year MiniBooNE running pe-
riod, as shown in Fig. 12. This is within the expected
errors from time variations in BNB performance, such as
target/horn change, beam rate monitoring, etc. A small
change in the detector energy response between the first
and second neutrino data set has been corrected by in-
creasing the measured energy in the second data set by
2%. About half of the energy change is from PMT fail-
ures in the intervening years, and the remainder is within
the detector response error from gain variations, oil prop-
erties, etc. With this energy correction, the first and sec-
ond data sets are found to agree well. Fig. 13 compares
the visible ⌫µ CCQE energy distributions for the second
data set in 2016 and 2017 to the first data set, where good
agreement is obtained. Likewise, Fig. 14 shows that the
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these results on new physics 
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FIG. 19. The (top) visible electron energy Ee
vis, (middle) elec-

tron angle cos ✓e, and (bottom) bunch time distributions that
pass ⌫-e cuts for o↵-target mode. The prediction was scaled
to match the number of data events for 0.9  cos ✓e < 0.99.
An example dark matter prediction is given (dashed line) to
illustrate how forward the resulting electron is expected to
be.

1. Full Nucleon

For this fit the signal distributions were NCEO↵,

NC⇡0
O↵, NCETiming

O↵ , and NC⇡0Timing
O↵ . The CCQE,

NCE, and NC⇡0 distributions from neutrino and anti-
neutrino modes, as well as CCQEO↵ were used to con-
strain the systematic uncertainties and predicted beam-
related backgrounds in the signal channels. The CCQE
and NCE distributions are fitted as functions of Q2

QE .
The Q2

QE for NCE is obtained via

Q2
QE = 2mNT reco

N , (3)

where mN is the e↵ective mass of the nucleon and T reco
N

is the reconstructed kinetic energy of the nucleon recoil.
The CCQE Q2

QE is obtained via

Q2
QE = �m2

µ + 2EQE
⌫

⇣
Eµ �

q
E2

µ �m2
µ cos ✓µ

⌘
, (4)

where

EQE
⌫ =

2m0
nEµ �

h
(m0

n)
2 +m2

µ �m2
p

i

2
h
m0

n � Eµ +
q

E2
µ �m2

µ cos ✓µ
i , (5)

and Eµ = T reco
µ +mµ is the total muon energy, mp, mn

and mµ are the masses of the proton, neutron and muon
respectively. m0

n = mn � EB is the mass of the neutron

subtracted by the binding energy of carbon. A value of
34MeV is used for EB . Both equations arise from kine-
matic calculations assuming the incident nucleon is at
rest. The NC⇡0 distributions, on the other hand, are fit-
ted as a function of reconstructed ⇡0 momentum p⇡0 . As
already stated the CCQEO↵ timing distribution was used
to calibrate the simulated Tbunch, so it was not included
in the dark matter fit.

During the fit, one normalization nuisance parameter
was used for each mode of running, constrained by the
integral of the corresponding CCQE distribution. Two
cross section nuisance parameters were also used for each
bin of the NCE (Q2

QE) and NC⇡0 (p⇡0) distributions,
one for true neutrino and one for true anti-neutrino in-
teractions. Neutrino and anti-neutrino interactions were
considered separately because the neutrino/anti-neutrino
interaction ratio is di↵erent between the three modes of
running. In all, twenty-three nuisance parameters were
used in the fit. When setting the confidence level limits
the nuisance parameters were fixed to make the neutrino,
anti-neutrino, and CCQEO↵ distributions match data or
fake data. Following this, the dark matter signal rate
(controlled by a scaling factor) was floated with the nui-
sance parameters held fixed.

In o↵-target mode 990 CCQE, 1461 NCE, and 148
NC⇡0 events were measured. After considering the con-
straints the predicted number of events is 1406± 91 and
135 ± 15 for NCEO↵ and NC⇡0

O↵ respectively. No sig-
nificant excess was measured.

2. Electron

The signal distribution for this fit was defined as the
events that pass ⌫-e cuts with cos ✓e > 0.99. The
fit was a binned extended maximum likelihood fit in
three dimensions, Ee

vis, cos ✓e, and bunch time, with a
single nuisance parameter to control the overall nor-
malization of predicted neutrino events. The region of
0.9 < cos ✓e < 0.99 was the control region to constrain
background events. Because of the well defined control
region, data from neutrino and anti-neutrino modes were
not used to constrain the prediction. 2 ⌫-e events were
measured in o↵-target mode. After constraining the ⌫-e
background the predicted number of events is 2.4 ± 1.5.
In the signal region, 0 events were measured with a con-
strained prediction of 0.4 events. No dark matter candi-
date events were measured.

Systematic uncertainties were not included in the fit as
the predicted number of background events has a statisti-
cal relative uncertainty much greater than the predicted
systematics, especially when considering some of the sys-
tematic uncertainties are constrained by the controlled
region. The normalization parameter is fixed during fit-
ting so the data/fake data and null predictions are the
same for the number of events in the control region.

Beam Dump 
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TABLE I: The expected (unconstrained) number of events for
the 200 < EQE

⌫ < 1250 MeV neutrino energy range from all
of the backgrounds in the ⌫e and ⌫̄e appearance analysis. Also
shown are the constrained background and the expected num-
ber of events corresponding to the LSND best fit oscillation
probability of 0.26%. The table shows the diagonal-element
systematic uncertainties, which become substantially reduced
in the oscillation fits when correlations between energy bins
and between the electron and muon neutrino events are in-
cluded. The antineutrino numbers are from a previous analy-
sis [3].

Process Neutrino Mode Antineutrino Mode
⌫µ & ⌫̄µ CCQE 73.7 ± 19.3 12.9 ± 4.3

NC ⇡0 501.5 ± 65.4 112.3 ± 11.5
NC � ! N� 172.5 ±24.1 34.7 ± 5.4

External Events 75.2 ± 10.9 15.3 ± 2.8
Other ⌫µ & ⌫̄µ 89.6 ± 22.9 22.3 ± 3.5

⌫e & ⌫̄e from µ± Decay 425.3 ± 100.2 91.4 ± 27.6
⌫e & ⌫̄e from K± Decay 192.2 ± 41.9 51.2 ± 11.0
⌫e & ⌫̄e from K0

L Decay 54.5 ± 20.5 51.4 ± 18.0
Other ⌫e & ⌫̄e 6.0 ± 3.2 6.7 ± 6.0

Unconstrained Bkgd. 1590.5 398.2
Constrained Bkgd. 1577.8± 85.2 398.7± 28.6

Total Data 1959 478
Excess 381.2 ± 85.2 79.3 ± 28.6

0.26% (LSND) ⌫µ ! ⌫e 463.1 100.0

energy range for the total 12.84⇥ 1020 POT data. Each
bin of reconstructed E

QE
⌫ corresponds to a distribution

of “true” generated neutrino energies, which can overlap
adjacent bins. In neutrino mode, a total of 1959 data
events pass the ⌫e CCQE event selection requirements
with 200 < E

QE
⌫ < 1250 MeV, compared to a back-

ground expectation of 1577.8 ± 39.7(stat.) ± 75.4(syst.)
events. The excess is then 381.2 ± 85.2 events or a
4.5� e↵ect. Note that the 162.0 event excess in the
first 6.46 ⇥ 1020 POT data is approximately 1� lower
than the average excess, while the 219.2 event excess in
the second 6.38 ⇥ 1020 POT data is approximately 1�
higher than the average excess. Combining the Mini-
BooNE neutrino and antineutrino data, there are a to-
tal of 2437 events in the 200 < E

QE
⌫ < 1250 MeV en-

ergy region, compared to a background expectation of
1976.5±44.5(stat.)±84.8(syst.) events. This corresponds
to a total ⌫e plus ⌫̄e CCQE excess of 460.5± 95.8 events
with respect to expectation or a 4.8� excess. The signif-
icance of the combined LSND (3.8�) [1] and MiniBooNE
(4.8�) excesses is 6.1�. Fig. 2 shows the total event ex-
cesses as a function of EQE

⌫ in both neutrino mode and
antineutrino mode. The dashed curves show the best fits
to standard two-neutrino oscillations.

Fig. 3 compares the L/EQE
⌫ distributions for the Mini-

BooNE data excesses in neutrino mode and antineutrino
mode to the L/E distribution from LSND [1]. The er-
ror bars show statistical uncertainties only. As shown
in the figure, there is agreement among all three data
sets. Fitting these data to standard two-neutrino oscil-
lations including statistical errors only, the best fit oc-
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FIG. 1: The MiniBooNE neutrino mode EQE
⌫ distributions,

corresponding to the total 12.84 ⇥ 1020 POT data, for ⌫e
CCQE data (points with statistical errors) and background
(histogram with systematic errors). The dashed curve shows
the best fit to the neutrino-mode data assuming standard two-
neutrino oscillations.
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FIG. 2: The MiniBooNE total event excesses as a function
of EQE

⌫ in both neutrino mode and antineutrino mode, cor-
responding to 12.84 ⇥ 1020 POT and 11.27 ⇥ 1020 POT, re-
spectively. (Error bars include both statistical and correlated
systematic uncertainties.) The dashed curves show the best
fits to the neutrino-mode and antineutrino-mode data assum-
ing standard two-neutrino oscillations.

curs at �m

2 = 0.040 eV2 and sin2 2✓ = 0.894 with
a �

2
/ndf = 35.2/28, corresponding to a probability of

16.4%. This best fit agrees with the MiniBooNE only
best fit described below. The MiniBooNE excess of
events in both oscillation probability and L/E spectrum
is, therefore, consistent with the LSND excess of events,
even though the two experiments have completely dif-
ferent neutrino energies, neutrino fluxes, reconstruction,
backgrounds, and systematic uncertainties.
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FIG. 6: The visible energy (Evis) and cos ✓e (Uz) distributions
for the electron-neutrino candidate events in neutrino mode
(top) and antineutrino mode (bottom). (The error bars show
only statistical uncertainties.) Also shown in the figure are
the expectations from all known backgrounds and from the
oscillation best fit.

Appendix: Evis and Uz Plots

Fig. 6 shows the visible energy (Evis) and cos ✓e (Uz)
distributions for the electron-neutrino candidate events
in neutrino mode (top) and antineutrino mode (bottom).
Also shown in the figures are the expectations from all
known backgrounds and from the oscillation best fit.

Appendix: Data vs Monte Carlo Comparisons

Various comparisons between the neutrino data, cor-
responding to 12.84 ⇥ 1020 POT, and the Monte Carlo
simulation have been performed to check and confirm
the accuracy of the simulation. Fig. 7 shows an absolute
comparison of the ⇡0 reconstructed mass distribution be-
tween the data and the simulation for NC ⇡

0 events. Ex-
cellent agreement is obtained, and the ratio of the number
of data events (42,483) to the number of Monte Carlo
events (42,530) is equal to 0.999. Fig. 8 shows an ab-
solute comparison of the reconstructed neutrino energy
distribution for CCQE events between the data and the
simulation. Excellent agreement is also obtained, and
the ratio of the number of data events (232,096) to the
number of Monte Carlo events (236,145) is equal to 0.983.

In order to check the particle identification (PID) cuts,
Figs. 9, 10, and 11 show comparisons between the data
and simulation for the electron-muon likelihood distri-
bution, the electron-pion likelihood distribution, and the
gamma-gamma mass distribution. In each figure, dis-
tributions are shown after successive cuts are applied:
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FIG. 7: An absolute comparison of the ⇡0 reconstructed mass
distribution between the neutrino data (12.84 ⇥ 1020 POT)
and the simulation for NC ⇡0 events (top). Also shown is the
ratio between the data and Monte Carlo simulation (bottom).

no PID cut, electron-muon likelihood cut, electron-muon
plus electron-pion likelihood cuts, and electron-muon
plus electron-pion likelihood cuts and a gamma-gamma
mass cut. The last plot in each figure shows distributions
with the final event selection. The vertical lines in the
figures show the range of energy-dependent cut values.
Good agreement between the data and the simulation is
obtained outside the cut values, while an excess of events
is observed inside the cut values.

Appendix: Stability Checks

Many checks have been performed on the data, includ-
ing beam and detector stability checks that show that
the neutrino event rate of 1 event per 1015 POT has been
stable to < 2% over the 15 year MiniBooNE running pe-
riod, as shown in Fig. 12. This is within the expected
errors from time variations in BNB performance, such as
target/horn change, beam rate monitoring, etc. A small
change in the detector energy response between the first
and second neutrino data set has been corrected by in-
creasing the measured energy in the second data set by
2%. About half of the energy change is from PMT fail-
ures in the intervening years, and the remainder is within
the detector response error from gain variations, oil prop-
erties, etc. With this energy correction, the first and sec-
ond data sets are found to agree well. Fig. 13 compares
the visible ⌫µ CCQE energy distributions for the second
data set in 2016 and 2017 to the first data set, where good
agreement is obtained. Likewise, Fig. 14 shows that the
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FIG. 6: The visible energy (Evis) and cos ✓e (Uz) distributions
for the electron-neutrino candidate events in neutrino mode
(top) and antineutrino mode (bottom). (The error bars show
only statistical uncertainties.) Also shown in the figure are
the expectations from all known backgrounds and from the
oscillation best fit.

Appendix: Evis and Uz Plots

Fig. 6 shows the visible energy (Evis) and cos ✓e (Uz)
distributions for the electron-neutrino candidate events
in neutrino mode (top) and antineutrino mode (bottom).
Also shown in the figures are the expectations from all
known backgrounds and from the oscillation best fit.

Appendix: Data vs Monte Carlo Comparisons

Various comparisons between the neutrino data, cor-
responding to 12.84 ⇥ 1020 POT, and the Monte Carlo
simulation have been performed to check and confirm
the accuracy of the simulation. Fig. 7 shows an absolute
comparison of the ⇡0 reconstructed mass distribution be-
tween the data and the simulation for NC ⇡

0 events. Ex-
cellent agreement is obtained, and the ratio of the number
of data events (42,483) to the number of Monte Carlo
events (42,530) is equal to 0.999. Fig. 8 shows an ab-
solute comparison of the reconstructed neutrino energy
distribution for CCQE events between the data and the
simulation. Excellent agreement is also obtained, and
the ratio of the number of data events (232,096) to the
number of Monte Carlo events (236,145) is equal to 0.983.

In order to check the particle identification (PID) cuts,
Figs. 9, 10, and 11 show comparisons between the data
and simulation for the electron-muon likelihood distri-
bution, the electron-pion likelihood distribution, and the
gamma-gamma mass distribution. In each figure, dis-
tributions are shown after successive cuts are applied:
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FIG. 7: An absolute comparison of the ⇡0 reconstructed mass
distribution between the neutrino data (12.84 ⇥ 1020 POT)
and the simulation for NC ⇡0 events (top). Also shown is the
ratio between the data and Monte Carlo simulation (bottom).

no PID cut, electron-muon likelihood cut, electron-muon
plus electron-pion likelihood cuts, and electron-muon
plus electron-pion likelihood cuts and a gamma-gamma
mass cut. The last plot in each figure shows distributions
with the final event selection. The vertical lines in the
figures show the range of energy-dependent cut values.
Good agreement between the data and the simulation is
obtained outside the cut values, while an excess of events
is observed inside the cut values.

Appendix: Stability Checks

Many checks have been performed on the data, includ-
ing beam and detector stability checks that show that
the neutrino event rate of 1 event per 1015 POT has been
stable to < 2% over the 15 year MiniBooNE running pe-
riod, as shown in Fig. 12. This is within the expected
errors from time variations in BNB performance, such as
target/horn change, beam rate monitoring, etc. A small
change in the detector energy response between the first
and second neutrino data set has been corrected by in-
creasing the measured energy in the second data set by
2%. About half of the energy change is from PMT fail-
ures in the intervening years, and the remainder is within
the detector response error from gain variations, oil prop-
erties, etc. With this energy correction, the first and sec-
ond data sets are found to agree well. Fig. 13 compares
the visible ⌫µ CCQE energy distributions for the second
data set in 2016 and 2017 to the first data set, where good
agreement is obtained. Likewise, Fig. 14 shows that the

Energy Distributions 
of the Excesses

Angular Distributions of the Excesses

How constraining are all of 
these results on new physics 
explanations of the excess?
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FIG. 19. The (top) visible electron energy Ee
vis, (middle) elec-

tron angle cos ✓e, and (bottom) bunch time distributions that
pass ⌫-e cuts for o↵-target mode. The prediction was scaled
to match the number of data events for 0.9  cos ✓e < 0.99.
An example dark matter prediction is given (dashed line) to
illustrate how forward the resulting electron is expected to
be.

1. Full Nucleon

For this fit the signal distributions were NCEO↵,

NC⇡0
O↵, NCETiming

O↵ , and NC⇡0Timing
O↵ . The CCQE,

NCE, and NC⇡0 distributions from neutrino and anti-
neutrino modes, as well as CCQEO↵ were used to con-
strain the systematic uncertainties and predicted beam-
related backgrounds in the signal channels. The CCQE
and NCE distributions are fitted as functions of Q2

QE .
The Q2

QE for NCE is obtained via

Q2
QE = 2mNT reco

N , (3)

where mN is the e↵ective mass of the nucleon and T reco
N

is the reconstructed kinetic energy of the nucleon recoil.
The CCQE Q2

QE is obtained via

Q2
QE = �m2

µ + 2EQE
⌫

⇣
Eµ �

q
E2

µ �m2
µ cos ✓µ

⌘
, (4)

where

EQE
⌫ =

2m0
nEµ �

h
(m0

n)
2 +m2

µ �m2
p

i

2
h
m0

n � Eµ +
q

E2
µ �m2

µ cos ✓µ
i , (5)

and Eµ = T reco
µ +mµ is the total muon energy, mp, mn

and mµ are the masses of the proton, neutron and muon
respectively. m0

n = mn � EB is the mass of the neutron

subtracted by the binding energy of carbon. A value of
34MeV is used for EB . Both equations arise from kine-
matic calculations assuming the incident nucleon is at
rest. The NC⇡0 distributions, on the other hand, are fit-
ted as a function of reconstructed ⇡0 momentum p⇡0 . As
already stated the CCQEO↵ timing distribution was used
to calibrate the simulated Tbunch, so it was not included
in the dark matter fit.

During the fit, one normalization nuisance parameter
was used for each mode of running, constrained by the
integral of the corresponding CCQE distribution. Two
cross section nuisance parameters were also used for each
bin of the NCE (Q2

QE) and NC⇡0 (p⇡0) distributions,
one for true neutrino and one for true anti-neutrino in-
teractions. Neutrino and anti-neutrino interactions were
considered separately because the neutrino/anti-neutrino
interaction ratio is di↵erent between the three modes of
running. In all, twenty-three nuisance parameters were
used in the fit. When setting the confidence level limits
the nuisance parameters were fixed to make the neutrino,
anti-neutrino, and CCQEO↵ distributions match data or
fake data. Following this, the dark matter signal rate
(controlled by a scaling factor) was floated with the nui-
sance parameters held fixed.

In o↵-target mode 990 CCQE, 1461 NCE, and 148
NC⇡0 events were measured. After considering the con-
straints the predicted number of events is 1406± 91 and
135 ± 15 for NCEO↵ and NC⇡0

O↵ respectively. No sig-
nificant excess was measured.

2. Electron

The signal distribution for this fit was defined as the
events that pass ⌫-e cuts with cos ✓e > 0.99. The
fit was a binned extended maximum likelihood fit in
three dimensions, Ee

vis, cos ✓e, and bunch time, with a
single nuisance parameter to control the overall nor-
malization of predicted neutrino events. The region of
0.9 < cos ✓e < 0.99 was the control region to constrain
background events. Because of the well defined control
region, data from neutrino and anti-neutrino modes were
not used to constrain the prediction. 2 ⌫-e events were
measured in o↵-target mode. After constraining the ⌫-e
background the predicted number of events is 2.4 ± 1.5.
In the signal region, 0 events were measured with a con-
strained prediction of 0.4 events. No dark matter candi-
date events were measured.

Systematic uncertainties were not included in the fit as
the predicted number of background events has a statisti-
cal relative uncertainty much greater than the predicted
systematics, especially when considering some of the sys-
tematic uncertainties are constrained by the controlled
region. The normalization parameter is fixed during fit-
ting so the data/fake data and null predictions are the
same for the number of events in the control region.

Beam Dump 
Null Result
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We will consider 
neutrino mode 
representative 
to simplify this 

discussion.
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New Physics Model for

the MiniBooNE Excess

How are the new particles 

responsible for the excess 

sourced in this model?

Neutral Meson Decays

Continuum Processes

Ruled out by MiniBooNE 

beam dump mode data.

How does this model

produce the electron-like

excess in MiniBooNE?

Charged Meson

(K+ or π+) Decays

Decay in the Detector
Is the decay visible 

or semi-visible?

Ruled out by MiniBooNE 

excess angular distribution.

Visible Semi-visible

Is the scattering elastic

or inelastic?

Scattering in

the Detector

Elastic

Ruled out by MiniBooNE 

excess angular distribution.
Allowed, but with mild

tension with the beam

dump null result.
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• The neutral meson kinematics 
and production rates are almost 
identical in neutrino mode and 
beam dump mode


• The number of events in beam 
dump mode will just depend on 
the ratio of POT:


• Beam dump null result rules out 
new particle production that 
scales with POT (e.g. dark 
bremsstrahlung)
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2 events observed on a predicted 
background of 2.4 ± 1.5 events. No 

elastic scattering candidates.
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Visible Decays
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• Consider a visible decay in the 
detector (e.g. X→e+e- or  X→𝜸𝜸)


• Overlapping tracks can look like a 
single electron in MiniBooNE


• Based on the invariant mass:


• Two tracks are distinguishable if 
mtrack > 30 MeV so mX < 30 MeV


• The decay products must be 
highly boosted along the beam 
direction


• This cannot explain the angular 
distribution of the excess
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FIG. 6: The visible energy (Evis) and cos ✓e (Uz) distributions
for the electron-neutrino candidate events in neutrino mode
(top) and antineutrino mode (bottom). (The error bars show
only statistical uncertainties.) Also shown in the figure are
the expectations from all known backgrounds and from the
oscillation best fit.

Appendix: Evis and Uz Plots

Fig. 6 shows the visible energy (Evis) and cos ✓e (Uz)
distributions for the electron-neutrino candidate events
in neutrino mode (top) and antineutrino mode (bottom).
Also shown in the figures are the expectations from all
known backgrounds and from the oscillation best fit.

Appendix: Data vs Monte Carlo Comparisons

Various comparisons between the neutrino data, cor-
responding to 12.84 ⇥ 1020 POT, and the Monte Carlo
simulation have been performed to check and confirm
the accuracy of the simulation. Fig. 7 shows an absolute
comparison of the ⇡0 reconstructed mass distribution be-
tween the data and the simulation for NC ⇡

0 events. Ex-
cellent agreement is obtained, and the ratio of the number
of data events (42,483) to the number of Monte Carlo
events (42,530) is equal to 0.999. Fig. 8 shows an ab-
solute comparison of the reconstructed neutrino energy
distribution for CCQE events between the data and the
simulation. Excellent agreement is also obtained, and
the ratio of the number of data events (232,096) to the
number of Monte Carlo events (236,145) is equal to 0.983.

In order to check the particle identification (PID) cuts,
Figs. 9, 10, and 11 show comparisons between the data
and simulation for the electron-muon likelihood distri-
bution, the electron-pion likelihood distribution, and the
gamma-gamma mass distribution. In each figure, dis-
tributions are shown after successive cuts are applied:
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FIG. 7: An absolute comparison of the ⇡0 reconstructed mass
distribution between the neutrino data (12.84 ⇥ 1020 POT)
and the simulation for NC ⇡0 events (top). Also shown is the
ratio between the data and Monte Carlo simulation (bottom).

no PID cut, electron-muon likelihood cut, electron-muon
plus electron-pion likelihood cuts, and electron-muon
plus electron-pion likelihood cuts and a gamma-gamma
mass cut. The last plot in each figure shows distributions
with the final event selection. The vertical lines in the
figures show the range of energy-dependent cut values.
Good agreement between the data and the simulation is
obtained outside the cut values, while an excess of events
is observed inside the cut values.

Appendix: Stability Checks

Many checks have been performed on the data, includ-
ing beam and detector stability checks that show that
the neutrino event rate of 1 event per 1015 POT has been
stable to < 2% over the 15 year MiniBooNE running pe-
riod, as shown in Fig. 12. This is within the expected
errors from time variations in BNB performance, such as
target/horn change, beam rate monitoring, etc. A small
change in the detector energy response between the first
and second neutrino data set has been corrected by in-
creasing the measured energy in the second data set by
2%. About half of the energy change is from PMT fail-
ures in the intervening years, and the remainder is within
the detector response error from gain variations, oil prop-
erties, etc. With this energy correction, the first and sec-
ond data sets are found to agree well. Fig. 13 compares
the visible ⌫µ CCQE energy distributions for the second
data set in 2016 and 2017 to the first data set, where good
agreement is obtained. Likewise, Fig. 14 shows that the
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Excess for 
cosθ > 0.8 is 
~150 events 

MiniBooNE

Target

Angular resolution is 3-5° 
for 100-600 MeV electrons

R. B. Patterson, E. M. Laird, Y. Liu, P. D. Meyers, I. Stancu, and H. A. Tanaka, Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A608, 206 (2009), 0902.2222



Visible Decays
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• Consider a visible decay in the 
detector (e.g. X→e+e- or  X→𝜸𝜸)


• Overlapping tracks can look like a 
single electron in MiniBooNE


• Based on the invariant mass:


• Two tracks are distinguishable if 
mtrack > 30 MeV so mX < 30 MeV


• The decay products must be 
highly boosted along the beam 
direction


• This cannot explain the angular 
distribution of the excess
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FIG. 6: The visible energy (Evis) and cos ✓e (Uz) distributions
for the electron-neutrino candidate events in neutrino mode
(top) and antineutrino mode (bottom). (The error bars show
only statistical uncertainties.) Also shown in the figure are
the expectations from all known backgrounds and from the
oscillation best fit.

Appendix: Evis and Uz Plots

Fig. 6 shows the visible energy (Evis) and cos ✓e (Uz)
distributions for the electron-neutrino candidate events
in neutrino mode (top) and antineutrino mode (bottom).
Also shown in the figures are the expectations from all
known backgrounds and from the oscillation best fit.

Appendix: Data vs Monte Carlo Comparisons

Various comparisons between the neutrino data, cor-
responding to 12.84 ⇥ 1020 POT, and the Monte Carlo
simulation have been performed to check and confirm
the accuracy of the simulation. Fig. 7 shows an absolute
comparison of the ⇡0 reconstructed mass distribution be-
tween the data and the simulation for NC ⇡

0 events. Ex-
cellent agreement is obtained, and the ratio of the number
of data events (42,483) to the number of Monte Carlo
events (42,530) is equal to 0.999. Fig. 8 shows an ab-
solute comparison of the reconstructed neutrino energy
distribution for CCQE events between the data and the
simulation. Excellent agreement is also obtained, and
the ratio of the number of data events (232,096) to the
number of Monte Carlo events (236,145) is equal to 0.983.

In order to check the particle identification (PID) cuts,
Figs. 9, 10, and 11 show comparisons between the data
and simulation for the electron-muon likelihood distri-
bution, the electron-pion likelihood distribution, and the
gamma-gamma mass distribution. In each figure, dis-
tributions are shown after successive cuts are applied:
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FIG. 7: An absolute comparison of the ⇡0 reconstructed mass
distribution between the neutrino data (12.84 ⇥ 1020 POT)
and the simulation for NC ⇡0 events (top). Also shown is the
ratio between the data and Monte Carlo simulation (bottom).

no PID cut, electron-muon likelihood cut, electron-muon
plus electron-pion likelihood cuts, and electron-muon
plus electron-pion likelihood cuts and a gamma-gamma
mass cut. The last plot in each figure shows distributions
with the final event selection. The vertical lines in the
figures show the range of energy-dependent cut values.
Good agreement between the data and the simulation is
obtained outside the cut values, while an excess of events
is observed inside the cut values.

Appendix: Stability Checks

Many checks have been performed on the data, includ-
ing beam and detector stability checks that show that
the neutrino event rate of 1 event per 1015 POT has been
stable to < 2% over the 15 year MiniBooNE running pe-
riod, as shown in Fig. 12. This is within the expected
errors from time variations in BNB performance, such as
target/horn change, beam rate monitoring, etc. A small
change in the detector energy response between the first
and second neutrino data set has been corrected by in-
creasing the measured energy in the second data set by
2%. About half of the energy change is from PMT fail-
ures in the intervening years, and the remainder is within
the detector response error from gain variations, oil prop-
erties, etc. With this energy correction, the first and sec-
ond data sets are found to agree well. Fig. 13 compares
the visible ⌫µ CCQE energy distributions for the second
data set in 2016 and 2017 to the first data set, where good
agreement is obtained. Likewise, Fig. 14 shows that the
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Excess for 
cosθ > 0.8 is 
~150 events 

MiniBooNE

Target

Angular resolution is 3-5° 
for 100-600 MeV electrons

R. B. Patterson, E. M. Laird, Y. Liu, P. D. Meyers, I. Stancu, and H. A. Tanaka, Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A608, 206 (2009), 0902.2222

A similar argument 
works for semi-

visible decays (e.g. 
X→X`+𝜸).
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Elastic Scattering

!28

• Suppose the excess is produced by elastic scattering of a new 
particle off of detector electrons:


• The track angle of the scattered electron is


• This always gives a highly forward distribution since Ee > 140 MeV 
and EX > Ee


• Possible loophole: non-relativistic X where this expansion fails, but 
this loophole is ruled out: to get cosθe ~ 0 you still need Ee ≈ me 
which fails the cuts


• Furthermore, heavy X has to be produced by a continuum process 
which is ruled out by the beam dump
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Inelastic Scattering
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• The only remaining option for generating the detector 
signature is through inelastic scattering


• Inelastic scattering off of the nuclei in the detector can 
easily accommodate the angular distribution of the excess


• In this way, inelastic scattering looks a lot like the νe CCQE 
interactions in the standard sterile neutrino interpretation of 
the excess (νµ→νe oscillations)


• There is very weak tension with the beam dump mode null 
result, but more data is needed to be definitive
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JJ, Y. Kahn, G. Krnjaic, M. Moschella, J. Spitz, arXiv:1810.07185, Phys. Rev. Lett. 122, 081801
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JJ, Y. Kahn, G. Krnjaic, M. Moschella, J. Spitz, arXiv:1810.07185, Phys. Rev. Lett. 122, 081801

The MiniBooNE excess is broadly consistent 
with something to do with neutrinos sourced 
from charged pion/kaon decays. New physics 

or systematics? 

Final point: it’s very hard to come up with a 
new physics explanation for both LSND and 

MiniBooNE simultaneously without oscillations.



Dark Matter at 
Neutrino Experiments
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Dark Matter Models
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What is the dark matter mass?

A. Boyarsky, O. Ruchayskiy and D. Iakubovskyi, Journal of Cosmology and Astroparticle Physics, (03), 005 (2009)
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<latexit sha1_base64="atAvDeK5JIQfvvbijOcUjEyTAG8=">AAAB8XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2RdCTFLx4rGA/sF1KNp22oUl2SbJCWfovvHhQxKv/xpv/xrTdg7a+EHh4Z4bMvFEiuLG+/+0V1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUdPEqWbYYLGIdTuiBgVX2LDcCmwnGqmMBLai8e2s3npCbXisHuwkwVDSoeIDzqh11qPsZXVBFRtPe+WKX/XnIqsQ5FCBXPVe+avbj1kqUVkmqDGdwE9smFFtORM4LXVTgwllYzrEjkNFJZowm288JWfO6ZNBrN1Tlszd3xMZlcZMZOQ6JbUjs1ybmf/VOqkdXIcZV0lqUbHFR4NUEBuT2fmkzzUyKyYOKNPc7UrYiGrKrAup5EIIlk9eheZFNXB8f1mp3eRxFOEETuEcAriCGtxBHRrAQMEzvMKbZ7wX7937WLQWvHzmGP7I+/wByfWQ9w==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="KYwSztqVrX+gSw1L62mt1wFdfAo=">AAAB/nicbZDJSgNBEIZ7XGPcRsWTl8YgeAozIqgXCXjQYwSzQDKGnk5N0qRnobtGDMOAr+LFgyJefQ5vvo2d5aCJPzR8/FVFVf9+IoVGx/m2FhaXlldWC2vF9Y3NrW17Z7eu41RxqPFYxqrpMw1SRFBDgRKaiQIW+hIa/uBqVG88gNIiju5wmIAXsl4kAsEZGqtj77vOfeZe5LSN8IgqzOg11POOXXLKzlh0HtwplMhU1Y791e7GPA0hQi6Z1i3XSdDLmELBJeTFdqohYXzAetAyGLEQtJeNz8/pkXG6NIiVeRHSsft7ImOh1sPQN50hw76erY3M/2qtFINzLxNRkiJEfLIoSCXFmI6yoF2hgKMcGmBcCXMr5X2mGEeTWNGE4M5+eR7qJ2XX8O1pqXI5jaNADsghOSYuOSMVckOqpEY4ycgzeSVv1pP1Yr1bH5PWBWs6s0f+yPr8AfZGlNQ=</latexit>

Bosonic DM Composite DM

We don’t have any idea what the right scale is. 
Possible values span ~90 orders of magnitude.



<latexit sha1_base64="4HNPVZKVg2xT0w9ussn5hRGdjuw=">AAACGHicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9Rd3pZrAIbpSkCLqSghuXFWwVmlgmk1M7OJOEmROxhIDP4QO41UdwJ27d+QS+htPLwtsPAx//OYcz548yKQx63oczNT0zOzdfWaguLi2vrLpr622T5ppDi6cy1ZcRMyBFAi0UKOEy08BUJOEiujkZ1i9uQRuRJuc4yCBU7DoRPcEZWqvrbgZGKOp7V8VevV4GNEC4Q60KaJddt+bteyPRv+BPoEYmanbdzyBOea4gQS6ZMR3fyzAsmEbBJZTVIDeQMX7DrqFjMWEKTFiMbijpjnVi2ku1fQnSkft9omDKmIGKbKdi2De/a0Pzv1onx95RWIgkyxESPl7UyyXFlA4DobHQwFEOLDCuhf0r5X2mGUcb248txh7Vh7is2mT83zn8hXZ937d8dlBrHE8yqpAtsk12iU8OSYOckiZpEU7uySN5Is/Og/PivDpv49YpZzKzQX7Ief8CP1OfwA==</latexit>

Dark Matter Models
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What is the dark matter mass?

<latexit sha1_base64="rUgMvUhP4AOVpauvbnKkMx/aAAk=">AAAB+nicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9pbp0M1gEVyURQVdScONGqGAv0IQwmUzaoXMJMxOlxD6KGxeKuPVJ3Pk2TtsstPWHgY//nMM588cZo9p43rezsrq2vrFZ2apu7+zu7bu1g46WucKkjSWTqhcjTRgVpG2oYaSXKYJ4zEg3Hl1P690HojSV4t6MMxJyNBA0pRgZa0VuLdCUQ9/zAngbBTKRJnLrXsObCS6DX0IdlGpF7leQSJxzIgxmSOu+72UmLJAyFDMyqQa5JhnCIzQgfYsCcaLDYnb6BJ5YJ4GpVPYJA2fu74kCca3HPLadHJmhXqxNzf9q/dykl2FBRZYbIvB8UZozaCSc5gATqgg2bGwBYUXtrRAPkULY2LSqNgR/8cvL0Dlr+JbvzuvNqzKOCjgCx+AU+OACNMENaIE2wOARPINX8OY8OS/Ou/Mxb11xyplD8EfO5w+Pe5Lh</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="E9dlAj8G9yOYZfoae5c6jLjdU4I=">AAAB/nicbZBNS8NAEIY39avWr6p48rJYBE8lEUFPUvDisYL9gCaUzXbaLt1Nwu5ELKHgX/HiQRGv/g5v/hu3bQ7a+sLCwzszzOwbJlIYdN1vp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aJk41hwaPZazbITMgRQQNFCihnWhgKpTQCkc303rrAbQRcXSP4wQCxQaR6AvO0Frd8pFvhKKe6/rUR3hErTJoTrrlilt1Z6LL4OVQIbnq3fKX34t5qiBCLpkxHc9NMMiYRsElTEp+aiBhfMQG0LEYMQUmyGbnT+ipdXq0H2v7IqQz9/dExpQxYxXaTsVwaBZrU/O/WifF/lWQiShJESI+X9RPJcWYTrOgPaGBoxxbYFwLeyvlQ6YZR5tYyYbgLX55GZrnVc/y3UWldp3HUSTH5IScEY9ckhq5JXXSIJxk5Jm8kjfnyXlx3p2PeWvByWcOyR85nz82oZT+</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="atAvDeK5JIQfvvbijOcUjEyTAG8=">AAAB8XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2RdCTFLx4rGA/sF1KNp22oUl2SbJCWfovvHhQxKv/xpv/xrTdg7a+EHh4Z4bMvFEiuLG+/+0V1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUdPEqWbYYLGIdTuiBgVX2LDcCmwnGqmMBLai8e2s3npCbXisHuwkwVDSoeIDzqh11qPsZXVBFRtPe+WKX/XnIqsQ5FCBXPVe+avbj1kqUVkmqDGdwE9smFFtORM4LXVTgwllYzrEjkNFJZowm288JWfO6ZNBrN1Tlszd3xMZlcZMZOQ6JbUjs1ybmf/VOqkdXIcZV0lqUbHFR4NUEBuT2fmkzzUyKyYOKNPc7UrYiGrKrAup5EIIlk9eheZFNXB8f1mp3eRxFOEETuEcAriCGtxBHRrAQMEzvMKbZ7wX7937WLQWvHzmGP7I+/wByfWQ9w==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="KYwSztqVrX+gSw1L62mt1wFdfAo=">AAAB/nicbZDJSgNBEIZ7XGPcRsWTl8YgeAozIqgXCXjQYwSzQDKGnk5N0qRnobtGDMOAr+LFgyJefQ5vvo2d5aCJPzR8/FVFVf9+IoVGx/m2FhaXlldWC2vF9Y3NrW17Z7eu41RxqPFYxqrpMw1SRFBDgRKaiQIW+hIa/uBqVG88gNIiju5wmIAXsl4kAsEZGqtj77vOfeZe5LSN8IgqzOg11POOXXLKzlh0HtwplMhU1Y791e7GPA0hQi6Z1i3XSdDLmELBJeTFdqohYXzAetAyGLEQtJeNz8/pkXG6NIiVeRHSsft7ImOh1sPQN50hw76erY3M/2qtFINzLxNRkiJEfLIoSCXFmI6yoF2hgKMcGmBcCXMr5X2mGEeTWNGE4M5+eR7qJ2XX8O1pqXI5jaNADsghOSYuOSMVckOqpEY4ycgzeSVv1pP1Yr1bH5PWBWs6s0f+yPr8AfZGlNQ=</latexit>

Many candidates exist which span the full range.

Axions WIMPs
Hidden Sector DM

Primordial 
Black Holes



Dark Matter Models
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What is the dark matter mass?

<latexit sha1_base64="rUgMvUhP4AOVpauvbnKkMx/aAAk=">AAAB+nicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9pbp0M1gEVyURQVdScONGqGAv0IQwmUzaoXMJMxOlxD6KGxeKuPVJ3Pk2TtsstPWHgY//nMM588cZo9p43rezsrq2vrFZ2apu7+zu7bu1g46WucKkjSWTqhcjTRgVpG2oYaSXKYJ4zEg3Hl1P690HojSV4t6MMxJyNBA0pRgZa0VuLdCUQ9/zAngbBTKRJnLrXsObCS6DX0IdlGpF7leQSJxzIgxmSOu+72UmLJAyFDMyqQa5JhnCIzQgfYsCcaLDYnb6BJ5YJ4GpVPYJA2fu74kCca3HPLadHJmhXqxNzf9q/dykl2FBRZYbIvB8UZozaCSc5gATqgg2bGwBYUXtrRAPkULY2LSqNgR/8cvL0Dlr+JbvzuvNqzKOCjgCx+AU+OACNMENaIE2wOARPINX8OY8OS/Ou/Mxb11xyplD8EfO5w+Pe5Lh</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="E9dlAj8G9yOYZfoae5c6jLjdU4I=">AAAB/nicbZBNS8NAEIY39avWr6p48rJYBE8lEUFPUvDisYL9gCaUzXbaLt1Nwu5ELKHgX/HiQRGv/g5v/hu3bQ7a+sLCwzszzOwbJlIYdN1vp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aJk41hwaPZazbITMgRQQNFCihnWhgKpTQCkc303rrAbQRcXSP4wQCxQaR6AvO0Frd8pFvhKKe6/rUR3hErTJoTrrlilt1Z6LL4OVQIbnq3fKX34t5qiBCLpkxHc9NMMiYRsElTEp+aiBhfMQG0LEYMQUmyGbnT+ipdXq0H2v7IqQz9/dExpQxYxXaTsVwaBZrU/O/WifF/lWQiShJESI+X9RPJcWYTrOgPaGBoxxbYFwLeyvlQ6YZR5tYyYbgLX55GZrnVc/y3UWldp3HUSTH5IScEY9ckhq5JXXSIJxk5Jm8kjfnyXlx3p2PeWvByWcOyR85nz82oZT+</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="atAvDeK5JIQfvvbijOcUjEyTAG8=">AAAB8XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2RdCTFLx4rGA/sF1KNp22oUl2SbJCWfovvHhQxKv/xpv/xrTdg7a+EHh4Z4bMvFEiuLG+/+0V1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUdPEqWbYYLGIdTuiBgVX2LDcCmwnGqmMBLai8e2s3npCbXisHuwkwVDSoeIDzqh11qPsZXVBFRtPe+WKX/XnIqsQ5FCBXPVe+avbj1kqUVkmqDGdwE9smFFtORM4LXVTgwllYzrEjkNFJZowm288JWfO6ZNBrN1Tlszd3xMZlcZMZOQ6JbUjs1ybmf/VOqkdXIcZV0lqUbHFR4NUEBuT2fmkzzUyKyYOKNPc7UrYiGrKrAup5EIIlk9eheZFNXB8f1mp3eRxFOEETuEcAriCGtxBHRrAQMEzvMKbZ7wX7937WLQWvHzmGP7I+/wByfWQ9w==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="KYwSztqVrX+gSw1L62mt1wFdfAo=">AAAB/nicbZDJSgNBEIZ7XGPcRsWTl8YgeAozIqgXCXjQYwSzQDKGnk5N0qRnobtGDMOAr+LFgyJefQ5vvo2d5aCJPzR8/FVFVf9+IoVGx/m2FhaXlldWC2vF9Y3NrW17Z7eu41RxqPFYxqrpMw1SRFBDgRKaiQIW+hIa/uBqVG88gNIiju5wmIAXsl4kAsEZGqtj77vOfeZe5LSN8IgqzOg11POOXXLKzlh0HtwplMhU1Y791e7GPA0hQi6Z1i3XSdDLmELBJeTFdqohYXzAetAyGLEQtJeNz8/pkXG6NIiVeRHSsft7ImOh1sPQN50hw76erY3M/2qtFINzLxNRkiJEfLIoSCXFmI6yoF2hgKMcGmBcCXMr5X2mGEeTWNGE4M5+eR7qJ2XX8O1pqXI5jaNADsghOSYuOSMVckOqpEY4ycgzeSVv1pP1Yr1bH5PWBWs6s0f+yPr8AfZGlNQ=</latexit>

Constraints from 
BBN and Neff

DM Overproduced

Thermal dark matter gives us much more 
information about allowed dark matter masses.

Thermal DM

<latexit sha1_base64="4HNPVZKVg2xT0w9ussn5hRGdjuw=">AAACGHicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9Rd3pZrAIbpSkCLqSghuXFWwVmlgmk1M7OJOEmROxhIDP4QO41UdwJ27d+QS+htPLwtsPAx//OYcz548yKQx63oczNT0zOzdfWaguLi2vrLpr622T5ppDi6cy1ZcRMyBFAi0UKOEy08BUJOEiujkZ1i9uQRuRJuc4yCBU7DoRPcEZWqvrbgZGKOp7V8VevV4GNEC4Q60KaJddt+bteyPRv+BPoEYmanbdzyBOea4gQS6ZMR3fyzAsmEbBJZTVIDeQMX7DrqFjMWEKTFiMbijpjnVi2ku1fQnSkft9omDKmIGKbKdi2De/a0Pzv1onx95RWIgkyxESPl7UyyXFlA4DobHQwFEOLDCuhf0r5X2mGUcb248txh7Vh7is2mT83zn8hXZ937d8dlBrHE8yqpAtsk12iU8OSYOckiZpEU7uySN5Is/Og/PivDpv49YpZzKzQX7Ief8CP1OfwA==</latexit>

K. Griest and M. Kamionkowski, Phys. Rev. Lett. 64, 615 (1990)
C. M. Ho and R. J. Scherrer, Phys. Rev. D87, 023505 (2013), arXiv:1208.4347



Dark Matter Models
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What is the dark matter mass?

<latexit sha1_base64="rUgMvUhP4AOVpauvbnKkMx/aAAk=">AAAB+nicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9pbp0M1gEVyURQVdScONGqGAv0IQwmUzaoXMJMxOlxD6KGxeKuPVJ3Pk2TtsstPWHgY//nMM588cZo9p43rezsrq2vrFZ2apu7+zu7bu1g46WucKkjSWTqhcjTRgVpG2oYaSXKYJ4zEg3Hl1P690HojSV4t6MMxJyNBA0pRgZa0VuLdCUQ9/zAngbBTKRJnLrXsObCS6DX0IdlGpF7leQSJxzIgxmSOu+72UmLJAyFDMyqQa5JhnCIzQgfYsCcaLDYnb6BJ5YJ4GpVPYJA2fu74kCca3HPLadHJmhXqxNzf9q/dykl2FBRZYbIvB8UZozaCSc5gATqgg2bGwBYUXtrRAPkULY2LSqNgR/8cvL0Dlr+JbvzuvNqzKOCjgCx+AU+OACNMENaIE2wOARPINX8OY8OS/Ou/Mxb11xyplD8EfO5w+Pe5Lh</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="E9dlAj8G9yOYZfoae5c6jLjdU4I=">AAAB/nicbZBNS8NAEIY39avWr6p48rJYBE8lEUFPUvDisYL9gCaUzXbaLt1Nwu5ELKHgX/HiQRGv/g5v/hu3bQ7a+sLCwzszzOwbJlIYdN1vp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aJk41hwaPZazbITMgRQQNFCihnWhgKpTQCkc303rrAbQRcXSP4wQCxQaR6AvO0Frd8pFvhKKe6/rUR3hErTJoTrrlilt1Z6LL4OVQIbnq3fKX34t5qiBCLpkxHc9NMMiYRsElTEp+aiBhfMQG0LEYMQUmyGbnT+ipdXq0H2v7IqQz9/dExpQxYxXaTsVwaBZrU/O/WifF/lWQiShJESI+X9RPJcWYTrOgPaGBoxxbYFwLeyvlQ6YZR5tYyYbgLX55GZrnVc/y3UWldp3HUSTH5IScEY9ckhq5JXXSIJxk5Jm8kjfnyXlx3p2PeWvByWcOyR85nz82oZT+</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="atAvDeK5JIQfvvbijOcUjEyTAG8=">AAAB8XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2RdCTFLx4rGA/sF1KNp22oUl2SbJCWfovvHhQxKv/xpv/xrTdg7a+EHh4Z4bMvFEiuLG+/+0V1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUdPEqWbYYLGIdTuiBgVX2LDcCmwnGqmMBLai8e2s3npCbXisHuwkwVDSoeIDzqh11qPsZXVBFRtPe+WKX/XnIqsQ5FCBXPVe+avbj1kqUVkmqDGdwE9smFFtORM4LXVTgwllYzrEjkNFJZowm288JWfO6ZNBrN1Tlszd3xMZlcZMZOQ6JbUjs1ybmf/VOqkdXIcZV0lqUbHFR4NUEBuT2fmkzzUyKyYOKNPc7UrYiGrKrAup5EIIlk9eheZFNXB8f1mp3eRxFOEETuEcAriCGtxBHRrAQMEzvMKbZ7wX7937WLQWvHzmGP7I+/wByfWQ9w==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="KYwSztqVrX+gSw1L62mt1wFdfAo=">AAAB/nicbZDJSgNBEIZ7XGPcRsWTl8YgeAozIqgXCXjQYwSzQDKGnk5N0qRnobtGDMOAr+LFgyJefQ5vvo2d5aCJPzR8/FVFVf9+IoVGx/m2FhaXlldWC2vF9Y3NrW17Z7eu41RxqPFYxqrpMw1SRFBDgRKaiQIW+hIa/uBqVG88gNIiju5wmIAXsl4kAsEZGqtj77vOfeZe5LSN8IgqzOg11POOXXLKzlh0HtwplMhU1Y791e7GPA0hQi6Z1i3XSdDLmELBJeTFdqohYXzAetAyGLEQtJeNz8/pkXG6NIiVeRHSsft7ImOh1sPQN50hw76erY3M/2qtFINzLxNRkiJEfLIoSCXFmI6yoF2hgKMcGmBcCXMr5X2mGEeTWNGE4M5+eR7qJ2XX8O1pqXI5jaNADsghOSYuOSMVckOqpEY4ycgzeSVv1pP1Yr1bH5PWBWs6s0f+yPr8AfZGlNQ=</latexit>

Constraints from 
BBN and Neff

DM Overproduced

<latexit sha1_base64="Gd6hnh385d68iM1xZY5e7Ea1pf8=">AAAB+XicdZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jbp0EyyCqyGjLdqNCC50WcG2QjuUTHraBjMXkjNiGfomblwo4tY3cefbmF4EFf0h8PGfczgnf5gqaZCxD2dufmFxabmwUlxdW9/YdLe2GybJtIC6SFSib0JuQMkY6ihRwU2qgUehgmZ4ez6uN+9AG5nE1zhMIYh4P5Y9KThaq+O6PqNthHvUUU4voDHquCXmsUq1WmaUeRV2xCZwaKl6RH2PTVQiM9U67nu7m4gsghiF4sa0fJZikHONUigYFduZgZSLW96HlsWYR2CCfHL5iO5bp0t7ibYvRjpxv0/kPDJmGIW2M+I4ML9rY/OvWivD3kmQyzjNEGIxXdTLFMWEjmOgXalBoBpa4EJLeysVA665QBtW0Ybw9VP6PzQOPd/yVbl0djqLo0B2yR45ID45JmfkktRInQhyRx7IE3l2cufReXFep61zzmxmh/yQ8/YJz+yTHw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ONqLR9Iaf99hJuv5CAtl3pJGUDw=">AAAB+nicdVDJSgNBEO2JW4xbokcvjUHwFHqCWy4S8OIxQjZIQujpVJImPQvdNWoY8ylePCji1S/x5t/YWQQVfVDweK+KqnpepKRBxj6c1NLyyupaej2zsbm1vZPN7dZNGGsBNRGqUDc9bkDJAGooUUEz0sB9T0HDG11O/cYNaCPDoIrjCDo+HwSyLwVHK3WzOZcx2ka4Q+0ntAr1STebZwU2A2WFE+aWTl1LiiesdM6ou7DyZIFKN/ve7oUi9iFAobgxLZdF2Em4RikUTDLt2EDExYgPoGVpwH0wnWR2+oQeWqVH+6G2FSCdqd8nEu4bM/Y92+lzHJrf3lT8y2vF2D/vJDKIYoRAzBf1Y0UxpNMcaE9qEKjGlnChpb2ViiHXXKBNK2ND+PqU/k/qxYJr+fVxvnyxiCNN9skBOSIuOSNlckUqpEYEuSUP5Ik8O/fOo/PivM5bU85iZo/8gPP2CT33k1c=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ZG22U1rty+cU69upUqxIo//EGFw=">AAAB+HicdVDJSgNBEO1xjXFJ1KOXxiB4Cj3BaHKRgBcvQgSzQBJCT6eSNOlZ6K4R45Av8eJBEa9+ijf/xs4iqOiDgsd7VVTV8yIlDTL24Swtr6yurac20ptb2zuZ7O5e3YSxFlAToQp10+MGlAyghhIVNCMN3PcUNLzRxdRv3II2MgxucBxBx+eDQPal4Gilbjbj0jbCHWo/oVdQn3SzOZZnM1CWLzK3fOpaUiiycolRd2HlyALVbva93QtF7EOAQnFjWi6LsJNwjVIomKTbsYGIixEfQMvSgPtgOsns8Ak9skqP9kNtK0A6U79PJNw3Zux7ttPnODS/van4l9eKsV/qJDKIYoRAzBf1Y0UxpNMUaE9qEKjGlnChpb2ViiHXXKDNKm1D+PqU/k/qhbxr+fVJrnK+iCNFDsghOSYuOSMVckmqpEYEickDeSLPzr3z6Lw4r/PWJWcxs09+wHn7BFGlktw=</latexit>

WIMPsLight DM

K. Griest and M. Kamionkowski, Phys. Rev. Lett. 64, 615 (1990)
C. M. Ho and R. J. Scherrer, Phys. Rev. D87, 023505 (2013), arXiv:1208.4347

<latexit sha1_base64="4HNPVZKVg2xT0w9ussn5hRGdjuw=">AAACGHicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9Rd3pZrAIbpSkCLqSghuXFWwVmlgmk1M7OJOEmROxhIDP4QO41UdwJ27d+QS+htPLwtsPAx//OYcz548yKQx63oczNT0zOzdfWaguLi2vrLpr622T5ppDi6cy1ZcRMyBFAi0UKOEy08BUJOEiujkZ1i9uQRuRJuc4yCBU7DoRPcEZWqvrbgZGKOp7V8VevV4GNEC4Q60KaJddt+bteyPRv+BPoEYmanbdzyBOea4gQS6ZMR3fyzAsmEbBJZTVIDeQMX7DrqFjMWEKTFiMbijpjnVi2ku1fQnSkft9omDKmIGKbKdi2De/a0Pzv1onx95RWIgkyxESPl7UyyXFlA4DobHQwFEOLDCuhf0r5X2mGUcb248txh7Vh7is2mT83zn8hXZ937d8dlBrHE8yqpAtsk12iU8OSYOckiZpEU7uySN5Is/Og/PivDpv49YpZzKzQX7Ief8CP1OfwA==</latexit>
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Light Scalars and Dark Photons

in Borexino and LSND Experiments

Maxim Pospelov1, 2, ⇤ and Yu-Dai Tsai3, †
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Bringing an external radioactive source close to a large underground detector
can significantly advance sensitivity not only to sterile neutrinos but also to “dark”
gauge bosons and scalars. Here we address in detail the sensitivity reach of the
Borexino-SOX configuration, which will see a powerful (a few PBq) 144Ce�144Pr
source installed next to the Borexino detector, to light scalar particles coupled to the
SM fermions. The mass reach of this configuration is limited by the energy release in
the radioactive �-cascade, which in this particular case is 2.2 MeV. Within that reach
one year of operations will achieve an unprecedented sensitivity to coupling constants
of such scalars, reaching down to g ⇠ 10�7 levels and probing significant parts of
parameter space not excluded by either beam dump constraints or astrophysical
bounds. Should the current proton charge radius discrepancy be caused by the
exchange of a MeV-mass scalar, then the simplest models will be decisively probed
in this setup. We also update the beam dump constraints on light scalars and vectors,
and in particular rule out dark photons with masses below 1 MeV, and kinetic mixing
couplings ✏ & 10�5.

⇤ mpospelov@perimeterinstitute.ca
† yt444@cornell.edu; ytsai@fnal.gov
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Probing New Physics with Underground Accelerators and Radioactive Sources

Eder Izaguirre,1 Gordan Krnjaic,1 and Maxim Pospelov1, 2

1Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada
2Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Victoria, Victoria, British Columbia, Canada

New light, weakly coupled particles can be e�ciently produced at existing and future high-
intensity accelerators and radioactive sources in deep underground laboratories. Once produced,
these particles can scatter or decay in large neutrino detectors (e.g Super-K and Borexino) housed
in the same facilities. We discuss the production of weakly coupled scalars � via nuclear de-excitation
of an excited element into the ground state in two viable concrete reactions: the decay of the 0+

excited state of 16O populated via a (p, ↵) reaction on fluorine and from radioactive 144Ce decay
where the scalar is produced in the de-excitation of 144Nd⇤, which occurs along the decay chain.
Subsequent scattering on electrons, e(�, �)e, yields a mono-energetic signal that is observable in neu-
trino detectors. We show that this proposed experimental set-up can cover new territory for masses
250 keV  m�  2me and couplings to protons and electrons, 10�11  gegp  10�7. This parameter
space is motivated by explanations of the “proton charge radius puzzle”, thus this strategy adds a
viable new physics component to the neutrino and nuclear astrophysics programs at underground
facilities.

Introduction. In recent years, there has emerged a
universal appreciation for new light, weakly-coupled de-
grees of freedom as generic possibilities for New Physics
(NP) beyond Standard Model (SM). Considerable e↵ort
in “intensity frontier” experiments is now devoted to NP
searches [1]. In this Letter we argue that there is a power-
ful new possibility for probing these states by combining
large underground neutrino-detectors with either high lu-
minosity underground accelerators or radioactive sources.

Underground laboratories, typically located a few
km underground, are shielded from most environmental
backgrounds and are ideal venues for studying rare pro-
cesses such as low-rate nuclear reactions and solar neu-
trinos. Thus far, these physics goals have been achieved
with very di↵erent instruments: nuclear reactions rele-
vant for astrophysics involve low-energy, high-intensity
proton or ion beams colliding with fixed targets (such as
the LUNA experiment at Gran Sasso), while solar neu-
trinos are detected with large volume ultra-clean liquid
scintillator or water Cerenkov detectors (SNO, SNO+,
Borexino, Super-K etc).

In this Letter we outline a novel experimental strat-
egy in which light, “invisible” states � are produced in
underground accelerators or radioactive materials with
O(MeV) energy release, and observed in nearby neutrino
detectors in the same facilities as depicted in Fig. 1:

X⇤ ! X + �, production at “LUNA” or “SOX”(1)

e + � ! e + �, detection at “Borexino”. (2)

Here X⇤ is an excited state of element X, accessed via
a nuclear reaction initiated by an underground accelera-
tor (“LUNA”) or by a radioactive material (“SOX”)1. In
the “LUNA”-type setup a proton beam collides against

1 Our idea is very generic, not specific to any single experiment or
location, which is why quotation marks are used.
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LUNA, SOX

�

X⇤

X

e

�

Borexino

�0

�̄

�

12Cp

�

A�

� �

e, p, N . . .

A�

FIG. 10: a) Scalar DM pair production from electron-beam
collisions. An on-shell A� is radiated and decays o↵ diagonally
to �h,� pairs. b) Inelastic up scattering of the lighter �� into
the heavier state via A� exchange. For order-one (or larger)
mass splittings, the metastable state promptly de-excites in-
side the detector via �h ! ��e

+e�. The signal of interest is
involves a recoiling target with energy ER and two charged
tracks to yield a instinctive, zero background signature.

FIG. 1: Schematic figure of � production in a “LUNA”-type
underground accelerator via p+19F ! (16O⇤ ! 16O + �) + ↵
or a “SOX”-type radioactive source via 144Ce �144 Pr(⌫̄e) !
Nd⇤ ! Nd+�. Subsequent detection at “Borexino” proceeds
via �e ! e� scalar conversion.

a fixed target, emitting a new light particle that trav-
els unimpeded through the rock and scatters inside a
“Borexino”-type detector. Alternatively, in the “SOX”
production scenario, designed to study neutrino oscil-
lations at short baselines, a radioactive material placed
near a neutrino detector gives rise to the reaction in Eq. 1
as an intermediate step of the radioactive material’s de-
cay chain.

We study one particularly well-motivated NP scenario
with a ⇠< MeV scalar particle, very weakly O(10�4) cou-
pled to nucleons and electrons. This range of masses
and couplings is not excluded by astrophysical or labora-
tory bounds, and is motivated by the persistent proton
charge-radius anomaly. Two concrete, viable possibilities
for producing light scalars are considered:

• For the LUNA-type setup, we show that such light
particles can be e�ciently produced by populating
the first excited 6.05 MeV 0+ state of 16O in (p,↵)
reactions on fluorine.
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Detecting Dark Photons with Reactor Neutrino Experiments

H.K. Park1, 2

1
Center for Underground Physics, Institute for Basic Science, Daejeon 34047, Korea

2
University of Science and Technology, Daejeon 34113, Korea

We propose to search for light U(1) dark photons, A0, produced via kinetically mixing with ordinary photons
via the Compton-like process, �e� ! A0e�, in a nuclear reactor and detected by their interactions with the
material in the active volumes of reactor neutrino experiments. We derive 95% confidence-level upper limits on
✏, the A0-� mixing parameter, ✏, for dark-photon masses below 1 MeV of ✏ < 1.3⇥10�5 and ✏ < 2.1⇥10�5,
from NEOS and TEXONO experimental data, respectively. This study demonstrates the applicability of nuclear
reactors as potential sources of intense fluxes of low-mass dark photons.

PACS numbers: 12.60.-i, 14.70.Pw, 13.85.Rm

Despite the many remarkable successes of the Standard
Model of particle physics (SM) during the past several
decades, many questions still remain. While the SM accu-
rately describes interactions between known particles in terms
of the U(1)

Y

⇥SU(2)

L

⇥SU(3)

C

gauge group, it does not in-
corporate gravity or dark matter, and does not exclude the pos-
sibility that there are additional interactions or gauge bosons.
One simple extension of the SM that addresses the dark matter
issue is the addition of an extra Abelian gauge force, U(1)

0,
with a gauge boson, commonly called a dark photon (DP),
that kinetically mixes with the ordinary photons of the SM,
as suggested in Ref. [1]. After rotating the kinetically mixed
fields to the physical fields, the effective Lagrangian [2] for
the photon and DP system with kinetic mixing parameter (✏)
is given by

L =� 1

4

F
µ⌫

Fµ⌫ � 1

4

F 0
µ⌫

F 0µ⌫
+

1

2

m2
A

0A02

� e(A
µ

+ ✏A0
µ

)Jµ,

where F
µ⌫

(F 0
µ⌫

) is the field strength of photon (DP) field A
µ

(A0
µ

), m
A

0 is the DP mass, and Jµ is the current of electrically
charged matter.

The DP mass can be generated by either the Stückelberg [3]
or the Higgs mechanism. When the SM and the DP are
embedded in a grand unified theory, one obtains the kinetic
mixing-parameter at the quantum-loop level to be between
10

�7 and 10

�3 [4]. In the context of non-perturbative and
large-volume compactifications of string theory constructions,
✏ is estimated to be in the range from 10

�12 to 10

�3 [5].
If the DP mass is larger than twice the mass of electron

(2m
e

), it can decay into an electron-positron pair. Upper lim-
its on ✏ for m

A

0 > 2 m
e

established by electron-positron
and hadron colliders, and electron and proton beam-dump ex-
periments are summarized in Ref. [6]. Constraints on ✏ for
the case where the DP mass is below 1 MeV come from non-
accelerator experiments, including: cosmic microwave back-
ground spectrum [7]; broadband radio spectra of compact ra-
dio sources [8]; tests of Coulomb’s law [9]; light-shining-
through-wall experiments [10], solar energy loss [11] helio-
scope experiments [12]; and direct dark matter search experi-
ments [13].

In antineutrino-electron (⌫̄
e

-e) scattering experiments that
use nuclear reactors as the ⌫̄

e

source, constraints on the DP
mass and the mixing parameter ✏ can be established by consid-
ering the possibility that DP interactions in the active volume
of the neutrino detector can contribute to ⌫̄

e

-e scattering sig-
nal as described in Ref. [14]. In this letter, we discuss the pos-
sibility that reactor neutrino experiments can be exploited to
provide a sensitive probe for DPs with masses below 1 MeV.

Gamma rays of a few MeV produced in a reactor that scatter
off electrons in the materials of the reactor core can produce
DPs via the Compton-like process, �e� ! A0e�. The num-
ber of DPs, N

A

0 , with the recoil energy E
A

0 from the reactor
is given by the relation

dN
A

0

dE
A

0
=

Z
1

�
tot

d�
�!A

0

dE
A

0

dN
�

dE
�

dE
�

, (1)

where �
�!A

0 is the cross section for the process �e� !
A0e�, �

tot

is the total cross section for photon interacting
with material at the gamma energy of E

�

, and dN�

dE�
is the flux

of �-rays with energies between E
�

and E
�

+ dE
�

. The
cross section for �

�!A

0 is given in Ref. [15], and, in the limit
m

A

0 ⌧ m
e

, the differential cross section for �
�!A

0 can be
expressed as

d�
�!A

0

dE
A

0
⇡ ✏2(1 +O(m2

A

0/m2
e

))

d�
C

dE
r

���
Er=EA0

, (2)

where �
C

and E
r

are the cross section and the energy of the
Compton-scattered �-ray, respectively.

For �-ray energies below 1 MeV, DPs are produced with en-
ergy E

A

0 less than 1 MeV, which would be difficult to detect
in most reactor neutrino experiments even if they deposit all
of their energies in the detector, because of large low-energy
backgrounds. For this reason, the present study only considers
�-ray and DP energies above 1 MeV. For photons with ener-
gies of a few MeV, Compton scattering is the most important
interaction process, dominating over photoelectric absorption
and electron-positron pair production, even for high-atomic-
number materials such as uranium. Therefore, it is a reason-
able approximation to use the Compton scattering cross sec-
tion �

C

as the total cross section, �
tot

, for these energies.
Gamma rays are produced inside a nuclear reactor by sev-

eral different processes: emission of prompt �-rays in fissions
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Signatures of Pseudo-Dirac Dark Matter at High-Intensity Neutrino Experiments

Johnathon R. Jordan,1, ⇤ Yonatan Kahn,2, † Gordan Krnjaic,3, ‡ Matthew Moschella,2, § and Joshua Spitz1, ¶

1
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI

2
Princeton University, Princeton, NJ

3
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, IL

We (re)consider the sensitivity of past (LSND) and future (JSNS2) beam dump neutrino experiments to two
models of MeV-scale pseudo-Dirac dark matter. Both LSND and JSNS2 are close (24-30 m) to intense sources
of light neutral mesons which may decay to dark matter via interactions involving a light mediator or dipole op-
erators. The dark matter can then scatter or decay inside of the nearby detector. We show that the higher beam
energy of JSNS2 and resulting ⌘ production can improve on the reach of LSND for light-mediator models with
dark matter masses greater than m⇡/2. Further, we find that both existing LSND and future JSNS2 measure-
ments can severely constrain the viable parameter space for a recently-proposed model of dipole dark matter
which could explain the 3.5 keV excess reported in observations of stacked galaxy clusters and the Galactic
Center.

I. INTRODUCTION

Although there is overwhelming gravitational evidence for
the existence of dark matter (DM), its microscopic properties
remain elusive despite decades of direct and indirect detec-
tion searches (see Ref. [1] for a historical review). In re-
cent years, beam dump experiments have emerged as power-
ful probes of dark matter (DM) below the GeV scale, thereby
opening up a new frontier in the discovery effort. In these
experiments, a beam of protons [2–6] or electrons [7–9] im-
pinges on a fixed target possibly yielding a secondary beam
of DM particles that scatter or decay in a downstream de-
tector – see Refs. [10, 11] for an overview. Compared to
missing energy techniques at fixed target experiments [12–14]
and B-factories [7, 15, 16], where the experimental signature
is exclusively anomalous energy loss, these “production-and-
detection” experiments are a more direct probe of DM because
they are able to observe the DM directly through scattering or
decay signatures in a downstream detector.

Unlike traditional direct detection techniques, whose sen-
sitivity is limited by the low momentum transfers imparted
by light DM particles traveling at v ⇠ 10�3c in the Galactic
Halo, the relativistic kinematics at beam dump experiments
make it possible to probe models which would otherwise be
undetectable due to the non-relativistic kinematics of cosmo-
logical DM. This feature is particularly useful for studying
models with predominantly inelastic interactions in which the
DM couples to the mediator through off-diagonal interactions
with a heavier dark-sector particle. At beam dump experi-
ments, there are two principal observables that such models
can induce:

• Decay Signatures: Both light and heavy DM states are
generically produced together at the beam dump. If the
heavier state is sufficiently long-lived, it can survive to

⇤ jrlowery@umich.edu
† ykahn@princeton.edu
‡ krnjaicg@fnal.gov
§ moschella@princeton.edu
¶ spitzj@umich.edu

the downstream detector and decay to partially visible
final states inside the detector. This is also the strategy
of long-lived particle searches at high-energy colliders
[17–19]. The advantage of beam dump experiments is
in their extremely high luminosity, which permits de-
tection of decay signatures even when the decay length
is much larger than the size of the experiment.

• Scattering Signatures: A sufficiently boosted beam
of DM particles has enough energy to inelastically
up/down-scatter off Standard Model (SM) particles and
deposit copious amounts of visible energy inside the de-
tector. For sufficiently large mass splittings, this pro-
cess is kinematically forbidden in direct detection ex-
periments, but unsuppressed at beam dumps where the
DM is relativistic.

In Fig. 1 we present a schematic cartoon of inelastic DM pro-
duction and detection at proton beam dump experiments. The
complementarity of experimental beam dump scattering and
decay signatures for various dark matter models was also con-
sidered in Refs. [20–22].

The 170 ton Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detector (LSND)
experiment [23], a fixed-target experiment with a detector sit-
uated 30 m from an 800 MeV proton beam, took data from
1993–1998 and currently provides some of the strongest con-
straints on DM below the ⇠100 MeV scale [24]. Such DM
can be produced from ⇡0 decays at the target and then interact
in the detector [3, 21]. The excellent reach of LSND is pri-
marily due to the large detector mass and high beam power
(⇠ 3 ⇥ 1022 protons on target (POT)/year) [25], resulting
in significant neutral pion creation (⇠0.1 ⇡0/POT), but many
improvements are possible in future experimental programs.
These include higher beam energy to access heavier DM, opti-
mized electron recoil cuts to maximize signal-to-background
for various DM masses [4], and better background rejection
from events which fake elastic electron recoils. The J-PARC
Sterile Neutrino Search at the J-PARC Spallation Neutron
Source (JSNS2) experiment [26], which will start data tak-
ing with a 3 GeV kinetic energy proton beam in 2019, may
achieve some or all of these enhancements to DM sensitivity.

In this paper, we evaluate the reach of JSNS2 to models
of MeV-scale dark matter. To make contact with previous
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DAE�ALUS and Dark Matter Detection

Yonatan Kahn,1, ⇤ Gordan Krnjaic,2, † Jesse Thaler,1, ‡ and Matthew Toups3, 4, §

1Center for Theoretical Physics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139, U.S.A.
2Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics, Waterloo, Ontario N2L 2Y5, Canada

3Laboratory for Nuclear Science, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139, U.S.A.
4Fermilab, Batavia, IL 60510, U.S.A.

Among laboratory probes of dark matter, fixed-target neutrino experiments are particularly well-
suited to search for light weakly-coupled dark sectors. In this paper, we show that the DAE�ALUS
source setup—an 800 MeV proton beam impinging on a target of graphite and copper—can improve
the present LSND bound on dark photon models by an order of magnitude over much of the accessible
parameter space for light dark matter when paired with a suitable neutrino detector such as LENA.
Interestingly, both DAE�ALUS and LSND are sensitive to dark matter produced from o↵-shell dark
photons. We show for the first time that LSND can be competitive with searches for visible dark
photon decays, and that fixed-target experiments have sensitivity to a much larger range of heavy
dark photon masses than previously thought. We review the mechanism for dark matter production
and detection through a dark photon mediator, discuss the beam-o↵ and beam-on backgrounds, and
present the sensitivity in dark photon kinetic mixing for both the DAE�ALUS/LENA setup and
LSND in both the on- and o↵-shell regimes.

I. INTRODUCTION

The gravitational evidence for dark matter (DM) is overwhelming [1, 2], but most realistic DM scenarios predict
some kind of non-gravitational interactions between DM and ordinary matter. One ubiquitous prediction is that DM
should have non-zero scattering cross sections o↵ nuclei, which is the mechanism by which direct detection experiments
search for DM in the galactic halo [3, 4]. DM can also be produced in laboratory experiments, either at high energies
at machines like the Large Hadron Collider [5], or at low energies through bremsstrahlung or rare hadron decays (see
Ref. [6] for a review). This low energy mode has been exploited to use fixed-target neutrino experiments such as LSND
[7] and MiniBooNE [8] as production and detection experiments for sub-GeV DM [9–11], and it has been recently
proposed to use the main injector beam at Fermilab paired with the NO⌫A detector [12] to search for GeV-scale DM
[13].1 A similar logic applies to electron beam fixed-target experiments [14–16].

In this paper, we propose conducting a DM search using DAE�ALUS [17] in close proximity to a large-volume
neutrino detector such as the proposed LENA detector [18].2 DAE�ALUS uses cyclotrons (peak power 8 MW, average
power 1–2 MW) to produce a high-intensity 800 MeV proton beam incident on a graphite and copper target (1 m of
graphite liner inside a 3.75 m copper beam stop), creating a decay-at-rest neutrino source from stopped charged pions.
Proton-carbon scattering is also a rich source of neutral pions, and in scenarios involving a light weakly-coupled dark
sector, rare ⇡

0 decays to an on-shell dark mediator A0 can produce pairs of DM particles �� when 2m
�

< m

⇡

0 . These
DM particles can then be detected through neutral-current-like scattering in detectors designed to observe neutrinos,
as illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. A similar setup was the basis for existing LSND bounds on light DM [9, 10], but we
find that for light �, DAE�ALUS can improve the reach of LSND by an order of magnitude in the visible-dark sector
coupling ✏

2 after only one year of running. This DM search is therefore an important physics opportunity for the
initial single-cyclotron phase of DAE�ALUS.

We also find that both DAE�ALUS and LSND are sensitive to DM production through o↵-shell mediators in two
distinct regimes, a fact that has been overlooked in the literature. Surprisingly, in the lower regime (m

A

0
< 2m

�

),
sensitivity to an o↵-shell A0 can be superior compared to a heavier on-shell A0. In the upper regime (m

A

0
> m

⇡

0),
existing LSND limits are considerably stronger than previously reported, and the DAE�ALUS sensitivity can extend
up to m

A

0 ' 800 MeV rather than cutting o↵ at m
A

0 ' m

⇡

0 . Indeed, the observation that DM produced from meson
decays can probe A

0 masses much heavier than the meson mass expands the sensitivity of the entire experimental
program to discover DM in proton-beam fixed-target searches. As Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate, the combination of updated

⇤ ykahn@mit.edu
† gkrnjaic@perimeterinstitute.ca
‡ jthaler@mit.edu
§ mtoups@mit.edu
1 As of this writing, MiniBooNE is currently analyzing data taken in o↵-target mode for a dark sector search. The expanded o↵-shell
reach we discuss in this paper could have important consequences for this search.

2 The study in Ref. [19] also considers an underground accelerator paired with a large neutrino detector to search for light scalars of
relevance to the proton radius puzzle.
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Signatures of sub-GeV dark matter beams at neutrino experiments

Patrick deNiverville,⇤ David McKeen,† and Adam Ritz‡

Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Victoria, Victoria, BC V8P 5C2, Canada
(Dated: June 4, 2018)

We study the high-luminosity fixed-target neutrino experiments at MiniBooNE, MINOS and T2K
and analyze their sensitivity to light stable states, focusing on MeV–GeV scale dark matter. Thermal
relic dark matter scenarios in the sub-GeV mass range require the presence of light mediators,
whose coupling to the Standard Model facilitates annihilation in the early universe and allows for
the correct thermal relic abundance. The mediators in turn provide a production channel for dark
matter at colliders or fixed targets, and as a consequence the neutrino beams generated at fixed
targets may contain an additional beam of light dark matter. The signatures of this beam include
elastic scattering o↵ electrons or nucleons in the (near-)detector, which closely mimics the neutral
current scattering of neutrinos. We determine the event rate at modern fixed target facilities and
the ensuing sensitivity to sub-GeV dark matter.

1. INTRODUCTION

The existing gravitational evidence for dark mat-
ter provides limited information about its non-
gravitational interactions, and many candidates are
su�ciently non-relativistic and weakly interacting.
The paradigm of a weak-scale thermal relic has the
virtue of simplicity, with an abundance fixed without
detailed knowledge of early-universe physics. How-
ever, direct detection experiments now impose strin-
gent constraints on dark matter with a weak-scale
mass; for example, spin-independent cross sections
on nucleons must be at or below 10�45 cm2. With
this sensitivity now crossing the Higgs-mediation
threshold, the minimal weakly-interacting massive
particle (WIMP) paradigm may need generalization
to allow new interaction channels, beyond the elec-
troweak sector of the Standard Model (SM). This
would position dark matter as part of a more com-
plex hidden sector containing additional light states.
The required relic density could then be achieved
without either weak-scale interactions or a weak-
scale mass [1–4].

This viewpoint has some interesting implica-
tions when one looks at the existing limits on di-
rect WIMP scattering. The sensitivity of direct-
detection experiments tends to fall rather sharply
for masses below a few GeV, due to the recoil en-
ergy detection threshold. The GeV mass scale also
happens to coincide with the Lee-Weinberg bound
[5], below which a thermal relic needs non-SM anni-
hilation channels through light states to ensure the
correct relic abundance. In combination, these ob-
servations naturally lead us to explore the use of

⇤ pgdeniv@uvic.ca
† mckeen@uvic.ca
‡ aritz@uvic.ca

new experimental tools to probe the sub-GeV mass
range for thermal relic dark matter. The presence
of light mediators coupled to the SM opens up the
possibility of producing these states directly in ac-
celerators or fixed target facilities. This ‘dark force’
phenomenology has been the focus of considerable
interest in recent years. For example, a number of
search strategies are based on the production of a
GeV-scale vector mediator, with its subsequent de-
cay to lepton pairs [2, 6–11]. However, these search
strategies are limited if, instead, the mediator is not
the lightest hidden sector state and decays predom-
inantly into the hidden sector, e.g. to dark matter.
In this case, the scattering of those light states in
a detector spatially separated from the production
point represents perhaps the most e�cient search
strategy. Moreover, owing to the potentially large
production rate, and the existence of large volume
(near-)detectors, proton fixed-target facilities focus-
ing on neutrino physics appear to be an ideal means
for exploring these scenarios.

In this paper, we analyze the sensitivity of neu-
trino facilities to a boosted light dark matter beam
produced via the generation and subsequent decay of
GeV-scale mediators. This extends our earlier anal-
ysis of MeV-scale dark matter [11, 12] to the full
sub-GeV range. We will find that high-luminosity
experiments such as MiniBooNE, MINOS and T2K
have significant sensitivity to neutral current-like
scattering of sub-GeV dark matter o↵ nuclei in the
(near-)detector. Although there is a long history of
searches for exotics using fixed target facilities (see
e.g. [2, 6–11, 13]), neutrino experiments have the ad-
vantage that the large detector volume is sensitive
to scattering signatures in addition to the products
of SM decays. Since the recoil energy of sub-GeV
halo dark matter is generally below threshold for un-
derground direct detection experiments, and search
channels at high energy colliders are less sensitive
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Exploring Portals to a Hidden Sector
Through Fixed Targets

Brian Batell (a), Maxim Pospelov (a,b), and Adam Ritz (b)

(a)Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics, Waterloo, ON, N2J 2W9, Canada
(b)Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Victoria,

Victoria, BC, V8P 1A1 Canada

Abstract
We discuss the sensitivity of neutrino experiments at the luminosity frontier to generic

hidden sectors containing new (sub)-GeV neutral states. The weak interaction of these states
with the Standard Model can be efficiently probed through all of the allowed renormalizable
‘portals’ (in the Higgs, vector, and neutrino sectors) at fixed target proton beam facilities,
with complementary sensitivity to colliders. We concentrate on the kinetic-mixing vector
portal, and show that certain regions of the parameter space for a new U(1)S gauge sector
with long-lived sub-GeV mass states decaying to Standard Model leptons are already severely
constrained by the datasets at LSND, MiniBooNE, and NuMI/MINOS. Furthermore, scenar-
ios in which portals allow access to stable neutral particles, such as MeV-scale dark matter,
generally predict that the neutrino beam is accompanied by a ‘dark matter beam’, observable
through neutral-current-like interactions in the detector. As a consequence, we show that the
LSND electron recoil event sample currently provides the most stringent direct constraint
on MeV-scale dark matter models.
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Observing a light dark matter beam with
neutrino experiments

Patrick deNiverville (a), Maxim Pospelov (a,b), and Adam Ritz (a)

(a)Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Victoria,
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Abstract

We consider the sensitivity of fixed-target neutrino experiments at the luminosity frontier
to light stable states, such as those present in models of MeV-scale dark matter. To ensure
the correct thermal relic abundance, such states must annihilate via light mediators, which in
turn provide an access portal for direct production in colliders or fixed targets. Indeed, this
framework endows the neutrino beams produced at fixed-target facilities with a companion
‘dark matter beam’, which may be detected via an excess of elastic scattering events o↵
electrons or nuclei in the (near-)detector. We study the high luminosity proton fixed-target
experiments at LSND and MiniBooNE, and determine that the ensuing sensitivity to light
dark matter generally surpasses that of other direct probes. For scenarios with a kinetically-
mixed U(1)0 vector mediator of mass mV , we find that a large volume of parameter space is
excluded for mDM ⇠ 1 � 5 MeV, covering vector masses 2mDM <⇠ mV <⇠ m⌘ and a range of
kinetic mixing parameters reaching as low as  ⇠ 10�5. The corresponding MeV-scale dark
matter scenarios motivated by an explanation of the galactic 511 keV line are thus strongly
constrained.
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Hunting sub-GeV dark matter with NO⌫A near detector

Patrick deNiverville
Center for Theoretical Physics of the Universe, IBS, Daejeon 34126, Korea

Claudia Frugiuele
Department of Particle Physics and Astrophysics, Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel

We study the sensitivity of the NO⌫A near detector to MeV-GeV dark matter while operating
symbiotically with the neutrino program. We find that NO⌫A could explore a large new region
of parameter space over the next few years for dark matter masses below 100 MeV, reaching the
thermal target for a scalar dark matter particle for some masses. This result represents a significant
improvement over existing probes such as Babar, E137, and LSND.

I. INTRODUCTION

There are many compelling dark matter (DM) can-
didates with a correspondingly wide range of possible
masses and couplings to the visible sector. Probing this
vast parameter space requires a correspondingly broad
experimental program, and neutrino fixed target facili-
ties can play a role in this quest by searching for sig-
natures of DM scattering with electrons and/or nuclei
in their (near) detectors [1–10]. Their main advantage
lies in the high luminosity available, frequently boast-
ing 1020 � 1021 protons on target (POT) per year, which
allows for the production of a sizeable relativistic DM
beam. Moreover, this setup o↵ers the possibility of prob-
ing light DM/quark couplings, complementary to direct
detection experiments sensitive to electron/DM interac-
tions [11, 12].

However, the neutrino background presents a signifi-
cant challenge when searching for nucleon-DM scattering
[2, 4, 5, 7–9]. More promising in this regard is electron-
DM scattering, where the neutrino related backgrounds
are much smaller. Some of the strongest constraints on
the DM parameter space have been placed by recasting
existing neutrino-electron scattering data from the LSND
experiment [13, 14] and we aim to investigate whether
present neutrino facilities could improve on LSND’s sen-
sitivity. In particular, we study the reach of the NO⌫A
near detector to DM-electron scattering. By reinterpret-
ing an existing analysis on ⌫�e elastic scattering we find
sensitivity to a large region of the DM parameter space
still unconstrained by present experimental probes such
as LSND [13, 14], E137 [15], NA64 [16], BaBar [17] and
CRESST-II [18].

The paper is organized as follow: in Sec. II we define
our benchmark model. Sec. III summarises the main as-
pects of DM searches at neutrino facilities. In Sec. IV,
we present the sensitivity of NOV⌫A of electron-DM elas-
tic scattering by recasting of current analysis performed
by the collaborations. Finally, we present a summary in
Sec. V.

II. VECTOR PORTAL

Our benchmark model consists of a dark photon (DP)
[19] A0

µ, the gauge boson of a new dark gauge group
U(1)D kinetically mixed with the photon, and a scalar
� charged under U(1)D that serves as a DM candidate:

LDM = LA0 + L� (1)

where:

LA0 = �1

4
F 0
µ⌫F

0µ⌫ +
m2

A0

2
A0µA0

µ � 1

2
✏ F 0

µ⌫F
µ⌫ , (2)

where ✏ is the DP-photon kinetic mixing, while:

L� =
igD
2

A0µJ�
µ +

1

2
@µ�

†@µ��m2
��

†�, (3)

where J�
µ =

⇥
(@µ�†)�� �†@µ�

⇤
and gD is the U(1)D

gauge coupling. The region of the parameter space reach-
able by neutrino facilities is mA0 > 2m� and gD � ✏e
which implies that the DP almost always decays into a
��† pair.
For much of the parameter space studied, the strongest

experimental constraints for m� > 60MeV come from a
monophoton search performed by BaBar [17] that ex-
cludes the existence of a DP with ✏ > 10�3 and mA0 < 8
GeV decaying into ��̄. For large values of ↵D, CRESST-
II places strong constraints onm� > 500MeV. The NA64
collaboration has recently published very strong limits
for DP masses below 100MeV [16] via a missing energy
analysis. However, for large ↵D, NA64 sensitivity is su-
perseded by experiments looking at electron-DM scatter-
ing such as LSND [13, 14], and E137 [15]. These con-
straints do not depend on whether the particle � pro-
duced through prompt DP decay is DM or not, as the
only necessary ingredient is its stability with respect to
the target-detector distance (a few kilometers at most).
We are particularly interested in the region where � is

a thermal relic compatible with the observed dark mat-
ter relic energy density. A complex scalar dark matter
candidate � is safe from constraints coming from pre-
cise measurements of the temperature anisotropies of the
cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation [20, 21].
Other choices for DM not in tension with the CMB are
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Millicharged particles in neutrino experiments
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4Theoretical Physics Department, CERN, 1211 Geneva, Switzerland
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(Dated: June 12, 2018)

We set constraints on millicharged particles (mCPs) based on electron scattering data from Mini-
BooNE and the Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detector (LSND). Both experiments are found to
provide new (and leading) constraints in certain mCP mass windows: 5 � 35 MeV for LSND and
100�180 MeV for MiniBooNE. Furthermore, we provide projections for the ongoing SBN program,
the Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE), and the proposed Search for Hidden Particles
(SHiP) experiment. Both DUNE and SHiP are capable of probing parameter space for mCP masses
ranging from 5 MeV � 5 GeV that is significantly beyond the reach of existing bounds, including
those from collider searches and SLAC’s mQ experiment.

Introduction: The extensions of the Standard Model
(SM) by light weakly charged particles, and their probes
at the intensity frontier experiments have become an im-
portant direction of modern particle physics [1]. One
of the simplest and most natural ways of coupling new
particles to the SM is via a “kinetic mixing” or “hyper-
charge portal” [2, 3], which at low energy may lead to
millicharged particles (mCPs), that would seemingly con-
tradict the observed quantization of electric charge in na-
ture [4]. In recent years, a wide class of related models
were studied in connection with dark matter [5–7] (see
also [8–16]), and mCPs can be viewed as a specific limit
of those theories.

It is well appreciated that both proton and electron
beam dump experiments provide sensitive probes of
vector portal models. In particular, production and
scattering of light dark matter [9] has been studied as a
function of mediator mass mA0 , dark sector coupling ↵D,
dark matter mass m�, and kinetic mixing parameter ✏Y .
Depending on the relation between these parameters,
either the past electron beam dump facilities [12] or the
proton fixed target experiments with a primary goal of
neutrino physics [10, 13] provide the best sensitivity.
However, the simplest limit of mA0 ! 0, when the pa-
rameter space simplifies to the mass and effective charge
of mCPs, {m�, ✏}, was analyzed only in the context of
electron beam dump experiments [17, 18]. Clearly, fixed
target neutrino experiments, such as the existing data
from MiniBooNE [19] and the Liquid Scintillator Near
Detector (LSND) [20], and the soon to be released data
from MicroBooNE, the ongoing SBN program [21], the
Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE) [22],
and the proposed Search for Hidden Particles (SHiP)
[23] serve as a fertile testing ground of MeV–GeV physics
due to their inherently high statistics [10, 13, 24, 25].
These experiments all serve as promising avenues to
probe the mCP model.

The purpose of this Letter is twofold: First, we demon-
strate that existing data from LSND provides leading
bounds on mCPs (slightly surpassing existing constraints
from SLAC’s mQ experiment [17]) in the low mass regime
(m� . 35 MeV). Likewise, newly released data from
MiniBooNE [19] can set more stringent bounds on mCPs
in the mass range of 100 MeV . m� . 180 MeV. Second,
we predict that by optimizing search strategies at ongoing
and upcoming experiments (such as MicroBooNE,SBND,
DUNE, and SHiP), fixed source neutrino experiments can
serve to provide leading bounds for mCP masses over the
full range of masses 5 MeV . m� . 5 GeV. The detection
signature of mCPs in these experiments is elastic scatter-
ing with electrons, and we find that detection prospects
are highly sensitive to the threshold imposed on the elec-
tron’s recoil energy. Therefore, significant gains in sen-
sitivity to mCPs may be achieved by future experiments
by optimizing the detection of low energy electrons.

Our results have direct implications for models with
late kinetic coupling of dark matter and baryons [30] that
could lead to extra cooling of the baryon fluid and spin
temperature at redshifts z ' 20, which in turn may re-
sult in a more pronounced 21 cm absorption signal. If a
fraction of dark matter is in the form of mCPs, this ex-
tra cooling mechanism can be naturally realized [31, 32],
and fit the unexpected strength of the signal reported
by Experiment to Detect the Global Epoch of Reioniza-
tion Signature (EDGES) [33]. The interpretation of the
EDGES result as shedding light on dark matter-baryon
interactions necessitates a careful consideration of exist-
ing laboratory constraints. In particular, our analysis
reveals that sensitivities from LSND, SBND, SHiP, and
DUNE can explore previously unprobed regions of pa-
rameter space that are favored by the 1%-mCP fractional
dark matter hypothesis [29, 32, 34].

Production and detection: Fixed target neutrino
experiments rely on the production of neutrinos from
weak decays of charged pions. In generating an appro-
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Testing Light Dark Matter Coannihilation With Fixed-Target Experiments

Eder Izaguirre,1, ⇤ Yonatan Kahn,2, † Gordan Krnjaic,3, ‡ and Matthew Moschella2, §
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In this paper, we introduce a novel program of fixed-target searches for thermal-origin Dark Matter (DM),
which couples inelastically to the Standard Model. Since the DM only interacts by transitioning to a heavier
state, freeze-out proceeds via coannihilation and the unstable heavier state is depleted at later times. For suffi-
ciently large mass splittings, direct detection is kinematically forbidden and indirect detection is impossible, so
this scenario can only be tested with accelerators. Here we propose new searches at proton and electron beam
fixed-target experiments to probe sub-GeV coannihilation, exploiting the distinctive signals of up- and down-
scattering as well as decay of the excited state inside the detector volume. We focus on a representative model
in which DM is a pseudo-Dirac fermion coupled to a hidden gauge field (dark photon), which kinetically mixes
with the visible photon. We define theoretical targets in this framework and determine the existing bounds by
reanalyzing results from previous experiments. We find that LSND, E137, and BaBar data already place strong
constraints on the parameter space consistent with a thermal freeze-out origin, and that future searches at Belle
II and MiniBooNE, as well as recently-proposed fixed-target experiments such as LDMX and BDX, can cover
nearly all remaining gaps. We also briefly comment on the discovery potential for proposed beam dump and
neutrino experiments which operate at much higher beam energies.

I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the particle nature of Dark Matter (DM) is
among the highest priorities in all of physics. Perhaps the
most popular DM candidate to date has been the Weakly In-
teracting Massive Particle (WIMP), which is charged under
the electroweak force and naturally yields the observed cos-
mological abundance via thermal freeze-out (see [1] for a re-
view). However, decades of null results from direct detec-
tion, indirect detection, and collider searches have cast doubt
on this paradigm and motivated many alternative possibilities
[2, 3].

Nonetheless, the thermal freeze-out mechanism remains
compelling even if DM is not a WIMP. First and foremost,
thermal DM is largely UV insensitive; its abundance is de-
termined by the DM particle properties and is unaffected by
the details of earlier, unknown cosmological epochs (e.g. re-
heating). Furthermore, unlike nonthermal production mech-
anisms, which can accommodate DM masses anywhere be-
tween 10

�22 eV � 10 M
�

(!), thermal DM is only viable be-
tween ⇠ 5 keV � 100 TeV, and is therefore more predictive.
Dark matter masses outside this window are either too hot for
acceptable structure formation [4] or violate perturbative uni-
tarity [5]. Finally, achieving the observed abundance requires
a minimum interaction rate between DM and the Standard
Model (SM), which provides a clear target for discovery or
falsification. Thus, there is ample motivation to identify and
study every viable realization of this mechanism.

One simple way to completely eliminate the tension be-
tween a thermal origin and experimental limits, in particular

⇤ eder@bnl.gov
† ykahn@princeton.edu
‡ krnjaicg@fnal.gov
§ moschella@princeton.edu

those from direct detection experiments, is for the DM to cou-
ple inelastically to SM particles [6]. In this class of models,
the halo DM species �

1

is the lightest stable particle in the
dark sector and interacts with the SM only by transitioning to
a slightly heavier state �

2

. This class of models has several
appealing features:

• Large Viable Couplings: If the inelastic interac-
tion with the SM also determines the leading annihi-
lation process, the relic abundance arises dominantly
through �

1

�
2

! SM, a process dubbed coannihila-

tion [7]. Since the heavier �
2

population is Boltzmann-
suppressed during freeze-out, the requisite annihilation
rate must compensate for this penalty.1 Thus, the coan-
nihilation cross section always satisfies �v � 3 ⇥
10

�26

cm

3

s

�1.

• Indirect Detection Shuts Off: Since the heavier state
is unstable, its population is fully depleted at low tem-
peratures, so there are no remaining coannihilation part-
ners for the �

1

. This effect turns off possible late-
time indirect detection signals and alleviates the bound
from cosmic microwave background (CMB) power in-
jection, which otherwise naively rules out thermal DM
for masses below ⇠ 10 GeV for s-wave annihilation
[9].2

• Direct Detection Forbidden: For a nonrelativistic halo
particle scattering off a stationary SM target, the energy
available to upscatter into the heavier state is ⇠ µv2,
where µ is the reduced mass of the DM-target system.

1 For a general scenario where coannihilation proceeds without inelastic
couplings, but an analogous enhanced thermal cross section appears, see
Ref. [8].

2 Another way to evade this bound is “forbidden DM” [10].
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Light dark matter in neutrino beams: production modelling and scattering signatures
at MiniBooNE, T2K and SHiP
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1Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Victoria, Victoria, BC V8P 5C2, Canada
2Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics, Waterloo, ON N2J 2W9, Canada

(Dated: September 2016)

We analyze the prospects for detection of light sub-GeV dark matter produced in experiments
designed to study the properties of neutrinos, such as MiniBooNE, T2K, SHiP, DUNE etc. We
present an improved production model, when dark matter couples to hadronic states via a dark
photon or baryonic vector mediator, incorporating bremsstrahlung of the dark vector. In addition
to elastic scattering, we also study signatures of light dark matter undergoing deep inelastic or quasi-
elastic NC⇡0-like scattering in the detector producing neutral pions, which for certain experiments
may provide the best sensitivity.

An extensive appendix provides documentation for a publicly available simulation tool BdNMC that
can be applied to determine the hidden sector dark matter production and scattering rate at a range
of proton fixed target experiments.

1. INTRODUCTION

A variety of gravitational signatures, over a range of distance scales, suggest the presence of dark matter (DM).
Arguably the simplest realization is in terms of one or more species of weakly-interacting massive particles (WIMPs),
and there is currently a broad experimental program aiming to detect dark matter through its non-gravitational
interactions. High luminosity fixed target experiments provide a potentially interesting probe of light sub-GeV WIMP
dark matter, which is less accessible to underground direct detection. The use of proton-beam fixed target neutrino
experiments [1–8] and electron-beam fixed target experiments [9–12] has been highlighted as a way to e�ciently probe
the parameter space of light dark matter [13]. A dedicated beam-dump run was carried out by the MiniBooNE
experiment in 2014, based on the proposal [14], and the final results are anticipated soon. (See also [15–40] for studies
of related hidden sectors.) Models of sub-GeV WIMP dark matter generally require light force mediators to ensure
e�cient annihilation channels that avoid overproduction in the early universe [41], and these new ‘dark’ forces provide
the primary production mode in fixed target experiments.

In this paper, we will extend these earlier analyses in two ways. First, we present an improved model for the
production of light dark matter in fixed target neutrino experiments such as MiniBooNE and T2K, and potential
future experiments such as SBND, SHiP, DUNE and others. We incorporate bremsstrahlung of the light mediator
from nucleons, which provides an important production channel when dark matter is too heavy to be produced
through the decay of light pseudoscalar mesons. Second, we expand on the potential scattering signatures of light
dark matter in the detector, by considering quasi-elastic NC1⇡0-like scattering, which is of interest in neutrino
oscillation experiments as one of the main backgrounds for ⌫

e

appearance, and also deep inelastic scattering at higher
energy facilities. We will focus our attention on what is regularly taken as the benchmark model of sub-GeV dark
matter, which incorporates a dark photon mediator, coupled to the Standard Model (SM) via kinetic mixing with
hypercharge (see e.g. [2, 3, 40, 42]). For comparison, we also consider a leptophobic vector mediator, obtained by
gauging the baryon current [43].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly summarize the benchmark sub-GeV dark matter
models of interest. In Section 3, we present an updated analysis of various production modes for dark matter in proton
fixed target experiments, including the associated momentum and angular distributions. In Section 4, we analyze
various scattering signatures in the near/far detectors of long-baseline neutrino experiments, including for the first time
quasi-elastic single pion production, which may provide a highly e�cient channel with lower neutrino backgrounds.
Section 5 provides a comprehensive summary of yields and estimated sensitivities at a range of experiments. We focus
on MiniBooNE, T2K, and SHiP, as they appear to provide the best prospects for covering large regions of light dark
matter parameter space. We also contrast this reach with other approaches, including underground direct detection
that is now reaching the sub-GeV range with recent nucleon scattering limits from CRESST-II [44] and electron
scattering limits from XENON10 [45, 46]. The results are obtained using a comprehensive and flexible production,
propagation, and scattering Monte Carlo simulation code BdNMC, which has now been made publicly available;1 full
documentation is provided in the Appendix. We finish with some concluding remarks in Section 6.

1
BdNMC software package available at: https://github.com/pgdeniverville/BdNMC/releases
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Light Scalars and Dark Photons

in Borexino and LSND Experiments

Maxim Pospelov1, 2, ⇤ and Yu-Dai Tsai3, †
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Bringing an external radioactive source close to a large underground detector
can significantly advance sensitivity not only to sterile neutrinos but also to “dark”
gauge bosons and scalars. Here we address in detail the sensitivity reach of the
Borexino-SOX configuration, which will see a powerful (a few PBq) 144Ce�144Pr
source installed next to the Borexino detector, to light scalar particles coupled to the
SM fermions. The mass reach of this configuration is limited by the energy release in
the radioactive �-cascade, which in this particular case is 2.2 MeV. Within that reach
one year of operations will achieve an unprecedented sensitivity to coupling constants
of such scalars, reaching down to g ⇠ 10�7 levels and probing significant parts of
parameter space not excluded by either beam dump constraints or astrophysical
bounds. Should the current proton charge radius discrepancy be caused by the
exchange of a MeV-mass scalar, then the simplest models will be decisively probed
in this setup. We also update the beam dump constraints on light scalars and vectors,
and in particular rule out dark photons with masses below 1 MeV, and kinetic mixing
couplings ✏ & 10�5.

⇤ mpospelov@perimeterinstitute.ca
† yt444@cornell.edu; ytsai@fnal.gov
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Probing New Physics with Underground Accelerators and Radioactive Sources

Eder Izaguirre,1 Gordan Krnjaic,1 and Maxim Pospelov1, 2

1Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada
2Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Victoria, Victoria, British Columbia, Canada

New light, weakly coupled particles can be e�ciently produced at existing and future high-
intensity accelerators and radioactive sources in deep underground laboratories. Once produced,
these particles can scatter or decay in large neutrino detectors (e.g Super-K and Borexino) housed
in the same facilities. We discuss the production of weakly coupled scalars � via nuclear de-excitation
of an excited element into the ground state in two viable concrete reactions: the decay of the 0+

excited state of 16O populated via a (p, ↵) reaction on fluorine and from radioactive 144Ce decay
where the scalar is produced in the de-excitation of 144Nd⇤, which occurs along the decay chain.
Subsequent scattering on electrons, e(�, �)e, yields a mono-energetic signal that is observable in neu-
trino detectors. We show that this proposed experimental set-up can cover new territory for masses
250 keV  m�  2me and couplings to protons and electrons, 10�11  gegp  10�7. This parameter
space is motivated by explanations of the “proton charge radius puzzle”, thus this strategy adds a
viable new physics component to the neutrino and nuclear astrophysics programs at underground
facilities.

Introduction. In recent years, there has emerged a
universal appreciation for new light, weakly-coupled de-
grees of freedom as generic possibilities for New Physics
(NP) beyond Standard Model (SM). Considerable e↵ort
in “intensity frontier” experiments is now devoted to NP
searches [1]. In this Letter we argue that there is a power-
ful new possibility for probing these states by combining
large underground neutrino-detectors with either high lu-
minosity underground accelerators or radioactive sources.

Underground laboratories, typically located a few
km underground, are shielded from most environmental
backgrounds and are ideal venues for studying rare pro-
cesses such as low-rate nuclear reactions and solar neu-
trinos. Thus far, these physics goals have been achieved
with very di↵erent instruments: nuclear reactions rele-
vant for astrophysics involve low-energy, high-intensity
proton or ion beams colliding with fixed targets (such as
the LUNA experiment at Gran Sasso), while solar neu-
trinos are detected with large volume ultra-clean liquid
scintillator or water Cerenkov detectors (SNO, SNO+,
Borexino, Super-K etc).

In this Letter we outline a novel experimental strat-
egy in which light, “invisible” states � are produced in
underground accelerators or radioactive materials with
O(MeV) energy release, and observed in nearby neutrino
detectors in the same facilities as depicted in Fig. 1:

X⇤ ! X + �, production at “LUNA” or “SOX”(1)

e + � ! e + �, detection at “Borexino”. (2)

Here X⇤ is an excited state of element X, accessed via
a nuclear reaction initiated by an underground accelera-
tor (“LUNA”) or by a radioactive material (“SOX”)1. In
the “LUNA”-type setup a proton beam collides against

1 Our idea is very generic, not specific to any single experiment or
location, which is why quotation marks are used.

9

�

�

�

f

LUNA, SOX

�

X⇤

X

e

�

Borexino

�0

�̄

�

12Cp

�

A�

� �

e, p, N . . .

A�

FIG. 10: a) Scalar DM pair production from electron-beam
collisions. An on-shell A� is radiated and decays o↵ diagonally
to �h,� pairs. b) Inelastic up scattering of the lighter �� into
the heavier state via A� exchange. For order-one (or larger)
mass splittings, the metastable state promptly de-excites in-
side the detector via �h ! ��e

+e�. The signal of interest is
involves a recoiling target with energy ER and two charged
tracks to yield a instinctive, zero background signature.

FIG. 1: Schematic figure of � production in a “LUNA”-type
underground accelerator via p+19F ! (16O⇤ ! 16O + �) + ↵
or a “SOX”-type radioactive source via 144Ce �144 Pr(⌫̄e) !
Nd⇤ ! Nd+�. Subsequent detection at “Borexino” proceeds
via �e ! e� scalar conversion.

a fixed target, emitting a new light particle that trav-
els unimpeded through the rock and scatters inside a
“Borexino”-type detector. Alternatively, in the “SOX”
production scenario, designed to study neutrino oscil-
lations at short baselines, a radioactive material placed
near a neutrino detector gives rise to the reaction in Eq. 1
as an intermediate step of the radioactive material’s de-
cay chain.

We study one particularly well-motivated NP scenario
with a ⇠< MeV scalar particle, very weakly O(10�4) cou-
pled to nucleons and electrons. This range of masses
and couplings is not excluded by astrophysical or labora-
tory bounds, and is motivated by the persistent proton
charge-radius anomaly. Two concrete, viable possibilities
for producing light scalars are considered:

• For the LUNA-type setup, we show that such light
particles can be e�ciently produced by populating
the first excited 6.05 MeV 0+ state of 16O in (p,↵)
reactions on fluorine.
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Detecting Dark Photons with Reactor Neutrino Experiments

H.K. Park1, 2

1
Center for Underground Physics, Institute for Basic Science, Daejeon 34047, Korea

2
University of Science and Technology, Daejeon 34113, Korea

We propose to search for light U(1) dark photons, A0, produced via kinetically mixing with ordinary photons
via the Compton-like process, �e� ! A0e�, in a nuclear reactor and detected by their interactions with the
material in the active volumes of reactor neutrino experiments. We derive 95% confidence-level upper limits on
✏, the A0-� mixing parameter, ✏, for dark-photon masses below 1 MeV of ✏ < 1.3⇥10�5 and ✏ < 2.1⇥10�5,
from NEOS and TEXONO experimental data, respectively. This study demonstrates the applicability of nuclear
reactors as potential sources of intense fluxes of low-mass dark photons.

PACS numbers: 12.60.-i, 14.70.Pw, 13.85.Rm

Despite the many remarkable successes of the Standard
Model of particle physics (SM) during the past several
decades, many questions still remain. While the SM accu-
rately describes interactions between known particles in terms
of the U(1)

Y

⇥SU(2)

L

⇥SU(3)

C

gauge group, it does not in-
corporate gravity or dark matter, and does not exclude the pos-
sibility that there are additional interactions or gauge bosons.
One simple extension of the SM that addresses the dark matter
issue is the addition of an extra Abelian gauge force, U(1)

0,
with a gauge boson, commonly called a dark photon (DP),
that kinetically mixes with the ordinary photons of the SM,
as suggested in Ref. [1]. After rotating the kinetically mixed
fields to the physical fields, the effective Lagrangian [2] for
the photon and DP system with kinetic mixing parameter (✏)
is given by

L =� 1

4

F
µ⌫

Fµ⌫ � 1

4

F 0
µ⌫

F 0µ⌫
+

1

2

m2
A

0A02

� e(A
µ

+ ✏A0
µ

)Jµ,

where F
µ⌫

(F 0
µ⌫

) is the field strength of photon (DP) field A
µ

(A0
µ

), m
A

0 is the DP mass, and Jµ is the current of electrically
charged matter.

The DP mass can be generated by either the Stückelberg [3]
or the Higgs mechanism. When the SM and the DP are
embedded in a grand unified theory, one obtains the kinetic
mixing-parameter at the quantum-loop level to be between
10

�7 and 10

�3 [4]. In the context of non-perturbative and
large-volume compactifications of string theory constructions,
✏ is estimated to be in the range from 10

�12 to 10

�3 [5].
If the DP mass is larger than twice the mass of electron

(2m
e

), it can decay into an electron-positron pair. Upper lim-
its on ✏ for m

A

0 > 2 m
e

established by electron-positron
and hadron colliders, and electron and proton beam-dump ex-
periments are summarized in Ref. [6]. Constraints on ✏ for
the case where the DP mass is below 1 MeV come from non-
accelerator experiments, including: cosmic microwave back-
ground spectrum [7]; broadband radio spectra of compact ra-
dio sources [8]; tests of Coulomb’s law [9]; light-shining-
through-wall experiments [10], solar energy loss [11] helio-
scope experiments [12]; and direct dark matter search experi-
ments [13].

In antineutrino-electron (⌫̄
e

-e) scattering experiments that
use nuclear reactors as the ⌫̄

e

source, constraints on the DP
mass and the mixing parameter ✏ can be established by consid-
ering the possibility that DP interactions in the active volume
of the neutrino detector can contribute to ⌫̄

e

-e scattering sig-
nal as described in Ref. [14]. In this letter, we discuss the pos-
sibility that reactor neutrino experiments can be exploited to
provide a sensitive probe for DPs with masses below 1 MeV.

Gamma rays of a few MeV produced in a reactor that scatter
off electrons in the materials of the reactor core can produce
DPs via the Compton-like process, �e� ! A0e�. The num-
ber of DPs, N

A

0 , with the recoil energy E
A

0 from the reactor
is given by the relation

dN
A

0

dE
A

0
=

Z
1

�
tot

d�
�!A

0

dE
A

0

dN
�

dE
�

dE
�

, (1)

where �
�!A

0 is the cross section for the process �e� !
A0e�, �

tot

is the total cross section for photon interacting
with material at the gamma energy of E

�

, and dN�

dE�
is the flux

of �-rays with energies between E
�

and E
�

+ dE
�

. The
cross section for �

�!A

0 is given in Ref. [15], and, in the limit
m

A

0 ⌧ m
e

, the differential cross section for �
�!A

0 can be
expressed as

d�
�!A

0

dE
A

0
⇡ ✏2(1 +O(m2

A

0/m2
e

))

d�
C

dE
r

���
Er=EA0

, (2)

where �
C

and E
r

are the cross section and the energy of the
Compton-scattered �-ray, respectively.

For �-ray energies below 1 MeV, DPs are produced with en-
ergy E

A

0 less than 1 MeV, which would be difficult to detect
in most reactor neutrino experiments even if they deposit all
of their energies in the detector, because of large low-energy
backgrounds. For this reason, the present study only considers
�-ray and DP energies above 1 MeV. For photons with ener-
gies of a few MeV, Compton scattering is the most important
interaction process, dominating over photoelectric absorption
and electron-positron pair production, even for high-atomic-
number materials such as uranium. Therefore, it is a reason-
able approximation to use the Compton scattering cross sec-
tion �

C

as the total cross section, �
tot

, for these energies.
Gamma rays are produced inside a nuclear reactor by sev-

eral different processes: emission of prompt �-rays in fissions
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Signatures of Pseudo-Dirac Dark Matter at High-Intensity Neutrino Experiments

Johnathon R. Jordan,1, ⇤ Yonatan Kahn,2, † Gordan Krnjaic,3, ‡ Matthew Moschella,2, § and Joshua Spitz1, ¶

1
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI

2
Princeton University, Princeton, NJ

3
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, IL

We (re)consider the sensitivity of past (LSND) and future (JSNS2) beam dump neutrino experiments to two
models of MeV-scale pseudo-Dirac dark matter. Both LSND and JSNS2 are close (24-30 m) to intense sources
of light neutral mesons which may decay to dark matter via interactions involving a light mediator or dipole op-
erators. The dark matter can then scatter or decay inside of the nearby detector. We show that the higher beam
energy of JSNS2 and resulting ⌘ production can improve on the reach of LSND for light-mediator models with
dark matter masses greater than m⇡/2. Further, we find that both existing LSND and future JSNS2 measure-
ments can severely constrain the viable parameter space for a recently-proposed model of dipole dark matter
which could explain the 3.5 keV excess reported in observations of stacked galaxy clusters and the Galactic
Center.

I. INTRODUCTION

Although there is overwhelming gravitational evidence for
the existence of dark matter (DM), its microscopic properties
remain elusive despite decades of direct and indirect detec-
tion searches (see Ref. [1] for a historical review). In re-
cent years, beam dump experiments have emerged as power-
ful probes of dark matter (DM) below the GeV scale, thereby
opening up a new frontier in the discovery effort. In these
experiments, a beam of protons [2–6] or electrons [7–9] im-
pinges on a fixed target possibly yielding a secondary beam
of DM particles that scatter or decay in a downstream de-
tector – see Refs. [10, 11] for an overview. Compared to
missing energy techniques at fixed target experiments [12–14]
and B-factories [7, 15, 16], where the experimental signature
is exclusively anomalous energy loss, these “production-and-
detection” experiments are a more direct probe of DM because
they are able to observe the DM directly through scattering or
decay signatures in a downstream detector.

Unlike traditional direct detection techniques, whose sen-
sitivity is limited by the low momentum transfers imparted
by light DM particles traveling at v ⇠ 10�3c in the Galactic
Halo, the relativistic kinematics at beam dump experiments
make it possible to probe models which would otherwise be
undetectable due to the non-relativistic kinematics of cosmo-
logical DM. This feature is particularly useful for studying
models with predominantly inelastic interactions in which the
DM couples to the mediator through off-diagonal interactions
with a heavier dark-sector particle. At beam dump experi-
ments, there are two principal observables that such models
can induce:

• Decay Signatures: Both light and heavy DM states are
generically produced together at the beam dump. If the
heavier state is sufficiently long-lived, it can survive to

⇤ jrlowery@umich.edu
† ykahn@princeton.edu
‡ krnjaicg@fnal.gov
§ moschella@princeton.edu
¶ spitzj@umich.edu

the downstream detector and decay to partially visible
final states inside the detector. This is also the strategy
of long-lived particle searches at high-energy colliders
[17–19]. The advantage of beam dump experiments is
in their extremely high luminosity, which permits de-
tection of decay signatures even when the decay length
is much larger than the size of the experiment.

• Scattering Signatures: A sufficiently boosted beam
of DM particles has enough energy to inelastically
up/down-scatter off Standard Model (SM) particles and
deposit copious amounts of visible energy inside the de-
tector. For sufficiently large mass splittings, this pro-
cess is kinematically forbidden in direct detection ex-
periments, but unsuppressed at beam dumps where the
DM is relativistic.

In Fig. 1 we present a schematic cartoon of inelastic DM pro-
duction and detection at proton beam dump experiments. The
complementarity of experimental beam dump scattering and
decay signatures for various dark matter models was also con-
sidered in Refs. [20–22].

The 170 ton Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detector (LSND)
experiment [23], a fixed-target experiment with a detector sit-
uated 30 m from an 800 MeV proton beam, took data from
1993–1998 and currently provides some of the strongest con-
straints on DM below the ⇠100 MeV scale [24]. Such DM
can be produced from ⇡0 decays at the target and then interact
in the detector [3, 21]. The excellent reach of LSND is pri-
marily due to the large detector mass and high beam power
(⇠ 3 ⇥ 1022 protons on target (POT)/year) [25], resulting
in significant neutral pion creation (⇠0.1 ⇡0/POT), but many
improvements are possible in future experimental programs.
These include higher beam energy to access heavier DM, opti-
mized electron recoil cuts to maximize signal-to-background
for various DM masses [4], and better background rejection
from events which fake elastic electron recoils. The J-PARC
Sterile Neutrino Search at the J-PARC Spallation Neutron
Source (JSNS2) experiment [26], which will start data tak-
ing with a 3 GeV kinetic energy proton beam in 2019, may
achieve some or all of these enhancements to DM sensitivity.

In this paper, we evaluate the reach of JSNS2 to models
of MeV-scale dark matter. To make contact with previous
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DAE�ALUS and Dark Matter Detection
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Among laboratory probes of dark matter, fixed-target neutrino experiments are particularly well-
suited to search for light weakly-coupled dark sectors. In this paper, we show that the DAE�ALUS
source setup—an 800 MeV proton beam impinging on a target of graphite and copper—can improve
the present LSND bound on dark photon models by an order of magnitude over much of the accessible
parameter space for light dark matter when paired with a suitable neutrino detector such as LENA.
Interestingly, both DAE�ALUS and LSND are sensitive to dark matter produced from o↵-shell dark
photons. We show for the first time that LSND can be competitive with searches for visible dark
photon decays, and that fixed-target experiments have sensitivity to a much larger range of heavy
dark photon masses than previously thought. We review the mechanism for dark matter production
and detection through a dark photon mediator, discuss the beam-o↵ and beam-on backgrounds, and
present the sensitivity in dark photon kinetic mixing for both the DAE�ALUS/LENA setup and
LSND in both the on- and o↵-shell regimes.

I. INTRODUCTION

The gravitational evidence for dark matter (DM) is overwhelming [1, 2], but most realistic DM scenarios predict
some kind of non-gravitational interactions between DM and ordinary matter. One ubiquitous prediction is that DM
should have non-zero scattering cross sections o↵ nuclei, which is the mechanism by which direct detection experiments
search for DM in the galactic halo [3, 4]. DM can also be produced in laboratory experiments, either at high energies
at machines like the Large Hadron Collider [5], or at low energies through bremsstrahlung or rare hadron decays (see
Ref. [6] for a review). This low energy mode has been exploited to use fixed-target neutrino experiments such as LSND
[7] and MiniBooNE [8] as production and detection experiments for sub-GeV DM [9–11], and it has been recently
proposed to use the main injector beam at Fermilab paired with the NO⌫A detector [12] to search for GeV-scale DM
[13].1 A similar logic applies to electron beam fixed-target experiments [14–16].

In this paper, we propose conducting a DM search using DAE�ALUS [17] in close proximity to a large-volume
neutrino detector such as the proposed LENA detector [18].2 DAE�ALUS uses cyclotrons (peak power 8 MW, average
power 1–2 MW) to produce a high-intensity 800 MeV proton beam incident on a graphite and copper target (1 m of
graphite liner inside a 3.75 m copper beam stop), creating a decay-at-rest neutrino source from stopped charged pions.
Proton-carbon scattering is also a rich source of neutral pions, and in scenarios involving a light weakly-coupled dark
sector, rare ⇡

0 decays to an on-shell dark mediator A0 can produce pairs of DM particles �� when 2m
�

< m

⇡

0 . These
DM particles can then be detected through neutral-current-like scattering in detectors designed to observe neutrinos,
as illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. A similar setup was the basis for existing LSND bounds on light DM [9, 10], but we
find that for light �, DAE�ALUS can improve the reach of LSND by an order of magnitude in the visible-dark sector
coupling ✏

2 after only one year of running. This DM search is therefore an important physics opportunity for the
initial single-cyclotron phase of DAE�ALUS.

We also find that both DAE�ALUS and LSND are sensitive to DM production through o↵-shell mediators in two
distinct regimes, a fact that has been overlooked in the literature. Surprisingly, in the lower regime (m

A

0
< 2m

�

),
sensitivity to an o↵-shell A0 can be superior compared to a heavier on-shell A0. In the upper regime (m

A

0
> m

⇡

0),
existing LSND limits are considerably stronger than previously reported, and the DAE�ALUS sensitivity can extend
up to m

A

0 ' 800 MeV rather than cutting o↵ at m
A

0 ' m

⇡

0 . Indeed, the observation that DM produced from meson
decays can probe A

0 masses much heavier than the meson mass expands the sensitivity of the entire experimental
program to discover DM in proton-beam fixed-target searches. As Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate, the combination of updated

⇤ ykahn@mit.edu
† gkrnjaic@perimeterinstitute.ca
‡ jthaler@mit.edu
§ mtoups@mit.edu
1 As of this writing, MiniBooNE is currently analyzing data taken in o↵-target mode for a dark sector search. The expanded o↵-shell
reach we discuss in this paper could have important consequences for this search.

2 The study in Ref. [19] also considers an underground accelerator paired with a large neutrino detector to search for light scalars of
relevance to the proton radius puzzle.
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Signatures of sub-GeV dark matter beams at neutrino experiments

Patrick deNiverville,⇤ David McKeen,† and Adam Ritz‡

Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Victoria, Victoria, BC V8P 5C2, Canada
(Dated: June 4, 2018)

We study the high-luminosity fixed-target neutrino experiments at MiniBooNE, MINOS and T2K
and analyze their sensitivity to light stable states, focusing on MeV–GeV scale dark matter. Thermal
relic dark matter scenarios in the sub-GeV mass range require the presence of light mediators,
whose coupling to the Standard Model facilitates annihilation in the early universe and allows for
the correct thermal relic abundance. The mediators in turn provide a production channel for dark
matter at colliders or fixed targets, and as a consequence the neutrino beams generated at fixed
targets may contain an additional beam of light dark matter. The signatures of this beam include
elastic scattering o↵ electrons or nucleons in the (near-)detector, which closely mimics the neutral
current scattering of neutrinos. We determine the event rate at modern fixed target facilities and
the ensuing sensitivity to sub-GeV dark matter.

1. INTRODUCTION

The existing gravitational evidence for dark mat-
ter provides limited information about its non-
gravitational interactions, and many candidates are
su�ciently non-relativistic and weakly interacting.
The paradigm of a weak-scale thermal relic has the
virtue of simplicity, with an abundance fixed without
detailed knowledge of early-universe physics. How-
ever, direct detection experiments now impose strin-
gent constraints on dark matter with a weak-scale
mass; for example, spin-independent cross sections
on nucleons must be at or below 10�45 cm2. With
this sensitivity now crossing the Higgs-mediation
threshold, the minimal weakly-interacting massive
particle (WIMP) paradigm may need generalization
to allow new interaction channels, beyond the elec-
troweak sector of the Standard Model (SM). This
would position dark matter as part of a more com-
plex hidden sector containing additional light states.
The required relic density could then be achieved
without either weak-scale interactions or a weak-
scale mass [1–4].

This viewpoint has some interesting implica-
tions when one looks at the existing limits on di-
rect WIMP scattering. The sensitivity of direct-
detection experiments tends to fall rather sharply
for masses below a few GeV, due to the recoil en-
ergy detection threshold. The GeV mass scale also
happens to coincide with the Lee-Weinberg bound
[5], below which a thermal relic needs non-SM anni-
hilation channels through light states to ensure the
correct relic abundance. In combination, these ob-
servations naturally lead us to explore the use of

⇤ pgdeniv@uvic.ca
† mckeen@uvic.ca
‡ aritz@uvic.ca

new experimental tools to probe the sub-GeV mass
range for thermal relic dark matter. The presence
of light mediators coupled to the SM opens up the
possibility of producing these states directly in ac-
celerators or fixed target facilities. This ‘dark force’
phenomenology has been the focus of considerable
interest in recent years. For example, a number of
search strategies are based on the production of a
GeV-scale vector mediator, with its subsequent de-
cay to lepton pairs [2, 6–11]. However, these search
strategies are limited if, instead, the mediator is not
the lightest hidden sector state and decays predom-
inantly into the hidden sector, e.g. to dark matter.
In this case, the scattering of those light states in
a detector spatially separated from the production
point represents perhaps the most e�cient search
strategy. Moreover, owing to the potentially large
production rate, and the existence of large volume
(near-)detectors, proton fixed-target facilities focus-
ing on neutrino physics appear to be an ideal means
for exploring these scenarios.

In this paper, we analyze the sensitivity of neu-
trino facilities to a boosted light dark matter beam
produced via the generation and subsequent decay of
GeV-scale mediators. This extends our earlier anal-
ysis of MeV-scale dark matter [11, 12] to the full
sub-GeV range. We will find that high-luminosity
experiments such as MiniBooNE, MINOS and T2K
have significant sensitivity to neutral current-like
scattering of sub-GeV dark matter o↵ nuclei in the
(near-)detector. Although there is a long history of
searches for exotics using fixed target facilities (see
e.g. [2, 6–11, 13]), neutrino experiments have the ad-
vantage that the large detector volume is sensitive
to scattering signatures in addition to the products
of SM decays. Since the recoil energy of sub-GeV
halo dark matter is generally below threshold for un-
derground direct detection experiments, and search
channels at high energy colliders are less sensitive
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Exploring Portals to a Hidden Sector
Through Fixed Targets

Brian Batell (a), Maxim Pospelov (a,b), and Adam Ritz (b)

(a)Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics, Waterloo, ON, N2J 2W9, Canada
(b)Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Victoria,

Victoria, BC, V8P 1A1 Canada

Abstract
We discuss the sensitivity of neutrino experiments at the luminosity frontier to generic

hidden sectors containing new (sub)-GeV neutral states. The weak interaction of these states
with the Standard Model can be efficiently probed through all of the allowed renormalizable
‘portals’ (in the Higgs, vector, and neutrino sectors) at fixed target proton beam facilities,
with complementary sensitivity to colliders. We concentrate on the kinetic-mixing vector
portal, and show that certain regions of the parameter space for a new U(1)S gauge sector
with long-lived sub-GeV mass states decaying to Standard Model leptons are already severely
constrained by the datasets at LSND, MiniBooNE, and NuMI/MINOS. Furthermore, scenar-
ios in which portals allow access to stable neutral particles, such as MeV-scale dark matter,
generally predict that the neutrino beam is accompanied by a ‘dark matter beam’, observable
through neutral-current-like interactions in the detector. As a consequence, we show that the
LSND electron recoil event sample currently provides the most stringent direct constraint
on MeV-scale dark matter models.

June 2009

Observing a light dark matter beam with
neutrino experiments

Patrick deNiverville (a), Maxim Pospelov (a,b), and Adam Ritz (a)

(a)Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Victoria,
Victoria, BC, V8P 5C2 Canada

(b)Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics, Waterloo, ON, N2J 2W9, Canada

Abstract

We consider the sensitivity of fixed-target neutrino experiments at the luminosity frontier
to light stable states, such as those present in models of MeV-scale dark matter. To ensure
the correct thermal relic abundance, such states must annihilate via light mediators, which in
turn provide an access portal for direct production in colliders or fixed targets. Indeed, this
framework endows the neutrino beams produced at fixed-target facilities with a companion
‘dark matter beam’, which may be detected via an excess of elastic scattering events o↵
electrons or nuclei in the (near-)detector. We study the high luminosity proton fixed-target
experiments at LSND and MiniBooNE, and determine that the ensuing sensitivity to light
dark matter generally surpasses that of other direct probes. For scenarios with a kinetically-
mixed U(1)0 vector mediator of mass mV , we find that a large volume of parameter space is
excluded for mDM ⇠ 1 � 5 MeV, covering vector masses 2mDM <⇠ mV <⇠ m⌘ and a range of
kinetic mixing parameters reaching as low as  ⇠ 10�5. The corresponding MeV-scale dark
matter scenarios motivated by an explanation of the galactic 511 keV line are thus strongly
constrained.

July 2011
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Hunting sub-GeV dark matter with NO⌫A near detector

Patrick deNiverville
Center for Theoretical Physics of the Universe, IBS, Daejeon 34126, Korea

Claudia Frugiuele
Department of Particle Physics and Astrophysics, Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel

We study the sensitivity of the NO⌫A near detector to MeV-GeV dark matter while operating
symbiotically with the neutrino program. We find that NO⌫A could explore a large new region
of parameter space over the next few years for dark matter masses below 100 MeV, reaching the
thermal target for a scalar dark matter particle for some masses. This result represents a significant
improvement over existing probes such as Babar, E137, and LSND.

I. INTRODUCTION

There are many compelling dark matter (DM) can-
didates with a correspondingly wide range of possible
masses and couplings to the visible sector. Probing this
vast parameter space requires a correspondingly broad
experimental program, and neutrino fixed target facili-
ties can play a role in this quest by searching for sig-
natures of DM scattering with electrons and/or nuclei
in their (near) detectors [1–10]. Their main advantage
lies in the high luminosity available, frequently boast-
ing 1020 � 1021 protons on target (POT) per year, which
allows for the production of a sizeable relativistic DM
beam. Moreover, this setup o↵ers the possibility of prob-
ing light DM/quark couplings, complementary to direct
detection experiments sensitive to electron/DM interac-
tions [11, 12].

However, the neutrino background presents a signifi-
cant challenge when searching for nucleon-DM scattering
[2, 4, 5, 7–9]. More promising in this regard is electron-
DM scattering, where the neutrino related backgrounds
are much smaller. Some of the strongest constraints on
the DM parameter space have been placed by recasting
existing neutrino-electron scattering data from the LSND
experiment [13, 14] and we aim to investigate whether
present neutrino facilities could improve on LSND’s sen-
sitivity. In particular, we study the reach of the NO⌫A
near detector to DM-electron scattering. By reinterpret-
ing an existing analysis on ⌫�e elastic scattering we find
sensitivity to a large region of the DM parameter space
still unconstrained by present experimental probes such
as LSND [13, 14], E137 [15], NA64 [16], BaBar [17] and
CRESST-II [18].

The paper is organized as follow: in Sec. II we define
our benchmark model. Sec. III summarises the main as-
pects of DM searches at neutrino facilities. In Sec. IV,
we present the sensitivity of NOV⌫A of electron-DM elas-
tic scattering by recasting of current analysis performed
by the collaborations. Finally, we present a summary in
Sec. V.

II. VECTOR PORTAL

Our benchmark model consists of a dark photon (DP)
[19] A0

µ, the gauge boson of a new dark gauge group
U(1)D kinetically mixed with the photon, and a scalar
� charged under U(1)D that serves as a DM candidate:

LDM = LA0 + L� (1)

where:

LA0 = �1

4
F 0
µ⌫F

0µ⌫ +
m2

A0

2
A0µA0

µ � 1

2
✏ F 0

µ⌫F
µ⌫ , (2)

where ✏ is the DP-photon kinetic mixing, while:

L� =
igD
2

A0µJ�
µ +

1

2
@µ�

†@µ��m2
��

†�, (3)

where J�
µ =

⇥
(@µ�†)�� �†@µ�

⇤
and gD is the U(1)D

gauge coupling. The region of the parameter space reach-
able by neutrino facilities is mA0 > 2m� and gD � ✏e
which implies that the DP almost always decays into a
��† pair.
For much of the parameter space studied, the strongest

experimental constraints for m� > 60MeV come from a
monophoton search performed by BaBar [17] that ex-
cludes the existence of a DP with ✏ > 10�3 and mA0 < 8
GeV decaying into ��̄. For large values of ↵D, CRESST-
II places strong constraints onm� > 500MeV. The NA64
collaboration has recently published very strong limits
for DP masses below 100MeV [16] via a missing energy
analysis. However, for large ↵D, NA64 sensitivity is su-
perseded by experiments looking at electron-DM scatter-
ing such as LSND [13, 14], and E137 [15]. These con-
straints do not depend on whether the particle � pro-
duced through prompt DP decay is DM or not, as the
only necessary ingredient is its stability with respect to
the target-detector distance (a few kilometers at most).
We are particularly interested in the region where � is

a thermal relic compatible with the observed dark mat-
ter relic energy density. A complex scalar dark matter
candidate � is safe from constraints coming from pre-
cise measurements of the temperature anisotropies of the
cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation [20, 21].
Other choices for DM not in tension with the CMB are
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Millicharged particles in neutrino experiments
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We set constraints on millicharged particles (mCPs) based on electron scattering data from Mini-
BooNE and the Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detector (LSND). Both experiments are found to
provide new (and leading) constraints in certain mCP mass windows: 5 � 35 MeV for LSND and
100�180 MeV for MiniBooNE. Furthermore, we provide projections for the ongoing SBN program,
the Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE), and the proposed Search for Hidden Particles
(SHiP) experiment. Both DUNE and SHiP are capable of probing parameter space for mCP masses
ranging from 5 MeV � 5 GeV that is significantly beyond the reach of existing bounds, including
those from collider searches and SLAC’s mQ experiment.

Introduction: The extensions of the Standard Model
(SM) by light weakly charged particles, and their probes
at the intensity frontier experiments have become an im-
portant direction of modern particle physics [1]. One
of the simplest and most natural ways of coupling new
particles to the SM is via a “kinetic mixing” or “hyper-
charge portal” [2, 3], which at low energy may lead to
millicharged particles (mCPs), that would seemingly con-
tradict the observed quantization of electric charge in na-
ture [4]. In recent years, a wide class of related models
were studied in connection with dark matter [5–7] (see
also [8–16]), and mCPs can be viewed as a specific limit
of those theories.

It is well appreciated that both proton and electron
beam dump experiments provide sensitive probes of
vector portal models. In particular, production and
scattering of light dark matter [9] has been studied as a
function of mediator mass mA0 , dark sector coupling ↵D,
dark matter mass m�, and kinetic mixing parameter ✏Y .
Depending on the relation between these parameters,
either the past electron beam dump facilities [12] or the
proton fixed target experiments with a primary goal of
neutrino physics [10, 13] provide the best sensitivity.
However, the simplest limit of mA0 ! 0, when the pa-
rameter space simplifies to the mass and effective charge
of mCPs, {m�, ✏}, was analyzed only in the context of
electron beam dump experiments [17, 18]. Clearly, fixed
target neutrino experiments, such as the existing data
from MiniBooNE [19] and the Liquid Scintillator Near
Detector (LSND) [20], and the soon to be released data
from MicroBooNE, the ongoing SBN program [21], the
Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE) [22],
and the proposed Search for Hidden Particles (SHiP)
[23] serve as a fertile testing ground of MeV–GeV physics
due to their inherently high statistics [10, 13, 24, 25].
These experiments all serve as promising avenues to
probe the mCP model.

The purpose of this Letter is twofold: First, we demon-
strate that existing data from LSND provides leading
bounds on mCPs (slightly surpassing existing constraints
from SLAC’s mQ experiment [17]) in the low mass regime
(m� . 35 MeV). Likewise, newly released data from
MiniBooNE [19] can set more stringent bounds on mCPs
in the mass range of 100 MeV . m� . 180 MeV. Second,
we predict that by optimizing search strategies at ongoing
and upcoming experiments (such as MicroBooNE,SBND,
DUNE, and SHiP), fixed source neutrino experiments can
serve to provide leading bounds for mCP masses over the
full range of masses 5 MeV . m� . 5 GeV. The detection
signature of mCPs in these experiments is elastic scatter-
ing with electrons, and we find that detection prospects
are highly sensitive to the threshold imposed on the elec-
tron’s recoil energy. Therefore, significant gains in sen-
sitivity to mCPs may be achieved by future experiments
by optimizing the detection of low energy electrons.

Our results have direct implications for models with
late kinetic coupling of dark matter and baryons [30] that
could lead to extra cooling of the baryon fluid and spin
temperature at redshifts z ' 20, which in turn may re-
sult in a more pronounced 21 cm absorption signal. If a
fraction of dark matter is in the form of mCPs, this ex-
tra cooling mechanism can be naturally realized [31, 32],
and fit the unexpected strength of the signal reported
by Experiment to Detect the Global Epoch of Reioniza-
tion Signature (EDGES) [33]. The interpretation of the
EDGES result as shedding light on dark matter-baryon
interactions necessitates a careful consideration of exist-
ing laboratory constraints. In particular, our analysis
reveals that sensitivities from LSND, SBND, SHiP, and
DUNE can explore previously unprobed regions of pa-
rameter space that are favored by the 1%-mCP fractional
dark matter hypothesis [29, 32, 34].

Production and detection: Fixed target neutrino
experiments rely on the production of neutrinos from
weak decays of charged pions. In generating an appro-
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Testing Light Dark Matter Coannihilation With Fixed-Target Experiments
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In this paper, we introduce a novel program of fixed-target searches for thermal-origin Dark Matter (DM),
which couples inelastically to the Standard Model. Since the DM only interacts by transitioning to a heavier
state, freeze-out proceeds via coannihilation and the unstable heavier state is depleted at later times. For suffi-
ciently large mass splittings, direct detection is kinematically forbidden and indirect detection is impossible, so
this scenario can only be tested with accelerators. Here we propose new searches at proton and electron beam
fixed-target experiments to probe sub-GeV coannihilation, exploiting the distinctive signals of up- and down-
scattering as well as decay of the excited state inside the detector volume. We focus on a representative model
in which DM is a pseudo-Dirac fermion coupled to a hidden gauge field (dark photon), which kinetically mixes
with the visible photon. We define theoretical targets in this framework and determine the existing bounds by
reanalyzing results from previous experiments. We find that LSND, E137, and BaBar data already place strong
constraints on the parameter space consistent with a thermal freeze-out origin, and that future searches at Belle
II and MiniBooNE, as well as recently-proposed fixed-target experiments such as LDMX and BDX, can cover
nearly all remaining gaps. We also briefly comment on the discovery potential for proposed beam dump and
neutrino experiments which operate at much higher beam energies.

I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the particle nature of Dark Matter (DM) is
among the highest priorities in all of physics. Perhaps the
most popular DM candidate to date has been the Weakly In-
teracting Massive Particle (WIMP), which is charged under
the electroweak force and naturally yields the observed cos-
mological abundance via thermal freeze-out (see [1] for a re-
view). However, decades of null results from direct detec-
tion, indirect detection, and collider searches have cast doubt
on this paradigm and motivated many alternative possibilities
[2, 3].

Nonetheless, the thermal freeze-out mechanism remains
compelling even if DM is not a WIMP. First and foremost,
thermal DM is largely UV insensitive; its abundance is de-
termined by the DM particle properties and is unaffected by
the details of earlier, unknown cosmological epochs (e.g. re-
heating). Furthermore, unlike nonthermal production mech-
anisms, which can accommodate DM masses anywhere be-
tween 10

�22 eV � 10 M
�

(!), thermal DM is only viable be-
tween ⇠ 5 keV � 100 TeV, and is therefore more predictive.
Dark matter masses outside this window are either too hot for
acceptable structure formation [4] or violate perturbative uni-
tarity [5]. Finally, achieving the observed abundance requires
a minimum interaction rate between DM and the Standard
Model (SM), which provides a clear target for discovery or
falsification. Thus, there is ample motivation to identify and
study every viable realization of this mechanism.

One simple way to completely eliminate the tension be-
tween a thermal origin and experimental limits, in particular

⇤ eder@bnl.gov
† ykahn@princeton.edu
‡ krnjaicg@fnal.gov
§ moschella@princeton.edu

those from direct detection experiments, is for the DM to cou-
ple inelastically to SM particles [6]. In this class of models,
the halo DM species �

1

is the lightest stable particle in the
dark sector and interacts with the SM only by transitioning to
a slightly heavier state �

2

. This class of models has several
appealing features:

• Large Viable Couplings: If the inelastic interac-
tion with the SM also determines the leading annihi-
lation process, the relic abundance arises dominantly
through �

1

�
2

! SM, a process dubbed coannihila-

tion [7]. Since the heavier �
2

population is Boltzmann-
suppressed during freeze-out, the requisite annihilation
rate must compensate for this penalty.1 Thus, the coan-
nihilation cross section always satisfies �v � 3 ⇥
10

�26

cm

3

s

�1.

• Indirect Detection Shuts Off: Since the heavier state
is unstable, its population is fully depleted at low tem-
peratures, so there are no remaining coannihilation part-
ners for the �

1

. This effect turns off possible late-
time indirect detection signals and alleviates the bound
from cosmic microwave background (CMB) power in-
jection, which otherwise naively rules out thermal DM
for masses below ⇠ 10 GeV for s-wave annihilation
[9].2

• Direct Detection Forbidden: For a nonrelativistic halo
particle scattering off a stationary SM target, the energy
available to upscatter into the heavier state is ⇠ µv2,
where µ is the reduced mass of the DM-target system.

1 For a general scenario where coannihilation proceeds without inelastic
couplings, but an analogous enhanced thermal cross section appears, see
Ref. [8].

2 Another way to evade this bound is “forbidden DM” [10].
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Light dark matter in neutrino beams: production modelling and scattering signatures
at MiniBooNE, T2K and SHiP

Patrick deNiverville,1 Chien-Yi Chen,1, 2 Maxim Pospelov,1, 2 and Adam Ritz1
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We analyze the prospects for detection of light sub-GeV dark matter produced in experiments
designed to study the properties of neutrinos, such as MiniBooNE, T2K, SHiP, DUNE etc. We
present an improved production model, when dark matter couples to hadronic states via a dark
photon or baryonic vector mediator, incorporating bremsstrahlung of the dark vector. In addition
to elastic scattering, we also study signatures of light dark matter undergoing deep inelastic or quasi-
elastic NC⇡0-like scattering in the detector producing neutral pions, which for certain experiments
may provide the best sensitivity.

An extensive appendix provides documentation for a publicly available simulation tool BdNMC that
can be applied to determine the hidden sector dark matter production and scattering rate at a range
of proton fixed target experiments.

1. INTRODUCTION

A variety of gravitational signatures, over a range of distance scales, suggest the presence of dark matter (DM).
Arguably the simplest realization is in terms of one or more species of weakly-interacting massive particles (WIMPs),
and there is currently a broad experimental program aiming to detect dark matter through its non-gravitational
interactions. High luminosity fixed target experiments provide a potentially interesting probe of light sub-GeV WIMP
dark matter, which is less accessible to underground direct detection. The use of proton-beam fixed target neutrino
experiments [1–8] and electron-beam fixed target experiments [9–12] has been highlighted as a way to e�ciently probe
the parameter space of light dark matter [13]. A dedicated beam-dump run was carried out by the MiniBooNE
experiment in 2014, based on the proposal [14], and the final results are anticipated soon. (See also [15–40] for studies
of related hidden sectors.) Models of sub-GeV WIMP dark matter generally require light force mediators to ensure
e�cient annihilation channels that avoid overproduction in the early universe [41], and these new ‘dark’ forces provide
the primary production mode in fixed target experiments.

In this paper, we will extend these earlier analyses in two ways. First, we present an improved model for the
production of light dark matter in fixed target neutrino experiments such as MiniBooNE and T2K, and potential
future experiments such as SBND, SHiP, DUNE and others. We incorporate bremsstrahlung of the light mediator
from nucleons, which provides an important production channel when dark matter is too heavy to be produced
through the decay of light pseudoscalar mesons. Second, we expand on the potential scattering signatures of light
dark matter in the detector, by considering quasi-elastic NC1⇡0-like scattering, which is of interest in neutrino
oscillation experiments as one of the main backgrounds for ⌫

e

appearance, and also deep inelastic scattering at higher
energy facilities. We will focus our attention on what is regularly taken as the benchmark model of sub-GeV dark
matter, which incorporates a dark photon mediator, coupled to the Standard Model (SM) via kinetic mixing with
hypercharge (see e.g. [2, 3, 40, 42]). For comparison, we also consider a leptophobic vector mediator, obtained by
gauging the baryon current [43].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly summarize the benchmark sub-GeV dark matter
models of interest. In Section 3, we present an updated analysis of various production modes for dark matter in proton
fixed target experiments, including the associated momentum and angular distributions. In Section 4, we analyze
various scattering signatures in the near/far detectors of long-baseline neutrino experiments, including for the first time
quasi-elastic single pion production, which may provide a highly e�cient channel with lower neutrino backgrounds.
Section 5 provides a comprehensive summary of yields and estimated sensitivities at a range of experiments. We focus
on MiniBooNE, T2K, and SHiP, as they appear to provide the best prospects for covering large regions of light dark
matter parameter space. We also contrast this reach with other approaches, including underground direct detection
that is now reaching the sub-GeV range with recent nucleon scattering limits from CRESST-II [44] and electron
scattering limits from XENON10 [45, 46]. The results are obtained using a comprehensive and flexible production,
propagation, and scattering Monte Carlo simulation code BdNMC, which has now been made publicly available;1 full
documentation is provided in the Appendix. We finish with some concluding remarks in Section 6.

1
BdNMC software package available at: https://github.com/pgdeniverville/BdNMC/releases
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Many models of light, weakly-
coupled dark matter 

candidates exist and can be 
tested at neutrino experiments.



Light Dark Matter

!40

• Light (sub-GeV) dark matter has 
come into vogue the past few 
years


• Motivated by absence of results 
in WIMP searches


• Of particular interest are “hidden 
sector” (“dark sector”) models


• Several portals are possible; we 
will be interested in the vector 
portal

M. Battaglieri et al., (2017), arXiv:1707.04591

Hidden Sector

Standard Model

Portal



• Add a new vector boson (dark photon) 
that connects the dark sector to the SM 
through “kinetic mixing”


• The dark photon gets terms which 
couple it to the SM EM current

Volume 136B, number 4 PHYSICS LETTERS 8 March 1984 

TWO Z's OR NOT TWO Z's? ~ 
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In general, gauge invariance does not require that the two U(1)'s in a U(1) X U(1) gauge theory be orthogonaL We ex- 
amine this possibility in the context of an electroweak SU(2) L × U(1) R × U( 1)(B_L)/2 gauge theory. It is shown that the 
neutral-current experiments determining Hneutra 1 do not restrict this "mixing". In particular, there could be a second Z in 
the range 70-110 GeV whose couplings to quarks and leptons are comparable (~ 1/2 as big) with those of the Z with a mass 
of 95 GeV. Measurements of Z production rates or the demand that the theory be grand unifiable could restrict this mixing 
of U( 1)'s. 

1. Introduction. Various generalizations of  the stan- 
dard SU(2) × U(1) electroweak theory have been pro- 
posed in the li terature. We would like to see what con- 
straints can be placed on such models in view of  the 
discovery of  a Z boson at the CERN collider, with a 
mass of  approximately 95 GeV. 

Two multi-Z models are popular.  For example, 
Barger et al. [1] consider SU(2)L × SU(2)R 
× U(1)B-L" Using neutral-current data they can set a 
bound on the heavier of  the two Z ' s ;M > 200 GeV, 
without any restrictions on the coupling constants 
from grand unification. Similarly, Deshpande and 
Ishandar [2] get two Z's when they gauge SU(2)L 
× U(1)R × U(1)B_ L [U(1)R is generated by  T3R in 
SU(2)R.] Here, too, the authors bound the heavier Z 
from below (M 1> 2.38 M z ,  where M z is the usual Z 
mass in the standard model).  

In this paper we consider a generalization of  the 
SU(2)L X U(1)R × U(1)B_L model which has so far 

This research is supported in part by the National Science 
Foundation under Grant Numbers PHY-82-15249 and PHY- 
78-26847. 

1 Junior Fellow, Harvard Society of Fellows. 

0.370-2693/84/$ 03.00 © Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. 
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division) 

been overlooked. The U ( 1 )×  U(1) sector actually has 
three coupling constants, not two. The freedom pro- 
vided by this additional parameter allows for interesting 
new possibilities. In particular, the lower bound on the 
mass of  the heavy Z is removed; one can have a nor- 
real (i.e. with a mass ~ 95 GeV) Z and a second Z with 
a mass in the range 7 0 - 1 1 0  GeV with couplings to 
quarks and leptons which can be as large as half  those 
of  the 95 GeV Z. 

2. Non-orthogonal coupling between the U(1)'s. 
Consider a U(1) × U(1) gauge theory,  where the ac- 
t ion of  the U(1)'s on the matter  fields can be repre- 
sented by the linearly independent matrices Q1 and 
Q2. The most general coupling of  the gauge bosons to 
the matter  fields is 

- / g l  1 
@LT"(A1,A2/a)~g21 g l 2 ~ l Q l ~  g221 \ Q21 ~bL ' (2.1) 

where the g's are coupling constants, and the gauge 
kinetic term is in the canonical form 

- !F(1)F(1)uv - -~ F(2)F (2)uv (2.2) 
4 / / v  4 /~V " 

279 
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• Now consider a slightly more 
complicated hidden sector


• We couple the dark fermions to the 
dark photon inelastically via an off-
diagonal coupling


• There is a natural mass splitting 
between the two dark fermions
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freeze-out near x ⇠ 20, which determines the relic abundance

⌦

DM

=

⇢
�1

⇢
cr

=

m
1

s
0

Y 1

1

⇢
cr

, (A5)

where ⇢
cr

= 8.1h2 ⇥ 10

�47 GeV4 is the critical density and
s
0

' 2969 cm�3 is the present day CMB entropy. An exam-
ple solution to this system for a representative model point is
presented in Figure 9.

Appendix B: Scattering and Annihilation Rates

1. Coannihilation Rate
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so squaring and averaging initial state spins gives
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The differential cross section for this process is
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Integrating this result, the total cross section becomes
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where we have taken the elastic limit m
1

= m
2

= m
�

for
illustrative purposes, but we retain the full inelastic mass de-
pendence in our calculations.

Generalizing the derivation in [76] for coannihilation, the
thermally averaged cross section is
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2, the thermal averaging factor is
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FIG. 9. Example solution to the Boltzmann system in Eq. (A1)
for m1 = 50 MeV, � = 0.3m1, mA0 = 3m1, and h�vi = 1.7 ⇥
10�23cm3s�1, corresponding to ⌦�1h2 = 0.112 at late times.

and K
1,2

are modified Bessel functions of the first and second
kinds.

Note that in our calculation of the relic density, we ac-
count for annihilation to hadrons (e.g. �

1

�
2

! A0

⇤

⇡+⇡�)
by following the procedure described in [19] where the final
state phase space is extracted from the measured distribution
R(s) ⌘ �(e+e� ! hadrons)/�(e+e� ! µ+µ�

).

2. DM-SM Scattering Cross Section
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so the squared, spin-average matrix element is
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The differential scattering cross section in the CM frame is
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• Large Viable Couplings 
• Relic abundance set by 

coannihilation

• Boltzmann suppression of heavier 

state requires higher cross 
section


• Indirect Detection Shuts Off 
• Also safe from CMB constraints


• Direct Detection Forbidden 
• Not enough energy to upscatter
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Thus, for typical halo velocities v ⇠ 10

�3, direct detec-
tion off of nuclei is forbidden if the mass splitting ex-
ceeds & 100 keV [6]. There is the possibility of loop-
level induced elastic scattering off of electrons, which
may be very relevant for new proposals for electron di-
rect detection [11–16]. However, we leave this question
for a future study.

Since direct and indirect detection search strategies are not
available, testing thermal coannihilation fundamentally re-
quires accelerator-based techniques. For DM masses near the
weak scale (few GeV – 100s of GeV), Refs. [17–19] proposed
LHC and B-factory searches with sensitivity to thermal coan-
nihilation over a wide range of masses and splittings. How-
ever, for DM masses below the GeV scale, these searches be-
come ineffective and new tools are required to fully test the
keV–GeV mass range over which thermal coannihilation re-
mains viable, yet unexplored.

In this paper, we fill this large gap by recasting and propos-
ing a series of fixed-target searches for both electron and pro-
ton beam facilities. In both cases, an incident beam impinges
on a fixed target and produces a boosted �

1

�
2

pair. Depend-
ing on the experimental setup, this system can give rise to a
variety of possible signals:

• Beam Dumps: The �
1

�
2

pair can be produced ra-
diatively through the “dark bremsstrahlung” reactions
pN ! pN�

1

�
2

at proton beam dumps, or eN !
eN�

1

�
2

at electron beam dumps, where N is a nu-
clear target. At proton beam dumps, the DM system can
also be produced from meson decays ⇡0 ! ��

1

�
2

and
⌘ ! ��

1

�
2

, which can be advantageous for low DM
masses. Once produced, the �

1,2

can reach a down-
stream detector and scatter off electrons or nucleons to
induce an observable recoil signature. Alternatively,
the unstable �

2

can also decay in flight as it passes
through the detector via �

2

! �
1

e+e�, thereby de-
positing an observable signal. These processes are de-
picted schematically in Fig. 2.

• Electron Missing Energy/Momentum: As above, the
�
1

�
2

pair is produced in e�N ! e�N�
1

�
2

“dark
bremsstrahlung”, but the production takes place in a
thin target embedded in a detector. The principal ob-
servable signature in this context is the recoiling final-
state electron. If this electron emerges having lost most
of its incident beam energy, with no additional activity
deposited in a downstream detector, this process can be
sensitive to DM production. As above, a �

2

decaying
inside the detector provides an additional potential sig-
nature. This process is depicted schematically in Fig. 3.

We will show that existing data already rules out large por-
tions of the direct coannihilation parameter space. Moreover,
the dedicated searches we propose which exploit the unique
signals from this class of models can significantly improve on
the current levels of sensitivity. Crucially, as shown in Fig. 4,
the �

2

has a macroscopic decay length over nearly all of the
parameter space we are interested in, and detecting the elec-
tromagnetic energy deposited by a �

2

decay in the detector

9

a)

FIG. 10: a) Scalar DM pair production in electron-nucleus
collisions. An on-shell A0 is radiated and decays o� diago-
nally to �h,� pairs. b) Inelastic up scattering of the lighter
�� into the heavier state via A0 exchange inside the detector.
For order-one (or larger) mass splittings, the metastable state
promptly de-excites inside the detector via �h ! ��e

+e�.
This process yields a target (nucleus, nucleon, or electron)
recoil ER and two charged tracks, which is a instinctive, zero
background signature, so nuclear recoil cuts need not be lim-
iting.
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FIG. 1. Leading order diagram for �1�2 ! f+f� coannihilation,
which sets the DM relic abundance in the mA0 > m1,2 regime.

— a signal not present in elastic DM models — is sufficient
to cover large portions of the thermal relic curve.3 Indeed, we
show in Sec. III C that the sensitivity to the decay of the exited
state �

2

typically dominates over scattering channels at exper-
iments with beam energies below 10 GeV. Thus, the prospects
are excellent for dedicated experiments sensitive to these sig-
natures, and we show that current and planned experiments
can confirm or rule out nearly the entire mass range allowed
for thermal coannihilating DM. We note a related study from
Ref. [21] that investigated previous limits from fixed target fa-
cilities in the context of a supersymmetric hidden sector. Re-
cently, Ref. [22] proposed the signal of �

1

! �
2

upscattering
followed by �

2

decay for the case of (boosted) astrophysical
DM, as opposed to DM produced in a beam dump.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce
a representative renormalizable model featuring a pseudo-
Dirac fermion DM coupled to a kinetically-mixed dark pho-
ton, where the abundance of the former arises from thermal
coannihilation. In Sec. III we make some general comments
on the production modes and detection signals at proton-
and electron-beam fixed-target experiments. In Sec. IV we
describe our methods for reinterpreting existing data from
LSND [25] and E137 [26], and we discuss projections for
the future data at MiniBooNE [27] and the proposed BDX
[28] and LDMX [23] experiments. In Sec. V we discuss the
bounds and reach projections from these experiments in the
context of the thermal coannihilating inelastic DM. Finally, in
Sec. VI we offer some concluding remarks. Additional details
on the matrix elements and Monte Carlo methods used in de-
termining the thermal parameter space and in our simulations
can be found in the Appendices.

II. SUB-GEV THERMAL COANNIHILATION

In this section, we describe a class of models of coannihi-
lating DM: DM that couples inelastically to the SM through
a kinetically-mixed dark photon. We detail the early universe
cosmology and freeze out of the model, as well as introduce
a useful parametrization of the parameters of the model in

3 A similar search strategy was proposed for the decay of long-lived scalars
in Ref. [20].
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FIG. 10: a) Scalar DM pair production in electron-nucleus
collisions. An on-shell A0 is radiated and decays o� diago-
nally to �h,� pairs. b) Inelastic up scattering of the lighter
�� into the heavier state via A0 exchange inside the detector.
For order-one (or larger) mass splittings, the metastable state
promptly de-excites inside the detector via �h ! ��e

+e�.
This process yields a target (nucleus, nucleon, or electron)
recoil ER and two charged tracks, which is a instinctive, zero
background signature, so nuclear recoil cuts need not be lim-
iting.
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FIG. 1. Schematic cartoon of the production and detection processes for the dark photon and dipole models described in Sec. II. A high energy
proton beam impinges on a fixed target (beam dump) and produces neutral mesons m0 = ⇡0, ⌘ which can decay to dark sector particles
�

1

�
2

. In the dark photon models this decay is two-step m0 ! �A0 ! ��
1

�
2

, whereas for the dipole interaction, the initial meson decay is
three-body m0 ! ��

1

�
2

through a virtual photon. For both representative models, the signal arises from �i depositing visible energy inside
the downstream detector either as a �ie ! �je scattering process or as a decay, �

2

! �
1

e+e� or �
2

! �
1

�. Note that for the dipole model,
the ��

1

�
2

interaction is labeled with a gray circle to reflect the fact that this coupling is nonrenormalizable.

work, we will consider DM which can be produced from
light neutral mesons m0 = ⇡0, ⌘ (m⇡0 = 134.98 MeV and
m⌘ = 547.86 MeV). We study two representative models:
a dark photon model, where mixing between the photon and
dark photon A0 leads to decay modes m0 ! �A0 ! ��

1

�
2

,
and a dipole model, where DM interacts directly with the
photon through a dimension-5 operator and is produced via
m0 ! ��⇤ ! ��

1

�
2

. To keep the discussion general, we
will allow �

1

and �
2

to form a pseudo-Dirac pair with ar-
bitrary mass splitting � = m

2

� m
1

, with the elastic case
m

1

= m
2

a particular realization of this scenario. We will find
that while a higher beam energy allows the production of DM
with m⇡ < m

1

+ m
2

< m⌘ through ⌘ decays (a mode inac-
cessible to LSND, which operated below ⌘ production thresh-
old), the additional neutrino backgrounds from mesons that
do not produce DM from rare decays (e.g. kaons, also not
produced significantly at LSND) tend to degrade the reach for
light DM at lower masses. However, a medium-energy exper-
iment like JSNS2 serves an important role in covering param-
eter space inaccessible to both LSND and the higher-energy
(8 GeV beam) MiniBooNE experiment [6].

The dark photon model has been well studied in multiple
scenarios [10, 11], and the dipole model has recently attracted
attention as a possible explanation for the excess of 3.5 keV
gamma rays from the Galactic Center and the Perseus Clus-
ter [27]. While it should be noted that UV completions of the
dipole model have already been strongly constrained by col-
lider experiments [28], beam dump experiments can test this
model directly as the operator that sources the 3.5 keV line
also enables DM production from meson decays and scatter-
ing with detector electrons. Re-evaluating the LSND data in
light of this model, we will show that LSND already rules out
large parts of the preferred parameter space, with JSNS2 able
to cover a similar region in the near future.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss the

representative DM models along with the production mech-
anisms and detection signals from proton beam dumps. In
Sec. III, we describe the JSNS2 experimental setup, including
the beam dump and neutrino detector. In Sec. IV, we describe
the backgrounds to a DM search at JSNS2, consisting primar-
ily of neutrinos produced in the target and cosmic rays. In
Sec. V, we present the projected reach of JSNS2 to the repre-
sentative DM models, and compare with previous results and
a new reanalysis of LSND data within the dipole DM model.
We conclude in Sec. VI. Further details of the matrix elements
used in our reach projections are given in Appendix A.

II. DM PRODUCTION AND DETECTION

A. Representative pseudo-Dirac models

We suppose the DM components of our model consist of
mass eigenstates �

1

and �
2

, with masses m
1

and m
2

, respec-
tively, and mass splitting � = m

2

�m
1

. Such a mass splitting
naturally arises for fermionic fields with both Dirac and Ma-
jorana masses. For instance, a Dirac spinor with  = (⇠, ⌘†)
built out of two Weyl spinors ⇠ and ⌘ can have the following
mass terms in the interaction basis:

�L
mass

= m⇠⌘ +
µ⇠

2
⇠⇠ +

µ⌘

2
⌘⌘ + h.c., (1)

where m is the Dirac mass and µi is the Majorana mass for
each component. In the µ⇠ = µ⌘ ⌘ µ limit, the mass eigen-
states for this system are

�
1

=
ip
2
(⌘ � ⇠) , �

2

=
1p
2
(⌘ + ⇠) , (2)

with corresponding eigenvalues m
1,2 = m ⌥ µ.

High Luminosity Proton Beam 
(100’s of MeV to 10’s of GeV)
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FIG. 10: a) Scalar DM pair production in electron-nucleus
collisions. An on-shell A0 is radiated and decays o� diago-
nally to �h,� pairs. b) Inelastic up scattering of the lighter
�� into the heavier state via A0 exchange inside the detector.
For order-one (or larger) mass splittings, the metastable state
promptly de-excites inside the detector via �h ! ��e

+e�.
This process yields a target (nucleus, nucleon, or electron)
recoil ER and two charged tracks, which is a instinctive, zero
background signature, so nuclear recoil cuts need not be lim-
iting.
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FIG. 1. Schematic cartoon of the production and detection processes for the dark photon and dipole models described in Sec. II. A high energy
proton beam impinges on a fixed target (beam dump) and produces neutral mesons m0 = ⇡0, ⌘ which can decay to dark sector particles
�

1

�
2

. In the dark photon models this decay is two-step m0 ! �A0 ! ��
1

�
2

, whereas for the dipole interaction, the initial meson decay is
three-body m0 ! ��

1

�
2

through a virtual photon. For both representative models, the signal arises from �i depositing visible energy inside
the downstream detector either as a �ie ! �je scattering process or as a decay, �

2

! �
1

e+e� or �
2

! �
1

�. Note that for the dipole model,
the ��

1

�
2

interaction is labeled with a gray circle to reflect the fact that this coupling is nonrenormalizable.

work, we will consider DM which can be produced from
light neutral mesons m0 = ⇡0, ⌘ (m⇡0 = 134.98 MeV and
m⌘ = 547.86 MeV). We study two representative models:
a dark photon model, where mixing between the photon and
dark photon A0 leads to decay modes m0 ! �A0 ! ��

1

�
2

,
and a dipole model, where DM interacts directly with the
photon through a dimension-5 operator and is produced via
m0 ! ��⇤ ! ��

1

�
2

. To keep the discussion general, we
will allow �

1

and �
2

to form a pseudo-Dirac pair with ar-
bitrary mass splitting � = m

2

� m
1

, with the elastic case
m

1

= m
2

a particular realization of this scenario. We will find
that while a higher beam energy allows the production of DM
with m⇡ < m

1

+ m
2

< m⌘ through ⌘ decays (a mode inac-
cessible to LSND, which operated below ⌘ production thresh-
old), the additional neutrino backgrounds from mesons that
do not produce DM from rare decays (e.g. kaons, also not
produced significantly at LSND) tend to degrade the reach for
light DM at lower masses. However, a medium-energy exper-
iment like JSNS2 serves an important role in covering param-
eter space inaccessible to both LSND and the higher-energy
(8 GeV beam) MiniBooNE experiment [6].

The dark photon model has been well studied in multiple
scenarios [10, 11], and the dipole model has recently attracted
attention as a possible explanation for the excess of 3.5 keV
gamma rays from the Galactic Center and the Perseus Clus-
ter [27]. While it should be noted that UV completions of the
dipole model have already been strongly constrained by col-
lider experiments [28], beam dump experiments can test this
model directly as the operator that sources the 3.5 keV line
also enables DM production from meson decays and scatter-
ing with detector electrons. Re-evaluating the LSND data in
light of this model, we will show that LSND already rules out
large parts of the preferred parameter space, with JSNS2 able
to cover a similar region in the near future.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss the

representative DM models along with the production mech-
anisms and detection signals from proton beam dumps. In
Sec. III, we describe the JSNS2 experimental setup, including
the beam dump and neutrino detector. In Sec. IV, we describe
the backgrounds to a DM search at JSNS2, consisting primar-
ily of neutrinos produced in the target and cosmic rays. In
Sec. V, we present the projected reach of JSNS2 to the repre-
sentative DM models, and compare with previous results and
a new reanalysis of LSND data within the dipole DM model.
We conclude in Sec. VI. Further details of the matrix elements
used in our reach projections are given in Appendix A.

II. DM PRODUCTION AND DETECTION

A. Representative pseudo-Dirac models

We suppose the DM components of our model consist of
mass eigenstates �

1

and �
2

, with masses m
1

and m
2

, respec-
tively, and mass splitting � = m

2

�m
1

. Such a mass splitting
naturally arises for fermionic fields with both Dirac and Ma-
jorana masses. For instance, a Dirac spinor with  = (⇠, ⌘†)
built out of two Weyl spinors ⇠ and ⌘ can have the following
mass terms in the interaction basis:

�L
mass

= m⇠⌘ +
µ⇠

2
⇠⇠ +

µ⌘

2
⌘⌘ + h.c., (1)

where m is the Dirac mass and µi is the Majorana mass for
each component. In the µ⇠ = µ⌘ ⌘ µ limit, the mass eigen-
states for this system are

�
1

=
ip
2
(⌘ � ⇠) , �

2

=
1p
2
(⌘ + ⇠) , (2)

with corresponding eigenvalues m
1,2 = m ⌥ µ.

High Luminosity Proton Beam 
(100’s of MeV to 10’s of GeV)
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Scattering Decay

Large boosts mean there are no kinematic constraints on the 
scattering like in traditional direct dark matter searches.
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those obtained using the full three-body matrix element that includes DM production via an o↵-shell A0.

VI. SENSITIVITY

The main results of this paper are shown in Fig. 3, which give the 3� sensitivity of the DAE�ALUS/LENA setup
to the dark photon/DM parameter space. We also show updated results for the LSND exclusions, which extend
the analysis of Ref. [10] into both o↵-shell A0 regimes. Our LSND exclusions are based on rescaling our GEANT
simulation for the DM signal rates in DAE�ALUS/LENA to match the collision rate and target geometry of LSND.
We make no attempt to simulate the backgrounds at LSND, but instead assume that the 55-event upper limit quoted
in Ref. [20] accounts for background subtraction. Our signal yields are expected to be very similar to the analysis
in Ref. [10], because the ⇡

0 spectrum depends very little on the target geometry; we verified that in the on-shell A0

regime, we obtain nearly identical results to Ref. [10]. A key feature to note is the dark gray bands in Figs. 3c and 3e,
which indicate the region of parameter space where LSND can place bounds on visible A

0 ! e

+

e

� decays by searching
for DM produced in ⇡

0 ! �A

0⇤ ! ��� via an o↵-shell A0. The extended exclusion limits from LSND compared to
the previously-reported limits are demonstrated in Fig. 8 for m

�

= 20 MeV; we discuss the reason for this extended
coverage in more detail below.

Also plotted in Fig. 3 are constraints and projected sensitivities for a variety of dark photon searches; for a
comprehensive review of this parameter space see Ref. [6] and citations therein. The constraints are from E137
[89, 90], Orsay [91], muon g � 2 [29, 92], electron g � 2 [93, 94], E141 [95], E787 [96], E949 [97], the BaBar visible
search for A

0 ! e

+

e

� [98] denoted “BaBar V” in Fig. 3, the BaBar invisible search for monophoton and missing
energy [99] denoted “BaBar I” in Fig. 3, and preliminary results from NA48/2 [38]. Other visible constraints from
A1 [100], and the APEX test run [101] are shown in Fig. 4; recent constraints from PHENIX [102] are subdominant
to NA48/2 in this region of parameter space. The projected sensitivities involve a combination of visible A

0 ! e

+

e

�

and invisible A

0 ! �� searches: BDX [103], APEX [30, 101], HPS [104], MESA and MAMI [105], VEPP-3 [106], and
DarkLight [31, 33, 107]. The thick green band is the parameter space for which A

0 resolves the long-standing (g� 2)
µ

anomaly [29].
The plots in the left column of Fig. 3 show the DAE�ALUS/LENA sensitivity in ✏

2 for fixed (↵
D

,m

�

) as a function
of m

A

0 , where for each point (m
A

0
,m

�

) the signal window is chosen to optimize the sensitivity, as in Fig. 7. For light
� (m

�

= 1 MeV in Fig. 3a), the sensitivity curve is essentially parallel to that of LSND, but better by an order of
magnitude due to the optimized cuts. The projected sensitivity of the BDX experiment is shown in dashed green for
comparison. For this DM mass, the A

0 is produced on-shell for m
A

0
< m

⇡

0 , and o↵-shell when m

A

0
> m

⇡

0 . However,
there is no sharp kinematic threshold at m

A

0 = m

⇡

0 , and both DAE�ALUS/LENA and LSND still have sensitivity in
the upper o↵-shell regime; this observation was neglected in previous studies, due to an improper application of the
narrow-width approximation.

Going to heavier DM, m
�

= 20 MeV in Fig. 3c, we can probe the on-shell region 2m
�

< m

A

0
< m

⇡

0 , as well as
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Figure 9: The expected distributions of cos θ for (a) νe− elastic scattering, (b)
12C(νe, e−)12Ng.s., (c) 12C(νe, e−)12N∗, and (d) 13C(νe, e−)13X . Straight line
fits are shown in (b), (c) and (d).
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Figure 10: The observed and expected (solid line) distributions of beam-excess
events with cos θ > 0.9. The expected distribution includes the estimated con-
tribution from νC (cross hatched) as well as νe elastic scattering.
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Figure 7: The χα distribution of the beam-excess inclusive electron sample. The
histogram shows the χα distribution of Michel electrons weighted and normal-
ized to the same area.
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the estimated background level from neutrino reactions other than νe elastic
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LSND ν-e elastic  
scattering measurement Dark photon constraint

A dark photon scattering signature would show up 
in measurements of neutrino scattering in LSND.
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FIG. 19. The (top) visible electron energy Ee
vis, (middle) elec-

tron angle cos ✓e, and (bottom) bunch time distributions that
pass ⌫-e cuts for o↵-target mode. The prediction was scaled
to match the number of data events for 0.9  cos ✓e < 0.99.
An example dark matter prediction is given (dashed line) to
illustrate how forward the resulting electron is expected to
be.

1. Full Nucleon

For this fit the signal distributions were NCEO↵,

NC⇡0
O↵, NCETiming

O↵ , and NC⇡0Timing
O↵ . The CCQE,

NCE, and NC⇡0 distributions from neutrino and anti-
neutrino modes, as well as CCQEO↵ were used to con-
strain the systematic uncertainties and predicted beam-
related backgrounds in the signal channels. The CCQE
and NCE distributions are fitted as functions of Q2

QE .
The Q2

QE for NCE is obtained via

Q2
QE = 2mNT reco

N , (3)

where mN is the e↵ective mass of the nucleon and T reco
N

is the reconstructed kinetic energy of the nucleon recoil.
The CCQE Q2

QE is obtained via

Q2
QE = �m2

µ + 2EQE
⌫

⇣
Eµ �

q
E2

µ �m2
µ cos ✓µ

⌘
, (4)

where

EQE
⌫ =

2m0
nEµ �

h
(m0

n)
2 +m2

µ �m2
p

i

2
h
m0

n � Eµ +
q

E2
µ �m2

µ cos ✓µ
i , (5)

and Eµ = T reco
µ +mµ is the total muon energy, mp, mn

and mµ are the masses of the proton, neutron and muon
respectively. m0

n = mn � EB is the mass of the neutron

subtracted by the binding energy of carbon. A value of
34MeV is used for EB . Both equations arise from kine-
matic calculations assuming the incident nucleon is at
rest. The NC⇡0 distributions, on the other hand, are fit-
ted as a function of reconstructed ⇡0 momentum p⇡0 . As
already stated the CCQEO↵ timing distribution was used
to calibrate the simulated Tbunch, so it was not included
in the dark matter fit.

During the fit, one normalization nuisance parameter
was used for each mode of running, constrained by the
integral of the corresponding CCQE distribution. Two
cross section nuisance parameters were also used for each
bin of the NCE (Q2

QE) and NC⇡0 (p⇡0) distributions,
one for true neutrino and one for true anti-neutrino in-
teractions. Neutrino and anti-neutrino interactions were
considered separately because the neutrino/anti-neutrino
interaction ratio is di↵erent between the three modes of
running. In all, twenty-three nuisance parameters were
used in the fit. When setting the confidence level limits
the nuisance parameters were fixed to make the neutrino,
anti-neutrino, and CCQEO↵ distributions match data or
fake data. Following this, the dark matter signal rate
(controlled by a scaling factor) was floated with the nui-
sance parameters held fixed.

In o↵-target mode 990 CCQE, 1461 NCE, and 148
NC⇡0 events were measured. After considering the con-
straints the predicted number of events is 1406± 91 and
135 ± 15 for NCEO↵ and NC⇡0

O↵ respectively. No sig-
nificant excess was measured.

2. Electron

The signal distribution for this fit was defined as the
events that pass ⌫-e cuts with cos ✓e > 0.99. The
fit was a binned extended maximum likelihood fit in
three dimensions, Ee

vis, cos ✓e, and bunch time, with a
single nuisance parameter to control the overall nor-
malization of predicted neutrino events. The region of
0.9 < cos ✓e < 0.99 was the control region to constrain
background events. Because of the well defined control
region, data from neutrino and anti-neutrino modes were
not used to constrain the prediction. 2 ⌫-e events were
measured in o↵-target mode. After constraining the ⌫-e
background the predicted number of events is 2.4 ± 1.5.
In the signal region, 0 events were measured with a con-
strained prediction of 0.4 events. No dark matter candi-
date events were measured.

Systematic uncertainties were not included in the fit as
the predicted number of background events has a statisti-
cal relative uncertainty much greater than the predicted
systematics, especially when considering some of the sys-
tematic uncertainties are constrained by the controlled
region. The normalization parameter is fixed during fit-
ting so the data/fake data and null predictions are the
same for the number of events in the control region.
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A. A. Aguilar-Arevalo et al. (MiniBooNE DM Collaboration), (2018), 1807.06137

2 events observed on a 
predicted background of 2.4 

± 1.5 events. No elastic 
scattering candidates.
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Cast constraints/sensitivity in terms of y 
and m1 which govern the relic density.
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JSNS2 sensitivity assumes 
additional shielding
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Near and Far Spectra

• Flux at Near and Far 
detector not the same

• Neutrino energy 
depends on angle w.r.t 
parent momentum
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TABLE I: The expected (unconstrained) number of events for
the 200 < EQE

⌫ < 1250 MeV neutrino energy range from all
of the backgrounds in the ⌫e and ⌫̄e appearance analysis. Also
shown are the constrained background and the expected num-
ber of events corresponding to the LSND best fit oscillation
probability of 0.26%. The table shows the diagonal-element
systematic uncertainties, which become substantially reduced
in the oscillation fits when correlations between energy bins
and between the electron and muon neutrino events are in-
cluded. The antineutrino numbers are from a previous analy-
sis [3].

Process Neutrino Mode Antineutrino Mode
⌫µ & ⌫̄µ CCQE 73.7 ± 19.3 12.9 ± 4.3

NC ⇡0 501.5 ± 65.4 112.3 ± 11.5
NC � ! N� 172.5 ±24.1 34.7 ± 5.4

External Events 75.2 ± 10.9 15.3 ± 2.8
Other ⌫µ & ⌫̄µ 89.6 ± 22.9 22.3 ± 3.5

⌫e & ⌫̄e from µ± Decay 425.3 ± 100.2 91.4 ± 27.6
⌫e & ⌫̄e from K± Decay 192.2 ± 41.9 51.2 ± 11.0
⌫e & ⌫̄e from K0

L Decay 54.5 ± 20.5 51.4 ± 18.0
Other ⌫e & ⌫̄e 6.0 ± 3.2 6.7 ± 6.0

Unconstrained Bkgd. 1590.5 398.2
Constrained Bkgd. 1577.8± 85.2 398.7± 28.6

Total Data 1959 478
Excess 381.2 ± 85.2 79.3 ± 28.6

0.26% (LSND) ⌫µ ! ⌫e 463.1 100.0

energy range for the total 12.84⇥ 1020 POT data. Each
bin of reconstructed E

QE
⌫ corresponds to a distribution

of “true” generated neutrino energies, which can overlap
adjacent bins. In neutrino mode, a total of 1959 data
events pass the ⌫e CCQE event selection requirements
with 200 < E

QE
⌫ < 1250 MeV, compared to a back-

ground expectation of 1577.8 ± 39.7(stat.) ± 75.4(syst.)
events. The excess is then 381.2 ± 85.2 events or a
4.5� e↵ect. Note that the 162.0 event excess in the
first 6.46 ⇥ 1020 POT data is approximately 1� lower
than the average excess, while the 219.2 event excess in
the second 6.38 ⇥ 1020 POT data is approximately 1�
higher than the average excess. Combining the Mini-
BooNE neutrino and antineutrino data, there are a to-
tal of 2437 events in the 200 < E

QE
⌫ < 1250 MeV en-

ergy region, compared to a background expectation of
1976.5±44.5(stat.)±84.8(syst.) events. This corresponds
to a total ⌫e plus ⌫̄e CCQE excess of 460.5± 95.8 events
with respect to expectation or a 4.8� excess. The signif-
icance of the combined LSND (3.8�) [1] and MiniBooNE
(4.8�) excesses is 6.1�. Fig. 2 shows the total event ex-
cesses as a function of EQE

⌫ in both neutrino mode and
antineutrino mode. The dashed curves show the best fits
to standard two-neutrino oscillations.

Fig. 3 compares the L/EQE
⌫ distributions for the Mini-

BooNE data excesses in neutrino mode and antineutrino
mode to the L/E distribution from LSND [1]. The er-
ror bars show statistical uncertainties only. As shown
in the figure, there is agreement among all three data
sets. Fitting these data to standard two-neutrino oscil-
lations including statistical errors only, the best fit oc-
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FIG. 1: The MiniBooNE neutrino mode EQE
⌫ distributions,

corresponding to the total 12.84 ⇥ 1020 POT data, for ⌫e
CCQE data (points with statistical errors) and background
(histogram with systematic errors). The dashed curve shows
the best fit to the neutrino-mode data assuming standard two-
neutrino oscillations.
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FIG. 2: The MiniBooNE total event excesses as a function
of EQE

⌫ in both neutrino mode and antineutrino mode, cor-
responding to 12.84 ⇥ 1020 POT and 11.27 ⇥ 1020 POT, re-
spectively. (Error bars include both statistical and correlated
systematic uncertainties.) The dashed curves show the best
fits to the neutrino-mode and antineutrino-mode data assum-
ing standard two-neutrino oscillations.

curs at �m

2 = 0.040 eV2 and sin2 2✓ = 0.894 with
a �

2
/ndf = 35.2/28, corresponding to a probability of

16.4%. This best fit agrees with the MiniBooNE only
best fit described below. The MiniBooNE excess of
events in both oscillation probability and L/E spectrum
is, therefore, consistent with the LSND excess of events,
even though the two experiments have completely dif-
ferent neutrino energies, neutrino fluxes, reconstruction,
backgrounds, and systematic uncertainties.

Especially important 
with no near detector 
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cross section. The monoenergetic 236 MeV neutrino signal
is clearly visible above the “background” non-monoenergetic
events, mainly coming from kaon decay-in-flight.

For each generated 236 MeV ⌫µ CC interaction on
carbon, NuWro provides the momentum of the outgo-
ing muon and any final state nucleons (typically a single
proton). Fig. 5 shows the kinetic energies of the resulting
KDAR signal muons along with the non-KDAR muons.
The ⌫µ CC cross section on carbon at 236 MeV according
to NuWro and employed for the event rate estimate here
is 1.3 ⇥ 10�39 cm2/neutron. This is consistent with the
Random Phase Approximation (RPA) model’s [49–51]
cross section prediction of (1.3+0.2)⇥10�39 cm2/neutron
(RPA QE+npnh). While NuWro is the only generator
we use to produce simulated events, we did compare the
kinematic distributions given by NuWro to that provided
by GENIE [52] and the Martini et al. RPA model [51],
which includes multi-nucleon e↵ects. The KDAR muon
kinetic energy prediction with three di↵erent generators
is shown in Fig. 6. Although the di↵erences among the
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FIG. 5: The muon and total kinetic energy (KE
tot

= KEµ +P
KE

p

) for the signal 236 MeV ⌫µ charged current events
compared to all other ⌫µ. Only neutrinos with �0.25 <
cos ✓z < �0.16 are considered. The ratio of integrated sig-
nal (black) to background (red) is 66:1.

generator predictions are fairly substantial, the impact
on the detection e�ciency, which is loosely tied to muon
energy and event containment, is small. Using a di↵er-
ent model, we would expect the muon containment to
decrease but the muon identification to slightly increase.
Both e↵ects are small, and the combined e↵ect is even
smaller. We find that the di↵erence in the muon kine-
matic predictions among the models is not large enough
to significantly change the detector simulation and oscil-
lation sensitivity results.

Particle propagation through the detector is modeled
using the Geant4-based simulation package RAT [53].
The detector geometry input into the simulation is as de-
scribed in the previous section. The detector is assumed
to be on the surface and is surrounded by air only. Neu-
trino events in the detector are generated by first com-
piling a list of interactions using the energy distribution

The KDAR Neutrino

!51
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K+ ! µ+⌫µ [BR = 63.6%]

E⌫ = 236 MeV if K+ is at rest
The 236 MeV KDAR νμ 

 in the J-PARC MLF flux.

KDAR = kaon decay at rest

arXiv:1705.08629
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Neutrinos Interactions 
Neutrinos interactions are simple… until they aren’t. 
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Leptonic current is perfectly predicted in SM… 
…as is the hadronic current for free quarks. 

For inclusive scattering from a 
nucleon, add PDFs for a robust 

high energy limit prediction 

For exclusive, e.g., quasi-
elastic scattering, hadron 
current requires empirical 
form factors. 

If the nucleon is part of a nucleus, it may be modified, off-
shell, bound, etc.  Also, exclusive states are affected by 

interactions of final state hadrons within the nucleus. 

(drawings courtesy G. Perdue) 

K. McFarland, Neutrino Interaction Experiments 30 January 2014 
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Adapted from K. McFarland

• Calculations are difficult: 

• Fermi motion


• Correlated nucleon pairs


• Final state interactions


• Measurements are difficult:

• Energy resolution


• Event classification issues


• Cherenkov threshold/invisible 
particles (neutrons)

Increasing C
om

plexity
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ground measurement on either side of the signal energy window around 236 MeV can
allow an interpolated determination of the expected background in the signal region with
high precision. However, as compared to ⌫µ CC interactions, ⌫e events (⌫en ! e�p or
⌫e

12C ! e�X) are more challenging to identify over background, since they do not feature
a double coincidence signal. While the KDAR ⌫e events are expected to be distinct, in the
sense that their reconstructed energy will lie close to 236 MeV, beam-induced neutrons
can interact inside of the detector to produce an energetic single flash of light (e.g. a pro-
ton), mimicking a 236 MeV ⌫e event. Pulse shape discrimination can be used to mitigate
this background, but the background event rate expectation remains significant. This is
worrisome because the oscillated signal expectation is < 100 events in consideration of
the global best fit region at high-�m2. The possibility of probing ⌫e appearance using
KDAR neutrinos at the MLF remains an intriguing possibility, however, especially given
strong pulse shape discrimination.
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FIG. 8: (Color online) The longitudinal and transverse re-
sponse for 12C(e, e0), for di�erent values of q. Solid lines are
CRPA predictions and dashed-lines are MF predictions. Ex-
perimental data are from Ref. [57] (filled squares) and Ref. [49]
(open squares).
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as can be seen in panel (b) of Fig. 8. The comparison be-
tween our predictions on 12C with the experimental data
of Refs [49, 57] is quite satisfactory. The longitudinal re-
sponses are overestimated and the transverse responses
are usually underestimated. Our predictions are in-line
with the ones predicted in Ref. [57] and with the contin-
uum shell model predictions of Ref. [63]. It is long known,
that the inclusion of processes involving meson exchange
currents (MEC) are needed to account for the transverse
strength of the electromagnetic response [64, 65]. The
calculations carried out on light nuclei overwhelmingly
suggest that single-nucleon knockout processes, such as in
this work, are dominant in the longitudinal channel while
in the transverse channel two-nucleon processes provide
substantial contributions.

B. Neutrino scattering

The calculation of 12C(�l, l�) response functions in-
volve two vector form factors and one axial form fac-
tor. We use the BBBA05 parameterization of Ref. [66]
for the two vector form factors, and the standard dipole
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Figure 8: Left: The di↵erential cross section in terms of energy transfer (! = E⌫ � Eµ)
for 300 MeV ⌫µ CC scattering on carbon. Predictions from various models are shown.
This plot is adapted from Ref. [44]. Right: The di↵erential cross section in terms of
muon kinetic energy for various neutrino energies within the Continuum Random Phase
Approximation model; this plot is adapted from Ref. [45].

The KDAR neutrino opens up new avenues for research in neutrino oscillation, in-
teraction, and nuclear physics, and the importance of these measurements is clear. Per-
haps most intriguing, the nucleus has simply never been studied using a known energy,
weak-interaction-only probe and KDAR provides the exclusive technique to explore this
frontier. JSNS2 represents the world’s best hope to take advantage of the KDAR neu-
trino in the near future. Other existing facilities worldwide simply cannot match the
large expected KDAR signal and small expected decay-in-flight background rate at the
J-PARC MLF.
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300 MeV νμ interactions on carbon 

! ⌘ E⌫ � Eµ

We would like to do something 
analogous to electron 
scattering with neutrinos. 

Problems:  
1.Knowing neutrino energies is 

difficult. 
2.Neutrino CC interactions are 

complicated 

Solution: KDAR neutrinos 
• Known energy 
• Measure ω with neutrinos 
• Standard candle for few 

100’s of MeV neutrinos 
Model predictions are 

all over the place. 
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multiwire planes, about one meter apart and about four
meters upstream of the target.

The dark matter model does not have a charged-
current interaction component in its simplest form re-
sulting in the assumption that the CCQE signature in
MiniBooNE, see Sec. V, does not have a dark matter
signal component. The CCQE distribution was used to
check the simulated o↵-target flux �O↵. The nominal
o↵-target beam parameters and geometry produced 60%
less CCQE events than measured, as shown in Fig. 8.
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FIG. 8. Comparing CCQE data in o↵-target mode to three
di↵erent Monte Carlo predictions for neutrinos interacting in
the detector (⌫det). Dotted is the output of the nominal o↵-
target beam profile, dashed is the nominal profile scale by 1.6,
and solid is the average of the scrapings (Average CV) used
as the final �O↵ [34]. EQE

⌫ is defined by Eq. 5.

In August of 2015 a remote-controlled robotic vehicle
was employed to survey the region between the target
horn and the end of the decay pipe. The objective of the
survey was to do a visual inspection of the space where
the proton beam traveled in the decay pipe during o↵-
target mode to determine if anything was causing the
increase of CCQE events. The Finding Radiation Ev-
idence in the Decay pipe (FRED) robot was equipped
with a Hall probe to measure any stray magnetic fields
that could a↵ect the beam direction, and a camera. See
Fig. 9 for a picture of FRED under the 25-m absorber.
The survey found that the magnetic field was within pre-
vious expectation and the space was clear of any unex-
pected debris or obstruction. The conclusion was that
nothing in the decay pipe was causing the increase in the
CCQE rate.

A simulation study was able to account for the in-
creased rate by moving the primary beam angles within
2� of their uncertainties [34]. These small movements

FIG. 9. Picture of FRED at the 25m absorber.

caused the tails of the beam to scrape the beryllium tar-
get downstream of the 90� beam loss monitor. The same
study showed, with the low statistics o↵-target data, that
no distinction could be made between the di↵erent scrap-
ings. An average of four potential scraping scenarios
produced the needed increase in the number of CCQE
events. The average is defined as �O↵, as shown in
Fig. 10.
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FIG. 10. (top) The o↵-target neutrino flux seen by the Mini-
BooNE detector. (bottom) The o↵-target/neutrino flux ra-
tio [19].

Uncertainty in �O↵ was determined by 1� excursions
around the nominal beam profile scaled by 1.6 so the
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MiniBooNE off-target/neutrino 
mode flux ratios
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• KDAR neutrinos open up many 
other physics measurements:

• Oscillation search for sterile 

neutrinos at short baseline


• Measure Δs for nucleon spin


• Look for dark matter annihilation 
in the sun


• Measure the CC neutron yield

J. Spitz, Phys. Rev. D 85 093020 (2012).  
S. Axani, et. al., Phys. Rev. D 92 092010 (2015).  
C. Rott, et. al., J. of Cosmol. and Astropart. Phys. 11 039 (2015).  
C. Rott, et. al., arXiv:1710.03822 [hep-ph].
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FIG. 1: An aerial view from Google Maps (2015) of the Ma-
terials and Life Science Experimental Facility layout with a
superimposed schematic drawing [30] of the first floor, includ-
ing the target station. The proposed KPipe location (shown
with a dotted contour) is 32 m from the target station and
102� with respect to the incident proton beam direction. The
detector extends radially outward from the target station.

neutrinos is known, indications of ⌫µ disappearance may
be seen along the length of the KPipe detector as os-
cillating deviations from the expected 1/R2 dependence
in the rate of ⌫µ charged-current (CC) interactions. A
measurement of such a deviation over a large range of
L/E would not only be a clear indication for the exis-
tence of at least one light sterile neutrino, but also begin
to disambiguate among di↵erent sterile neutrino models.

II. THE KDAR SOURCE AND KPIPE
DETECTOR DESIGN

The Materials and Life Science Experimental Facility
(MLF) at the Japan Proton Accelerator Research Com-
plex (J-PARC) in Tokai, Japan houses a spallation neu-
tron source used for basic research on materials and life
science, as well as research and development in industrial
engineering. It is also an intense, yet completely unuti-
lized, source of neutrinos that emits the world’s most in-
tense flux of KDAR monoenergetic (236 MeV) ⌫µs. Neu-
tron beams, along with muon neutrinos produced from
kaons, pions, and muons, are generated when a mercury
target is hit by a pulsed, high intensity proton beam from
the J-PARC rapid-cycling synchrotron (RCS) [30]. The
RCS delivers a 3 GeV, 25 Hz pulsed proton beam, which
arrives in two 80 ns buckets spaced 540 ns apart. The fa-
cility provides users 500 kW of protons-on-target (POT)
but has demonstrated its eventual steady-state goal of
1 MW, albeit for short times [38]. The proton-on-target

FIG. 2: The KPipe detector design, featuring a 3 m inner
diameter high density polyethylene (HDPE) vessel filled with
liquid scintillator. Silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs) are seen
mounted on the interior panels in hoops spaced by 10 cm in
the longitudinal direction. The cosmic ray veto is a 10 cm
space between the panels and the outer HDPE wall.

interaction provides an intense source of light mesons, in-
cluding kaons and pions, which usually come to rest in
the high-A target and surrounding shielding.
KPipe will search for muon-flavor disappearance with

CC interactions of 236 MeV ⌫µs on carbon nuclei
(⌫µ12C ! µ�X) in liquid scintillator. This interaction
produces a visible muon and X, where X is some combi-
nation of an excited nucleus, de-excitation photons, and
one or more ejected nucleons after final state interactions.
The goal of the KPipe detector design is to e�ciently
identify these 236 MeV ⌫µ CC events, broadly character-
ized by two separated flashes of light in time coming from
the prompt µ�X followed by the muon’s decay electron.
The KPipe design calls for a relatively low cost, 3 m in-

ner diameter (ID) steel-reinforced, high-density polyethy-
lene (HDPE) pipe that is filled with liquid scintillator. As
shown in Fig. 1, the pipe is positioned so that it extends
radially outward from the target station. The upstream
location maximizes the sensitivity to oscillations by be-
ing the shortest possible distance from the source, given
spatial constraints. We have found that a long detector
(120 m, 684 tons) is most suitable for optimizing sensitiv-
ity to oscillations across a wide range of the most perti-
nent parameter space, in consideration of current global
fit results, the neutrino energy, 1/R2, and estimated cost.
The interior of the pipe contains a cylinder constructed

with an assembly of highly reflective panels that opti-
cally separate the active volume from the cosmic ray
(CR) veto. Hoops of inward-facing silicon photomulti-
pliers (SiPMs) are mounted on the interior of the panels.
There are 100 equally-spaced SiPMs per hoop, and each
hoop is separated longitudinally by 10 cm (see Fig. 2).
The space surrounding the inner target region on the

Detector'
• The'design'of'the'tank'was'considered,'and'it'is'

written'at'the'end'of'the'status'report.'

• We'calculate'not'only'the'static'strength'of'the'

tank'but'also'the'endurance'against'the'

earthquake'and'movement'of'the'detector.'

• Well'established'detector� (100ton'/'detector)'
• P56'has'Double'Chooz'/'DayaOBay'collaborators'''

'

• MLF'3rd'floor'is'the'maintenance'area'to'manage'

the'Hg'target'or'beam'equipments.'

• The'interference'between'facility'and'
experiment'should'be'considered.'Also'the'law'
to'operate'the'LS'is'to'be'considered.'
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multiwire planes, about one meter apart and about four
meters upstream of the target.

The dark matter model does not have a charged-
current interaction component in its simplest form re-
sulting in the assumption that the CCQE signature in
MiniBooNE, see Sec. V, does not have a dark matter
signal component. The CCQE distribution was used to
check the simulated o↵-target flux �O↵. The nominal
o↵-target beam parameters and geometry produced 60%
less CCQE events than measured, as shown in Fig. 8.
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FIG. 8. Comparing CCQE data in o↵-target mode to three
di↵erent Monte Carlo predictions for neutrinos interacting in
the detector (⌫det). Dotted is the output of the nominal o↵-
target beam profile, dashed is the nominal profile scale by 1.6,
and solid is the average of the scrapings (Average CV) used
as the final �O↵ [34]. EQE

⌫ is defined by Eq. 5.

In August of 2015 a remote-controlled robotic vehicle
was employed to survey the region between the target
horn and the end of the decay pipe. The objective of the
survey was to do a visual inspection of the space where
the proton beam traveled in the decay pipe during o↵-
target mode to determine if anything was causing the
increase of CCQE events. The Finding Radiation Ev-
idence in the Decay pipe (FRED) robot was equipped
with a Hall probe to measure any stray magnetic fields
that could a↵ect the beam direction, and a camera. See
Fig. 9 for a picture of FRED under the 25-m absorber.
The survey found that the magnetic field was within pre-
vious expectation and the space was clear of any unex-
pected debris or obstruction. The conclusion was that
nothing in the decay pipe was causing the increase in the
CCQE rate.

A simulation study was able to account for the in-
creased rate by moving the primary beam angles within
2� of their uncertainties [34]. These small movements

FIG. 9. Picture of FRED at the 25m absorber.

caused the tails of the beam to scrape the beryllium tar-
get downstream of the 90� beam loss monitor. The same
study showed, with the low statistics o↵-target data, that
no distinction could be made between the di↵erent scrap-
ings. An average of four potential scraping scenarios
produced the needed increase in the number of CCQE
events. The average is defined as �O↵, as shown in
Fig. 10.
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FIG. 10. (top) The o↵-target neutrino flux seen by the Mini-
BooNE detector. (bottom) The o↵-target/neutrino flux ra-
tio [19].

Uncertainty in �O↵ was determined by 1� excursions
around the nominal beam profile scaled by 1.6 so the

A. A. Aguilar-Arevalo et al. (MiniBooNE DM Collaboration), (2018), 1807.06137

MiniBooNE off-target/neutrino 
mode flux ratios

The huge variety of neutrino 
interaction channels and final 
states makes this even more 
important for BSM searches.
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NuMI Target 
2 Interaction Lengths

NuMI beamline ~720 m
NuMI absorber

120 GeV 
Proton Beam

ν ν
ν KDAR νBackground ν

MiniBooNE is 86 m 
from NuMI absorber

K+ ! µ+⌫µ

NuMI provides an 
indirect source of KDAR 
neutrinos in MiniBooNE. 

We consider NuMI 
low energy mode. 

~1/6 of the primary beam 
power makes it to the dump. 

P. Adamson et al., Nucl. Instr. Meth. Phys. Res. A 806 (2016) 279–306
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Endpoint = 95 MeV

Shape-only differential cross sections in 
terms of Tμ and ω with 1σ error bands. 

Total ⌫µ CC cross section at E⌫ = 236 MeV:

(2.7± 0.9± 0.8)⇥ 10

�39
cm

2
/neutron

Flux (30%)Measurement

We observe the KDAR signal 
with 3.9σ significance. 

Determined using a fake data 
comparison to the 

background-only hypothesis.

! = E⌫ � Tµ �mµ
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Website allows you to upload an arbitrary 
model prediction to be compared to our result.

Example comparison 
with NuWro prediction.
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Figure 8: The energy spectra of neutrinos from pion and kaon decays which are
based on Geant4 [19] calculations (top). This tends to be at the low end of neutrino
yeild estimates of various particle production models. Time distribution of neutrinos
from pion, muon and kaon decays is shown in the bottom plot. Neutrino beams from
muon decay at rest only survive after 1 µs from the start of proton beam.
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Figure 7: The neutrino flux at the J-PARC MLF source without timing cuts. The
236 MeV muon neutrino from charged kaon decay-at-rest can easily be seen.

study nuclear structure and the axial vector component of the interaction using electron
scattering variables such as ! (! = E⌫ � Eµ). The importance of this unique access to
the nucleus is potentially far-reaching. For example, a double di↵erential cross section
measurement in terms of ! vs. Q2 allows one to distinguish e↵ects of the form factors,
which depend only on Q2, and of the nuclear model, which depends on both. Figure 8
(left) shows a number of model predictions for the di↵erential cross section in terms of
energy transfer for 300 MeV ⌫µ CC scattering on carbon. The disagreement between the
models, in terms of both shape and normalization, is striking. Notably, the JSNS2 muon
energy resolution may allow the nuclear resonances, easily seen in Fig. 8 (right), to be
measured via neutrino scattering. The KDAR neutrino is likely the only way to study
these excitations with neutrino scattering and, in general, to validate/refute these models
in the < 400 MeV neutrino energy range (see, e.g., Ref. [36]).

Along with studying nuclear physics relevant for future neutrino experiments, the
large sample of KDAR muon neutrinos collected with JSNS2 will provide a standard can-
dle for understanding the neutrino energy reconstruction and outgoing lepton kinematics
in the 100s-of-MeV neutrino energy region. While the KDAR neutrino is simply not
relevant for experiments featuring significantly higher neutrino energies, most notably
for MINOS, NOvA and DUNE [37, 38, 39], it is highly relevant for experiments with a
large or majority fraction of few-hundred-MeV neutrinos, for example, T2K [40], MO-
MENT [41], the European Spallation Source Neutrino Super Beam (ESS⌫SB) [42], and a
CERN-SPL-based neutrino beam CP search [43]. In particular, MOMENT and ESS⌫SB
both feature ⌫µ spectra which peak at about 200-250 MeV.

The KDAR neutrino can also be used to search for electron neutrino appearance
(⌫µ ! ⌫e) for providing a probe of the sterile neutrino that will be highly complementary
to the JSNS2 IBD search (⌫µ ! ⌫e). The advantage of the KDAR technique over other
sterile neutrino searches is that the signal energy (236 MeV) is known exactly. A back-
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KDAR in JSNS2
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The 236 MeV KDAR νμ 
 in the J-PARC MLF flux.

• JSNS2 can improve the KDAR 
measurement from MiniBooNE


• Higher statistics 
• 3 years of data will yield between 

30,000 and 60,000 KDAR interactions


• Better energy resolution 
• The energy resolution of JSNS2 will be 

a few percent at these energies


• Lower backgrounds 
• The KDAR measurement in JSNS2 is 

essentially background free


• Neutron counting 
• JSNS2 can tag final state neutrino from 

the neutrino interactions



Conclusion
• Short-baseline neutrino experiments are great 

laboratories for studying new physics


• The short baseline anomalies will be tested 
with next generation experiments and motivate 
new thinking about the anomalies


• New models of light dark matter can be 
directly constrained by neutrino experiments


• Ongoing work on neutrino experiments will 
improve our BSM physics capabilities 

!61



Backup 
Short Baseline Anomalies



JSNS2 Construction
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Detector is currently under 
construction. Expect 

construction to be finished 
in spring 2019 with first data 

in the fall.
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Figure 71: Installation of the acrylic base. The left figure shows a top view and the
right figure shows a zoomed-in view of the bottom part of the detector.
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Figure 72: Installation of the bottom PMTs and optical separators. The left figure
shows a top view and right figure shows a zoomed-in view of the bottom part of the
detector.
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JSNS2 Status Carsten Rott

Figure 1: Top left: JSNS2 detector schematics; Top middle: JSNS2 detector in the HENDEL assembly hall
(March 2018); Top right: Inside tank (September 2018) ; Bottom: The JSNS2 construction schedule.

layers and 2⇥12 PMTs in the side region. CAEN V1730 Flash ADCs are employed as wave-form
digitizers for the PMT signals to provide 14-bit 500-MHz sampling. The detector is expected to
provide an energy resolution better than 2.5% at 50 MeV.

3. Sensitivity

Figure 2: Sensitivity and discovery prospects of the JSNS2 experiment.

JSNS2 was designed to discover sterile neutrinos with 5 years of data or exclude the LSND
anomaly at 90% C.L. with 3 years of data. The sensitivity and discovery potential is shown in

3

The detector consists of an inner acrylic 
vessel, a buffer region, and a veto region. 

There are 192 PMTs viewing the inner 
vessel and 48 PMTs in the veto region.
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Figure 110: Sensitivity of the JSNS2 experiment with the latest configuration (1 MW ⇥
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confidence.

nuisance term. The di↵erence between both results is small, which means that the lack
of the external information does not a↵ect on the sensitivity much and the ⌫̄e from µ�

will be estimated by the likelihood calculation in the real experiment using the fit.

5.4.2 Energy scale uncertainty

An energy scale uncertainty does not a↵ect the sensitivity because the calibration
scheme of the JSNS2 provides a small uncertainty for this. To show this, the e↵ect
of energy scale uncertainty on the sensitivity is also checked here. Referring the three
reactor experiments of Daya Bay, RENO, and Double Chooz, a 1% absolute uncertainty
is assumed in this study. Usually, the uncertainty is caused by the remaining discrepancy
of the energy scale between data and MC samples after the correction for detector non-
uniformity, instability and non-linearity due to the quenching e↵ect. The JSNS2 detector
is similar to a reactor experiment, and especially the contribution of the non-linearity to
the uncertainty should be smaller than a reactor experiment because the quenching e↵ect
in the liquid scintillator does not a↵ect on the energy range above 20 MeV significantly. In
addition to the insignificant quenching e↵ect in the JSNS2, the stability and the position
dependence will be well understood by the Michel electron source and the 8 MeV �s

112

1 MW x 3 year exposure 
1 detector (17 tons)



The MiniBooNE Experiment

• MiniBooNE is a neutrino 
experiment at Fermilab


• Neutrinos are produced in 
the Booster Neutrino 
Beamline


• Can run in two modes 
depending on the 
magnetic horn polarization


• Originally designed to test 
the LSND anomaly

!66

MiniBooNE has been collecting data 
since 2002. The total accumulated 

data in the two run modes is: 

Neutrino Mode: 12.84x1020 POT 
Antineutrino Mode: 11.27x1020 POT

A. A. Aguilar-Arevalo et al. (MiniBooNE Collaboration), Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A599, 28–46 (2009), 0806.4201
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MiniBooNE Particle Identification

Cerenkov rings provide the primary means of
identifying production of ν interactions in the detector

Events in MiniBooNE

!67

Events are primarily classified using 
Cherenkov light in the detector.

A. A. Aguilar-Arevalo et al. (MiniBooNE Collaboration), Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A599, 28–46 (2009), 0806.4201

R. B. Patterson, E. M. Laird, Y. Liu, P. D. Meyers, I. Stancu and H. A. Tanaka, 
Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A608, 206–224 (2009), 0902.2222

1280 inner PMTs 
240 veto PMTs



Charged Mesons
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Charged meson production is lower 
by a factor of ~150 at high boosts. 

Production from charged mesons is 
still compatible with the data.

This also helps explain the difference 
in the size of the excess between 
neutrino and antineutrino modes.

Kaon angle w.r.t. beam



Semi-visible Decays
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• Consider semi-visible decays of 
the general form


• pEM can represent any number of 
electromagnetic tracks as long 
as they are collimated


• In the lab frame particles emitted 
backwards have small energies,


• We can engineer to the energy 
distribution exactly using
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Tension is worse if we allow the 
lighter state to have nonzero mass.
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2

the Z
D

can only decay to electrons and light neutrinos. The dark neutrino decay width into Z
D

+ ⌫0s is simply

�ND!ZD+⌫0
s

=
↵
D

2
|UD4

|2(1� |UD4

|2) m
3

ND
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✓
1� m2
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ND

◆✓
1 +
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ND

� 2
m4

ZD

m4

ND

◆
, (3)

while the Z
D

decay width into e+e� and light neutrinos
are, respectively,

�ZD!e+e� ⇡ ↵ ✏2

3
mZD , (4)

and

�ZD!⌫⌫ =
↵
D

3

�
1� |UD4

|2�2 mZD . (5)

We observe that as long as ↵✏2 � ↵
D

(1 � |UD4

|2)2, Z
D

will mainly decay into e+e� pairs.
We want both N

D

and Z
D

to decay promptly. Tak-
ing the typical energy END , EZD ⇠ 1 GeV, and as-
suming for simplicity |Ue4|2, |U⌧4|2 ⌧ |Uµ4|2, we can
estimate � c ⌧ND ⇡ 2 ⇥ 10�9/(m2

ND
[MeV2]↵

D

|Uµ4|2)
cm and � c ⌧ZD ⇡ 2 ⇥ 10�7/(m2

ND
[MeV2]↵✏2) cm, for

mZD = mND/5. So for ↵
D

⇠ 0.25, |Uµ4|2 ⇠ 10�4 and
↵✏2 ⇠ 3⇥10�9, mND & 20 MeV would guarantee prompt
decay for both particles. We will see shortly that mND

and mZD between a few tens to a few hundred of MeV is
exactly what is needed to explain the experimental data.

Analysis and results.—The MiniBooNE experiment is
a pure mineral oil (CH

2

) detector located at the Booster
Neutrino Beam line at Fermilab. The Cherenkov and
scintillation light emitted by charged particles traversing
the detector are used for particle identification and neu-
trino energy reconstruction, assuming the kinematics of
CCQE scattering. MiniBooNE has observed an excess of
381± 85.2 (79.3± 28.6) electron-like events over the esti-
mated background in neutrino (antineutrino) beam con-
figuration in the energy range 200 < Erec

⌫ /MeV < 1250
corresponding to 12.84 ⇥ 1020 (11.27 ⇥ 1020) protons on
target [18].

Our proposal to explain MiniBooNE’s low energy ex-
cess from the production and decay of a dark neutrino
relies on the fact that MiniBooNE cannot distinguish a
collimated e+e� pair from a single electron. Muon neu-
trinos produced in the beam would up-scatter on the min-
eral oil to dark neutrinos, which will subsequently lead
to Z

D

! e+e� as shown schematically in Fig. 1. If N
D

is
light enough, this up-scattering in CH

2

can be coherent,
enhancing the cross section. To take that into account,
we estimate the up-scattering cross section to be

�
total

proton
=

1

8
F 2(Er)�

coh

C

+

✓
1� 6

8
F 2(Er)

◆
�p, (6)

where F (Er) is the nuclear form factor [21] for Carbon,
while �coh

C

and �p are the elastic scattering cross sections

FIG. 1. Contributions to the cross section that in our model
gives rise to MiniBooNE’s excess of electron-like events.

on Carbon and protons, which can be easily calculated.
For Carbon, F (Er) is sizable up to proton recoil energies
of few MeV.
To obtain the spectrum of events, a simplified model

was implemented in FeynRules [22] in which Carbon and
protons were taken to be an elementary fermion and
events were generated in MadGraph5 [23]. Since Mini-
BooNE would interpret Z

D

! e+e� decays as electron-
like events, the reconstructed neutrino energy would be
incorrectly inferred by the approximate CCQE formula
(see e.g. Ref. [24])

Erec

⌫ ' mp EZD

mp � EZD (1� cos ✓ZD )
, (7)

where mp is the proton mass, and EZD and ✓ZD are
the dark Z

D

boson energy and its direction relative to
the beam line. The fit to MiniBooNE data was then
performed using the �2 function from the collaboration
o�cial data release [18], which includes the ⌫µ and ⌫̄µ
disappearance data, re-weighting the Montecarlo events
by the ratio of our cross section to the standard CCQE
one, and taking into account the wrong sign contami-
nation from Ref. [25]. Note that the o�cial covariance
matrix includes spectral data in electron-like and muon-
like events for both neutrino and antineutrino modes.
In Fig. 2 we can see the electron-like event distribu-

tions, including all of the backgrounds, as reported by
MiniBooNE. We clearly see the event excess reflected
in all of them. The neutrino (antineutrino) mode data
as a function of Erec

⌫ is displayed on the top (middle)
panel. The corresponding predictions of our model, for
the benchmark point mND = 320 MeV, mZD = 64 MeV,
|Uµ4|2 = 10�6, ↵

D

= 0.25 and ↵✏2 = 3 ⇥ 10�9, are de-
picted as the blue lines. The light blue band reflects
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FIG. 2. The MiniBooNE electron-like event data [18] in the
neutrino (top panel) and antineutrino (middle panel) modes
as a function of Erec

⌫ , as well as the cos ✓ distribution (bot-
tom panel) for the neutrino data. Note that the data points
have only statistical uncertainties, while the systematic un-
certainties from the background are encoded in the light blue
band.. The predictions of our benchmark point mND = 320
MeV, mZD = 64 MeV, |Uµ4|2 = 10�6, ↵

D

= 0.25 and
↵ ✏2 = 3⇥ 10�9 are also shown as the blue lines.

an approximated systematic uncertainty from the back-
ground estimated from Table I of Ref. [18]. On the bot-
tom panel we show the cos ✓ distribution of the electron-
like candidates for the neutrino data, as well as the dis-
tribution for cos ✓ZD for the benchmark point (blue line).
The cos ✓ distribution of the electron-like candidates in
the antineutrino data is similar and not shown here and
our model is able to describe it comparably well. We
remark that our model prediction is in extremely good
agreement with the experimental data. In particular, our
fit to the data is better than the fit under the electron-
Volt sterile neutrino oscillation hypothesis [18] if one con-
siders the constraints from other oscillation experiments.
We find a best fit with �2

bf/dof = 31.2/36, while the

background only hypothesis yields �2

bg/dof = 63.8/38,
corresponding to a 5.4� preference for our model.

In Fig. 3 we see the region in the plane |Uµ4|2 ver-
sus mND consistent with MiniBooNE data at 1� to 5�
CL, for the exemplifying hypothesis mZD = mND/5,
↵ZD = 0.25 and ↵✏2 = 3⇥10�9. Other values of these pa-

rameters can also provide good agreement with the data.
We also show the combined non-oscillation bounds from
meson decays, muon decay Michel spectrum and lepton
universality compiled in Refs. [26, 27], which exclude the
region above the red line. The dashed gray lines repre-
sent �c⌧ = 1 cm for N

D

and Z
D

with 1 GeV of energy, as
a reference. The ship hull shape region can be divided in
two parts: a high mixing region at |Uµ4|2 ⇠ 10�3�10�6,
corresponding to mND & 300 MeV, and a low mixing re-
gion for |Uµ4|2 . 10�7 and mND . 200 MeV. The latter
seems to be favored by spectral data. As a side remark,
we have checked that the typical opening angle ✓e+e�

of the e+e� pair satisfy cos ✓e+e� = 0.99, ensuring that
MiniBooNE will identify these events as electron-like.
The MicroBooNE experiment at Fermilab [28] is cur-

rently investigating the low energy excess of electron-like
events observed by MiniBooNE. They can distinguish
electrons from photon conversions into a e+e� pair by
their di↵erent ionization rate at the beginning of their
trajectory in the liquid argon detector. So by analyzing
the energy deposited along the track as a function of the
range (dE/dX) they hope to distinguish a photon from
a single electron. Our model predicts a dE/dX distribu-
tion similar to photons but with a prompt Z

D

decay to a
collimated e+e� pair. In addition our framework allows
for the possibility of the experimental observation of the
KL ! ⌫

D

⌫
D

, via o↵-shell Z
D

exchange, by the KOTO
or NA62 experiments as B(KL ! ⌫

D

⌫
D

) can go up to
O(10�10) for mND < mK [29].

We also have inquired into the possible e↵ects of N
D

and Z
D

on oscillation experiments. While low energy
sources, such as the sun or nuclear reactors, do not have
enough energy to produce these particles, they could be,
in principle, produced in higher energy oscillation exper-
iments. Typically ⌫µ and ⌫µ beams in accelerator neu-
trino experiments have an insurmountable O(1%) con-
tamination of ⌫e + ⌫e, and atmospheric neutrinos have a
large ⌫e and ⌫e component. While Cherenkov detectors,
like Super-Kamiokande, cannot distinguish between elec-
trons and photons, detectors like MINOS, NO⌫A or T2K
would have a hard time to see any signal over their neu-
tral current contamination. That is particularly relevant
at lower energies where one would expect the signal of
new physics to lay.
In a di↵erent note, we do not foresee any issues with

cosmological data, as the particles in the dark sector de-
cay too fast to a↵ect Big Bang Nucleosynthesis, and the
⌫ � ⌫ self-interactions are too small to change neutrino
free streaming. Supernova cooling would not constrain
the model, as the Z

D

is trapped due to the large kinetic
mixing.
Finally, one may wonder if the phenomenological ap-

proach we propose here can arise in a UV-complete
anomaly free model. We have checked that such real-
ization is possible as follows. A gauge U(1)

D

symme-
try, under which the only charged fermions are the dark
neutrinos, protects neutrino masses from the standard
Higgs mechanism. An enlarged scalar sector is called
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Dark Neutrino Portal Model
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FIG. 5: MiniBooNE allowed regions for a combined neutrino
mode (12.84 ⇥ 1020 POT) and antineutrino mode (11.27 ⇥
1020 POT) data sets for events with 200 < EQE

⌫ < 1250
MeV within a two-neutrino oscillation model. The shaded
areas show the 90% and 99% C.L. LSND ⌫̄µ ! ⌫̄e allowed
regions. The black circle shows the MiniBooNE best fit point.
Also shown are 90% C.L. limits from the KARMEN [34] and
OPERA [35] experiments.

tineutrino running modes of 460.5 ± 95.8 events (4.8�)
in the energy range 200 < E

QE
⌫ < 1250 MeV. The Mini-

BooNE L/E distribution, shown in Fig. 3, and the al-
lowed region from a standard two-neutrino oscillation fit
to the data, shown in Fig. 5, are consistent with the L/E
distribution and allowed region reported by the LSND
experiment [1]. The significance of the combined LSND
and MiniBooNE excesses is 6.1�. All of the major back-
grounds are constrained by in-situ event measurements,
so non-oscillation explanations would need to invoke new
anomalous background processes. Although the data are
fit with a standard oscillation model, other models may
provide better fits to the data. The MiniBooNE event ex-
cess will be further studied by the Fermilab short-baseline
neutrino (SBN) program [36].
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ment of Energy, and the National Science Foundation,
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FIG. 3: A comparison between the L/EQE
⌫ distributions for

the MiniBooNE data excesses in neutrino mode (12.84⇥ 1020

POT) and antineutrino mode (11.27⇥1020 POT) to the L/E
distribution from LSND [1]. The error bars show statistical
uncertainties only. The solid curve shows the best fit to the
LSND and MiniBooNE data assuming standard two-neutrino
oscillations. The excess of MiniBooNE electron-neutrino can-
didate events is consistent with the LSND excess.

A standard two-neutrino model is assumed for the
MiniBooNE oscillation fits. Note, however, that there
are tensions with fits presented here between appearance
and disappearance experiments [10, 12], and other mod-
els [15–19] may provide better fits to the data. The os-
cillation parameters are extracted from a combined fit of
the observed E

QE
⌫ event distributions for muon-like and

electron-like events using the full covariance matrix de-
scribed previously. The fit assumes the same oscillation
probability for both the right-sign ⌫e and wrong-sign ⌫̄e,
and no significant ⌫µ, ⌫̄µ, ⌫e, or ⌫̄e disappearance. Using
a likelihood-ratio technique [3], the confidence level val-
ues for the fitting statistic, ��

2 = �

2(point)� �

2(best),
as a function of oscillation parameters, �m

2 and sin2 2✓,
is determined from frequentist, fake data studies. With
this technique, the best neutrino oscillation fit in neu-
trino mode for 200 < E

QE
⌫ < 1250 MeV occurs at (�m

2,
sin2 2✓) = (0.037 eV2, 0.958), as shown in Fig. 4. The
�

2
/ndf is 10.0/6.6 with a probability of 15.4%. The

background-only fit has a �2-probability of 0.02% relative
to the best oscillation fit and a �

2
/ndf = 26.7/8.8 with a

probability of 0.14%. Fig. 4 shows the MiniBooNE closed
confidence level (CL) contours for ⌫e appearance oscilla-
tions in neutrino mode in the 200 < E

QE
⌫ < 1250 MeV

energy range.
Nuclear e↵ects associated with neutrino interactions

on carbon can a↵ect the reconstruction of the neutrino
energy, EQE

⌫ , and the determination of the neutrino os-
cillation parameters [33]. These e↵ects were studied pre-
viously [3] and were found to not a↵ect substantially the
oscillation fit. In addition, they do not a↵ect the gamma
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FIG. 4: MiniBooNE allowed regions in neutrino mode (12.84⇥
1020 POT) for events with 200 < EQE

⌫ < 1250 MeV within
a two-neutrino oscillation model. The shaded areas show the
90% and 99% C.L. LSND ⌫̄µ ! ⌫̄e allowed regions. The black
circle shows the MiniBooNE best fit point. Also shown are
90% C.L. limits from the KARMEN [34] and OPERA [35]
experiments.

background, which is determined from direct measure-
ments of NC ⇡

0 and dirt backgrounds.
Fig. 5 shows the MiniBooNE allowed regions in both

neutrino mode and antineutrino mode [3] for events with
200 < E

QE
⌫ < 1250 MeV within a two-neutrino oscilla-

tion model. For this oscillation fit the entire data set
is used and includes the 12.84 ⇥ 1020 POT in neutrino
mode and the 11.27⇥1020 POT in antineutrino mode. As
shown in the figure, the MiniBooNE favored allowed re-
gion overlaps with the LSND allowed region. Also shown
are 90% C.L. limits from the KARMEN [34] and OPERA
[35] experiments. The best combined neutrino oscillation
fit occurs at (�m

2, sin2 2✓) = (0.041 eV2, 0.958). The
�

2
/ndf for the best-fit point is 19.5/15.4 with a prob-

ability of 20.1%, and the background-only fit has a �

2-
probability of 5⇥ 10�7 relative to the best oscillation fit
and a �

2
/ndf = 49.3/17.5 with a probability of 0.007%.

Fitting both LSND and MiniBooNE data, the best fit
remains at (�m

2, sin2 2✓) = (0.041 eV2, 0.958) with a
�

2
/ndf = 22.4/23.4, corresponding to a probability of

52.0%.
In summary, the MiniBooNE experiment observes a

total ⌫e CCQE event excess in both neutrino and an-

Neutrino  
Mode Only

Both Modes
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central value number of CCQE events matches data,
and the four potential scraping scenarios that were aver-
aged to generate �O↵. The integrated �O↵ with a neu-
trino energy E⌫ between 0.2 and 3GeV is (1.9± 1.1) ⇥
10�11 ⌫/POT/cm2 with a mean energy of 660MeV. The
large uncertainty on �O↵ comes from not knowing which
scraping scenario is physically happening. Comparing
this to integrated �⌫ of 5.0 ⇥ 10�10 ⌫/POT/cm2 with a
mean energy of 830MeV gives a flux reduction factor of
27. The reduction factor as a function of E⌫ and species is
shown in Fig. 10. The combination of the flux reduction
and the softer spectrum, which has lower neutrino cross
sections in the detector, results in an event-rate reduction
by a factor of 48 in both CCQE and NCE interactions
(cuts given in Table III).

The breakdown of the integrated �O↵ for the di↵erent
neutrino species is given in Table I. While �⌫ is made

TABLE I. Beam o↵-target profile systematic percent error in-
dependent of energy for the various neutrino types, including
correlations. �O↵ integrated over 0.2 < E⌫ < 3GeV

Neutrino species �O↵

�
⌫/POT/cm2

�
% of total

Total (1.9± 1.1)⇥ 10�11

⌫µ (1.2± 0.6)⇥ 10�11 63.7
⌫̄µ (6.6± 4.7)⇥ 10�12 35.4
⌫e (1.1± 0.9)⇥ 10�13 0.6
⌫̄e (5± 4)⇥ 10�14 0.3

up of 93.6% ⌫µ, 5.9% ⌫̄µ, and 0.5% ⌫e, ⌫̄e [33], �O↵ is
composed of 63.7% ⌫µ, 35.4% ⌫̄µ, and 0.9% ⌫e, ⌫̄e. The
breakdown of �O↵ by source material of the secondary
beam, Fig. 1, was generated in is 55% air, 30% beryl-
lium, 10% steel, 3% aluminum, and 2% concrete. Air and
beryllium provide approximately equal contributions to
�O↵ for E⌫ above 500MeV wth almost no contributions
from the other materials.

The sensitivity to dark matter depends on the number
and distribution of ⇡0s generated in the beamline. Ta-
ble II gives the total number of ⇡± per POT as well as the
breakdown by material in the beamline for both o↵-target
and neutrino running simulated by BooNEG4Beam.
The simulated ⇡0 distribution was chosen as the av-
erage of the ⇡+ and ⇡� distributions which has been
shown to be in good agreement with actual ⇡0 distri-
butions [35, 36]. Neutrino-mode charged-pions are gen-
erated evenly in beryllium, steel, and concrete. The
concrete surrounds the decay pipe and the steel is pri-
marily located in the beam dump. The charaged-pions
generated in the concrete and steel, if able to decay,
will produce low energy neutrinos and therefore do not
contribute much to the on-target neutrino event rate.
O↵-target charged-pions are predominantly produced in
steel, which is consistent with the reduction of the neu-
trino flux. Taking the average of the charged-pions dis-
tributions to generate the ⇡0 distribution, the o↵-target
⇡0 distribution will generate a greater dark matter flux
than on-target because more of the pions are generated

TABLE II. The breakdown of the number of charged-pions per
POT and by material in the beamline. A pion was counted if
it had a total kinetic energy greater than 1MeV, was traveling
in the forward direction, and had a transverse momentum
less than 1GeV c�1. O↵-target in this table refers to the
nominal beam configuration measured by the multiwires, not
the average of the four possible scraping scenarios that is used
as the o↵-target neutrino flux.

⇡+ ⇡�

O↵-Target meson/POT 2.48 2.36
Composition

Air 3.6% 3.0%
Aluminum 0.2% 0.2%
Beryllium 0.2% 0.2%
Concrete 3.6% 4.1%
Dolomite 0.1% 0.1%

Steel 92.3% 92.4%

Neutrino Mode meson/POT 2.54 2.51
Composition

Air 1.7% 1.4%
Aluminum 5.3% 5.2%
Beryllium 29.5% 27.6%
Concrete 28.0% 27.6%
Dolomite 0.1% 0.2%

Steel 35.4% 38.0%

at the beam dump transversely closer to the center of
the beam spot. Fig. 11 shows the angle vs. total pion
momentum for the ⇡0 distribution used as input to the
dark matter simulations, discussed in Sec. VI. The total
integral is dominated by low-momentum pions.
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FIG. 11. The ✓⇡0 vs p⇡0 distributions from BooNEG4Beam

used for generating dark matter candidate events. The color
scale gives the number of pions per delivered POT in each
bin.

For the ⌘-meson distribution the ⇡0 distribution was
reweighted by mass. Only ⇡0 events with total energy
greater than or equal to m⌘ were used in the reweighting
scheme. A particle list of ⇡0 and ⌘-mesons with their 4-
momentum and 4-position information was passed to the
dark matter simulation, see Sec. VI, as input for neutral
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lium target, and into a cooling air gap (which is inside
the neck of the aluminum horn). After leaving the horn
the protons enter the air-filled decay pipe, and finally
reach the beam dump located 50m downstream of the
target location, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Running in this
mode reduces the number of charged mesons that are
generated in the thin beryllium target.

Be

Target

Earth

Air

Decay Pipe

Steel

Beam Dump

MiniBooNE Detector

p
⇡0

V

�

�†

�
N

�
50m 4m 487m

FIG. 5. The production of dark matter in o↵-target run-
ning [19].

The charged mesons that are produced in a thin target
will escape and produce decay-in-flight neutrinos, while
within the beam dump, the charged mesons are absorbed
or decay-at-rest within a few radiation lengths, as illus-
trated in Fig. 6. This is in comparison with neutral

Thin

Target

Beam

⇡0
�

⇡0
�

⇡±
⌫

⇡± ⌫

Decay-in-flight due to

short life time

Decay-in-flight after

leaving target

Thick

Target

Beam

⇡0
�

⇡0
�

⇡±
⇡±

Decay-in-flight due to

short life time

Absorbed or decay-

at-rest) reduced neu-

trino flux

FIG. 6. (top) Production of dark matter and neutrino when
the beam hits a thin target. (bottom) The production of dark
matter and suppression of neutrino generation when the beam
hits a thick target.

mesons that will decay-in-flight due to their short life-
times. The neutral mesons could decay into a dark pho-
ton which would then decay into two dark matter par-
ticles, as shown schematically in Fig. 5. The horn was
turned o↵ during this run so no charged particles gen-
erated would be (de)focused. For the rest of this paper,

this mode of running will be denoted as o↵-target, since
the beryllium target and horn were not removed from the
beamline.
The decay pipe and beam dump are buried in crushed

aggregate. There is a metal end cap at the downstream
end of the decay pipe which prevents aggregate from en-
tering the pipe. The beam dump consists of 104 inches
of steel followed by 36 inches of concrete and another 26
inches of steel in the beam direction. A detailed study of
the neutrino flux coming from the BNB in on-target mode
seen in the MiniBooNE detector using theGEANT4 [32]
simulation package BooNEG4Beam can be found in
Ref. [33]. On-target running consisted of neutrino, and
anti-neutrino modes. The simulations were updated to
study the o↵-target beam configuration and are described
below.

A. Beam O↵-Target BNB Simulation

BooNEG4Beam was updated to include materials in
the beamline that would have changed the neutrino-mode
flux �⌫ by less than a percent but are important for the
o↵-target beam configuration. Fig. 7 shows a schematic
of the beamline geometry around the target, pointing out
the materials that were added. An aluminum window at

FIG. 7. The simulated geometry around the target. Those
listed with an asterisk were added for the o↵-target simula-
tion. The added materials change the neutrino-mode flux by
less than a percent.

the end of the horn and a steel end cap with a small gap
of air between the end of the beam pipe and the steel
beam dump were also added. Except for the windows
and the end cap, the other materials that were added
are hollow around the beam center, and do not add to
the primary meson production during on-target running.
The starting beam parameters for the o↵-target simu-
lations were chosen by in situ measurements from two

0.2 < Eν < 3 GeV is ð1.9" 1.1Þ × 10−11 νPOT−1 cm−2

(“POT” is proton on target). The mean energy of the
off-target neutrino flux is 660 MeV compared to 830 MeV
in ν mode. The integrated off-target flux is 1=27 of the
ν-mode flux and the event rate is 1=48 that of ν mode. The
total data set reported here used 1.86 × 1020 POT collected
from November 2013 to September 2014.
During this run period, the MB detector operated as for

the previous 12 years, which has included searches for
neutrino oscillations and measurements of neutrino cross
sections in both ν and ν̄ mode. In particular, MB has
measured ν and ν̄-nucleon neutral-current elastic (NCE)
scattering [22,23], which has the same expected final state
as χN scattering, allowing for the same mode of operation
with well-understood detection and analysis methods.
The MB detector [24] consists of 818 tons of mineral oil

(CH2) in a 610-cm-radius tank viewed by 1280 photo-
multiplier tubes (PMTs) in the inner, primary region and
240 PMTs arranged in pairs viewing the outer, optically
separate, 35-cm-thick veto region. Any PMTs with signal
> 0.1 photoelectron are digitized and recorded in a 19.2-μs
time window around the 1.6-μs BNB proton pulses. The
signature of χN scattering events is a pattern of hits consistent
with a track from a single proton or neutron of a few hundred
MeV kinetic energy. The MB detector is sensitive to these
sub-Cherenkov particles via a small amount of scintillation
light emitted as they traverse the mineral oil. The event
signature is the same as for previous ν and ν̄ NCE cross
section analyses performed by MB [22,23].
Analysis.—A DM-candidate event sample was

selected from the off-target data with selection criteria
(“cuts”) following the previous MB ν̄-NCE analysis [23]

and a reconstructed nucleon kinetic energy of 35 <
Tp < 600 MeV. This procedure requires exactly one time
cluster of hits coincident with the beam and with a time and
spatial distribution consistent with a single nucleon and no
pions. This selection, along with the requirement of no
activity in the veto, minimizes contamination from beam-
unrelated (cosmic) backgrounds and non-NCE beam-
related backgrounds. Neutrino-induced NCE events are
an irreducible background to this analysis; they must be
estimated and subtracted. To better constrain the off-target
neutrino flux and, therefore, the neutrino-induced back-
grounds, the set of off-target CCQE events mentioned
above was selected following cuts developed for our
ν-mode CCQE cross section measurement [25].
Because theNCE andCCQE cross sections are not known

a priori independently of MB data, two other large samples
(≈100 000 events), with the sameNCEandCCQE cuts as for
the beam-off-target set, were extracted from previously
collected ν-mode data. The DM-candidate sample contains
any χN scattering events, while the three other “constraint”
samples serve to constrain the event rate for an improved
estimate of beam-related backgrounds. It should be noted
that the events passing the selection cuts are not purely NCE
and CCQE at the vertex level but are more accurately labeled
“NC0π”and “CC0π” because of processes like pion pro-
duction combined with pion absorption in the nucleus or
scattering via multinucleon processes [26].
A detector simulation, developed and tuned for previous

MB analyses, but with the new off-target neutrino flux, was
used to predict the event rates for these neutrino-induced
processes, including those involving pion absorption. The
simulation predicts that the NC0π (CC0π) samples consist
of 77% (84%) true NCE (CCQE) events, but the analysis
does not depend strongly on those values since the
constraint samples determine the effective cross sections.
The simulation is also used to determine the DM event
efficiency and related errors including correlations [22,25].
The nucleon reconstructed kinetic energy distribution for

DM-candidate events is shown in Fig. 5 and the integrated
event totals are summarized in Table I. The background
predictions are determined through both measurement and
simulations. The beam-unrelated background is measured in
out-of-beam, 19.2-μs-duration windows taken at 10–15 Hz
interspersed with the beam-on data-collection windows.
The same cuts are then applied to this sample for an estimate
of the number of beam-unrelated events passing cuts in the
beam-on sample.
The beam-related detector background is dominated by

NCE events originating within the detector volume and are
estimated using the experimental simulation. Beam-related
“dirt” backgrounds arise mainly from neutrino-induced
neutrons created outside the detector, passing into the
main detector volume, and satisfying the event selection.
All of these beam-related background processes have been
measured in various MB data sets and then used as input to
the simulations.
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with standard model particles, allowing the correct relic
abundance in the standard thermal freeze-out scenario
[3–5]. A minimal dark sector model of this type is known
as vector portal DM [19,20] and is used as a framework for
the analysis presented here. Although we emphasize that
this search is sensitive to other scenarios, in this particular
one, interactions of χ are mediated by a Uð1Þ gauge boson
Vμ (“dark photon”) that kinetically mixes with the ordinary
photon. Four unknown parameters control the physics: DM
mass mχ , Vμ mass mV , kinetic mixing ϵ, and dark gauge
coupling gD. For this work, the DM particle is assumed to
be a complex scalar, which is consistent with terrestrial,
astrophysical, and cosmological constraints [5].
Two different DM production mechanisms (Fig. 2) likely

dominate for this search: (1) decay of secondary π0 or η
mesons and (2) proton bremsstrahlung. For both of these
processes, the production rate scales as ϵ2 provided the Vμ

can decay into two on-shell DM particles with mV > 2mχ .
The χ, produced via one of these mechanisms, may be
detected via interactions with nucleons or electrons. This
search is sensitive to DM-nucleon interactions χN, medi-
ated by Vμ exchange (Fig. 3), and the scattering rate in the
detector scales as ϵ2αD, where αD ¼ g2D=4π. Combining
this with the production rate behavior yields a DM event
rate that scales as ϵ4αD for mV > 2mχ.
Experiment.—In the neutrino-production mode

(“ν-mode”) configuration of the BNB, 8-GeV protons
from the Fermilab Booster are delivered to a 1.75-inter-
action-length beryllium target in pulses with intensity
ð3–5Þ × 1012 protons and 1.6 μs in duration, creating a
large flux of charged mesons, predominantly pions. A
magnetic horn surrounds the target and uses a pulsed
≈1.5 T magnetic field to guide the mesons down a 1-m
radius, 50-m-long cylindrical, air-filled decay pipe that
terminates into a steel beam stop. The majority of mesons
decay into neutrinos (e.g., π → μν) providing a large
neutrino flux in the downstream detector [21].
For this DM search, the beam line was configured in

“off-target”mode with the 8-GeV protons steered off of the
beryllium production target, through the powered-off
magnetic horn, and into the steel beam dump at the end
of the decay region. This greatly reduces the flux of
neutrinos created via meson decay in flight, thus lowering
the neutrino event background. This increases sensitivity to

DM produced in decays of π0 and η, which are produced
copiously in the beam dump.
The flux of neutrinos and associated errors in ν-mode

were calculated using experimental data along with a
simulation program detailed in Ref. [21]. To predict the
off-target flux, the simulation was updated with the
addition of various beam line components that are impor-
tant only for off-target running. These additional compo-
nents have negligible effects in the ν mode as the beryllium
target and surrounding aluminum is the source of 99% of
the mesons contributing to the neutrino flux at the detector.
However, in off-target mode, only ≈30% of the mesons
resulting in detector neutrinos are created in the beryllium
target and surrounding aluminum, so other beam line
materials are important. The beam parameters (direction,
emittance, lateral size, etc.) used by the simulation were
measured during the run.
Charged-current quasielastic (CCQE) scattering of

muon-neutrinos produces a readily detected muon and is
the highest-rate neutrino process in the MB detector. With
the assumption that DM scattering is purely elastic, the
CCQE samples are free of DM-scattering events and, since
they are well measured via the large samples gathered in ν-
mode running, can be used to constrain the off-target
neutrino flux. A sample of 956 CCQE events from off-
target mode were reconstructed and compared to that
predicted by the beam and detector simulations. The beam
parameters input to the simulation were then adjusted,
within their uncertainties, to reproduce that number of
events and to improve the off-target flux estimate. A set of
beam simulation variations, consistent with errors on the
beam parameters and the total number of CCQE events,
was created in order to determine the error on predicted
fluxes.
The resulting predicted neutrino flux for off-target mode

is shown in Fig. 4 along with the ratio of off-target flux
to that for ν mode. The predicted off-target flux for

(a) (b)

FIG. 2. DM-production channels relevant for this search with
an 8-GeV proton beam incident on a steel target.

(a) (b)

FIG. 3. DM interactions with nucleons in the detector.

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of this DM search using the
Fermilab BNB in off-target mode together with the MiniBooNE
detector. The proton beam is steered above the beryllium target in
off-target mode, lowering the neutrino flux.
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scaling based on the scattered nucleon energy. Only true
NCE events were used for the DM signal. This is equivalent
to assuming no DM interactions via resonant events and
will result in a more conservative limit. The efficiency for
a DM-scattering event to be detected in this analysis is
≈35% for nucleon kinetic energy above ≈150 MeV but
falls rapidly to < 1% at 50 MeV. In addition, the nucleons
in carbon are subject to binding energy and final-state
interactions further reducing the efficiency. The DM
simulation of Ref. [27] does not include corrections for
bound nucleons, so they were applied using an effective
efficiency calculated from the MB simulation which does
account for those effects [25].
The procedure results in a set of predicted χN signal events

for each set of ϵ4αD, mV , and mχ . The number of predicted
events simply scales with the ϵ4αD parameter, while the
nucleon energy distribution changes shapewith eachmV and
mχ . These DM simulation results were then combined with
the components described in the background-only fit above
and subjected to a frequentist confidence limit (C.L.) method
developed previously for the MB ν and ν̄ oscillations
analyses [28,29]. The procedure determines the 90% C.L.
ϵ4αD value within this vector portal DM model and allowed
by this experimental data set for a given mV , mχ pair with
0.01 < mχ < 0.5 GeV, mV > 2mχ . These results (Fig. 6)
provide the best sensitivity of ϵ4αD < 1.2 × 10−14 at
mV ≈ 775 MeV, near the ρ and ω masses.
Conclusions.—This analysis determines the 90% C.L.

value for the combination ϵ4αD. Using conventional choices
for the other DM parameters allows comparisons of experi-
ments employing different methods in a shared parameter
space. In Fig. 7, withmV ¼ 3mχ andαD ¼ 0.5, the 90%C.L.
values for the dimensionless DM annihilation cross section

parameter Y ¼ ϵ2αDðmχ=mVÞ4 are plotted for this result and
compared to different experimental exclusion regions. The
choice of αD ¼ 0.5 is compatible with the bounds derived in
Ref. [30] based on the running of the dark gauge coupling.
However, it is important to note that the χ yield scales as ϵ4αD.
Thus, for sufficiently small values of αD, the limits from other
probes such as BABAR [31] will be stronger. With these DM
parameter combinations, this result has expanded the search
for DM to mχ values 2 orders of magnitude smaller than
nucleon direct detection DM experiments and has excluded a
vector mediator particle solution to the g − 2 anomaly
[32,33]. Within the context of the vector portal DM model
and the chosen parameter constraints, this result sets the most
stringent limits on DM in the range 0.08 < mχ < 0.3 GeV
and, in a model where the DM does not couple to electrons
[10], this limit is extended down to mχ ≈ 0.01 GeV.
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FIG. 6. The ϵ4αD 90% confidence limits for 0.01 < mV <
1 GeV and mV > 2mχ using the vector portal DM model.
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FIG. 7. Confidence limits and sensitivities with 1; 2σ errors
resulting from this analysis compared to other experimental
results [4,11,12,31–37]. Limits from experiments that assume
DM coupling to quarks or nucleons, including this result, are
shown as solid lines, while those that require DM coupling to
electrons are shown as dot-dashed lines. The favored parameters
for this model to account for the observed relic DM density [4]
are shown as the lowest solid line.
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scaling based on the scattered nucleon energy. Only true
NCE events were used for the DM signal. This is equivalent
to assuming no DM interactions via resonant events and
will result in a more conservative limit. The efficiency for
a DM-scattering event to be detected in this analysis is
≈35% for nucleon kinetic energy above ≈150 MeV but
falls rapidly to < 1% at 50 MeV. In addition, the nucleons
in carbon are subject to binding energy and final-state
interactions further reducing the efficiency. The DM
simulation of Ref. [27] does not include corrections for
bound nucleons, so they were applied using an effective
efficiency calculated from the MB simulation which does
account for those effects [25].
The procedure results in a set of predicted χN signal events

for each set of ϵ4αD, mV , and mχ . The number of predicted
events simply scales with the ϵ4αD parameter, while the
nucleon energy distribution changes shapewith eachmV and
mχ . These DM simulation results were then combined with
the components described in the background-only fit above
and subjected to a frequentist confidence limit (C.L.) method
developed previously for the MB ν and ν̄ oscillations
analyses [28,29]. The procedure determines the 90% C.L.
ϵ4αD value within this vector portal DM model and allowed
by this experimental data set for a given mV , mχ pair with
0.01 < mχ < 0.5 GeV, mV > 2mχ . These results (Fig. 6)
provide the best sensitivity of ϵ4αD < 1.2 × 10−14 at
mV ≈ 775 MeV, near the ρ and ω masses.
Conclusions.—This analysis determines the 90% C.L.

value for the combination ϵ4αD. Using conventional choices
for the other DM parameters allows comparisons of experi-
ments employing different methods in a shared parameter
space. In Fig. 7, withmV ¼ 3mχ andαD ¼ 0.5, the 90%C.L.
values for the dimensionless DM annihilation cross section

parameter Y ¼ ϵ2αDðmχ=mVÞ4 are plotted for this result and
compared to different experimental exclusion regions. The
choice of αD ¼ 0.5 is compatible with the bounds derived in
Ref. [30] based on the running of the dark gauge coupling.
However, it is important to note that the χ yield scales as ϵ4αD.
Thus, for sufficiently small values of αD, the limits from other
probes such as BABAR [31] will be stronger. With these DM
parameter combinations, this result has expanded the search
for DM to mχ values 2 orders of magnitude smaller than
nucleon direct detection DM experiments and has excluded a
vector mediator particle solution to the g − 2 anomaly
[32,33]. Within the context of the vector portal DM model
and the chosen parameter constraints, this result sets the most
stringent limits on DM in the range 0.08 < mχ < 0.3 GeV
and, in a model where the DM does not couple to electrons
[10], this limit is extended down to mχ ≈ 0.01 GeV.
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respectively, with an extra 1.08 normalization factor to
match simulations with data. For this analysis all detec-
tor and dirt simulated events were reweighted to these
updated measured values, while only true CCQE events
include the normalization factor.

The detector response is modeled with a Geant3 [46]
simulation described in Ref. [39].

1. Definition of True Interactions

The dark matter simulation (BdNMC) that is used,
see Sec. VI, does not include any nuclear model or final
state interactions. For this paper, true neutrino interac-
tions are defined by the output of a neutrino interaction
before any final state interactions are considered. This
makes the definition used by BdNMC and NUANCE

the same. It also means di↵erent selection cuts could
look for the same true interaction because di↵erent final
state interactions would probe di↵erent parameter space.
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FIG. 16. The predicted number of true NCE interactions on
protons in MiniBooNE broken down by the free and bound
components. The free + bound total is compared with free
times six.

Because BdNMC does not include a nuclear model,
the definition of true NCE interactions from NUANCE

needs to be adjusted to match. Fig. 16 shows the distri-
bution of true NCE interactions on free and bound pro-
tons. Below about 90MeV energy transfer, defined by
the di↵erence between the true energy of the incoming
and outgoing neutrino, the nuclear model in NUANCE

reduces the bound cross section. Using free times six, the
scaling to go from free hydrogen to number of protons in
mineral oil, e↵ectively removes the nuclear model from

NUANCE, therefore, by definition true NCE, for this
paper, is a scaling from interactions on free protons.

TABLE III. Selection Cuts for the various channels in this
analysis

Cut # Description

CCQE
1 # subevents = 2
2 1st sub, # tank > 200 and

all subevents, # veto hits < 6
3 1st sub, reconstructed vertex radius < 500 cm
4 1st sub, event time window 4.4 < T (µs) < 6.4
5 1st sub, µ/e log-likelihood ratio > 0
6 1st sub, kinetic energy T > 200MeV
7 µ-e vertex distance > 100 cm and

> (500Tµ (GeV)� 100) cm

NCE
1 # subevents = 1
2 # tank hits > 12 and # veto hits < 6
3 Reconstructed vertex radius < 500 cm
4 event time window 4.4 < T (µs) < 6.4
5 p/e time log-likelihood ratio < 0.42
6 kinetic energy 35 < T (MeV) < 650
7 < 60 hits 10µs before event trigger

NC⇡0

1 # subevents = 1
2 # tank hits > 200 and # veto hits < 6
3 event time window 4 < T (µs) < 7
4 Reconstructed vertex radius < 500 cm (e fit)
5 µ/e log-likelihood ratio > 0.05
6 e/⇡0 log-likelihood ratio < 0
7 80 < m��

�
MeV c�2

�
< 200

⌫-e
1 # subevents = 1
2 # tank hits > 20 and # veto hits  2
3 event time window 4.4 < T (µs) < 6.4
4 Reconstructed vertex radius < 500 cm
5 visible energy 75  Ee

vis (MeV)  850
6 reconstructed angle cos ✓e � 0.9
7 µ/e log-likelihood ratio: See text
8 e time log-likelihood  3.6
9 Scintillation / Cherenkov Ratio  0.55

10 Distance to wall � 210 cm

For events with # tank hits > 200
11 e/⇡0 log-likelihood ratio > �6.25⇥ 10�3

12 m��  80MeV c�2

V. EVENT DISTRIBUTIONS

This analysis consists of four di↵erent selection cuts:
CCQE, NCE, NC⇡0, and neutral-current neutrino-
electron elastic scattering (⌫-e). Because of final state
interactions the events that pass these selection cuts are
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D. Neutrino Oscillation Events in O↵-Target Mode

MiniBooNE has recently doubled the amount of
neutrino-mode POT [50]. The reported neutrino plus
anti-neutrino oscillation excess is 460.5± 95.8 for a com-
bined 24.11⇥ 1020 POT. If this excess were due to a pro-
cess that is occurring in the beam dump, such as dark
matter production, instead of neutrino-related process,
the predicted excess would scale with the amount of POT
collected.

The predicted o↵-target excess, under this assumption,
is 35.5± 7.4, whereas the measured excess is -2.8 events
integrated over 200  EQE

⌫ < 1250MeV. Fig. 20 shows
the EQE

⌫ distribution (Eq. 5 is used with the results from
the electron track fit and EB = 0) for o↵-target running.
All but one of the observed events are above 475MeV.
Assuming gaussian errors, the measured o↵-target sam-
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FIG. 20. The EQE
⌫ distribution for events that pass the ⌫e

oscillation cuts. Data comes from o↵-target mode.

ple of events that pass oscillation cuts is inconsistent, at
4.8�, with a process that predicts the oscillation excess
to scale with collected POT.

VI. CONFIDENCE LEVEL LIMITS ON LIGHT
DARK MATTER THEORY

A fixed target dark matter Monte Carlo, BdNMC, is
used to simulate the energy and position distributions of
the expected dark matter scattering signal in the Mini-
BooNE detector [25]. There are a number of production
channels in fixed target experiments, though often one
will dominate for a given set of dark matter model pa-
rameters. For MiniBooNE, the decay of two pseudoscalar

mesons, the ⇡0 and the ⌘ were considered, as well as pro-
duction through proton bremsstrahlung plus vector mix-
ing up to mV = 1GeV c�2. The parameter values and
equations used in the simulation are given in Ref. [25].
The simulation loop begins by determing the maxi-

mum probability for each production mechanism pro-
vided. The output events are split between the pro-
duction mechanisms according to the maximum prob-
abilities. For the case of pseudoscalar meson decays,
meson four-momenta and positions are generated in the
MiniBooNE target or beam dump by sampling an event
list generated by the BooNEG4Beam simulations, see
Sec. III. For the case of proton bremsstrahlung, the dark
matter is simulated to occur at the front of the beam
dump.
The simulation attempts a given dark matter scat-

tering event for each dark matter trajectory from the
previous step found to intersect with the MiniBooNE
detector. Possible interactions are elastic-nucleon (0⇡),
elastic-electron, and inelastic nucleon producing a sin-
gle pion (1⇡0 if a ⇡0 is produced, and 1⇡± if a ⇡± is
produced). The neutrino detector simulation, discussed
in Sec. IVA, was used to simulate the response of the
detector. The weight of a simulated event was defined
as the ratio of N�/N⌫ , where N� (N⌫) is the number
of true interactions predicted by BdNMC (NUANCE).
The weight is a function of energy transfer and is inde-
pendent of final state interactions.
Fig. 21 shows the number of events for � scattering

in the detector as well as the mean reconstructed ob-
servables for mV = 3m� and ✏4↵D = 1 ⇥ 10�13. At
low masses the 1⇡ dominates over 0⇡ in overall rate for
nucleon interactions. The 1⇡ production dominates the
NCE distribution at higher Q2

QE . Because of the sep-
aration of where 1⇡ and 0⇡ production dominates the
NCE distribution, and the e�ciency of the NCE selec-
tion cuts, NCE provides significant constraint, along with
NC⇡0, on the low mass region. Dark matter scattering
o↵ electrons is predicted to dominate the overall rate at
m� < 0.4GeV c�2.
Fig. 22 compares the bunch time distribution for vari-

ous combinations of mV , m� to the neutrino distribution
used for the candidate signal events that pass NCE and
NC⇡0 selection cuts. The neutrino distribution is the pre-
dicted distribution for neutrino-mode running, while the
dark matter distributions are for o↵-target mode. The
di↵erence between the neutrino distribution and that of
the lightest dark matter mass represents the di↵erence
between neutrino-mode and o↵-target running. The sen-
sitivity for heavier dark matter masses is improved when
using timing.

Using the results from BdNMC and the frequentist
confidence level method developed for the MiniBooNE
oscillation analysis [20], 90% confidence level limits were
calculated for di↵erent combinations of mV and m� as
a function of ✏4↵D . The frequentist approach used fake
data and various fits to fake data to generate the e↵ec-
tive degrees of freedom given a predicted signal. Each

• Oscillation search cuts were 
applied to the beam dump data


• The excess in this mode is -2.8 
events, inconsistent with the 
expectation of 35.5 for a 
process which scales with POT


• This also tells us the beam 
dump cuts are a factor of 2-3 
more stringent based on the 
number of events which pass
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• A natural question is whether new physics can explain the LSND excess

• Hard to imagine the LSND and MiniBooNE excesses have the same non-

neutrino new physics explanation

• Different beam energies (800 MeV at LSND vs 8 GeV at MiniBooNE)

• Different electron-like excess energies (< 50 MeV for LSND vs 100’s of 

MeV for MiniBooNE)

• Different detector signatures (single vs. double coincidence)


• The LSND excess is harder to fake because it involves a double 
coincidence consistent with inverse beta decay

• Electron-like primary signal (order 10’s of MeV)

• Neutron capture on hydrogen (2.2 MeV) consistent with capture time 

(200 microseconds)

• Would require some sort of inelastic process



Backup 
Dark Matter at Neutrino 

Experiments
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Fig. 1.— Shown above in the top panel is a color image from the Magellan images of the merging cluster 1E0657−558, with the white
bar indicating 200 kpc at the distance of the cluster. In the bottom panel is a 500 ks Chandra image of the cluster. Shown in green contours
in both panels are the weak lensing κ reconstruction with the outer contour level at κ = 0.16 and increasing in steps of 0.07. The white
contours show the errors on the positions of the κ peaks and correspond to 68.3%, 95.5%, and 99.7% confidence levels. The blue +s show
the location of the centers used to measure the masses of the plasma clouds in Table 2.

nated by collisionless dark matter, the potential will trace
the distribution of that component, which is expected
to be spatially coincident with the collisionless galax-
ies. Thus, by deriving a map of the gravitational po-
tential, one can discriminate between these possibilities.
We published an initial attempt at this using an archival
VLT image (Clowe et al. 2004); here we add three addi-
tional optical image sets which allows us to increase the
significance of the weak lensing results by more than a
factor of 3.

In this paper, we measure distances at the redshift of
the cluster, z = 0.296, by assuming an Ωm = 0.3, λ =
0.7, H0 = 70km/s/Mpc cosmology which results in 4.413
kpc/′′ plate-scale. None of the results of this paper are
dependent on this assumption; changing the assumed
cosmology will result in a change of the distances and
absolute masses measured, but the relative masses of
the various structures in each measurement remain un-
changed.

2. METHODOLOGY AND DATA

We construct a map of the gravitational poten-
tial using weak gravitational lensing (Mellier 1999;
Bartelmann & Schneider 2001), which measures the dis-
tortions of images of background galaxies caused by the
gravitational deflection of light by the cluster’s mass.
This deflection stretches the image of the galaxy pref-
erentially in the direction perpendicular to that of the
cluster’s center of mass. The imparted ellipticity is typi-
cally comparable to or smaller than that intrinsic to the
galaxy, and thus the distortion is only measurable statis-
tically with large numbers of background galaxies. To do
this measurement, we detect faint galaxies on deep op-
tical images and calculate an ellipticity from the second
moment of their surface brightness distribution, correct-
ing the ellipticity for smearing by the point spread func-
tion (corrections for both anisotropies and smearing are
obtained using an implementation of the KSB technique
(Kaiser et al. 1995) discussed in Clowe et al. (2006)).
The corrected ellipticities are a direct, but noisy, mea-
surement of the reduced shear g⃗ = γ⃗/(1 − κ). The shear
γ⃗ is the amount of anisotropic stretching of the galaxy
image. The convergence κ is the shape-independent in-
crease in the size of the galaxy image. In Newtonian

gravity, κ is equal to the surface mass density of the lens
divided by a scaling constant. In non-standard gravity
models, κ is no longer linearly related to the surface den-
sity but is instead a non-local function that scales as the
mass raised to a power less than one for a planar lens,
reaching the limit of one half for constant acceleration
(Mortlock & Turner 2001; Zhao et al. 2006). While one
can no longer directly obtain a map of the surface mass
density using the distribution of κ in non-standard grav-
ity models, the locations of the κ peaks, after adjusting
for the extended wings, correspond to the locations of
the surface mass density peaks.

Our goal is thus to obtain a map of κ. One can combine
derivatives of g⃗ to obtain (Schneider 1995; Kaiser 1995)

∇ ln(1−κ) =
1

1 − g2
1 − g2

2

!

1 + g1 g2
g2 1 − g1

" !

g1,1 + g2,2
g2,1 − g1,2

"

,

which is integrated over the data field and converted into
a two-dimensional map of κ. The observationally un-
constrained constant of integration, typically referred to
as the “mass-sheet degeneracy,” is effectively the true
mean of ln(1−κ) at the edge of the reconstruction. This
method does, however, systematically underestimate κ
in the cores of massive clusters. This results in a slight
increase to the centroiding errors of the peaks, and our
measurements of κ in the peaks of the components are
only lower bounds.

For 1E0657−558, we have accumulated an exception-
ally rich optical dataset, which we will use here to mea-
sure g⃗. It consists of the four sets of optical images shown
in Table 1 and the VLT image set used in Clowe et al.
(2004); the additional images significantly increase the
maximum resolution obtainable in the κ reconstructions
due to the increased number of background galaxies,
particularly in the area covered by the ACS images,
with which we measure the reduced shear. We reduce
each image set independently and create galaxy cata-
logs with 3 passband photometry. The one exception
is the single passband HST pointing of main cluster,
for which we measure colors from the Magellan images.
Because it is not feasible to measure redshifts for all
galaxies in the field, we select likely background galax-
ies using magnitude and color cuts (m814 > 22 and not
in the rhombus defined by 0.5 < m606 − m814 < 1.5,
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Figure 1: Time and temperature evolution of all standard big bang nucleosynthesis (SBBN)-

relevant nuclear abundances. The vertical arrow indicates the moment at T9 ≃ 0.85 at

which most of the helium nuclei are synthesized. The gray vertical bands indicate main

BBN stages. From left to right: neutrino decoupling, electron-positron annihilation and n/p

freeze-out, D bottleneck, and freeze-out of all nuclear reactions. Protons (H) and neutrons

(N) are given relative to nb whereas Yp denotes the 4He mass fraction.

Below we discuss the fusion of the light elements and compare their SBBN predictions with

observations.

1.1.1 O(0.1) abundances: 4He. The beauty of the SBBN prediction for 4He lies in

its simplicity. Only a few factors that determine it. The rates for weak scattering processes

that inter-convert n ↔ p at high plasma temperatures scale as G2
FT

5, where GF is the

Fermi constant. As the Universe cools, these rates drop below the T 2-proportional Hubble

rate H(T ) Eq. (6). The neutron-to-proton transitions slow down, and the ratio of their

respective number densities cannot follow its chemical-equilibrium exponential dependence,

n/p|eq ≃ exp(−∆mnp/T ). Around T ≃ 0.7MeV this dependence freezes out to n/p ≃

1/6 but continues to decrease slowly due to residual scattering and β-decays of neutrons.

The formation of D during this intermission period is delayed by its photo-dissociation

process that occurs efficiently because of the overwhelmingly large number of photons [see

Rotation Curves

CMB
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BBN



Thermal Dark Matter
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Using the above relations (H = 1.66g$‘2 T 2/mpl and the freezeout condition r = Y~~(G~z~) = H), we 
find 

(n&)0 = (n&f = 1001(m,m~~g~‘2 +JA+) 

N 10-S/[(m,/GeV)((~A~)/10-27 cm3 s-‘)I, (3.3) 

where the subscript f denotes the value at freezeout and the subscript 0 denotes the value today. 
The current entropy density is so N 4000 cmm3, and the critical density today is 
pC II 10-5h2 GeVcmp3, where h is the Hubble constant in units of 100 km s-l Mpc-‘, so the 
present mass density in units of the critical density is given by 

0,h2 = mxn,/p, N (3 x 1O-27 cm3 C1/(oAv)) . (3.4) 

The result is independent of the mass of the WIMP (except for logarithmic corrections), and is 
inversely proportional to its annihilation cross section. 

Fig. 4 shows numerical solutions to the Boltzmann equation. The equilibrium (solid line) and 
actual (dashed lines) abundances per comoving volume are plotted as a function of x = m,/T 
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Fig. 4. Comoving number density of a WIMP in the early Universe. The dashed curves are the actual abundance, and 
the solid curve is the equilibrium abundance. From [31]. 

Thermal Freeze-out Picture

G. Jungman, M. Kamionkowski, K. Griest (1996)

• Consider DM in 
equilibrium with the SM in 
the early universe


• Abundance now is set by 
the mass and coupling of 
the dark matter


• Sets a minimum 
annihilation rate to get 
the correct abundance

!80



LSND
• LSND was a neutrino 

oscillation experiment at 
Los Alamos


• Used a decay at rest 
source of neutrinos from 
an 800 MeV proton beam


• Used a combination of 
scintillation and 
Cherenkov light

!81
C. Athanassopoulos et al. (LSND Collaboration), Nucl. Instrum. Meth.A388,149–172 (1997), nucl-ex/9605002

or in detection could produce a positive signal in this
search. Lepton number violation in muon decay µ+ →
e+ + ν̄e + νµ is a good example.

The accelerator and water target produced pions co-
piously. Most of the positive pions came to rest, and
decayed through the sequence

π+ → µ+ + νµ ,

µ+ → e+ + νe + ν̄µ

supplying ν̄µ with a maximum energy of 52.8 MeV. The
energy dependence of the ν̄µ flux from decay at rest is
very well known, and the absolute value is known to 7%
[4]. The open space around the target was short com-
pared to the pion decay length, so only a small fraction
of the pions (3.4%) decayed in flight through the first
reaction. A much smaller fraction (approximately 1%)
of the muons decayed in flight, due to the difference in
lifetimes.

The chain starting with π− produced only a small num-
ber of ν̄e, because most negative pions and muons are ab-
sorbed. In the LAMPF proton beam, and with a water
target, positive pion production exceeded that of neg-
ative pions by a factor of about eight. Negative pions
which came to rest in the beam stop and shielding were
captured before decay occurred, so only the pions which
decayed in flight contributed to a ν̄e background. Virtu-
ally all of the negative muons that arose from pion decay
in flight came to rest in the beam stop before decaying.
Most were captured from atomic orbit, a process which
yields νµ; the remaining 12% decayed and produced ν̄e.
The relative yield, compared to the positive channel, was
estimated to be ∼ (1/8) ∗ 0.034 ∗ 0.12 ≈ 5 × 10−4. As is
discussed below, a detailed simulation was used to pre-
dict neutrino fluxes.

Charged current reactions in the detector were domi-
nated by νe on 12C. Electrons from this reaction have
energies below 36 MeV because of the mass difference of
12C and 12N . LSND detected ν̄e through the reaction

ν̄e + p → e+ + n ,

a process with a well-known cross section [5], followed by
the neutron-capture reaction

n + p → d + γ (2.2 MeV)

The detection signature consisted of an electron-like sig-
nal, followed by a 2.2 MeV photon correlated with the
first signal in both position and time. Although it was not
possible to distinguish an e− from an e+, reactions due to
background νe could not produce such a correlated pho-
ton for events with electron energy above 20 MeV. This
value was because of the energy required to eject a neu-
tron in a charged current reaction. The requirement of an
e± energy above 36 MeV eliminated most of the νe back-
ground due to an accidental coincidence with a uncorre-
lated γ signal. For the decay in flight search electrons

above 60 MeV are identified from νe
12C → e−X and

ν̄e
12C → e+X. The electron energy spectrum from DIF

is expected to be broader than from DAR but the back-
ground from conventional neutrino events is expected to
be much less.
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FIG. 1. Detector enclosure and target area configuration,
elevation view

The detector was located about 30 m from the neu-
trino source and was shielded by the equivalent of 9 m
of steel. A schematic of the layout is shown in Fig. 1.
The detector was under ∼ 2 kg/ cm2 of overburden re-
ducing the cosmic ray flux significantly from that at the
surface. A liquid scintillator veto shield surrounded the
detector on all sides except on the bottom. The detec-
tor was a tank filled with 167 metric tons of mineral
oil (CH2), with a small admixture (0.031 g/l) of butyl
PBD scintillant. This dilute mixture allowed the detec-
tion of both Čerenkov light and isotropic scintillation
light. This resulted in robust particle identification for
e±, location of the event vertex in space, and a measure-
ment of the e± direction. The light was detected by 1220
8′′ PMTs, covering ∼ 25% of the surface inside the tank
wall. Each channel was digitized for pulse height and
time. The electronics and data acquisition systems were
designed explicitly to detect and correlate events sepa-
rated in time. This was necessary both for many neu-
trino induced reactions and for cosmic ray backgrounds.
The behavior of the detector was calibrated using a large
sample of “Michel” e± from the decays of stopped cosmic
ray muons. These e± were in just the right energy range
for the ν̄µ → ν̄e search.

Even with this shielding, there remained a large back-
ground to the oscillation search due to cosmic rays, which
needed to be suppressed by about nine orders of magni-
tude to reach a sensitivity limited by the neutrino source.
The cosmic ray muon rate through the tank was ∼ 4 kHz,
of which ∼ 10% stopped and decayed in the scintillator.
Details of the suppression of this background in the DAR
search will be discussed in reference [6]. Finally, any re-
maining cosmic ray background was very well measured
because about 13 to 14 times as much data were collected
when the beam was off as on. The result of these pro-
cedures was to reduce the cosmic ray background below
the level of sensitivity required for the decay at rest os-
cillation search; similar techniques were found useful for
the DIF oscillation search.

2

3. DETECTOR HARDWARE

3.1 Detector, Veto, and Shielding

3.1.1 Detector description

The experimental detector was situated in the enclo-
sure shown in Fig. 1. The detector proper was contained
in a steel tank roughly cylindrical in shape, 8.3 m long
internally, with a diameter of 5.7 m, as shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 9.

Pb ShieldingBeam

Access 
Door

8.75 m

5.
55

 m

5.72 m

FIG. 9. Schematic of the detector tank

The tank had a flat section on the top 1 m wide along
the entire length where cable penetration into the tank
occurred. The base of the tank was flat and rested on
steel shielding extending along the full length and width
of the tank. Type R1408 8 ′′ Hamamatsu phototubes
(PMTs) [13] were mounted uniformly on the walls with a
mean photocathode coverage of 25%. This number was
calculated as the total area of flat discs of the same di-
ameter as the photocathode surface in the PMTs divided
by the area of the tank walls scaled to the photocathode
surface. The photocathode surface was approximately 25
cm inside the tank wall. Liquid entered the tank at the
bottom closest to the target and an overflow outlet was
situated at the top furthest end. Cables from the detec-
tor penetrated the tank at the top, passed outside the
top of the tank toward the upstream end, and passed un-
der the veto shield near the bottom front. In discussing
the experimental geometry, the coordinate system that
will be used is positive z along the tank axis in the beam
direction, y vertical and positive up. The center of the
coordinate system was at the geometrical center of the
cylinder.

3.1.2 The veto shield

The detector was enclosed by a veto shield. This shield
covered the entire detector apart from a support struc-
ture on the floor. It consisted of two parts, an upstream
wall which was installed first and an approximately cylin-
drical part with a downstream wall which was rolled into
place on rails after the detector was fully installed. This
made the coverage of the shield as hermetic as possible.

The shield had been built for a previous experiment [14]
and had liquid scintillator as an outer layer with 12.5 cm
of lead shielding inside the scintillator tank. A section of
the veto shield is shown in Fig. 10.

lead shot

PMT

steel shell

liquid scintillator

FIG. 10. A cross section of the veto system through the x
- y plane, roughly normal to the beam direction

The lead shielding absorbed neutral particles (pho-
tons and neutrons) which traversed the active veto be-
fore reaching the detector. Muons which stopped and
decayed in the lead, producing Bremsstrahlung photons
from electrons, were tagged by the active veto. The scin-
tillator was viewed from the outside through portholes by
a total of 292 5′′ E.M.I. PMTs type 9870B. Twelve plas-
tic scintillator counters (“crack counters”) were used to
cover the optically weak region around the joint between
the upstream veto wall and the veto cylinder. After the
1993 run, eighteen plastic scintillator counters (“bottom
edge counters”) were added along the bottom edge of
the veto counter to reject some of the cosmic rays that
entered the detector from the sides near the floor.

3.1.3 Passive Shielding

The detector was situated 29.7 m from the produc-
tion target under 2 kg/ cm2 of steel overburden to shield
from cosmic rays. This shielding was sufficiently thick
to filter the hadronic component of cosmic rays but was
penetrated by muons from cosmic-ray showers. These
penetrating muons passed through the veto shield and
detector and gave a rate in the detector of ∼ 4 kHz.
Ten percent of these muons stopped in the detector and
decayed, giving a source of electrons that was invalu-
able for calibration purposes. The detector was located
in the veto shield inside a tunnel just large enough in
diameter to contain the veto itself. A short portion of
tunnel upstream of the detector was used for services
and partial access to the detector and preamplifier elec-
tronics. Downstream, the detector was shielded by an
8 m long tank filled with water that also fitted in the
tunnel closely as shown in Fig. 1. The detector rested
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• We can also couple the dark 
fermions to the SM photon directly


• If the mass splitting is 3.5 keV, this 
model can explain the 3.5 keV 
excess via excitation and decay

Dipole Model

!82

Hidden Sector 

Standard Model
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FIG. 3: DM relic density as a function of ⇤ for three di↵erent
DM masses (lines with di↵erent colors) for purely magnetic
dipole interactions (cM = 1, dot-dashed lines) and purely
electric dipole interactions (cE = 1, solid lines).

A noteworthy feature of Fig. 3 is that the magnetic
dipole lines are always well below the ones for electric
dipole moments. This can be understood by looking at
Eq. (25), which shows that the latter are p-wave processes
and therefore yield a larger relic density.

It is interesting to discuss the dependence on the DM
mass. The annihilation cross section for m� = 10MeV
and m� = 100MeV is dominated by electron/positron
final states and it is approximately the same for both
mass values. Despite the two cross sections being identi-
cal, the resulting DM relic density is not the same. This
residual DM mass dependence is a consequence of the g

⇤

dependence on the freeze-out temperature Tf ' m�/20,
one order of magnitude di↵erent in the two cases. The
quite di↵erent DM relic density for m� = 1GeV is per-
haps more obvious, as hadronic channels are kinemati-
cally available, suppressing the total relic density.

To summarize, both magnetic and electric dipole mo-
ments can reproduce the observed DM density. For each
choice of the DM mass and the suppression scale ⇤, all we
have to do is to choose cM or cE such that ⌦�h

2 ' 0.12.
The relic density for arbitrary values of cM,E is obtained
by taking the results shown in Fig. 3 and dividing the
predicted value of the relic density in the figure by c 2

M,E .
As we are about to see in the next Section the excitation
rate is dominated by cE , therefore once both couplings
are present and comparable we have a remarkable feature
of our model: The relic density and the X-ray lines rate
are independently controlled by the magnetic and by the
electric dipole moments, respectively. For the range of
parameters we are interested in, Wilson coe�cients for
the magnetic dipole in the range 0.1 . cM . 1 are what
is needed to account for the observed DM density.

�1 �2

f f
�

FIG. 4: Feynman diagram for DM inelastic up-scattering.
Here, f can be either an electron or a proton. The crossed
circle denotes the insertion of the e↵ective magnetic or electric
dipole operator.

V. X-RAYS FROM DARK MATTER
EXCITATION

In this Section we evaluate the predicted flux of X-ray
photons originating from the excitation process

�
1

f ! �
2

f , (36)

followed by the decay process

�
2

! �
1

� . (37)

The Feynman diagram for the up-scattering is shown in
Fig. 4. The particle f is a SM fermion present in the
plasma. For simplicity we consider contributions from
electrons and protons and neglect that from heavier el-
ements. The excited state �

2

is quite short-lived com-
pared to cosmological timescales, as explicitly shown in
Eq. (16). Hence once the DM up-scatters o↵ of a plasma
fermion into the �

2

particle, the subsequent decay back
to the stable DM particle �

1

and the consequent emis-
sion of a X-ray photon are e↵ectively instantaneous. The
final state photon energy is equal to the mass splitting
between the two fermion states (up to corrections due to
the velocity distribution of the plasma fermion and of the
dark matter, as discussed below):

E� =
m2

�2
�m2

�1

2m�2

' � . (38)

The predicted X-ray flux in our model resulting from
DM excitation and decay reads

� = 
e↵

h�v
rel

i , (39)

where 
e↵

is the integral along the line of sight and
over the appropriate (solid) angular region of interest
�⌦ (corresponding to angles of aperture of around 6
arcmin for X-ray observations, unless otherwise spec-
ified) of the product of the plasma particles’ number
density nf (~r) times the dark matter number density
n
DM

= ⇢
DM

(r)/m�, and has units of cm�5,


e↵

⌘
Z

�⌦

d⌦

Z

l.o.s.
dl nf (~r(l,⌦))nDM

(~r(l,⌦)), (40)
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Figure 1: Time and temperature evolution of all standard big bang nucleosynthesis (SBBN)-

relevant nuclear abundances. The vertical arrow indicates the moment at T9 ≃ 0.85 at

which most of the helium nuclei are synthesized. The gray vertical bands indicate main

BBN stages. From left to right: neutrino decoupling, electron-positron annihilation and n/p

freeze-out, D bottleneck, and freeze-out of all nuclear reactions. Protons (H) and neutrons

(N) are given relative to nb whereas Yp denotes the 4He mass fraction.

Below we discuss the fusion of the light elements and compare their SBBN predictions with

observations.

1.1.1 O(0.1) abundances: 4He. The beauty of the SBBN prediction for 4He lies in

its simplicity. Only a few factors that determine it. The rates for weak scattering processes

that inter-convert n ↔ p at high plasma temperatures scale as G2
FT

5, where GF is the

Fermi constant. As the Universe cools, these rates drop below the T 2-proportional Hubble

rate H(T ) Eq. (6). The neutron-to-proton transitions slow down, and the ratio of their

respective number densities cannot follow its chemical-equilibrium exponential dependence,

n/p|eq ≃ exp(−∆mnp/T ). Around T ≃ 0.7MeV this dependence freezes out to n/p ≃

1/6 but continues to decrease slowly due to residual scattering and β-decays of neutrons.

The formation of D during this intermission period is delayed by its photo-dissociation

process that occurs efficiently because of the overwhelmingly large number of photons [see

M. Pospelov, J.Pradler, Ann.Rev.Nucl.Part.Sci.60:539-568,2010 
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on dark matterK. M. Nollett and G. Steigman, Phys. Rev. D89, 083508 (2014),  arXiv:1312.5725

An electromagnetically coupled dark 
matter particle which is relativistic at 
neutrino decoupling can inject energy 
later, heating the photons relative to 

the neutrinos and modifying Neff.



Planck Collaboration: Cosmological parameters
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Fig. 41. Constraints on the self-annihilation cross-section at re-
combination, h�3iz⇤ , times the e�ciency parameter, fe↵ (Eq. 81).
The blue area shows the parameter space excluded by the Planck
TT,TE,EE+lowP data at 95 % CL. The yellow line indicates the
constraint using WMAP9 data. The dashed green line delineates
the region ultimately accessible to a cosmic-variance-limited ex-
periment with angular resolution comparable to that of Planck.
The horizontal red band includes the values of the thermal-
relic cross-section multiplied by the appropriate fe↵ for di↵er-
ent DM annihilation channels. The dark grey circles show the
best-fit DM models for the PAMELA/AMS-02/Fermi cosmic-
ray excesses, as calculated in Cholis & Hooper (2013) (caption
of their figure 6). The light grey stars show the best-fit DM mod-
els for the Fermi Galactic centre �-ray excess, as calculated by
Calore et al. (2015) (their tables I, II, and III), with the light
grey area indicating the astrophysical uncertainties on the best-
fit cross-sections.

by the increased ionization fraction in the freeze-out tail follow-
ing recombination. As a result, large-angle polarization infor-
mation is crucial for breaking the degeneracies between param-
eters, as illustrated in Fig. 40. The strongest constraints on pann
therefore come from the full Planck temperature and polariza-
tion likelihood and there is little improvement if other astrophys-
ical data, or Planck lensing, are added.35

We verified the robustness of the Planck TT,TE,EE+lowP
constraint by also allowing other parameter extensions of base
⇤CDM (Ne↵ , dns/d ln k, or YP) to vary together with pann.
We found that the constraint is weakened by up to 20 %.
Furthermore, we have verified that we obtain consistent results
when relaxing the priors on the amplitudes of the Galactic dust
templates or if we use the CamSpec likelihood instead of the
baseline Plik likelihood.

Figure 41 shows the constraints from WMAP9, Planck
TT,TE,EE+lowP, and a forecast for a cosmic-variance-limited
experiment with similar angular resolution to Planck.36 The hor-
izontal red band includes the values of the thermal-relic cross-
section multiplied by the appropriate fe↵ for di↵erent DM anni-
hilation channels. For example, the upper red line corresponds to

35It is interesting to note that the constraint derived from Planck
TT,TE,EE+lowP is consistent with the forecast given in Galli et al.
(2009), pann < 3 ⇥ 10�28 cm3 s�1 GeV�1.

36We assumed here that the cosmic-variance-limited experiment
would measure the angular power spectra up to a maximum multipole
of `max = 2500, observing a sky fraction fsky = 0.65.

fe↵ = 0.67, which is appropriate for a DM particle of mass m� =
10 GeV annihilating into e+e�, while the lower red line corre-
sponds to fe↵ = 0.13, for a DM particle annihilating into 2⇡+⇡�
through an intermediate mediator (see, e.g., Arkani-Hamed et al.
2009). The Planck data exclude at 95 % confidence level a ther-
mal relic cross-section for DM particles of mass m� <⇠ 44 Gev
annihilating into e+e� ( fe↵ ⇡ 0.6), m� <⇠ 16 GeV annihilating
into µ+µ� or bb̄ ( fe↵ ⇡ 0.2), and m� <⇠ 11 GeV annihilating into
⌧+⌧� ( fe↵ ⇡ 0.15).

The dark grey shaded area in Fig. 41 shows the approx-
imate allowed region of parameter space, as calculated by
Cholis & Hooper (2013) on the assumption that the PAMELA,
AMS, and Fermi cosmic-ray excesses are caused by DM annihi-
lation; the dark grey dots indicate the best-fit dark matter models
described in that paper (for a recent discussion on best-fitting
models, see also Boudaud et al. 2015). The favoured value of
the cross-section is about two orders of magnitude higher than
the thermal relic cross-section (⇡ 3⇥10�26 cm3 s�1). Attempts to
reconcile such a high cross-section with the relic abundance of
DM include a Sommerfeld enhanced cross-section (that may sat-
urate at h�3i ⇡ 10�24 cm3 s�1) or non-thermal production of DM
(see, e.g., the discussion by Madhavacheril et al. 2014). Both of
these possibilities are strongly disfavoured by the Planck data.
We cannot, however, exclude more exotic possibilities, such as
DM annihilation through a p-wave channel with a cross-section
that scales as 32 (Diamanti et al. 2014). Since the relative veloc-
ity of DM particles at recombination is many orders of magni-
tude smaller than in the Galactic halo, such a model cannot be
constrained using CMB data.

Observations from the Fermi Large Area Telescope
of extended �-ray emission towards the centre of the
Milky Way, peaking at energies of around 1–3 GeV, have
been interpreted as evidence for annihilating DM (e.g.,
Goodenough & Hooper 2009; Gordon & Macı́as 2013;
Daylan et al. 2016; Abazajian et al. 2014; Lacroix et al. 2014).
The light grey stars in Fig. 41 show specific models of DM
annihilation designed to fit the Fermi �-ray excess (Calore et al.
2015), while the light grey box shows the uncertainties of
the best-fit cross-sections due to imprecise knowledge of the
Galactic DM halo profile. Although the interpretation of the
Fermi excess remains controversial (because of uncertainties
in the astrophysical backgrounds), DM annihilation remains a
possible explanation. The best-fit models of Calore et al. (2015)
are consistent with the Planck constraints on DM annihilation.

6.7. Testing recombination physics with Planck

The cosmological recombination process determines how CMB
photons decoupled from baryons around redshift z ⇡ 103,
when the Universe was about 400 000 years old. The impor-
tance of this transition on the CMB anisotropies has long been
recognized (Sunyaev & Zeldovich 1970; Peebles & Yu 1970).
The most advanced computations of the ionization history
(e.g., Ali-Haı̈moud & Hirata 2010; Chluba & Thomas 2011;
Ali-Haimoud & Hirata 2011; Chluba et al. 2012) account for
many subtle atomic physics and radiative transfer e↵ects that
were not included in the earliest calculations (Zeldovich et al.
1968; Peebles 1968).

With precision data from Planck, we are sensitive to sub-
percent variations of the free electron fraction around last-
scattering (e.g., Hu et al. 1995; Seager et al. 2000; Seljak et al.
2003). Quantifying the impact of uncertainties in the ionization
history around the maximum of the Thomson visibility function
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physical probes, such as the �-ray observations of dwarf galaxies
by the Fermi satellite (Ackermann et al. 2014).

The way in which DM annihilations heat and ionize the
gaseous background depends on the nature of the cascade of par-
ticles produced following annihilation and, in particular, on the
production of e± pairs and photons that couple to the gas. The
fraction of the rest mass energy that is injected into the gas can be
modelled by an “e�ciency factor,” f (z), which is typically in the
range 0.01–1 and depends on redshift.33 Computations of f (z)
for various annihilation channels can be found in Slatyer et al.
(2009), Hütsi et al. (2009), and Evoli et al. (2013). The rate of
energy release per unit volume by annihilating DM can there-
fore be written as

dE
dtdV

(z) = 2 g ⇢2
critc

2⌦2
c(1 + z)6 pann(z), (80)

where pann is defined as

pann(z) ⌘ f (z)
h�3i
m�
. (81)

Here ⇢crit the critical density of the Universe today, m� is the
mass of the DM particle, and h�3i is the thermally-averaged
annihilation cross-section times the velocity (explicitly the so-
called Møller velocity); we will refer to this quantity loosely as
the “cross-section” hereafter. In Eq. (80), g is a degeneracy fac-
tor that is equal to 1/2 for Majorana particles and 1/4 for Dirac
particles. In this paper, the constraints will refer to Majorana
particles. Note that to produce the observed dark matter density
from thermal DM relics requires an annihilation cross-section of
h�3i ⇡ 3 ⇥ 10�26 cm3 s�1 (assuming s-wave annihilation) at the
time of freeze-out (see, e.g., the review by Profumo 2013).

Both the amplitude and redshift dependence of the e�-
ciency factor f (z) depend on the details of the annihilation pro-
cess (e.g., Slatyer et al. 2009). The functional shape of f (z)
can be taken into account using generalized parameterizations
or principal components (Finkbeiner et al. 2012; Hutsi et al.
2011), similar to the analysis of the recombination history pre-
sented in Sect. 6.7.4. However, as shown in Galli et al. (2011),
Giesen et al. (2012), and Finkbeiner et al. (2012), to a first ap-
proximation the redshift dependence of f (z) can be ignored,
since current CMB data (including Planck) are sensitive to en-
ergy injection over a relatively narrow range of redshift, typi-
cally z ⇡ 1000–600. The e↵ects of DM annihilation can there-
fore be reasonably well parameterized by a single constant pa-
rameter, pann (with f (z) set to a constant fe↵), which encodes
the dependence on the properties of the DM particles. In the
following, we calculate constraints on the pann parameter, as-
suming that it is constant, and then project these constraints on
to a particular dark matter model assuming fe↵ ⌘ f (z = 600),
since the e↵ect of dark matter annihilation peaks at z ⇡ 600 (see
Finkbeiner et al. 2012). The f (z) functions used here are those
calculated in Slatyer et al. (2009), with the updates described in
Galli et al. (2013) and Madhavacheril et al. (2014). Finally, we
estimate the fractions of injected energy that a↵ect the gaseous
background, from heating, ionizations, or Ly↵ excitations, us-
ing the updated calculations described in Galli et al. (2013) and
Valdes et al. (2010), following Shull & van Steenberg (1985).

33To maintain consistency with other papers on dark matter annihi-
lation, we retain the notation f (z) for the e�ciency factor in this sec-
tion; it should not be confused with the growth rate factor introduced in
Eq. (32).
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Fig. 40. 2D marginal distributions in the pann–ns plane for Planck
TT+lowP (red), Planck EE+lowP (yellow), Planck TE+lowP
(green), and Planck TT,TE,EE+lowP (blue) data combinations.
We also show the constraints obtained using WMAP9 data (light
blue).

We compute the theoretical angular power spectrum in the
presence of DM annihilations by modifying the recfast routine
(Seager et al. 1999) in the camb code as in Galli et al. (2011).34

We then add pann as an additional parameter to those of the base
⇤CDM cosmology. Table 6 shows the constraints for various
data combinations.

Table 6. Constraints on pann in units of cm3 s�1 GeV�1.

Data combinations pann (95 % upper limits)

TT+lowP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . < 5.7 ⇥ 10�27

EE+lowP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . < 1.4 ⇥ 10�27

TE+lowP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . < 5.9 ⇥ 10�28

TT+lowP+lensing . . . . . . . . . . . < 4.4 ⇥ 10�27

TT,TE,EE+lowP . . . . . . . . . . . . < 4.1 ⇥ 10�28

TT,TE,EE+lowP+lensing . . . . . . < 3.4 ⇥ 10�28

TT,TE,EE+lowP+ext . . . . . . . . . < 3.5 ⇥ 10�28

The constraints on pann from the Planck TT+lowP spec-
tra are about 3 times weaker than the 95 % limit of pann <
2.1 ⇥ 10�27 cm3 s�1 GeV�1 derived from WMAP9, which in-
cludes WMAP polarization data at low multipoles. On the other
hand, the Planck T E or EE spectra improve the constraints on
pann by about an order of magnitude compared to those from
Planck TT alone. This is because the main e↵ect of dark matter
annihilation is to increase the width of last scattering, leading
to a suppression of the amplitude of the peaks, both in tem-
perature and polarization. As a result, the e↵ects of DM an-
nihilation on the power spectra at high multipole are degen-
erate with other parameters of base ⇤CDM, such as ns and
As (Chen & Kamionkowski 2004; Padmanabhan & Finkbeiner
2005). At large angular scales (` . 200), however, dark matter
annihilation can produce an enhancement in polarization, caused

34We checked that we obtain similar results using either the HyRec
code (Ali-Haimoud & Hirata 2011), as detailed in Giesen et al. (2012),
or CosmoRec (Chluba & Thomas 2011), instead of recfast.
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cally z ⇡ 1000–600. The e↵ects of DM annihilation can there-
fore be reasonably well parameterized by a single constant pa-
rameter, pann (with f (z) set to a constant fe↵), which encodes
the dependence on the properties of the DM particles. In the
following, we calculate constraints on the pann parameter, as-
suming that it is constant, and then project these constraints on
to a particular dark matter model assuming fe↵ ⌘ f (z = 600),
since the e↵ect of dark matter annihilation peaks at z ⇡ 600 (see
Finkbeiner et al. 2012). The f (z) functions used here are those
calculated in Slatyer et al. (2009), with the updates described in
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estimate the fractions of injected energy that a↵ect the gaseous
background, from heating, ionizations, or Ly↵ excitations, us-
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We compute the theoretical angular power spectrum in the
presence of DM annihilations by modifying the recfast routine
(Seager et al. 1999) in the camb code as in Galli et al. (2011).34

We then add pann as an additional parameter to those of the base
⇤CDM cosmology. Table 6 shows the constraints for various
data combinations.
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TT+lowP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . < 5.7 ⇥ 10�27
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TT,TE,EE+lowP+lensing . . . . . . < 3.4 ⇥ 10�28

TT,TE,EE+lowP+ext . . . . . . . . . < 3.5 ⇥ 10�28

The constraints on pann from the Planck TT+lowP spec-
tra are about 3 times weaker than the 95 % limit of pann <
2.1 ⇥ 10�27 cm3 s�1 GeV�1 derived from WMAP9, which in-
cludes WMAP polarization data at low multipoles. On the other
hand, the Planck T E or EE spectra improve the constraints on
pann by about an order of magnitude compared to those from
Planck TT alone. This is because the main e↵ect of dark matter
annihilation is to increase the width of last scattering, leading
to a suppression of the amplitude of the peaks, both in tem-
perature and polarization. As a result, the e↵ects of DM an-
nihilation on the power spectra at high multipole are degen-
erate with other parameters of base ⇤CDM, such as ns and
As (Chen & Kamionkowski 2004; Padmanabhan & Finkbeiner
2005). At large angular scales (` . 200), however, dark matter
annihilation can produce an enhancement in polarization, caused

34We checked that we obtain similar results using either the HyRec
code (Ali-Haimoud & Hirata 2011), as detailed in Giesen et al. (2012),
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• Add a new scalar which mixes 
with the SM Higgs and couples 
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fermions through the mixing with 
the Higgs


• Highly constrained by colliders, 
rare meson decays, and direct 
detection experiments
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We systematically study light (< few GeV) Dark Matter (DM) models that thermalize with visible matter
through the Higgs portal and identify the remaining gaps in the viable parameter space. Such models require a
comparably light scalar mediator that mixes with the Higgs to avoid DM overproduction and can be classified
according to whether this mediator decays (in)visibly. In a representative benchmark model with Dirac fermion
DM, we find that, even with conservative assumptions about the DM-mediator coupling and mass ratio, the
regime in which the mediator is heavier than the DM is fully ruled out by a combination of collider, rare meson
decay, and direct detection limits; future and planned experiments including NA62 can further improve sensi-
tivity to scenarios in which the Higgs portal interaction does not determine the DM abundance. The opposite
regime in which the mediator is lighter than the DM and the latter annihilates to pairs of visibly-decaying medi-
ators is still viable, but much of the parameter space is covered by rare meson decay, supernova cooling, beam
dump, and direct detection constraints. Nearly all of these conclusions apply broadly to the simplest variations
(e.g. scalar or asymmetric DM). Future experiments including SHiP, NEWS, and Super-CDMS SNOLAB can
greatly improve coverage to this class of models.

I. INTRODUCTION

Although evidence for the existence of Dark Matter (DM)
is overwhelming, its particle identity remains unknown and
discovering its short distance properties is a top priority in
fundamental physics. This task is especially daunting because
viable DM candidate masses span dozens of orders of mag-
nitude with different cosmological histories and phenomeno-
logical consequences. However, if dark and visible matter
achieve thermal equilibrium in the early universe, the viable
mass range is much narrower, mDM ⇠ keV � 100 TeV; be-
low a few keV, DM is too hot for structure formation and
above ⇠ 100 TeV, DM is in tension with perturbative unitar-
ity. Thermal contact also generically overproduces DM in the
early universe, so such scenarios require a depletion mecha-
nism to yield the observed abundance. This feature motivates
appreciable non-gravitational interactions with visible matter
and serves as a well motivated and largely model-independent
organizing principle for the broad DM discovery effort.

For the upper half of the thermal window, mDM ⇠ GeV–
100 TeV, DM can carry electroweak quantum numbers and
annihilate via Standard Model (SM) interactions. For the
lower half, mDM ⇠ keV–GeV, thermal dark matter with weak-
scale (or weaker) interactions is overproduced in the early uni-
verse [1], so viable scenarios require additional, SM neutral
mediators to deplete the overabundance. Unless SM fields
are charged directly under additional forces (e.g. U(1)B�L),
these mediators will mix with the SM through at least one of
the renormalizable “portal” operators

HL , Bµ⌫ , H†H , (1)

where L is a lepton doublet, Bµ⌫ is the hypercharge field
strength tensor, and H is the Higgs doublet.

⇤ krnjaicg@fnal.gov

Stable thermal DM interacting through the lepton portal,
HL, is difficult to engineer because either the DM decays
through this interaction (e.g. DM is a right handed or sterile
neutrino) or the mediator is fermionic and SM-DM scattering
is proportional to neutrino masses so the two sectors never
thermalize (see [2] for a review). Vector mediators can kinet-
ically mix with Bµ⌫ and there is a growing effort to test this
scenario [3–16].

In this paper we study a simple class of light (< few-GeV)
thermal DM models with a singlet scalar mediator that mixes
with the SM through the Higgs portal. For a singlet mediator
�, the mixing arises from the renormalizable operators

L�,H = (A�H� + ��H�

2
)H†H . (2)

After electroweak symmetry breaking, diagonalizing the
scalar mass terms that arise from Eq. (2) yields mass eigen-
states � and h, which we identify as the DM-SM mediator
and the Higgs boson, respectively (see Appendix A for a dis-
cussion). Our representative benchmark scenario consists of a
Dirac fermion DM candidate coupled to the mediator � via

L�,DM = �(g��̄� + g0��̄�
5�) , (3)

where g� and g0� are the parity even and odd couplings,
respectively. However, as we will see below, the relevant
physics for light DM is captured by the scalar interaction,
so we will omit parity odd coupling g0� from our benchmark
without loss of essential generality (see discussion in Sec.
VII).

Since � mixes with the scalar component of H (the Higgs
boson, h), it acquires a coupling to SM fermions, which we
parametrize with the mixing angle sin ✓ and expand in the
mass basis to obtain the mediator interaction

L�,SM = � sin ✓
X

f

mf

v
¯ff , gf ⌘ mf

v
sin ✓ , (4)

where f is a SM fermion of mass mf and v ' 246 GeV is the
SM Higgs vacuum expectation value. Although this is only
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cussion). Our representative benchmark scenario consists of a
Dirac fermion DM candidate coupled to the mediator � via

L�,DM = �(g��̄� + g0��̄�
5�) , (3)

where g� and g0� are the parity even and odd couplings,
respectively. However, as we will see below, the relevant
physics for light DM is captured by the scalar interaction,
so we will omit parity odd coupling g0� from our benchmark
without loss of essential generality (see discussion in Sec.
VII).

Since � mixes with the scalar component of H (the Higgs
boson, h), it acquires a coupling to SM fermions, which we
parametrize with the mixing angle sin ✓ and expand in the
mass basis to obtain the mediator interaction

L�,SM = � sin ✓
X

f

mf

v
¯ff , gf ⌘ mf

v
sin ✓ , (4)

where f is a SM fermion of mass mf and v ' 246 GeV is the
SM Higgs vacuum expectation value. Although this is only
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We systematically study light (< few GeV) Dark Matter (DM) models that thermalize with visible matter
through the Higgs portal and identify the remaining gaps in the viable parameter space. Such models require a
comparably light scalar mediator that mixes with the Higgs to avoid DM overproduction and can be classified
according to whether this mediator decays (in)visibly. In a representative benchmark model with Dirac fermion
DM, we find that, even with conservative assumptions about the DM-mediator coupling and mass ratio, the
regime in which the mediator is heavier than the DM is fully ruled out by a combination of collider, rare meson
decay, and direct detection limits; future and planned experiments including NA62 can further improve sensi-
tivity to scenarios in which the Higgs portal interaction does not determine the DM abundance. The opposite
regime in which the mediator is lighter than the DM and the latter annihilates to pairs of visibly-decaying medi-
ators is still viable, but much of the parameter space is covered by rare meson decay, supernova cooling, beam
dump, and direct detection constraints. Nearly all of these conclusions apply broadly to the simplest variations
(e.g. scalar or asymmetric DM). Future experiments including SHiP, NEWS, and Super-CDMS SNOLAB can
greatly improve coverage to this class of models.

I. INTRODUCTION

Although evidence for the existence of Dark Matter (DM)
is overwhelming, its particle identity remains unknown and
discovering its short distance properties is a top priority in
fundamental physics. This task is especially daunting because
viable DM candidate masses span dozens of orders of mag-
nitude with different cosmological histories and phenomeno-
logical consequences. However, if dark and visible matter
achieve thermal equilibrium in the early universe, the viable
mass range is much narrower, mDM ⇠ keV � 100 TeV; be-
low a few keV, DM is too hot for structure formation and
above ⇠ 100 TeV, DM is in tension with perturbative unitar-
ity. Thermal contact also generically overproduces DM in the
early universe, so such scenarios require a depletion mecha-
nism to yield the observed abundance. This feature motivates
appreciable non-gravitational interactions with visible matter
and serves as a well motivated and largely model-independent
organizing principle for the broad DM discovery effort.

For the upper half of the thermal window, mDM ⇠ GeV–
100 TeV, DM can carry electroweak quantum numbers and
annihilate via Standard Model (SM) interactions. For the
lower half, mDM ⇠ keV–GeV, thermal dark matter with weak-
scale (or weaker) interactions is overproduced in the early uni-
verse [1], so viable scenarios require additional, SM neutral
mediators to deplete the overabundance. Unless SM fields
are charged directly under additional forces (e.g. U(1)B�L),
these mediators will mix with the SM through at least one of
the renormalizable “portal” operators

HL , Bµ⌫ , H†H , (1)

where L is a lepton doublet, Bµ⌫ is the hypercharge field
strength tensor, and H is the Higgs doublet.

⇤ krnjaicg@fnal.gov

Stable thermal DM interacting through the lepton portal,
HL, is difficult to engineer because either the DM decays
through this interaction (e.g. DM is a right handed or sterile
neutrino) or the mediator is fermionic and SM-DM scattering
is proportional to neutrino masses so the two sectors never
thermalize (see [2] for a review). Vector mediators can kinet-
ically mix with Bµ⌫ and there is a growing effort to test this
scenario [3–16].

In this paper we study a simple class of light (< few-GeV)
thermal DM models with a singlet scalar mediator that mixes
with the SM through the Higgs portal. For a singlet mediator
�, the mixing arises from the renormalizable operators

L�,H = (A�H� + ��H�

2
)H†H . (2)

After electroweak symmetry breaking, diagonalizing the
scalar mass terms that arise from Eq. (2) yields mass eigen-
states � and h, which we identify as the DM-SM mediator
and the Higgs boson, respectively (see Appendix A for a dis-
cussion). Our representative benchmark scenario consists of a
Dirac fermion DM candidate coupled to the mediator � via

L�,DM = �(g��̄� + g0��̄�
5�) , (3)

where g� and g0� are the parity even and odd couplings,
respectively. However, as we will see below, the relevant
physics for light DM is captured by the scalar interaction,
so we will omit parity odd coupling g0� from our benchmark
without loss of essential generality (see discussion in Sec.
VII).

Since � mixes with the scalar component of H (the Higgs
boson, h), it acquires a coupling to SM fermions, which we
parametrize with the mixing angle sin ✓ and expand in the
mass basis to obtain the mediator interaction

L�,SM = � sin ✓
X

f

mf

v
¯ff , gf ⌘ mf

v
sin ✓ , (4)

where f is a SM fermion of mass mf and v ' 246 GeV is the
SM Higgs vacuum expectation value. Although this is only
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FIG. 1. Leading Feynman diagrams giving rise to � annihilation in
the early universe. If m� > m� the annihilation is predominantly
through the t-channel and the mediator decays into SM states via
Higgs mixing. If m� < m�, DM annihilates directly to SM fermions
through the s channel which depends on the SM-mediator coupling
and is the most predictive scenario; If m� > 2m� the � will decay
invisibly to dark matter. In the 2m� > m� > m� regime, it may
also be possible to annihilate through the forbidden channel [17]

one of many scenarios for DM interacting through the Higgs
portal, it captures much of the essential physics, so most of
the constraints and projections will apply to a much broader
class of variations on this simple setup.

Light DM interacting through the Higgs portal has been
considered before in the context of minimal DM coupled di-
rectly to the portal [18], as a byproduct of Higgs decays [19],
as pair produced in rare B and K decays [20], as coupled to
a scalar mediator mixed with the Higgs [21–23], as a sub-eV
non thermal candidate [24]. The bounds on a light, Higgs por-
tal scalar in the context of self-interacting DM were consid-
ered in [25, 26]. This paper adds to the literature by carefully
computing the relic density of DM through a highs-mixed me-
diator including the effects of hadronic final states; updating
constraints in light of recent direct detection, LHC, and rare
meson decay results; and discussing the implications for the
simplest DM variations (e.g asymmetric, inelastic, scalar). We
find that for heavier mediators m� > m�, DM annihilating di-
rectly into SM particles is ruled out for nearly all DM candi-
dates under the most conservative assumptions regarding the
DM-mediator couplings and mass ratios. We also find that
when the mediator is lighter and the relic abundance is set by
secluded annihilation ��̄ ! ��, the mediator-Higgs mixing
is bounded from below by the DM thermalization requirement
and there remains much viable parameter space. Finally, we
identify a representative set of future direct detection and me-
son decay experiments to extend coverage to much of the re-
maining territory.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section II we com-

pute the DM relic density and discuss how to conservatively
compare this target against different kinds of bounds; in Sec-
tion III, we describe generic constraints and future experi-
mental projections applicable to the entire parameter space;
in Sections IV and V we specify to the regimes in which the
mediator decays to the DM and SM respectively; In Section
VI we discuss the unique features of the compressed region of
parameter space in which m� < m� < 2m�; in Section VII
we outline how varying the assumptions about the DM can-
didate relative to our benchmark scenario (introduced above)
changes the viable parameter space; finally in Section VIII we
offer concluding remarks.

II. THERMAL RELIC COMPARISON

Direct Annihilation (m� < m�)

In the regime where the mediator is heavier than the DM,
the annihilation can only proceed via direct annihilation to SM
fermions through the s-channel.1 To leading order, the anni-
hilation rate for Dirac fermion annihilation into elementary
fermions ��̄ ! ¯ff is p-wave

�vrel.(�� ! f ¯f) =

g2�g
2
fm

2
�v

2
rel.

8⇡(m2
� � 4m2

�)

2
/ g2�g

2
f

✓
m�

m�

◆4
1

m2
�

, (5)

where vrel. is the relative velocity between annihilating parti-
cles. Away from resonance at m� ⇠ 2m� (and up to correc-
tions of order m2

�/m
2
�), for a fixed value of g2�g2f (m�/m�)

4,
the annihilation rate is independent of the m�/m� ratio or the
individual values of g� and gf . From the parametric depen-
dence in Eq. (5), it is convenient to define a dimensionless
quantity

f ⌘ g2�g
2
f

✓
m�

m�

◆4

= g2�

⇣mf

v
sin ✓

⌘2
✓
m�

m�

◆4

, (6)

so that the annihilation rate �� ! �⇤ ! ff is uniquely spec-
ified by the value of f for a given value of m�. In the regime
where annihilation is predominantly to electrons, achieving
the observed relic abundance requires

e ' 10

�11

✓
0.1

⌦�h2

◆⇣ m�

10 MeV

⌘2
. (7)

Including all kinematically accessible channels and exploiting
the mass proportionality of Higgs couplings, the full annihila-
tion cross section can be written in terms of e

�vrel.(�� ! SM) / 1

m2
�

X

f

f =

e

m2
�

X

f

✓
mf

me

◆2

, (8)

1 For an interesting counterexample see [17] where DM annihilates predom-
inantly to pairs of heavier mediators (the so-called “forbidden” channel)
by sampling the tail of the DM Boltzmann distribution at freeze out. For
completeness, we also mention the possibility of 2 ! 3 [27] and 3 ! 2
annihilation [28] though the cases studied in these papers represent depar-
tures from the Higgs-mixing benchmarks considered in this paper
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FIG. 2. Experimental constraints on Dirac fermion DM that annihilates through a light, Higgs-mixed mediator. We normalize the vertical axis
using the e-� coupling, ge introduced in the text because this coupling always contributes to the annihiation over the mass range considered
here– see discussion in Section II. Top Left: Parameter space for m� < m� compared against the relic density contour computed assuming
m� = 3m� (solid black curve). The curve bifurcates near m� ⇠ m⇡ where there is disagreement in the literature about light Higgs couplings
to hadronic states (see text). Like the relic density contour, the direct detection constraints are also invariant under different assumptions about
the mass ratio and DM-mediator coupling since the SM-DM scattering cross section is proportional to the e variable plotted on the vertical
axis. However, for meson decay and collider constraints, which only constrain the mediator-Higgs mixing, we adopt the conservative values
g� = 1 and m�/m� = 1/3 for building (g�ge)

2(m�/m�)
4 for comparison with the solid black relic curve; choosing smaller values of

either quantity makes these constraints stronger – except in the resonant annihilation region. Top Right: Same as left, but in the resonant
annihilation region m� ⇡ 2m�, which is the only regime in which the relic density curve moves appreciably. This plot also adopts the extreme
value g� = 2⇡ near the perturbativity limit, and reveals the maximum amount of viable parameter space for this scenario. As on the top-left
plot, direct detection constraints and projections remain invariant, but the meson and collider bounds shift slightly as they are now computed
for m�/m� = 1/2.2 instead. Bottom Right: Same as top-left, but with m� = 10m�. Bottom Left: Same as top-left, but with the reduced
coupling g� = 0.1.

which is applicable to all m� (MeV–GeV) considered in this
paper, so we will present our direct annihilation results in
terms of e without loss of generality. For a more careful
treatment of thermal freeze out, corresponding to the method-
ology in our numerical studies, see Appendix B.

For m� ⇠> ⇤QCD, the annihilation also proceeds through

several hadronic channels, whose interactions with the medi-
ator are not simply-related to quark Yukawa couplings (e.g.
�� ! ⇡+⇡�). To account for these final states, we extract
this coupling from simulations of hadronically-decaying light-
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FIG. 1. Leading Feynman diagrams giving rise to � annihilation in
the early universe. If m� > m� the annihilation is predominantly
through the t-channel and the mediator decays into SM states via
Higgs mixing. If m� < m�, DM annihilates directly to SM fermions
through the s channel which depends on the SM-mediator coupling
and is the most predictive scenario; If m� > 2m� the � will decay
invisibly to dark matter. In the 2m� > m� > m� regime, it may
also be possible to annihilate through the forbidden channel [17]

one of many scenarios for DM interacting through the Higgs
portal, it captures much of the essential physics, so most of
the constraints and projections will apply to a much broader
class of variations on this simple setup.

Light DM interacting through the Higgs portal has been
considered before in the context of minimal DM coupled di-
rectly to the portal [18], as a byproduct of Higgs decays [19],
as pair produced in rare B and K decays [20], as coupled to
a scalar mediator mixed with the Higgs [21–23], as a sub-eV
non thermal candidate [24]. The bounds on a light, Higgs por-
tal scalar in the context of self-interacting DM were consid-
ered in [25, 26]. This paper adds to the literature by carefully
computing the relic density of DM through a highs-mixed me-
diator including the effects of hadronic final states; updating
constraints in light of recent direct detection, LHC, and rare
meson decay results; and discussing the implications for the
simplest DM variations (e.g asymmetric, inelastic, scalar). We
find that for heavier mediators m� > m�, DM annihilating di-
rectly into SM particles is ruled out for nearly all DM candi-
dates under the most conservative assumptions regarding the
DM-mediator couplings and mass ratios. We also find that
when the mediator is lighter and the relic abundance is set by
secluded annihilation ��̄ ! ��, the mediator-Higgs mixing
is bounded from below by the DM thermalization requirement
and there remains much viable parameter space. Finally, we
identify a representative set of future direct detection and me-
son decay experiments to extend coverage to much of the re-
maining territory.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section II we com-

pute the DM relic density and discuss how to conservatively
compare this target against different kinds of bounds; in Sec-
tion III, we describe generic constraints and future experi-
mental projections applicable to the entire parameter space;
in Sections IV and V we specify to the regimes in which the
mediator decays to the DM and SM respectively; In Section
VI we discuss the unique features of the compressed region of
parameter space in which m� < m� < 2m�; in Section VII
we outline how varying the assumptions about the DM can-
didate relative to our benchmark scenario (introduced above)
changes the viable parameter space; finally in Section VIII we
offer concluding remarks.

II. THERMAL RELIC COMPARISON

Direct Annihilation (m� < m�)

In the regime where the mediator is heavier than the DM,
the annihilation can only proceed via direct annihilation to SM
fermions through the s-channel.1 To leading order, the anni-
hilation rate for Dirac fermion annihilation into elementary
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where vrel. is the relative velocity between annihilating parti-
cles. Away from resonance at m� ⇠ 2m� (and up to correc-
tions of order m2
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�), for a fixed value of g2�g2f (m�/m�)

4,
the annihilation rate is independent of the m�/m� ratio or the
individual values of g� and gf . From the parametric depen-
dence in Eq. (5), it is convenient to define a dimensionless
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so that the annihilation rate �� ! �⇤ ! ff is uniquely spec-
ified by the value of f for a given value of m�. In the regime
where annihilation is predominantly to electrons, achieving
the observed relic abundance requires
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1 For an interesting counterexample see [17] where DM annihilates predom-
inantly to pairs of heavier mediators (the so-called “forbidden” channel)
by sampling the tail of the DM Boltzmann distribution at freeze out. For
completeness, we also mention the possibility of 2 ! 3 [27] and 3 ! 2
annihilation [28] though the cases studied in these papers represent depar-
tures from the Higgs-mixing benchmarks considered in this paper
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ABSTRACT

We detect a weak unidentified emission line at E = (3.55�3.57)±0.03 keV in a stacked XMM-Newton
spectrum of 73 galaxy clusters spanning a redshift range 0.01 � 0.35. MOS and PN observations
independently show the presence of the line at consistent energies. When the full sample is divided
into three subsamples (Perseus, Centaurus+Ophiuchus+Coma, and all others), the line is seen at
> 3� statistical significance in all three independent MOS spectra and the PN “all others” spectrum.
The line is also detected at the same energy in the Chandra ACIS-S and ACIS-I spectra of the Perseus
cluster, with a flux consistent with XMM-Newton (however, it is not seen in the ACIS-I spectrum of
Virgo). The line is present even if we allow maximum freedom for all the known thermal emission
lines. However, it is very weak (with an equivalent width in the full sample of only ⇠ 1 eV) and located
within 50–110 eV of several known faint lines; the detection is at the limit of the current instrument
capabilities and subject to significant modeling uncertainties. On the origin of this line, we argue that
there should be no atomic transitions in thermal plasma at this energy. An intriguing possibility is
the decay of sterile neutrino, a long-sought dark matter particle candidate. Assuming that all dark
matter is in sterile neutrinos with ms = 2E = 7.1 keV, our detection in the full sample corresponds to
a neutrino decay mixing angle sin2(2✓) ⇡ 7⇥ 10�11, below the previous upper limits. However, based
on the cluster masses and distances, the line in Perseus is much brighter than expected in this model,
significantly deviating from other subsamples. This appears to be because of an anomalously bright
line at E = 3.62 keV in Perseus, which could be an Ar xvii dielectronic recombination line, although
its emissivity would have to be 30 times the expected value and physically di�cult to understand. In
principle, such an anomaly might explain our line detection in other subsamples as well, though it
would stretch the line energy uncertainties. Another alternative is the above anomaly in the Ar line
combined with the nearby 3.51 keV K line also exceeding expectation by a factor 10–20. Confirmation
with Chandra and Suzaku, and eventually Astro-H, are required to determine the nature of this new
line. (APJ HAS THE ABRIDGED ABSTRACT)

1. INTRODUCTION

Galaxy clusters are the largest aggregations of hot in-
tergalactic gas and dark matter. The gas is enriched
with heavy elements (Mitchell et al. (1976); Serlemitsos
et al. (1977) and later works) that escape from galaxies
and accumulate in the intracluster/intergalactic medium
(ICM) over billions of years of galactic and stellar evo-
lution. The presence of various heavy ions is seen from
their emission lines in the cluster X-ray spectra. Data
from large e↵ective area telescopes with spectroscopic ca-
pabilities, such as ASCA, Chandra, XMM-Newton and
Suzaku, uncovered the presence of many elements in the
ICM, including O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ar, Ca, Fe, and Ni
(for a review see, e.g., Böhringer & Werner 2010). Re-
cently, weak emission lines of low-abundance Cr and Mn
were discovered (Werner et al. 2006; Tamura et al. 2009).
Relative abundances of various elements contain valuable
information on the rate of supernovae of di↵erent types in
galaxies (e.g., Loewenstein 2013) and illuminate the en-
richment history of the ICM (e.g., Bulbul et al. 2012b).

ebulbul@cfa.harvard.edu

Line ratios of various ions can also provide diagnostics
of the physical properties of the ICM and uncover the
presence of multi-temperature gas, nonequilibrium ion-
ization states, and nonthermal emission processes such
as charge exchange (CX, Paerels & Kahn 2003).
As for dark matter, 80 yr from its discovery by (Zwicky

1933, 1937), its nature is still unknown (though now we
do know for sure it exists, from X-ray and gravitational-
lensing observations of the Bullet Cluster; Clowe et al.
(2006), and we know accurately its cosmological abun-
dance, e.g., Hinshaw et al. (2013)). Among the vari-
ous plausible dark matter candidates, one that has mo-
tivated our present work is the hypothetical sterile neu-
trino that is included in some extensions to the standard
model of particle physics (Dodelson & Widrow (1994)
and later works; for recent reviews see, e.g., Abazajian
et al. (2007); Boyarsky et al. (2009)). Sterile neutrinos
should decay spontaneously with the rate

��(ms, ✓) = 1.38⇥ 10�29 s�1

✓
sin2 2✓

10�7

◆⇣ ms

1 keV

⌘5

,

(1)
where the particle mass ms and the “mixing angle” ✓
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Figure 6. 3�4 keV band of the rebinned XMM-Newton spectra of the detections.The spectra were rebinned to make the excess at ⇠3.57
keV more apparent. (APJ VERSION INCLUDES ONLY THE REBINNED MOS SPECTRUM OF THE FULL SAMPLE).

nax dwarf galaxies (Boyarsky et al. 2010; Watson et al.
2012), as showin in Figure 13(a). It is in marginal (⇠90%
significance) tension with the most recent Chandra limit
from M31 (Horiuchi et al. 2014), as shown in Figure
13(b).
For the PN flux for the line fixed at the best-fit MOS

energy, the corresponding mixing angle is sin2(2✓) =
4.3+1.2

�1.0 (+1.8
�1.7) ⇥ 10�11. This measurement is consistent

with that obtained from the stacked MOS observations

at a 1� level. Since the most confident measurements
are provided by the highest signal-to-noise ratio stacked
MOS observations of the full sample, we will use the flux
at energy 3.57 keV when comparing the mixing angle
measurements for the sterile neutrino interpretation of
this line.

3.2. Excluding Bright Nearby Clusters from the Sample
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• Our dark sector has a 4-component fermion 𝜓 with the dark photon A’ and 
a symmetry-breaking scalar ɸ whose vacuum expectation value gives the 
A’ a mass:


• After symmetry-breaking, 𝜓 gets a Majorana mass from the ɸ vev


• We take the Majorana masses of the Weyl fermions to be the same. If they 
aren’t, we will get subleading diagonal interactions as well. The mass 
eigenstates are


• It is technically natural to have M >> Δ since the Majorana mass terms 
break the global 𝜓-number symmetry.

Masses in the 
Coannihilation Model

!88

4

FIG. 4. Rest frame �2 decay length for various mass splittings � ⌘
m2 � m1, as a function of the �2 mass m2. The vertical axis is nor-
malized to values of the dimensionless coupling y ⌘ ✏2↵D( m1

m
A

0
)4

which achieve the observed relic density; see Sec. II for more details.

Sec. II C and [31] for a discussion of this issue), so we restrict
our attention to abelian vector mediators; a nonabelian field
strength is not gauge invariant, so kinetic mixing is forbidden.

Alternatively, the mediator could couple directly to SM
particles if both dark and visible matter are charged under
the same gauge group. In the absence of additional fields,
anomaly cancellation restricts the possible choices to be

U(1)

B�L

, U(1)

`

i

�`

j

, U(1)

3B�`

i

, (2)

and linear combinations thereof. In most contexts, the rele-
vant phenomenology in fixed-target searches is qualitatively
similar to the vector portal scenario, so below we will ignore
these possibilities without loss of essential generality. We
note, however, that viable models for both protophobic [32]
and protophilic [33] mediators exist, so the complementarity
provided by both proton- and electron-beam experiments is
highly advantageous.

B. Representative Model

Our representative dark sector contains a 4-component
fermion  that transforms under a hidden abelian U(1)

D

gauge group. The fermion couples to a vector mediator A0

as

L = i /D + M ¯  + �� c + h.c., (3)

model building to simultaneously achieve a thermal contact through this
interaction and yield viable neutrino textures; the coupling to the mediator
must be suppressed by neutrino masses, so it is generically difficult for the
interaction rate to exceed Hubble expansion.

where � is a U(1)

D

symmetry breaking scalar whose vacuum
expectation value v

D

gives A0 a nonzero mass m
A

0 ⇠ g
D

v
D

and gives  a Majorana mass ⇠ �v
D

. Diagonalizing the re-
sulting Dirac and Majorana masses gives rise to fermion mass
eigenstates �

1,2

with a small mass splitting � ⌘ m
2

� m
1

and an off-diagonal coupling to A0,

L � g
D

A0

µ

�
2

�µ�
1

+ h.c., (4)

where g
D

⌘ p
4⇡↵

D

is the dark coupling constant. Note that
it is technically natural to have � ⌧ M since the Majorana
mass breaks the global symmetry associated with  number.5

This sector can interact with the SM through a renormaliz-
able and gauge-invariant kinetic mixing term between U(1)

D

and U(1)

Y

gauge fields,

L � ✏

2 cos ✓
W

F 0

µ⌫

Bµ⌫

= ✏F 0

µ⌫

Fµ⌫

+ ✏ tan ✓
W

F 0

µ⌫

Zµ⌫ , (5)

where ✏ ⌧ 1 is the kinetic mixing parameter and F 0

µ⌫

and
B

µ⌫

are respectively the dark and hypercharge field strength
tensors and the kinetic mixing interaction has been written in
terms of the SM mass eigenstates A and Z after electroweak
symmetry breaking. Diagonalizing the kinetic terms in Eq. (5)
and rescaling the field strengths to restore canonical normal-
ization induce a coupling between A0 and the SM fermions
[34]. To leading order in ✏, the A0-SM interaction becomes

eA
µ

Jµ

EM

! e(A
µ

+ ✏A0

µ

)Jµ

EM

, (6)

where Jµ

EM

is the SM electromagnetic current and all charged
fermions acquire millicharges under U(1)

D

. There is also
an analogous A0 interaction with the SM neutral current that
arises from A0 � Z mixing, but in our mass range of inter-
est, m

A

0 ⌧ m
Z

, the mixing parameter is suppressed by an
additional factor of (m

A

0/m
Z

)

2 [35–38], so we neglect this
interaction for the remainder of paper.

C. Direct Coannihilation vs. Secluded Annihilation

In the hot early universe (T � m
i

, m
A

0 ), all dark species
are in chemical and kinetic equilibrium with the SM radia-
tion bath; this initial condition is guaranteed as long as the
DM-SM scattering rate exceeds the Hubble expansion rate
at some point during cosmic history. If m

i

> m
A

0 , the
freeze-out process is analogous to that of WIMP models. Be-
low the freeze-out temperature T

f

⇠ m
1,2

/20, the number
densities of both species are depleted predominantly through
�
i

�
i

! A0A0 self-annihilation (which depends only on ↵
D

),
not coannihilation, which depends on the combination ✏2↵

D

and is greatly suppressed by comparison. Although both com-
ponents undergo freeze-out separately, since �

2

is heavier and

5 If, unlike the construction in Eq. (3), the Majorana masses for the two Weyl
components in  = (⇠, ⌘†) are different, there is also a subleading diago-
nal interaction of the form (�/MD)�i 6A0�i, where � ⌘ m⇠ � m⌘ is the
difference of Majorana masses for the the interaction eigenstates. We ne-
glect this interaction in our analysis, assuming the off-diagonal interaction
dominates.
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a)

FIG. 10: a) Scalar DM pair production in electron-nucleus
collisions. An on-shell A0 is radiated and decays o� diago-
nally to �h,� pairs. b) Inelastic up scattering of the lighter
�� into the heavier state via A0 exchange inside the detector.
For order-one (or larger) mass splittings, the metastable state
promptly de-excites inside the detector via �h ! ��e

+e�.
This process yields a target (nucleus, nucleon, or electron)
recoil ER and two charged tracks, which is a instinctive, zero
background signature, so nuclear recoil cuts need not be lim-
iting.
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FIG. 1. Schematic cartoon of the production and detection processes for the dark photon and dipole models described in Sec. II. A high energy
proton beam impinges on a fixed target (beam dump) and produces neutral mesons m0 = ⇡0, ⌘ which can decay to dark sector particles
�

1

�
2

. In the dark photon models this decay is two-step m0 ! �A0 ! ��
1

�
2

, whereas for the dipole interaction, the initial meson decay is
three-body m0 ! ��

1

�
2

through a virtual photon. For both representative models, the signal arises from �i depositing visible energy inside
the downstream detector either as a �ie ! �je scattering process or as a decay, �

2

! �
1

e+e� or �
2

! �
1

�. Note that for the dipole model,
the ��

1

�
2

interaction is labeled with a gray circle to reflect the fact that this coupling is nonrenormalizable.

work, we will consider DM which can be produced from
light neutral mesons m0 = ⇡0, ⌘ (m⇡0 = 134.98 MeV and
m⌘ = 547.86 MeV). We study two representative models:
a dark photon model, where mixing between the photon and
dark photon A0 leads to decay modes m0 ! �A0 ! ��

1

�
2

,
and a dipole model, where DM interacts directly with the
photon through a dimension-5 operator and is produced via
m0 ! ��⇤ ! ��

1

�
2

. To keep the discussion general, we
will allow �

1

and �
2

to form a pseudo-Dirac pair with ar-
bitrary mass splitting � = m

2

� m
1

, with the elastic case
m

1

= m
2

a particular realization of this scenario. We will find
that while a higher beam energy allows the production of DM
with m⇡ < m

1

+ m
2

< m⌘ through ⌘ decays (a mode inac-
cessible to LSND, which operated below ⌘ production thresh-
old), the additional neutrino backgrounds from mesons that
do not produce DM from rare decays (e.g. kaons, also not
produced significantly at LSND) tend to degrade the reach for
light DM at lower masses. However, a medium-energy exper-
iment like JSNS2 serves an important role in covering param-
eter space inaccessible to both LSND and the higher-energy
(8 GeV beam) MiniBooNE experiment [6].

The dark photon model has been well studied in multiple
scenarios [10, 11], and the dipole model has recently attracted
attention as a possible explanation for the excess of 3.5 keV
gamma rays from the Galactic Center and the Perseus Clus-
ter [27]. While it should be noted that UV completions of the
dipole model have already been strongly constrained by col-
lider experiments [28], beam dump experiments can test this
model directly as the operator that sources the 3.5 keV line
also enables DM production from meson decays and scatter-
ing with detector electrons. Re-evaluating the LSND data in
light of this model, we will show that LSND already rules out
large parts of the preferred parameter space, with JSNS2 able
to cover a similar region in the near future.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss the

representative DM models along with the production mech-
anisms and detection signals from proton beam dumps. In
Sec. III, we describe the JSNS2 experimental setup, including
the beam dump and neutrino detector. In Sec. IV, we describe
the backgrounds to a DM search at JSNS2, consisting primar-
ily of neutrinos produced in the target and cosmic rays. In
Sec. V, we present the projected reach of JSNS2 to the repre-
sentative DM models, and compare with previous results and
a new reanalysis of LSND data within the dipole DM model.
We conclude in Sec. VI. Further details of the matrix elements
used in our reach projections are given in Appendix A.

II. DM PRODUCTION AND DETECTION

A. Representative pseudo-Dirac models

We suppose the DM components of our model consist of
mass eigenstates �

1

and �
2

, with masses m
1

and m
2

, respec-
tively, and mass splitting � = m

2

�m
1

. Such a mass splitting
naturally arises for fermionic fields with both Dirac and Ma-
jorana masses. For instance, a Dirac spinor with  = (⇠, ⌘†)
built out of two Weyl spinors ⇠ and ⌘ can have the following
mass terms in the interaction basis:

�L
mass

= m⇠⌘ +
µ⇠

2
⇠⇠ +

µ⌘

2
⌘⌘ + h.c., (1)

where m is the Dirac mass and µi is the Majorana mass for
each component. In the µ⇠ = µ⌘ ⌘ µ limit, the mass eigen-
states for this system are

�
1

=
ip
2
(⌘ � ⇠) , �

2

=
1p
2
(⌘ + ⇠) , (2)

with corresponding eigenvalues m
1,2 = m ⌥ µ.
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FIG. 10: a) Scalar DM pair production in electron-nucleus
collisions. An on-shell A0 is radiated and decays o� diago-
nally to �h,� pairs. b) Inelastic up scattering of the lighter
�� into the heavier state via A0 exchange inside the detector.
For order-one (or larger) mass splittings, the metastable state
promptly de-excites inside the detector via �h ! ��e

+e�.
This process yields a target (nucleus, nucleon, or electron)
recoil ER and two charged tracks, which is a instinctive, zero
background signature, so nuclear recoil cuts need not be lim-
iting.
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FIG. 1. Schematic cartoon of the production and detection processes for the dark photon and dipole models described in Sec. II. A high energy
proton beam impinges on a fixed target (beam dump) and produces neutral mesons m0 = ⇡0, ⌘ which can decay to dark sector particles
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1
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. In the dark photon models this decay is two-step m0 ! �A0 ! ��
1

�
2

, whereas for the dipole interaction, the initial meson decay is
three-body m0 ! ��

1

�
2

through a virtual photon. For both representative models, the signal arises from �i depositing visible energy inside
the downstream detector either as a �ie ! �je scattering process or as a decay, �

2

! �
1

e+e� or �
2
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1

�. Note that for the dipole model,
the ��

1
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interaction is labeled with a gray circle to reflect the fact that this coupling is nonrenormalizable.

work, we will consider DM which can be produced from
light neutral mesons m0 = ⇡0, ⌘ (m⇡0 = 134.98 MeV and
m⌘ = 547.86 MeV). We study two representative models:
a dark photon model, where mixing between the photon and
dark photon A0 leads to decay modes m0 ! �A0 ! ��

1
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2

,
and a dipole model, where DM interacts directly with the
photon through a dimension-5 operator and is produced via
m0 ! ��⇤ ! ��

1
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2

. To keep the discussion general, we
will allow �

1

and �
2

to form a pseudo-Dirac pair with ar-
bitrary mass splitting � = m

2

� m
1

, with the elastic case
m

1

= m
2

a particular realization of this scenario. We will find
that while a higher beam energy allows the production of DM
with m⇡ < m

1

+ m
2

< m⌘ through ⌘ decays (a mode inac-
cessible to LSND, which operated below ⌘ production thresh-
old), the additional neutrino backgrounds from mesons that
do not produce DM from rare decays (e.g. kaons, also not
produced significantly at LSND) tend to degrade the reach for
light DM at lower masses. However, a medium-energy exper-
iment like JSNS2 serves an important role in covering param-
eter space inaccessible to both LSND and the higher-energy
(8 GeV beam) MiniBooNE experiment [6].

The dark photon model has been well studied in multiple
scenarios [10, 11], and the dipole model has recently attracted
attention as a possible explanation for the excess of 3.5 keV
gamma rays from the Galactic Center and the Perseus Clus-
ter [27]. While it should be noted that UV completions of the
dipole model have already been strongly constrained by col-
lider experiments [28], beam dump experiments can test this
model directly as the operator that sources the 3.5 keV line
also enables DM production from meson decays and scatter-
ing with detector electrons. Re-evaluating the LSND data in
light of this model, we will show that LSND already rules out
large parts of the preferred parameter space, with JSNS2 able
to cover a similar region in the near future.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss the

representative DM models along with the production mech-
anisms and detection signals from proton beam dumps. In
Sec. III, we describe the JSNS2 experimental setup, including
the beam dump and neutrino detector. In Sec. IV, we describe
the backgrounds to a DM search at JSNS2, consisting primar-
ily of neutrinos produced in the target and cosmic rays. In
Sec. V, we present the projected reach of JSNS2 to the repre-
sentative DM models, and compare with previous results and
a new reanalysis of LSND data within the dipole DM model.
We conclude in Sec. VI. Further details of the matrix elements
used in our reach projections are given in Appendix A.

II. DM PRODUCTION AND DETECTION

A. Representative pseudo-Dirac models

We suppose the DM components of our model consist of
mass eigenstates �

1

and �
2

, with masses m
1

and m
2

, respec-
tively, and mass splitting � = m

2

�m
1

. Such a mass splitting
naturally arises for fermionic fields with both Dirac and Ma-
jorana masses. For instance, a Dirac spinor with  = (⇠, ⌘†)
built out of two Weyl spinors ⇠ and ⌘ can have the following
mass terms in the interaction basis:

�L
mass

= m⇠⌘ +
µ⇠

2
⇠⇠ +

µ⌘

2
⌘⌘ + h.c., (1)

where m is the Dirac mass and µi is the Majorana mass for
each component. In the µ⇠ = µ⌘ ⌘ µ limit, the mass eigen-
states for this system are

�
1

=
ip
2
(⌘ � ⇠) , �

2

=
1p
2
(⌘ + ⇠) , (2)

with corresponding eigenvalues m
1,2 = m ⌥ µ.
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FIG. 10: a) Scalar DM pair production in electron-nucleus
collisions. An on-shell A0 is radiated and decays o� diago-
nally to �h,� pairs. b) Inelastic up scattering of the lighter
�� into the heavier state via A0 exchange inside the detector.
For order-one (or larger) mass splittings, the metastable state
promptly de-excites inside the detector via �h ! ��e

+e�.
This process yields a target (nucleus, nucleon, or electron)
recoil ER and two charged tracks, which is a instinctive, zero
background signature, so nuclear recoil cuts need not be lim-
iting.
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FIG. 1. Schematic cartoon of the production and detection processes for the dark photon and dipole models described in Sec. II. A high energy
proton beam impinges on a fixed target (beam dump) and produces neutral mesons m0 = ⇡0, ⌘ which can decay to dark sector particles
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1

�
2

. In the dark photon models this decay is two-step m0 ! �A0 ! ��
1

�
2

, whereas for the dipole interaction, the initial meson decay is
three-body m0 ! ��

1

�
2

through a virtual photon. For both representative models, the signal arises from �i depositing visible energy inside
the downstream detector either as a �ie ! �je scattering process or as a decay, �

2

! �
1

e+e� or �
2

! �
1

�. Note that for the dipole model,
the ��

1

�
2

interaction is labeled with a gray circle to reflect the fact that this coupling is nonrenormalizable.

work, we will consider DM which can be produced from
light neutral mesons m0 = ⇡0, ⌘ (m⇡0 = 134.98 MeV and
m⌘ = 547.86 MeV). We study two representative models:
a dark photon model, where mixing between the photon and
dark photon A0 leads to decay modes m0 ! �A0 ! ��

1

�
2

,
and a dipole model, where DM interacts directly with the
photon through a dimension-5 operator and is produced via
m0 ! ��⇤ ! ��

1

�
2

. To keep the discussion general, we
will allow �

1

and �
2

to form a pseudo-Dirac pair with ar-
bitrary mass splitting � = m

2

� m
1

, with the elastic case
m

1

= m
2

a particular realization of this scenario. We will find
that while a higher beam energy allows the production of DM
with m⇡ < m

1

+ m
2

< m⌘ through ⌘ decays (a mode inac-
cessible to LSND, which operated below ⌘ production thresh-
old), the additional neutrino backgrounds from mesons that
do not produce DM from rare decays (e.g. kaons, also not
produced significantly at LSND) tend to degrade the reach for
light DM at lower masses. However, a medium-energy exper-
iment like JSNS2 serves an important role in covering param-
eter space inaccessible to both LSND and the higher-energy
(8 GeV beam) MiniBooNE experiment [6].

The dark photon model has been well studied in multiple
scenarios [10, 11], and the dipole model has recently attracted
attention as a possible explanation for the excess of 3.5 keV
gamma rays from the Galactic Center and the Perseus Clus-
ter [27]. While it should be noted that UV completions of the
dipole model have already been strongly constrained by col-
lider experiments [28], beam dump experiments can test this
model directly as the operator that sources the 3.5 keV line
also enables DM production from meson decays and scatter-
ing with detector electrons. Re-evaluating the LSND data in
light of this model, we will show that LSND already rules out
large parts of the preferred parameter space, with JSNS2 able
to cover a similar region in the near future.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss the

representative DM models along with the production mech-
anisms and detection signals from proton beam dumps. In
Sec. III, we describe the JSNS2 experimental setup, including
the beam dump and neutrino detector. In Sec. IV, we describe
the backgrounds to a DM search at JSNS2, consisting primar-
ily of neutrinos produced in the target and cosmic rays. In
Sec. V, we present the projected reach of JSNS2 to the repre-
sentative DM models, and compare with previous results and
a new reanalysis of LSND data within the dipole DM model.
We conclude in Sec. VI. Further details of the matrix elements
used in our reach projections are given in Appendix A.

II. DM PRODUCTION AND DETECTION

A. Representative pseudo-Dirac models

We suppose the DM components of our model consist of
mass eigenstates �

1

and �
2

, with masses m
1

and m
2

, respec-
tively, and mass splitting � = m

2

�m
1

. Such a mass splitting
naturally arises for fermionic fields with both Dirac and Ma-
jorana masses. For instance, a Dirac spinor with  = (⇠, ⌘†)
built out of two Weyl spinors ⇠ and ⌘ can have the following
mass terms in the interaction basis:

�L
mass

= m⇠⌘ +
µ⇠

2
⇠⇠ +

µ⌘

2
⌘⌘ + h.c., (1)

where m is the Dirac mass and µi is the Majorana mass for
each component. In the µ⇠ = µ⌘ ⌘ µ limit, the mass eigen-
states for this system are

�
1

=
ip
2
(⌘ � ⇠) , �

2

=
1p
2
(⌘ + ⇠) , (2)

with corresponding eigenvalues m
1,2 = m ⌥ µ.
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FIG. 10: a) Scalar DM pair production in electron-nucleus
collisions. An on-shell A0 is radiated and decays o� diago-
nally to �h,� pairs. b) Inelastic up scattering of the lighter
�� into the heavier state via A0 exchange inside the detector.
For order-one (or larger) mass splittings, the metastable state
promptly de-excites inside the detector via �h ! ��e

+e�.
This process yields a target (nucleus, nucleon, or electron)
recoil ER and two charged tracks, which is a instinctive, zero
background signature, so nuclear recoil cuts need not be lim-
iting.
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. In the dark photon models this decay is two-step m0 ! �A0 ! ��
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, whereas for the dipole interaction, the initial meson decay is
three-body m0 ! ��
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through a virtual photon. For both representative models, the signal arises from �i depositing visible energy inside
the downstream detector either as a �ie ! �je scattering process or as a decay, �
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work, we will consider DM which can be produced from
light neutral mesons m0 = ⇡0, ⌘ (m⇡0 = 134.98 MeV and
m⌘ = 547.86 MeV). We study two representative models:
a dark photon model, where mixing between the photon and
dark photon A0 leads to decay modes m0 ! �A0 ! ��

1
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2

,
and a dipole model, where DM interacts directly with the
photon through a dimension-5 operator and is produced via
m0 ! ��⇤ ! ��

1
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2

. To keep the discussion general, we
will allow �

1

and �
2

to form a pseudo-Dirac pair with ar-
bitrary mass splitting � = m

2

� m
1

, with the elastic case
m

1

= m
2

a particular realization of this scenario. We will find
that while a higher beam energy allows the production of DM
with m⇡ < m

1

+ m
2

< m⌘ through ⌘ decays (a mode inac-
cessible to LSND, which operated below ⌘ production thresh-
old), the additional neutrino backgrounds from mesons that
do not produce DM from rare decays (e.g. kaons, also not
produced significantly at LSND) tend to degrade the reach for
light DM at lower masses. However, a medium-energy exper-
iment like JSNS2 serves an important role in covering param-
eter space inaccessible to both LSND and the higher-energy
(8 GeV beam) MiniBooNE experiment [6].

The dark photon model has been well studied in multiple
scenarios [10, 11], and the dipole model has recently attracted
attention as a possible explanation for the excess of 3.5 keV
gamma rays from the Galactic Center and the Perseus Clus-
ter [27]. While it should be noted that UV completions of the
dipole model have already been strongly constrained by col-
lider experiments [28], beam dump experiments can test this
model directly as the operator that sources the 3.5 keV line
also enables DM production from meson decays and scatter-
ing with detector electrons. Re-evaluating the LSND data in
light of this model, we will show that LSND already rules out
large parts of the preferred parameter space, with JSNS2 able
to cover a similar region in the near future.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss the

representative DM models along with the production mech-
anisms and detection signals from proton beam dumps. In
Sec. III, we describe the JSNS2 experimental setup, including
the beam dump and neutrino detector. In Sec. IV, we describe
the backgrounds to a DM search at JSNS2, consisting primar-
ily of neutrinos produced in the target and cosmic rays. In
Sec. V, we present the projected reach of JSNS2 to the repre-
sentative DM models, and compare with previous results and
a new reanalysis of LSND data within the dipole DM model.
We conclude in Sec. VI. Further details of the matrix elements
used in our reach projections are given in Appendix A.

II. DM PRODUCTION AND DETECTION

A. Representative pseudo-Dirac models

We suppose the DM components of our model consist of
mass eigenstates �

1

and �
2

, with masses m
1

and m
2

, respec-
tively, and mass splitting � = m

2

�m
1

. Such a mass splitting
naturally arises for fermionic fields with both Dirac and Ma-
jorana masses. For instance, a Dirac spinor with  = (⇠, ⌘†)
built out of two Weyl spinors ⇠ and ⌘ can have the following
mass terms in the interaction basis:

�L
mass

= m⇠⌘ +
µ⇠

2
⇠⇠ +

µ⌘

2
⌘⌘ + h.c., (1)

where m is the Dirac mass and µi is the Majorana mass for
each component. In the µ⇠ = µ⌘ ⌘ µ limit, the mass eigen-
states for this system are

�
1

=
ip
2
(⌘ � ⇠) , �

2

=
1p
2
(⌘ + ⇠) , (2)

with corresponding eigenvalues m
1,2 = m ⌥ µ.
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FIG. 10: a) Scalar DM pair production in electron-nucleus
collisions. An on-shell A0 is radiated and decays o� diago-
nally to �h,� pairs. b) Inelastic up scattering of the lighter
�� into the heavier state via A0 exchange inside the detector.
For order-one (or larger) mass splittings, the metastable state
promptly de-excites inside the detector via �h ! ��e

+e�.
This process yields a target (nucleus, nucleon, or electron)
recoil ER and two charged tracks, which is a instinctive, zero
background signature, so nuclear recoil cuts need not be lim-
iting.
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work, we will consider DM which can be produced from
light neutral mesons m0 = ⇡0, ⌘ (m⇡0 = 134.98 MeV and
m⌘ = 547.86 MeV). We study two representative models:
a dark photon model, where mixing between the photon and
dark photon A0 leads to decay modes m0 ! �A0 ! ��

1
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2

,
and a dipole model, where DM interacts directly with the
photon through a dimension-5 operator and is produced via
m0 ! ��⇤ ! ��

1
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. To keep the discussion general, we
will allow �
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and �
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to form a pseudo-Dirac pair with ar-
bitrary mass splitting � = m
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, with the elastic case
m

1
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a particular realization of this scenario. We will find
that while a higher beam energy allows the production of DM
with m⇡ < m

1

+ m
2

< m⌘ through ⌘ decays (a mode inac-
cessible to LSND, which operated below ⌘ production thresh-
old), the additional neutrino backgrounds from mesons that
do not produce DM from rare decays (e.g. kaons, also not
produced significantly at LSND) tend to degrade the reach for
light DM at lower masses. However, a medium-energy exper-
iment like JSNS2 serves an important role in covering param-
eter space inaccessible to both LSND and the higher-energy
(8 GeV beam) MiniBooNE experiment [6].

The dark photon model has been well studied in multiple
scenarios [10, 11], and the dipole model has recently attracted
attention as a possible explanation for the excess of 3.5 keV
gamma rays from the Galactic Center and the Perseus Clus-
ter [27]. While it should be noted that UV completions of the
dipole model have already been strongly constrained by col-
lider experiments [28], beam dump experiments can test this
model directly as the operator that sources the 3.5 keV line
also enables DM production from meson decays and scatter-
ing with detector electrons. Re-evaluating the LSND data in
light of this model, we will show that LSND already rules out
large parts of the preferred parameter space, with JSNS2 able
to cover a similar region in the near future.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss the

representative DM models along with the production mech-
anisms and detection signals from proton beam dumps. In
Sec. III, we describe the JSNS2 experimental setup, including
the beam dump and neutrino detector. In Sec. IV, we describe
the backgrounds to a DM search at JSNS2, consisting primar-
ily of neutrinos produced in the target and cosmic rays. In
Sec. V, we present the projected reach of JSNS2 to the repre-
sentative DM models, and compare with previous results and
a new reanalysis of LSND data within the dipole DM model.
We conclude in Sec. VI. Further details of the matrix elements
used in our reach projections are given in Appendix A.

II. DM PRODUCTION AND DETECTION

A. Representative pseudo-Dirac models

We suppose the DM components of our model consist of
mass eigenstates �

1

and �
2

, with masses m
1

and m
2

, respec-
tively, and mass splitting � = m

2

�m
1

. Such a mass splitting
naturally arises for fermionic fields with both Dirac and Ma-
jorana masses. For instance, a Dirac spinor with  = (⇠, ⌘†)
built out of two Weyl spinors ⇠ and ⌘ can have the following
mass terms in the interaction basis:

�L
mass

= m⇠⌘ +
µ⇠

2
⇠⇠ +

µ⌘

2
⌘⌘ + h.c., (1)

where m is the Dirac mass and µi is the Majorana mass for
each component. In the µ⇠ = µ⌘ ⌘ µ limit, the mass eigen-
states for this system are

�
1

=
ip
2
(⌘ � ⇠) , �

2

=
1p
2
(⌘ + ⇠) , (2)

with corresponding eigenvalues m
1,2 = m ⌥ µ.
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Backgrounds are reduced by:

• Beam timing (duty factor is ~5x10-6)

• Pulse shape discrimination for CCQE

• Michel electron cut (for muon flavor CCQE backgrounds)
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FIG. 1. Top: Layout of the E137 experiment (adapted from
Fig. 2 in [35]). Middle and Bottom: An electron beam hits an
aluminum target, creating DM particles � via bremsstrahlung
of A0

(bottom left). The � traverse a ⇠ 179 m deep hill and
another ⇠ 204 m-long open region before scattering o↵ elec-
trons (bottom right), which are detected in an electromagnetic
shower calorimeter.

can detect charged particles or photons produced by the
hypothetical particles coming from the dump. The de-
tector also employed multiwire proportional chambers to
achieve superb angular resolution, rendering it sensitive
to directional information that was crucial in eliminating
(cosmic) background. Two experimental runs were per-
formed. The lateral dimensions of the detector were 2m
⇥ 3m during Run 1 and 3m ⇥ 3m in Run 2. The number
of electrons on target was ⇠ 10 C (⇠ 20 C) in Run 1
(Run 2).

The original analysis in [35] searched for axion-like
particles decaying to e

+
e

�, or photinos decaying to a
photon and gravitino. No events were observed that
passed quality cuts, pointed back to the dump, and had a
shower energy above 1 GeV, placing strong limits on ax-
ions/photinos. In [40], the results were used to set strong
constraints on the visible decay A

0 ! e

+
e

�.

Here, we will use the E137 results to set strong con-
straints on sub-GeV DM, �, see Fig. 1 (middle and bot-

tom). We focus on scenarios where �’s are produced from
an on-shell A

0 that decays invisibly to ��̄ or via an o↵-
shell A

0. Such � inherit a significant portion of the beam
energy and travel in the extreme-forward direction; an
O(1) fraction of the produced � thus intersect the E137

detector and can scatter with electrons in the calorimeter
material. The ejected electrons will initiate an energetic
electromagnetic shower of the type constrained by the
E137 search. With no observed events, and conserva-
tively assuming no expected background events, we em-
ploy a Poisson 95% C.L. limit of N95 = 3 events. Below,
we shall calculate the number of signal events for a fixed
m

�

as function of m

A

0 , ✏, and ↵

D

, and derive bounds in
this parameter space by requiring less than 3 events.
SIGNAL RATE CALCULATION. We
have employed a Monte-Carlo simulation using
MadGraph5 aMC@NLO v2.1.1 [41] to generate DM
events produced in electron-aluminum nucleus collisions,
e

�
N ! e

�
NA

0(⇤) ! e

�
N��̄ (where N is a nucleus with

Z = 13, A = 27), and to calculate the total DM pro-
duction cross section, �

��̄

(we checked all our numerical
results against analytic formulas [18, 40, 42]). We include
the form factor of the aluminum nucleus [40, 42], which
accounts for coherent scattering, as well as nuclear and
atomic screening. The model (1) is implemented using
FeynRules 2.0 [43]. We take the thickness of the target
to be one radiation length, a reasonable approximation
that accounts for beam degradation [18, 40]. The total
number of � produced is then

N

�

= 2�

��̄

N

e

XAl NA

/AAl , (2)

where N

e

= 30 C, XAl = 24.3 g cm�2, N

A

is Avogadro’s
number, and AAl = 26.98 g/mol.

The fraction of � that intersect the detector, ✏acc, is
obtained from the Monte-Carlo simulation (and cross-
checked analytically) by selecting � that are produced
with angles tan ✓

x

< �x/L and tan ✓

y

< �y/L trans-
verse to the beam direction, where L = 383 m, �x =
1.5 m, and �y = 1 m (1.5 m) for Run 1 (2). The an-
gular distribution of scalars � produced through an A

0 is
suppressed along the forward direction, which results in
a lower ✏acc compared to fermionic � [14, 18]. We then
take the energy distribution of the DM particles cross-
ing the detector, (1/N

acc
�

)(dN

acc
�

/dE

�

), and convolute it
with the � � e

� di↵erential scattering cross section,

d�

f,s

dE

e

= 4⇡✏

2
↵ ↵

D

2m

e

E

2
�

� f

f,s

(E
e

)(E
e

� m

e

)

(E2
�

� m

2
�

)(m2
A

0 + 2m

e

E

e

� 2m

2
e

)2
,

(3)
where the subscripts f, s stand for fermion and scalar
�, respectively, f

f

(E
e

) = 2m

e

E

�

� m

e

E

e

+ m

2
�

+ 2m

2
e

,
f

s

= 2m

e

E

�

+ m

2
�

, and E

e

is the recoil electron energy.
To conform to the E137 signal region, we impose E

e

>

Eth = 1 GeV and ✓

e

> 30 mrad, where ✓

e

is the angle
of the scattered electron, to obtain �

cut
�e

. The number of
expected signal events is then given by

N

�e

= N

�

✏acc �

cut
�e

X

i

ndet,i Ldet,i , (4)

where ndet,i (Ldet,i) denotes the e

� number density
(length) of detector sub-layer i. To pass the trigger, �
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FIG. 2. Top left: Constraints (95% C.L.) in the ✏ � mA0 plane for dark photons A0 decaying invisibly to light DM �, with
m� < 0.5 MeV. The SLAC E137 experiment excludes a Dirac fermion (red shading/red solid line) or complex scalar (red
long dashed) DM. We fix ↵D = 0.1 and assume an electron recoil threshold energy of Eth = 1 GeV in the E137 detector
(for comparison, the red dotted line shows Eth = 3 GeV for a fermionic �). Also shown are constraints from the anomalous
magnetic moment of the electron (ae, 2�, blue dashed) and muon (aµ, 5�, dark green dashed), and a light-green dashed region
in which the A0 explains the aµ discrepancy. Other model-dependent constraints (see text for details), arise from LSND (yellow
solid), SLAC mQ experiment (cyan solid), BABAR (blue dotted), and BNL E787 and E949 (brown dotted). The inset focuses
on mA0 = 100 � 300 MeV. Top right and Bottom left: Same as top left but for m� = 10 MeV and 50 MeV, respectively.
Above the black solid line, the thermal relic abundance of a scalar � satisfies ⌦�  ⌦DM; the region above the blue solid
line is excluded if � can scatter o↵ electrons in the XENON10 experiment, assuming � makes up all the DM; the light gray
regions/dotted lines are excluded from searches for A0 ! e+e� (if this mode is available for mA0 < 2m�) in E141, E774, Orsay,
HADES, or A1. Bottom right: 95% C.L. upper limits on ↵D as a function of mA0 for a Dirac fermion �, assuming ✏ is
fixed to the smallest value consistent with explaining the aµ anomaly. The E137 constraint is shown for m� < 0.5 MeV (red
shading/solid line) and for m� = 10, 50 MeV (dashed red), while the remaining constraints are only shown for m� < 0.5 MeV.
The solid gray curve is the limit from A0 ! visible searches, while the gray dashed represents the transition between A0 ! ��̄
and A0 ! visible decays dominating.

Originally designed to look for neutral, 
semi-stable new particles produced in 

a 20 GeV electron beam.
B. Batell, R. Essig, Z. Surujon, Phys. Rev. Lett. 113, 171802, arXiv:1406.2698
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di↵erent treatments of two-body currents are given in Section VI.C.
In the SuperScaling approach [70] (denoted as SuSA), instead of starting from a microscopic

Hamiltonian, the scaling and superscaling properties of electron-nucleus interactions [121–125] have
been used to construct a semi-phenomenological model for lepton-nucleus scattering. A similar ap-
proach is also taken in the Transverse Enhancement Model (TEM) of Ref. [126]. The SuSA model
assumes the existence of universal scaling functions for electromagnetic and weak interactions. The
general procedure adopted in this analysis consists of dividing the inclusive (e, e0) experimental
cross section by an appropriate single-nucleon one to obtain a reduced cross section. When this
is plotted as a function of the “scaling variable”, itself a function of ! and q, some particular
properties emerge: at energy transfers below the QE peak, the reduced cross section is largely
independent of the momentum transfer, which is called scaling of first kind, and of the nuclear
target, which is defined as scaling of second kind. The simultaneous occurrence of scaling of both
kinds is denoted as superscaling. At higher energies, above the QE peak, both kinds of scaling are
shown to be violated as a consequence of the contributions introduced by e↵ects beyond the IA,
such as meson-exchange currents (MEC) and inelastic scattering. The scaling formalism, originally
introduced to describe the QE domain, has been extended to the region of the � resonance [127]
and the complete inelastic spectrum [128]. Recently an improved version of the superscaling model
has been developed, called SuSAv2 [129], that incorporates relativistic mean field (RMF) e↵ects in
the longitudinal and transverse nuclear responses, as well as in the isovector and isoscalar channels
independently. Within the RMF model the bound and scattered nucleon wave functions are solu-
tions of the Dirac-Hartree equation in the presence of energy-independent real scalar (attractive)
and vector (repulsive) potentials. Because the same relativistic potential is used to describe the
initial and final nucleon states, the model preserves the continuity equation. An important result is
that the model reproduces surprisingly well the magnitude and shape of the experimental longitu-
dinal superscaling function. On the other hand, it predicts a larger transverse scaling function, an
e↵ect due to the distortion of the lower components of the outgoing nucleon Dirac wave function
by the FSI which agrees with the available separated L/T data (see Refs.[130–134] for details of
the model and its predictions on electron and neutrino reactions). 2p-2h MEC e↵ects, which play
an important role in the dip region between the QE and the � peaks, are included in the SuSAv2
model following the work of De Pace et al. [135, 136], who performed the first fully relativistic
calculation of the electromagnetic two-body currents contribution to inclusive electron scattering.
Detailed comparison of the SuSAv2 predictions with electron scattering data on 12C at many dif-
ferent kinematics can be found in Ref.[73], showing a very satisfactory agreement of the model with
inclusive data. Two illustrative examples are shown in Fig. 7.
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FIG. 7. Comparison of inclusive 12C(e, e0) cross sections and predictions of the QE-SuSAv2 model (long-
dashed red line), 2p-2h MEC model (dot-dashed brown line) and inelastic-SuSAv2 model (long dot-dashed
orange line). The sum of the three contributions is represented with a solid blue line. The q-dependence
upon ! is also shown (short-dashed black line). The y-axis on the left represents d2�/d⌦/d! in nb/GeV/sr
whereas the one on the right represents the q value in GeV/c. Figure from Ref.[73].

It is important to notice that the regime of interest in present and future neutrino experiments is
high-energy and relativistic aspects of the problem are critical. What exists in modeling this regime

Probing the Nucleus
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Electron scattering has 
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51. Neutrino cross section measurements 3
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Figure 51.1: Measurements of per nucleon νµ and νµ CC inclusive scattering cross
sections divided by neutrino energy as a function of neutrino energy. Note the
transition between logarithmic and linear scales occurring at 100 GeV. Neutrino
cross sections are typically twice as large as their corresponding antineutrino
counterparts, although this difference can be larger at lower energies. NC cross
sections (not shown) are generally smaller compared to the CC case.

the final state one would strictly observe, for example, in scattering off of a free nucleon
target. There were many early measurements of neutrino QE scattering that span back to
the 1970’s [2]. In many of these initial measurements of the neutrino QE cross section,
bubble chamber experiments employed light targets (H2 or D2) and required both the
detection of the final state muon and single nucleon‡; thus the final state was clear
and elastic kinematic conditions could be verified. The situation is more complicated, of
course, for the heavier nuclear targets used in modern neutrino experiments. In this case,
nuclear effects can impact the size and shape of the cross section as well as the final
state composition, kinematics, and topology. Due to intranuclear hadron rescattering
and the possible effects of correlations between target nucleons, additional nucleons may
be ejected in the final state; hence, a QE interaction on a nuclear target does not
necessarily imply the ejection of a single nucleon. One therefore needs to take some care
in defining what one means by neutrino QE scattering when scattering off targets heavier
than H2 or D2. Modern experiments tend to instead report cross sections for processes
involving nucleon-only final states (often referred to as “CC 0π” or “QE-like” reactions).

‡ In the case of D2, many experiments additionally observed the spectator proton.
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PDG Review of Neutrino Cross Section Measurements

Our knowledge 
of cross sections 
at low energies 

is quite bad. 5
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FIG. 1. The T2K unoscillated neutrino flux prediction at SK for ⌫- (left) and ⌫̄- (right) modes. The binning used for the flux
systematic parameters is also shown.

FIG. 2. The T2K fractional systematic uncertainties on the SK flux arising from the beamline configuration and hadron
production prior to constraints from near detector data. Uncertainties are given for ⌫’s in a ⌫-mode beam (top left), ⌫̄’s in a
⌫-mode beam (top right), ⌫’s in an ⌫̄-mode beam (bottom left), and ⌫’s in an ⌫̄-mode beam (bottom right). For the ⌫-mode
plots, the total current uncertainties (NA61 2009 data) are compared to the total uncertainties estimated for the previous T2K
results (NA61 2007 data) [27].

T2K flux peaks 
at below 1 GeV.
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differently. Indeed, as we observed in Ref. [4], the proce-
dure is completely reversible and can be used in both
directions. Here we calculate the theoretical prediction
for electron events energy distribution for a given value
of the oscillation parameter. We then transform this distri-
bution into one in terms of the reconstructed energy value,
which can be directly compared to the experimental
distribution. In principle, we are then in a situation to
investigate which oscillation parameter best fits the data.
We also apply our smearing procedure to disappearance
effects for the muon neutrinos in the T2K beam.

A. Formalism

The number of charged current events in a target for
neutrinos of energy between E! and E! þ dE!, for an
energy transferred to the nuclear system, !, and a lepton
emission angle ", is related to the double differential cross
section by

gðE!; !; cos"ÞdE!d!d cos"

¼ d2#

d!d cos"
!ðE!ÞdE!d!d cos": (1)

The quantity g is the triple density, in terms of the three
variables, E!,!, and cos". For our problem it is convenient
to switch to another set of variables, E!, El (the energy of
the lepton produced) and the reconstructed neutrino energy
"E!. The relations between the two sets of variables are,
first, ! ¼ E! % El. In addition, cos" is related to the new
variables El and "E! by

"E!Pl cos"þMð "E! % ElÞ % "E!El þ
m2

l

2
¼ 0; (2)

where Pl is the lepton momentum, ml is the charged
lepton mass, and M is the nucleon mass. The modulus of
the Jacobian for these variables transformations is ðMEl%
m2

l =2Þð "E2
!PlÞ%1, and the new density GðE!;El; "E!Þ is

GðE!; El; "E!Þ dE! dEl d "E!

¼ dE! dEl d "E! !ðE!Þ
ðMEl %m2

l =2Þ
"E2
!Pl

&
!

d2#

d!d cos"

"

!¼E!%El; cos"¼cos"ðEl; "E!Þ
; (3)

where cos"ðEl; "E!Þ is the solution of Eq. (2). After inte-
gration over the lepton energy, this density can be used in
both directions: either to extract a distribution in terms of
the real neutrino energy from a distribution in recon-
structed energies, as was done in our previous work [4]
where we had used normalized probabilities; or in the
opposite direction, we start from a theoretical distribution
expressed with real energies then we perform the smearing
procedure to deduce the corresponding distribution of the
events in terms of the reconstructed energy. For this, we
integrate over the lepton energy and over the real neutrino

energy distribution, which provides the distribution,
Drecð "E!Þ, in terms of the reconstructed energy which can
be compared to the data

Drecð "E!Þ ¼
Z

dE!!ðE!Þ
Z Emax

l

Emin
l

dEl
ðMEl %m2

l =2Þ
"E2
!Pl

&
!

d2#

d!d cos"

"

!¼E!%El; cos"¼cos"ðEl; "E!Þ
; (4)

where the quantities Emin
l and Emax

l are the minimum and
maximum values of the charged lepton energy for a given
value of "E!. They are obtained by taking cos" ¼ 1ð%1Þ in
Eq. (2), with the additional restriction, ml < El < E!. The
second integral on the right-hand side of Eq. (4), which
represents the spreading function, depends on E! and "E!;
we denote it as dðE!; "E!Þ. We give in Fig. 1 some examples
of its "E! dependence for several E! values. The np-nh low
energy tail is the counterpart, in these variables, of the high
energy one that we stressed in our previous work [4].

III. APPLICATIONS

A. T2K

Here the situation is relatively simple as one deals with a
long baseline experiment [10,11] with oscillation mass
parameters already known to a good accuracy. We have
pointed out [4] the interest of the study for T2K of the
muon events spectrum both in the close detector and in the
far detector since the two corresponding muonic neutrino
beams have different energy distributions. The study of the
reconstruction influence on the electron events in the far
SuperKamiokande detector was performed in our Ref. [4];
it is discussed again here in our new reversed perspective.
The two muon beams in the close and far detectors and the
oscillated electron beam at the far detector having widely
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FIG. 1 (color online). The spreading function dðE!; "E!Þ of
Eq. (4) per neutron of 12C in the case of electrons evaluated
for three E! values. The genuine quasielastic (dashed lines) and
the multinucleon (dotted lines) contributions are also shown
separately.

ENERGY RECONSTRUCTION EFFECTS IN NEUTRINO . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 87, 013009 (2013)

013009-3

Neutrino energy smearing for 
electron only reconstruction. 

Vertical lines = true energy 
Curves = reconstructed energy 

M. Martini, et. al., Phys. Rev. D 87 013009 (2013).

The two-ν oscillation probability 
depends on the neutrino energy: 

P (⌫↵ ! ⌫�) = sin2(2✓) sin2
✓
1.267

�m2L

E

GeV

eV2 km

◆

Neutrino energy reconstruction is 
complicated by: 

• Invisible particles 
• Detector thresholds 
• Complicated final states 

Solution: Use KDAR neutrinos to 
benchmark the reconstruction. 

�E

E
⇡ 20% is typical
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•KDAR neutrino CCQE events in MiniBooNE feature two 
sub-events:


1. A low energy muon (Tμ < 120 MeV)

2. An electron from the muon decay


•KDAR-like events are isolated using standard cuts:

•2 sub-events detected (Michel vertex within 150 cm of 
muon vertex)

•Vertex inside the fiducial volume (r < 500 cm)

•No veto activity

KDAR Events in MiniBooNE
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⌫µ
12C ! µ�X

⌫µ
12C ! µ�X

µ� ! e�⌫̄e⌫µ
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FIG. 8. dσ
dTl

vs Tl for νl induced processes on 12C(left panel) and 40Ar(right panel) nuclear targets at Eν =236 MeV. The

results are obtained using LFGM with RPA. The variation of g′ from 0.6 to 0.7 is represented by the band. The curves on the
left(right) side of each panel represent the results for µ−(e−) kinetic energy distribution induced by νµ(νe) scattering.
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results are obtained using LFGM with RPA for the different values of MA viz. MA = 1.0 GeV(dotted line), 1.1 GeV(dash
double-dotted line) and 1.2 GeV(circle), respectively.

40Ar, respectively. We find a large reduction in the cross section due to the nuclear medium effects. For example, in
the case of νe scattering on 12C(40Ar) nuclear targets, when the cross section is obtained using the LFGM without
RPA effects, the reduction in the cross section from the free nucleon case(not shown here) is ∼50%(35%) at Eνe = 150
MeV, ∼38%(20%) at Eνe = 200 MeV and ∼30%(15%) at Eνe = 236 MeV. When the RPA effects are also taken into
account there is a further reduction in the cross section which is about ∼48%(53%) at Eνe = 150 MeV, ∼45%(50%)
at Eνe = 200 MeV and ∼42%(47%) at Eνe = 236 MeV. In the case of νµ scattering, this reduction is ∼85%(65%) at
Eνµ = 150 MeV, ∼60%(43%) at Eνµ = 200 MeV and ∼47%(30%) at Eνµ = 236 MeV without the RPA correlation

arXiv:1708.00321

We are interested in making comparisons with theoretical models in terms 
of the muon kinetic energy (Tμ) and neutrino-nucleus energy transfer (ω).


We use the Cherenkov light in the first 5 ns of the event to estimate the 
muon energy using a variable called PMThits5ns.

Example RPA 
prediction

! = E⌫ � Tµ �mµ

KDAR muons have PMThits5ns < 120

What do KDAR neutrinos 
look like in MiniBooNE?

• KDAR events feature a low energy muon (Tμ~0-120 MeV; 2 sub-event, including Michel decay).


• We use “standard” MiniBooNE muon neutrino selection to isolate KDAR-like events (2 sub-
event, in fiducial volume, no veto activity).


• In order to isolate the muon in KDAR events, we consider the Cerenkov-dominated light in the 
first 5 ns of the event (after correcting for vertex location) PMThits5ns
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We report the first measurement of monoenergetic muon neutrino charged current interactions.
MiniBooNE has isolated 236 MeV muon neutrino events originating from charged kaon decay at rest
(K+ ! µ+⌫µ) at the NuMI beamline absorber. These signal ⌫µ-carbon events are distinguished from
primarily pion decay in flight ⌫µ and ⌫µ backgrounds produced at the target station and decay pipe
using their arrival time and reconstructed muon energy. The significance of the signal observation
is at the 3.9� level. The muon kinetic energy, neutrino-nucleus energy transfer (! = E⌫ � Eµ),
and total cross section for these events is extracted. This result is the first known-energy, weak-
interaction-only probe of the nucleus to yield a measurement of ! using neutrinos, a quantity thus
far only accessible through electron scattering.

A charged kaon decays to a muon and a muon neutrino
(K+ ! µ

+

⌫

µ

) 63.6% of the time [1]. In the case that the
kaon is at rest when it decays, the emitted muon neu-
trino is monoenergetic at 236 MeV. The kaon decay at
rest (KDAR) neutrino has been identified as a gateway
to a number of physics measurements, including searches
for high-�m

2 oscillations [2, 3] and as a standard can-
dle for studying the neutrino-nucleus interaction, energy
reconstruction, and cross sections in the 100s of MeV
energy region [4]. There are other ideas for using this
neutrino, including as a source to make a precision mea-
surement of the strange quark contribution to the nucleon
spin (�s) [4] and as a possible signature of dark matter
annihilation in the sun [5, 6]. Despite the importance

of the KDAR neutrino, it has never been isolated and
identified.
In the charged current (CC) interaction of a 236 MeV

⌫

µ

(⌫
µ

12C ! µ

�
X), the muon kinetic energy (T

µ

) and
closely related neutrino-nucleus energy transfer (! =
E

⌫

�E

µ

) distributions are of particular interest for bench-
marking neutrino interaction models and generators,
which report widely varying predictions for kinematics
at these transition-region energies [7–13][? ]. Tradition-
ally, experiments are only sensitive, at best, to total vis-
ible hadronic energy since invisible neutrons and model-
dependent nucleon removal energy corrections prevent
the complete reconstruction of energy transfer [15]. The
measurements reported here therefore provide a unique
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Where do the signal 
candidates come from?

Templates have a shape (two parameters, based on a beta distribution),  
normalization, and endpoint (95-115 MeV)

A small subset of shape candidates  
for the KDAR Tμ distribution

31

The shape of the signal model (T
µ

spectrum) is defined by two parameters, a and b,
according to the beta distribution:

x

a�1(1 � x)b�1

B(a, b)
(11)

where B(a, b) = �(a)�(b)/�(a + b). The distribution is nominally defined for x 2 [0, 1], but
we extend it to take values on [0, Tmax

µ

].
We select a set of physically allowed and reasonable test models with the parameter

sets a 2 [2.0, 8.0], b 2 [0.1, 6.0], requiring b  a. As shown in Figure 67, relaxing these
requirements and allowing templates with a < 2.0 or a < b, results in unphysical models.
Ultimately, the requirement b  a is automatically satisfied by the allowed region result
shown in Section 8.5–so this restriction ends up being unimportant. The full set of signal
model shapes is displayed in Figure 68. The single-parameter Nuance models based on
 are overlaid in black for reference. The beta distributions tested adequately cover the
range of  models and significantly extend the possible candidate T

µ

distribution shapes.
For each signal shape determined by the set {a, b}, we also marginalize over the endpoint
T

max

µ

2 [95, 115] (MeV).

Figure 67: Signal models with combinations of a and b which are not allowed in our analysis.

As we are interested in extracting the KDAR muon kinetic energy distribution, our signal
models are derived from true T

µ

. However, we need to correct for detector e�ciency and fold
the signal model T

µ

distribution into our detector observable (TankHits*fqlt05) in order
to compare to data and form a �

2. We can think of this procedure as the exact reversal
of the usual di↵erential cross section measurement extraction. Instead of starting from a
detector observable and turning it into a true measure of muon kinetic energy, we start with
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Rather than arbitrarily picking a 
single generator prediction, we 

chose to use a more general 
signal model. 

We assume that the signal is 
be well-described by a beta 
distribution (2 parameters): 

We test each model against the 
data to find the best fit.

�(x; a, b) =
x

a�1(1� x)b�1

B(a, b)

B(a, b) = �(a)�(b)/�(a+ b)

A small subset of the models tested. 
Endpoint is fixed to 98 MeV.
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Solution: Timing
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NuMI Target 
2 Interaction Lengths

NuMI beamline ~720 m
NuMI absorber

120 GeV 
Proton Beam

ν ν
ν KDAR νBackground ν

MiniBooNE is 86 m 
from NuMI absorber

KDAR 
DIF background

Signal 
enhanced

Background 
enhanced

Signal arrives later than 
background due to the 

longer path it must take. 

We can look for an 
evolution of signal and 
background over time.

Beam timing 
simulation. 

Normalizations 
are arbitrary.

Timing to the rescue!
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Timing to the Rescue!
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TAKEAWAY: We can perform a 100% data-
driven analysis that is independent of the 

unreliable flux and background predictions!

Solution: Timing
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Expect KDAR here In consideration of beam 
timing uncertainties, we 
divide the beam window 
into 3 pieces:


• Early time (first 600 ns)

• Background-enhanced


• Late time (last 600 ns)

• Signal-enhanced


• Normal time (8000 ns)

• Constant signal to 

background ratio

2.1σ deficit at early times 
2.4σ excess at late times
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FIG. 3. E↵ective-RPA with error band from the fit to external
data compared with RPA corrections computed in Ref. [40].

high neutrino energies (E
⌫

& 1 GeV) where it is about
30% larger, as can be seen in Fig. 4. The di↵erence be-
tween the 2p2h normalization for neutrino and antineu-
trino interactions is constrained with the ND280 data
in order to avoid biases in the CP asymmetry measure-
ment in the oscillation analysis. The alternative model
has also been used for one of the studies of simulated
data. Another important di↵erence between the two
models consists in the relative proportion of nucleon-
nucleon correlations, meson exchange currents and their
interference, the first being strongly enhanced in the al-
ternative model. This di↵erence a↵ects the estimation
of the neutrino energy from the outgoing lepton kine-
matics. This estimation assumes the CCQE hypothe-
sis, and it is well known that the 2p2h contribution bi-
ases the neutrino energy reconstruction [30, 31] if not
properly taken into account in the simulation. The ref-
erence model includes 2p2h events, and so this e↵ect is
included in the T2K neutrino oscillation analysis. Nev-
ertheless, the di↵erent 2p2h components produce di↵er-
ent biases in the neutrino energy estimation, as shown
in Fig. 5, therefore incorrectly estimating the relative
proportions of nucleon–nucleon correlations and meson
exchange current can cause a residual bias in the neu-
trino energy estimation. To address this, three simu-
lated datasets have been built. In the first, the multi-
nucleon interactions have been reweighted as a function
of neutrino energy, separately for neutrino and antineu-
trino, to reproduce the alternative model (referred to as
the “alternative 2p2h model” in the following). In the
other two simulated datasets, the full 2p2h cross sec-
tion has been assigned either to meson exchange currents
(“Delta-enhanced 2p2h”) or nucleon-nucleon correlations
only (“not-Delta 2p2h”) by reweighting the muon kine-
matics as a function of muon angle, muon momentum
and neutrino energy.

The results obtained by considering all the alternative
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FIG. 4. Multi-nucleon interactions (2p2h) cross section on
12C as a function of energy from the models of Nieves (refer-
ence model in the text) [40] and Martini (alternative model
in the text) [70].

FIG. 5. Neutrino energy calculated with the CCQE two-
body assumption for CCQE and 2p2h interactions of 600 MeV
muon neutrinos on 12C simulated with the reference model.
The di↵erent components of 2p2h show di↵ering amounts of
bias.

models, SF, alternative 1p1h, e↵ective RPA, alternative
2p2h, Delta-enhanced 2p2h, not-Delta 2p2h, are shown
in Sec. IX.

IV. THE ND280 COMPLEX

The precise measurement of neutrino oscillations in
T2K requires a good understanding of the neutrino beam
properties and of neutrino interactions. The two previ-
ous sections have described the neutrino flux model and
neutrino-nucleus interaction model, and constraints on
those models based on external measurements. As we

2p2h cross section 
7

Final State Interactions (FSI)

9

Final state interactions [FSI]

Plan
MC in experiment

Neutrino interactions

Nuclear e�ects
Fermi gas
Spectral function
Final state interactions
Intranuclear cascade
FSI in GENIE

Generating splines

Generating events

Analyzing an output

Tomasz Golan MINERvA101 GENIE 14 / 45

Two models available: hA and hN

ν

µ

FIG. 2. The hadronic shower produced in the initial interaction must still traverse the dense nuclear matter
and is then subject to Final State Interactions (FSI) before appearing in the detector. These FSI include
nucleon-nucleon interactions as well as pion-nucleon interactions as illustrated. Figure from Tomasz Golan.

It cannot be stressed enough that the incident neutrino energy is not a priori known. This
situation di↵ers dramatically from electron or muon scattering studies where the amounts of energy
and momentum that are transfered to the nucleus is known precisely on event-by-event basis. For
neutrino nucleus scattering the incoming neutrino energy and initially produced hadronic particles,
which have been subject to the above mentioned nuclear e↵ects, can only be estimated from what
is observed in the detector.

Since it is the initial neutrino energy spectrum as well as signal and background topologies
that have to be used in the extraction of oscillation parameters, the strong dependence of the
unbiased extraction of neutrino-oscillation parameters on neutrino-interaction physics can best be
summarized by noting that the energy and configuration of interactions observed in experimental
detectors are, aside from detector e↵ects, the convolution of the energy-dependent neutrino flux,
the energy-dependent neutrino-nucleon cross section, and these significant energy-dependent nuclear
e↵ects.

Practically, experimenters combine information about the energy dependence of all exclusive
cross sections as well as nuclear e↵ects into a nuclear model. This model along with the best
estimate of the spectrum of incoming neutrino energies then enters the Monte Carlo predictions
of target nucleus response and topology of final states and is a critical component of oscillation
analyses.

To illustrate how oscillation experiments depend on this nuclear model, consider the following
illustrative conceptual outline of a two-detector, long-baseline oscillation analysis:

1. Reconstruct the observed event topology and energy (final state particles identification and
their momenta) in the near detector (ND).

2. Use the nuclear model to take the reconstructed event topology and energy back through the
nucleus to infer the neutrino interaction energy End

⌫

.

3. Using information on geometric di↵erences between near and far detector fluxes and perturbed
via an oscillation hypothesis, project the resulting initial interaction neutrino energy spectrum
�(End

⌫

), into the predicted spectrum �0(Efd

⌫

) at the far detector.

Schematic diagram of FSI. 

arXiv:1706.03621, arXiv:1707.01048  (MeV), rec (CCQE)νE
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section by decreasing the solenoid field from 3.7 to 1.0 T is
to adiabatically convert partial transverse momentum to
longitudinal momentum, which is similar to the matching
section in the pion decay channel. The divergence angle

distributions of the muon beam before and after the
adiabatic section are shown in Fig. 16. This is very important
to reduce the transverse divergent angle for the muon beam
which is critical to obtain a required neutrino spectrum with
an average energy larger than 200 MeV at a far detector of
150 km in distance, because the high-energy neutrino is
emitted only within a very small solid angle with respect to
the muon’s direction. Figure 17 shows the neutrino energy
dependence on the divergent angle and momentum of a
muon. The Focusing-Drift-Focusing-Drift focusing channel
has a transverse acceptance of 65 πmm rad for the reference
momentum with a beam pipe of 800 mm in diameter.
The total muon beam intensity in the decay channel is
1.0 × 1015 μþ=s or 1.8 × 1022 μþ=y, and the neutrino yield
(in pair) is 5.4 × 1021 ν=y which is more than twice the one
at the Neutrino Factory. The neutrino spectra at the far
detectorwith simulated particles are shown in Fig. 18, which
does not take into account neutrino oscillations [56]. The
averaged energy for muon antineutrinos is about 240 MeV,
and the neutrino flux is 4.7 × 1011 ν=ðm2yÞ at the far
detector which is lower than at the NF due to smaller γ or
lower energy. The neutrino fluxes for different capture fields
are summarized in Table IV.
To limit the background by the decays of the pions which

survive into the muon channel below 1% in the neutrino
flux at the far detector, we can use methods either by the
combination of the momentum selection in the chicane and
the bending sections or by prolonging the pion decay
channel from 50 m to about 100 m or by both methods.
Similar to the muon beam discarded by the muon beam

selection section, the remaining undecayed muons at the
end of the muon decay channel can also be used for other
muon applications.

V. DETECTOR CONCEPT

Amuon decay produces two neutrinos of different lepton
charges and flavors, namely, a muon antineutrino and an
electron neutrino for a μþ decay, a muon neutrino and an
electron antineutrino for a μ− decay. Thus taking into
account that partial neutrinos will change their flavors
during the flight, all four neutrino flavors are present and
the detector should be able to distinguish the charge and the
flavor of neutrinos. It should also be able to distinguish
charge current interactions (CC) from neutral current
backgrounds, which could be very small in the case of
low energy neutrino beams.

FIG. 16. Divergence angle distributions before and after the
adiabatic matching section in the case of 14 T capture field.

FIG. 17. Neutrino energy dependence on the divergent angle
and momentum of a muon (this figure needs to be changed with
“divergent angle”).

FIG. 18. Muon antineutrino energy spectra at the far detector of
150 km.

TABLE IV. Neutrino fluxes at the far detector for different
capture fields at the target.

Field level Neutrino flux [ν=ðm2 yÞ]
7 T field 2.1 × 1011

10 T field 3.3 × 1011

14 T field 4.7 × 1011

MUON-DECAY MEDIUM-BASELINE NEUTRINO … Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 17, 090101 (2014)

090101-11

MOMENT; δCP search in China 

Table 2. Number of neutrinos per m2 crossing a surface placed on–axis at a distance of 100 km
from the target station during 200 days for 2.0 GeV protons and positive and negative horn current
polarities.

positive negative

N⌫ (⇥1010)/m2 % N⌫ (⇥1010)/m2 %

⌫µ 396 97.9 11 1.6

⌫̄µ 6.6 1.6 206 94.5

⌫e 1.9 0.5 0.04 0.01

⌫̄e 0.02 0.005 1.1 0.5
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Figure 3. Neutrino fluence as a function of energy at a distance of 100 km on–axis from the
target station, for 2.0 GeV protons and positive (left) and negative (right) horn current polarities,
respectively.

are directed towards the detector). The horn focusing allows to enhance the number of

neutrinos directed towards the detector by a factor 7.4.

6 Underground Detector Site

In the search for a suitable site for the large underground Water Cherenkov detector some

preliminary investigations have been made of the Northern Garpenberg mine at 540 km

NNW of the ESS site in Lund. The construction of the ore hoist shaft of this mine and the

nearby decline (descending transport tunnel) started in the 1960s. The current shaft depth

of 830 m was reached in 1994 and the depth of the decline (of cross section 5⇥6 m2), which

was 1000 m in 1998, has later been extended to 1230 m. In 2012 300000 tons (=110000 m3)

of ore was transported with trucks on the decline up to the shaft hoist at 830 m depth and

hoisted up to the ground level. The hoist, shaft and head–frame (hoist surface tower) will

no longer be used as from end of 2014. To preserve them will require their maintenance.

– 10 –

ESSνSB: δCP search in Europe 

KDAR is relevant for the flux at these experiments! 
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 4 

about 12-15 GeV. As a result, the yield over proton energy, Y/Tp, has a broad 
maximum at the above transition energies. The kaon yield fraction grows with Tp 
and saturates at Tp ~ 6 GeV. Fig. 2 shows energy dependence of Y/Tp for a 
carbon target and for various angular and momentum regions of interest for the 
kaon program [1]. It was also found that at the considered Tp, the yield of kaons 
with momentum p>0.3-0.4 GeV/c is higher from low-Z targets. At the same time, 
the Fermi-motion in nuclei makes the kaon production threshold energy lower 
compared to the hydrogen’s one of 1.7 GeV. As found in MARS15(LAQGSM) 
calculations for the case considered, the appropriate target materials range from 
deuterium to carbon and the effect of secondary interactions in a thick target is 
rather minor. 
 

 
Figure 2. Energy dependence of kaon yields per incident proton kinetic energy Tp for different angle 
and momentum windows (left) and total yields of kaons (right) produced by proton in carbon target. 
 
 
     The K+ and K0 yields become quite interesting at beam energy Tp ~ 2 GeV, 
while a modest increase of proton energy to Tp ~ 2.5 GeV makes the entire kaon 
program – from a particle production standpoint – definitely feasible. Some loss 
in the Y/Tp ratio from not going to a higher energy of 5-6 GeV can easily be 
compensated by a beam power of the CW linac [1]. 
 
     Momentum and angular distributions of kaons, pions and neutrons generated 
on a deuterium target by a 3-GeV proton beam are shown in Fig. 3. Neutral kaon 
distributions coincide with those for K+ (not the case for hydrogen target), while 
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Figure 3.26: Left: reconstruced Michel electron energy (MeV). Right: muon energy

as determined by the reconstruction vs. cube range energy calculated from the muon

path determined using the external muon tracker and the scintillator cubes inside the

tank. Data is shown by points, Monte Carlo is the solid histogram.

tributions are also sensitive to the optical model of scintillation, photon scattering,

absorption, and re-emission. The reconstructed corrected time and angle distribu-

tions for Michel electron calibration events are shown in figure 3.23 for data and

Monte Carlo. The corrected time distribution shows good agreement between data

and Monte Carlo for the prompt Cherenkov peak and the subsequent 75 ns, over

which the number of hits drops by 3 orders of magnitude. However, before the peak

and for times later than 75 ns, data has many more hit PMTs. These differences

occur primarily because cosmic ray and PMT noise backgrounds are not simulated

for calibration events, however, there may also be a contribution from un-modeled

late light production via scintillation or flourescence. The corrected angle distribution

shows good agreement between data and Monte Carlo around the Cherenkov peak,

however, the late-time difference shows up at the <1% level in the flat, isotropic com-

ponent, as expected. The reconstructed corrected time and angle distributions for

muon calibration events are shown in data and Monte Carlo for each cube in figures
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Figure 3.26: Left: reconstruced Michel electron energy (MeV). Right: muon energy

as determined by the reconstruction vs. cube range energy calculated from the muon

path determined using the external muon tracker and the scintillator cubes inside the

tank. Data is shown by points, Monte Carlo is the solid histogram.
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tions for Michel electron calibration events are shown in figure 3.23 for data and

Monte Carlo. The corrected time distribution shows good agreement between data

and Monte Carlo for the prompt Cherenkov peak and the subsequent 75 ns, over

which the number of hits drops by 3 orders of magnitude. However, before the peak

and for times later than 75 ns, data has many more hit PMTs. These differences

occur primarily because cosmic ray and PMT noise backgrounds are not simulated

for calibration events, however, there may also be a contribution from un-modeled

late light production via scintillation or flourescence. The corrected angle distribution

shows good agreement between data and Monte Carlo around the Cherenkov peak,
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